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Lesson 1 
C O N S O N A N T S 

 
1A  CONSONANTS 

1. Introduction 
a. The only true letters in the Hebrew alphabet are consonants. In biblical Hebrew 

vowels are indicated by a system of markings, called “pointings,” which appear in 

connection with consonants. Vowel pointings will be discussed in the next lesson. 

b. In Hebrew the consonants which form words, and the words which form 

sentences, are read from right to left, instead of left to right as in English. In the 

history of writing the Hebrew language various scripts have been used. This 

Grammar employs the square script that appears in contemporary Hebrew Bibles.  

c. On the following page is a chart which presents the consonants of the Hebrew 

alphabet, giving their names, forms, transliteration (or phonetic value), and 

pronunciation. 

(1) The names of the consonants – like other grammatical terms throughout this 

Grammar – are written in English with simplified spellings to make them 

easier for beginning students to remember. The names of the consonants in 

Hebrew appear in Appendix 1, section 1. 

(2) The following consonant chart provides a pronunciation system based on 

modern Hebrew. Traditional or classical pronunciation is also indicated where 

it varies from modern Hebrew. 
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2. Consonant chart 
 

Pronunciation 
Name Form Trans-

literation Modern Traditional 
   

Alef [Aleph]1 a ' {silent}  

Bet B 
b 

B 
b [bh, v] 

b as in boy 
v as in vine 

 

Gimel G 
g 

G 
g [gh] g as in girl g as in girl 

g as in leg 

Dalet D 
d 

D 
d [dh] d as in door d as in door 

th as in thin 

He h h h as in hat  
Vav [Waw] w j [w] v as in vine2 w as in well 

Zayin z z z as in zeal  
Het x x [ch] ch as in Bach  
Tet j X t as in time t as in cut 
Yod y y y as in yes2  

Kaf [Kaph] K 
k $3 

JK 
k [kh] 

k as in king 
ch as in Bach  

Lamed l l l as in let  
Mem m ~ m m as in met  
Nun n ! n n as in net  

Samek s s s as in set  
Ayin [ v {silent}  

Pe P 
p @ 

P 
p [ph, f] 

p as in pet 
f as in fun  

Sade c # c ts as in nets  
Qof [Qoph] q q [ki] k as in king k as in bark 

Resh r r r as in rich  
Sin f W s as in set  
Shin v H [sh] sh as in shoe  

Tav [Taw] T 
t 

T 
t [th] t as in time t as in time 

th as in thin 

                                                           
1 Brackets indicate alternatives that may be found in other Hebrew resources. 
2 The pronunciation of  w and  y may vary when combined with vowels. See the next lesson. 
3 When two forms appear on a line, the second is a “final form.” 
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3.  Characteristics of certain consonants 
a. Final forms 

Most consonants have the same form whether they appear at the beginning, 

middle, or end of a word. However, five consonants – kaf, mem, nun, pe, and sade 

– have different forms, depending upon where the consonant appears in a word. 

For these five consonants the “medial forms” of  k, m, n, p and c are used 

when the consonants appear at the beginning or in the middle of a word. The 

“final forms” of  $, ~, !, @, and # are used if the consonant appears at the end 

of a word. The following words illustrate the use of the medial and final forms. 

 $wmk (“like you”) has medial and final kafs and a medial mem. 

 ~km (“from you”) has medial and final mems and a medial kaf. 

 !tn (“give”) has medial and final nuns. 

 @rc (“refine”) has a medial sade and a final pe. 

 #rp (“break through”) has a medial pe and a final sade. 

b. Begadkefat consonants 

(1) The six consonants B, G, D, K, P, and T may appear with a dot in the 

center (as just written), or without the dot as  b, g, d, k, p, and t. The dot 

is a dagesh-lene whose nature will be discussed later. A popular mnemonic 

device for remembering these six consonants is begadkefat, which employs 

the first letter in the name of each consonant. 

(2) Two of the begadkefat consonants also have final forms: kaf and pe. The final 

$ and @ cannot take the dot which is a dagesh-lene. 

c. Guttural consonants 

Four consonants are known as gutturals, since originally they were 

pronounced primarily in the throat. They are a, h, x, and [. As gutturals they 

have some unique features which will be discussed in future lessons. The 

consonant r sometimes acts in the same manner as a guttural. 

d. Labial consonants 

Three consonants are known as labials, since they are pronounced primarily 

with the lips. They are B, m, and P. 

e. Quiescent consonants 

(1) a, h, w, and y are called quiescent consonants because they sometimes quiesce 
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or become silent, losing their consonantal properties. For example, while 

consonants at the beginning or in the middle of a word normally have 

vowel pointings, in some situations the quiescents lose their ability to 

receive a vowel. This and other characteristics of quiescents will be 

discussed in future lessons. 

(2) When h appears at the end of a word it can have a dot, called a 

mappiq (qyPim; = “pronounced”), which strengthens the h so that it retains 

its consonantal character rather than quiescing. 

 Hl'  (“to her”) has a mappiq in the h, which means it does not quiesce. 

f. Sibilant consonants 

Five consonants are known as sibilants because their pronunciation involves an s 

sound. They are z, s, c, f and v.  

4. Writing the forms of the consonants 
a.  When learning the write the forms of the consonants, the student must take care to 

distinguish between certain forms which might easily be confused with one 

another. Note the distinctions in the following pairs. 

(1)  b g 
 (2)  b k 
 (3)  g n 
 (4)  d z 
 (5)  d $ 

(6)  d r 

(7)  h x 

(8)  x t 

(9)  w z 
(10)  w y 

(11)  w ! 
(12)  w r 

(13)  j m 

(14)  k n 
(15)  $ ! 

(16)  m ~ 
(17)  m s 

(18)  ~ s 

(19)  [ c 

 (20)  f v 

5. Transliteration 
a. Knowing the transliteration of Hebrew has several advantages. It allows one to 

comprehend Hebrew that is written only in transliterated form. It also permits the 

easy comparison of transliterated Hebrew with transliterated words from other 

Semitic languages (that is, other ancient-Near-Eastern languages in the same 

family as Hebrew). For the beginning student transliteration can be an aid in 

learning the correct pronunciation of words; however, the student must come to 

the point of being able to pronounce Hebrew without the help of transliteration. 

b. While Hebrew is read from right to left, transliteration is read from left to right (in 

the normal English manner), as the following examples illustrate. These Hebrew 
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words are spelled with consonants only. Transliterations appear to the right, as 

well as translations in parentheses.  
(1) lka 'kl (“eat”) (16) lwdG Gdjl (“great”) 

(2) ~G Gm (“also”) (17) hf[m mvWh (“work”) 

(3) hdf Wdh (“field”) (18) dsx xsd (“steadfast love”) 

(4) rbD Dbr (“word”) (19) @la 'lp (“thousand”) 
(5) $lh hlk (“go”) (20) vgn ngH (“approach”) 
(6) txT Txt (“beneath”) (21) !jq qXn (“small”) 
(7) vpn npH (“living being”) (22) bhz zhb (“gold”) 
(8) bwj Xjb (“good”) (23) $rD Drk (“way”) 
(9) !hK Khn (“priest”) (24) ~yf Wym (“set”) 

(10) rws sjr (“turn aside”) (25) #lx CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCxlc (“withdraw”) 
(11) lpn npl (“fall”) (26) ykna 'nky (“I”) 
(12) abc C C C C Ccb' (“army”) (27) @sK Ksp (“silver”) 
(13) $wT Tjk (“midst”) (28) qydc CCCCCcdyq (“righteous”) 
(14) dgB  Bgd (“garment”) (29) ytvlP PlHty (“Philistine”) 
(15) ~ynP Pnym (“face”) (30) xBzm mzBx (“altar”) 

 

6.  Pronunciation 
a. Some Hebrew consonants have sounds which are very difficult for English-

speaking persons to reproduce. The a and [ are glottal stops (producing guttural 

sounds) that are especially challenging. They may be imitated by a slight stopping 

of the breath. However, for the sake of simplicity they are treated in this Grammar 

as if they are silent letters. 

b. Theoretically, the begadkefat consonants have harder or sharper sounds when the 

dot or dagesh-lene is present, and softer or duller sounds when the dagesh-lene is 

absent. However, this softening of the begadkefats when they lack the dagesh-

lene actually occurs with only three of these consonants in modern Hebrew 

pronunciation. These three are bet, kaf, and pe: 
 

 B =   b (as in boy)  b =   v (as in vine) 

 K  =   k (as in king)  k =   ch (as in Bach) 

 P  =   p (as in pet)  p =   f (as in fun) 
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The presence or absence of the dagesh-lene does not change the pronunciation of 

the other three begadkefat consonants: 
 

 G or g =   g (as in girl) 

 D or d =   d (as in door) 

 T or t =   t (as in time) 
 

c. The pronunciation of x and k involve a hard ch sound which is spoken low in the 

throat, like the German ch, as in Bach. 

d. The pronunciation of c involves the eliding of two consonantal sounds: t followed 

immediately by s, as in the word nets. 

 Lesson 1:  EXERCISES 

a. Repeatedly write and pronounce the Hebrew consonants until their forms and 

sounds become familiar.  

b. Section 1A.4 lists pairs of consonants that might easily be confused with one 

another. Write each pair three times, making sure to form the letters distinctly. 

While writing them, note how the pairs of letters may be distinguished from one 

another through such features as curved or pointed corners, or the presence or 

absence of “tittles” (or “tabs”).  

c. Reproduce from memory the consonant chart in section 1A.2, with the exception 

of the traditional pronunciation and items in brackets.  

d. From memory list the consonants in the following categories. 

(1) Gutturals       (3) Quiescents  

(2) Labials       (4) Sibilants 

e. Practice transliterating the Hebrew words in section 1A.5b. While doing this 

exercise, cover the transliterations that appear beside the words. When finished 

check the work against the answers in the book. 

f. The following words from the Hebrew Bible are written with consonants only; the 

spelling of some is modified to make them appropriate for this lesson. Rewrite the 

words in Hebrew and then transliterate them, noting their resemblance to familiar 

biblical names or terms. A scripture reference for each word appears in 

parentheses. 
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(1) ~yhla (Ge 1:1) (21) lbBbrz (Ezr 2:2) 
(2) hwhy (Ge 2:4) (22) !vG (Ge 45:10) 
(3) xrT (Ge 11:24) (23) ynys (Ex 19:1) 
(4)  ~rba  (Ge 11:26) (24) ![nK (Jos 5:12) 
(5)  1yrf  (Ge 12:5) (25) #ra (1Sa 13:19) 
(6) jwl  (Ge 12:5) (26) larfy (1Sa 13:19) 
(7) qdcyKlm (Ge 14:18) (27) 2!dry (Nu 26:3) 
(8)  rgh  (Ge 16:1) (28) hbr[ (Dt 1:7) 
(9) la[mvy (Ge 16:11) (29) hlpv (Dt 1:7) 

(10) ~hrba (Ge 17:5) (30) bgn (Dt 1:7) 
(11) hrf (Ge 17:15) (31) !wnbl (Dt 3:25) 
(12) qxcy (Ge 17:19) (32) ~kv (Ge 12:6) 
(13) $lmyba  (Ge 20:2) (33) latyB (Ge 12:8) 
(14) hqbr (Ge 22:23) (34) !wrbx (Ge 13:18) 
(15) !w[dG (Jdg 6:11) (35) wDdgm (Jos 12:21) 
(16) !tn (2Sa 5:14) (36) ~yzrG (Jdg 9:7) 
(17) rTsa (Est 2:7) (37) ~lvwry (2Sa 5:5) 
(18) ykDrm (Est 2:7) (38) tBbv (Ex 20:8) 
(19) !mh (Est 3:1) (39) ~yprf (Isa 6:2) 
(20) laynD (Da 1:6) (40) ~wlv (Nu 6:26) 

g. Find in a Hebrew Bible words (21) to (40) from the preceding exercise. Note that 

from the perspective of English-speaking persons, the Hebrew Bible is read from 

back to front. If one is using the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) – the 

standard edition for academic purposes, a table of contents appears at the end of 

the prolegomena (after page LV). Although this table employs Latin and Hebrew 

terms, most of the names of biblical books can be easily deciphered. While 

finding the words listed above in BHS, ignore for now the markings around the 
                                                           

1 Note that in this word and several others a yod or vav sometimes seems to represent a vowel rather 
than a consonant (with yod = e or i and vav = o or u). The following lesson will explain how these two 
consonants sometimes function to represent vowels. In this exercise simply give their consonantal 
transliteration. 

2 Notice that the traditional English transliteration of Hebrew names sometimes renders a y as j rather 
than y. Use the technically correct y for the purposes of this exercise. 
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consonants (most of which are vowel pointings). Also note that BHS occasionally 

alters the spelling of the words, sometimes adding prefixed letters or omitting 

doubled consonants. The significance of these differences will be explained in 

future lessons.  

h. Sometimes poetic texts in the Hebrew Bible employ an acrostic as a literary 

device, with the result that successive stichs (or lines) of poetry begin with 

successive consonants of the Hebrew alphabet.  

(1) Notice the use of an acrostic in Psalm 34 by looking in a Hebrew Bible. In 

BHS the pattern is emphasized by listing the successive letters of the Hebrew 

alphabet in the margin. Observe that the Psalm 34 acrostic does not have 

separate lines for sin and shin, a typical feature of Hebrew acrostics (since the 

two letters would appear the same in an unpointed [pre-Masoretic] text).  

Besides the sin and shin, one other letter is missing from the acrostic in Psalm 

34. Identify which consonant is missing.  

(2) Find at least one other Psalm which employs an acrostic and observe whether 

or not the consonantal pattern is complete. 
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Lesson 2 
V O W E L S 

 
2A VOWELS 

1. Introduction 
a. Originally biblical Hebrew was written only with consonants; no vowels appeared 

in the text. When reading one had to supply the vowels from one’s knowledge of 

the language. Later in the development of Hebrew a few of the consonants were 

used to indicate the presence of certain vowels. Around AD 500-1000 a group of 

Jewish scholars called Masoretes (from massorah [hr'ASm;] = “tradition”) 

introduced an ingenious system for indicating all of the vowels in the Hebrew 

Bible. Their system designates vowels by means of pointings or marks (mostly 

dots and dashes) which are placed around the consonants in such a way that the 

consonantal text itself is not altered. The resulting pointed Hebrew Bible is known 

as the Masoretic text (MT). 

b. The chart on the following page groups Hebrew vowels in two broad 

classifications: full vowels and half vowels. Full vowels are further divided into 

three subgroups: short, long and naturally-long. Half vowels are divided into two 

subgroups: simple sheva and composite shevas.  

c. The chart also presents the name,1 form, transliteration, and approximate 

pronunciation of each vowel. The location of the vowels in relation to consonants 

is indicated by use of the symbol 3 which stands for a consonant. 

                                                           
1 The names of the consonants in Hebrew appear in Appendix 1, section 1. 
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2. Vowel chart 
 
a. Full Vowels 

(1) Short 

Pronunciation Name Form Trans-
literation Modern Traditional 

 

Patah   3;  a a as in father a as in had 

Segol   3, e e as in bed  

Hireq   3i  i i as in machine i as in hit 

Qames-hatuf   3' o o as in row o as in top 

Qibbus   3u  u u as in rule u as in nut 
  

  (2) Long 
 

Qames   3' A a as in father  
Sere   3e E e as in bed e as in they 

Holem   3o IO o as in row  
   
  (3) Naturally-long 

 

Sere-yod y3e   e as in they  

Hireq-yod y3i Ó i as in machine  

Holem-vav [-waw] 1 A3 Ù o as in row  

Shureq W3 ˚ u as in rule  
 

b. Half vowels 

  (1) Simple sheva 
 

Sheva [Shewa]   3. e 2 e as in below3  
 

  (2) Composite shevas 
 

Hatef-patah   3] · a as in father a as in had 

Hatef-segol   3/ flÈ e as in bed  

Hatef-qames 3\ Û o as in row o as in top 

                                                           
1 The brackets indicate alternative spellings.  
2 Note that the transliteration for each of the half vowels is a superscript letter. 
3 A simple sheva is not always pronounced. See Lesson 3C. 
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3. Full vowels 
a. The classification of full vowels in the preceding chart as short, long, and 

naturally-long is more useful for grammatical purposes than for the sake of 

pronunciation. These distinctions in vowel length are usually not expressed in the 

pronunciation of contemporary Hebrew – a matter that is discussed later. (See 

section 3.6,a.) 

b. Naturally-long vowels 

(1) It was mentioned previously that even before the Masoretes introduced their 

system of vowel pointings some consonants – namely, the quiescents – could 

serve as “vowel letters,” indicating the presence of a vowel in the Hebrew 

text.1 When these consonants represented vowels, the Masoretes simply 

created special vowel forms which were the combination of the consonants 

and particular vowel pointings or dots.2  

(2) Two of the quiescents, w and y, occur frequently as vowel forms. They are 

treated in this Grammar as “naturally-long vowels,” so termed because they 

are long vowels that are naturally represented in the consonantal text. The 

vowel forms which combine w and y with certain short vowels and other 

pointings are as follows. 

Yod + sere =   y3e  (sere-yod)3 

Yod + hireq =   y3i (hireq-yod) 

Vav + holem =   A3  (holem-vav) 

Vav + a dot =   W3  (shureq) 

c. Qames and qames-hatuf 

Qames, a long vowel, and qames-hatuf, a short vowel, are represented by the 

same symbol: 3'. The way to determine which vowel is intended by this 

symbol will be discussed in Lesson 3D. 

 
                                                           

1 The classical term used for the quiescents when they represent vowels is matres lectionis, which 
means “mothers of reading.” 

2 To illustrate the Masoretes’ approach, if the consonantal text had yh in a situation where the yod 
represented a long i vowel, the Masoretes simply added a hireq before the yod to indicate the long vowel by 
means of the combination of the hireq and the yod. The result would be yhi. 

3 y3, (segol-yod) sometimes serves as the naturally-long “e” vowel instead of sere-yod. 
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4. Half Vowels 
a. The English language has nothing equivalent to the half vowels (the simple sheva 

and the composite shevas). They are unique in that, as their name suggests, they 

are weaker than full vowels. This weakness is obvious in two ways. 

(1) Half vowels (along with consonants) cannot serve to form a syllable, while 

full vowels can. (See Lesson 3B.1). 

(2) In pronunciation the half vowels receive a more abbreviated sound than the 

full vowels. This situation is indicated by the names of the composite shevas, 

for the word hatef means “hurried.”  Thus a hatef-patah is a “hurried,” or 

abbreviated, patah; a hatef-segol is a rapidly spoken segol; and a hatef-qames 

sounds like an abbreviated qames-hatuf.  

b. The simple sheva may be either vocalized or silent. When vocalized it usually 

sounds like the rapidly spoken e in below. The circumstances in which the simple 

sheva is vocalized or silent will be discussed in Lesson 3C. 

c. The composite shevas have the following characteristics. 

(1) They are always vocalized, never silent. 

(2) They occur only with the gutturals (a, h, x, and [), which prefer composite 

shevas to the simple sheva. 

(3) They occur only with a guttural that stands at the beginning of a syllable, as 

the following words illustrate. In each case the composite sheva occurs at the 

beginning of the word and therefore at the beginning of a syllable. 

 yviymix] = x·mÓHÓ (“fifth”)    

 ~yhil{a/ = 'ÈlOhÓm (“God”) 

 ynI[| = vÛnÓ (“poverty”) 

5.  Placement of vowels with consonants 
a. The naturally-long vowels are placed following a consonant and read after that 

consonant, as the following illustrate. 
yBe = B  AB = BÙ 

yBi = BÓ WB = B˚ 

b. Most of the other vowels (those which are not naturally-long) are placed directly 

beneath a consonant and read after that consonant, as the following illustrate. 
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B' = BA or Bo1 Bu = Bu 
Be = BE B. = Be 
B; = Ba h] = h· 
B, = Be h/ = hÈ 

Bi = Bi h\ = hÛ 

c. The holem is an exception to this pattern of placing the vowel beneath a 

consonant, in that it appears above the left-hand corner of a consonant. 

 Bo = BO 

 In some Hebrew scripts, such as the one used in this Grammar, when a 

holem appears above a sin, the holem and the dot above the left side of the 

sin fall on top of one another, so that only one dot is visible. For example, 

in the word [b;f = WObav (“plenty”) the dot above the first consonant 

serves both to identify the letter as a sin (in contrast to a shin) and to 

indicate that the sin has a holem above it. Since every non-quiescent 

consonant at the beginning or in the middle of a word must have a vowel, 

and since the sin in [b;f has no other vowel marked, one can assume that 

its vowel is a holem. 

d. Every consonant in a word is normally accompanied by a vowel, except for the 

last consonant, which may or may not have a vowel. 
(1) A final kaf usually has either a qames or a simple sheva within it, so that it 

appears as ^ or %, as in the words ^t.ao (“you” M) and %t'ao (“you” F). 

(2) As discussed above, in some situations the quiescent consonants (a, h, w, and 

y) are not accompanied by a vowel, even when they occur in the middle of a 

word. In such a situation the quiescent consonant has lost its consonantal 

character – that is, it has lost its ability to support a vowel. 

 ~yhil{a/ (“God”) begins with the quiescent a, which has the vowel hatef-

segol. When the preposition l (“to”) is attached to the front of this word it 

is spelled ~yhil{ale (“to God”). Note that the quiescent a loses its vowel 

in this situation. (See Lesson 6A.2.) 

(3) While w and y can lose their consonantal status and represent naturally-long 

vowels (y3e, y3i, A3, or W3), they can also stand as normal consonants which 
                                                           

1 See section 8.0. 
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support vowel pointings. The following clues describe how to distinguish 

between the functioning of  w and y as vowel letters and as typical 

consonants. 

(a) When w has a holem above it (A), the w normally represents a holem-vav 

and not a consonant, as in the word vAB = BÙH (“to be ashamed”).1  

(b) However, when w is accompanied by any vowel pointing other than a 

holem, it functions as a normal consonant with a vowel, as in the word 
tw<m' = mAjet (“death”). 

(c) When w has a dot (W) and no other pointing, it represents a shureq and 

not a consonant, as in the word tWm = m˚t (“to die”). 

(d) When y is preceded by a sere or hireq (y3e or y3i), the y can have no 

vowel pointing (beneath, above, or after it), and the y is part of either 

a sere-yod or a hireq-yod, as in tyBe = B t (“house of”) or ayhi = 

hÓ' (“she”). 

(e) However, when y has vowel pointing (beneath, above, or after it), it 

does not form a naturally-long vowel but stands as a consonant with a 

vowel,  as in  tyIB; = Bayit (“house”). 

e. Furtive patah 

(1) While most vowels are placed beneath a consonant and read after that 

consonant, the vowel patah forms an exception to this principle in one 

special circumstance. When the gutturals h, x, or [ occur at the end of a 

word, they sometimes take a unique patah called a furtive (“stealthy”) 

patah.2  The furtive patah is placed beneath a guttural but pronounced 

before that guttural. This furtive patah is like the half vowels in that it is 

hurried in pronunciation and cannot form a separate syllable. (See Lesson 

3B.1b(2).) The occurrence of a furtive patah before a guttural is due to the 
                                                           

1 An exception occurs when A is preceded by a vowel rather than a consonant. To illustrate, in !A[' 
(“sin”) the A is the consonant vav with a holem rather the vowel holem-vaw because the A is preceded by a 
qames. Two vowels cannot occur without an intervening consonant (except in the case of a furtive patah). 

2 The furtive patah may occur when h, x, or [ appear at the end of a word and they are preceded by a 
naturally-long or long e, i, o, or u vowel (that is, any naturally-long or any long vowel except qames). See 
Malcom J.A. Horsnell, A Review and Reference Grammar for Biblical Hebrew, rev. ed. (Hamilton, 
Ontario: McMaster University Press, 1999), 28. 
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fact that the gutturals prefer an a vowel before them. Anytime a patah 

appears below h, x, or [ at then end of a word, one can assume that it is a 

furtive patah.  

(2) The following words illustrate that a furtive patah is transliterated and 

pronounced before the final consonant. 

 1H;boG" = GAbOah (“proud”)    

 x;reao = 'OrEax (“wandering”) 

 [;re = rEav (“friend”) 

6. Pronunciation of vowels and vowel classes 
a. Hebrew grammars reflect a great deal of variety in the systems of vowel 

pronunciation that they recommend.2 Since it is impossible to reconstruct with 

confidence the manner in which Hebrew was pronounced in antiquity, this 

Grammar opts for a pronunciation system based on modern Hebrew. Modern 

pronunciation generally does not distinguish between long and short vowel 

sounds, except in the case of the e vowels (sere-yod, sere, segol, and hatef-segol).  

b. The system of pronunciation represented in this Grammar assigns one sound to 

each vowel for the sake of simplicity; however, in actual practice the sounds of 

vowels may not be static, for their pronunciation can be affected by 

accompanying consonants and vowels.  

c. Besides being classified according to length, as in the chart of section 2A.2, 

vowels may also be grouped in classes of sound – that is, A, E, I, O, or U classes, 

as the following chart indicates. Note that in each class the vowels are organized 

to indicate a shortening (reduction) of sound as one moves from left to right in the 

chart, so that the column of half vowels indicates the shortest (most reduced) 

sound in each class. A column summarizing vowel pronunciation also 

accompanies the chart. 

 

 
 

                                                           
1 While the script used in this Grammar places a furtive patah beneath the center of a final consonant, 

some other Hebrew scripts (such as the one used in BHS) place it beneath the right side of a final guttural, 
emphasizing the fact that it is pronounced before the guttural.  

2 For discussion and bibliography regarding the pronunciation of vowels, see Horsnell, 11-19. 
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 Naturally-
long Long Short Half 

vowels1 Pronunciation

A 
class: 

2 3' 
(Qames) 

3; 
(Patah) 

3] 
(Hatef-patah) a as in father 

y3e 
(Sere-yod) 

   
e as in they 

E 
class:  3e 

(Sere) 
3, 

(Segol) 
3/ 

(Hatef-segol) e as in bed 

I  
class: 

y3i 
(Hireq-yod) 

 3i 
(Hireq) 

3

i as in machine 

O 
class: 

A3 
(Holem-vav) 

 3o  
(Holem) 

3' 
(Qames-hatuf) 

3\ 
(Hatef-qames) o as in row 

U 
class: 

W3 
(Shureq) 

 3u 
(Qibbus) 

4 

u as in rule 

Simple 
sheva 

    3. 
(Sheva) 

 

e as in below 

 
d. The following chart depicts some situations where the consonants w and y occur at 

the end of words in combination with one another and certain vowels. The chart 

indicates how to pronunciation these unusual constructions.5 

 

 
 

                                                           
1 Only the gutturals take composite shevas, which are the half vowels that can be classified by sound. 

Non-guttural consonants take a simple sheva as the most reduced (shortest) vowel in each class. The simple 
sheva is placed in a separate category in this chart since it does not belong to a particular class (A, E, I, O, 
or U) and appears with non-gutturals in all vowel classes. 

2 Some grammars identify h3' at the end of a word as a naturally-long “A class” vowel, transliterated 
as ‰. 

3 Since this vowel class lacks a composite sheva, hatef-segol can serve in the “I class” as a half vowel 
with gutturals. 

4 Since this vowel class lacks a composite sheva, hatef-qames can serve in the “U class” as a half 
vowel with gutturals. 

5 See Horsnell, 13; Thomas O. Lambdin, Introduction to Biblical Hebrew (New York: Scribner’s, 
1971), XVII; and James D. Martin, Davidson’s Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 27th ed. (Edinburgh: T&T 
Clark, 1993), 18. 
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Ending with vav Pronunciation Ending with yod Pronunciation 

w3; ===   aj y3; =   ay 

w3' =   Aj y3' =   Ay 
ay as in aye 

wy3' =   Ayj1 

av as in Java 

y3, =   ey ey as in they 

w3e =   Ej yA =   Ùy 

wy3e =    j 
av as in cave 

y3o =   Oy 
oi as in boil 

w3i =   ij yW =   ˚y ouie as in Louie 

wy3i =   Ój 
ev as in eve 

 

 
 

7. Transliteration 
a. The naturally-long vowels are transliterated with the symbol 8 above them:   

(sere-yod), Ó (hireq-yod), Ù (holem-vav), and û (shureq).  

b. The long vowels are transliterated with the symbol - above them: A (qames), E 

(sere), and O (holem). 

c. The short vowels are transliterated with no symbol above them: a (patah), e 

(segol), i (hireq), o (qames-hatuf), and u (qibbus). 

d. The half vowels are transliterated with superscript letters. In addition, the 

composite shevas have the mark 9 above them. Thus, in transliteration, the half 

vowels are e (sheva), —· (hatef-patah), È (hatef-segol), and Û (hatef-qames). 

                                                           
1 In this chart where vav follows yod, the yod has quiesced so that it cannot support a vowel. 

e. The following words from the Hebrew Bible illustrate the manner in which 

vowels and consonants are transliterated. In each case the symbol Ø' always 

stands for a qames, with the exception of word number (14), where it is a qames-

hatuf, as the note indicates.  
(1) #[e vEc (“tree”) 
(2) yx; xay (“alive”) 
(3)  !Ada' 'AdÙn (“lord”) 
(4) [r;z< zerav (“seed”) 
(5)  wyPi PÓj (“his mouth”) 
(6) yAG GÙy (“nation”) 
(7) ~yIm; mayim (“water”) 
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(8)   rv,a] '·Her (“who”) 
(9) vd,qo qOdeH (“holiness”) 

(10) ynEv. Hen  (“two of”) 
(11) lkoa/l, le'ÈkOl (“to eat”) 
(12)  wyr'x]a; 'ax·rAyj (“after him”) 
(13) lWbG> GebŮ l (“border”) 
(14) 1ylih\a' 'ohÛlÓ (“my tent”) 
(15) ~aun> ne'um (“utterance”) 
(16) hl'[/h, hevÈlAh (“he brought”) 
(17)  rq,Bo BOqer (“morning”) 
(18)  yWlG' GAl˚y (“being uncovered”) 
(19)    ~[i vim (“with”) 
(20) byjiyhel. leh XÓb (“to be good”) 
(21) x;Wr r˚ax (“spirit”) 
(22)  tAcxu  xucÙt (“streets”) 
(23) ~ynImua/ 'ÈmunÓm (“faithfulness”) 
(24) !h,yle[] v·l hen (“upon them”) 
(25)  2vlv' HAlOH (“three”) 
(26) ~yvid'x\ xÛdAHÓm (“months”) 
(27) ^Wdq'P.  PeqAd˚kA (“they sought you”) 
(28) ylix\ xÛlÓ (“sickness”) 
(29) WvboyEw> jeyEbOH˚ (“and they were ashamed”) 
(30) ~h,yteAryji XÓrÙt hem (“their encampments”) 

                                                           
1 The first vowel in this word is a qames-hatuf. The reason why is explained in the next lesson. 
2 Note that the dot above the final shin in this word also serves to indicate the vowel holem. 

 
 Lesson 2:  EXERCISES 

a. Repeatedly write and pronounce the Hebrew vowels until their forms and sounds 

become familiar. 

b. Reproduce from memory the vowel chart in section 2A.2, with the exception of 

the traditional pronunciation and the items in brackets.  
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c. Practice transliterating the Hebrew words in section 2A.7e. While doing this 

exercise, cover the transliterations that appear beside the words. When finished 

check the work against the answers in the book.   

d. The following names come from the Hebrew Bible – some are well known; others 

are not so familiar. At times the spelling of the names is slightly altered to meet 

the purpose of this lesson. Rewrite the names in Hebrew and then transliterate 

them. Also pronounce each name and note when the transliteration and 

pronunciation are similar to or divergent from the typical English rendering of 

these names. In this exercise the symbol 3' always stands for a qames, instead of  

a qames-hatuf.   
(1) ~d'a' (Ge 4:25) (21) !D' (Ge 35:25) 
(2) !yIq; (Ge 4:2) (22) yliT'p.n: (Ge 35:25) 
(3) lb,h' (Ge 4:2) (23) dG" (Ge 35:26) 
(4) tve (Ge 5:6) (24) rvea' (Ge 35:26) 
(5) vAna/ (Ge 5:6) (25) hv,mo (Ex 4:14) 
(6) !n"yqe (Ge 5:12) (26) !roh]a; (Ex 4:14) 
(7) xl;v,Wtm. (Ge 5:25) (27) ~y"r>mi (Ex 15:20) 
(8) x;nO (Ge 5:32) (28) [;vuAhy> (Ex 17:9) 
(9) wf'[e (Ge 25:25) (29) dwID' (1Sa 16:13)  

(10) bqo[]y: (Ge 25:26) (30) hmol{v. (2Sa 5:14) 
(11) ha'eele (Ge 29:31) (31) zp;ylia/ (Job 2:11) 
(12) lxer' (Ge 29:31) (32) ynIm'yTe (Job 2:11) 
(13) !beWar> (Ge 35:23) (33) dD;l.Bi (Job 2:11) 
(14) !A[m.vi (Ge 35:23) (34) yxiWv (Job 2:11) 
(15) ywIle (Ge 35:23) (35) rp;Ac (Job 2:11) 
(16) hd'Why> (Ge 35:23) (36) ytim'[]n: (Job 2:11) 
(17) 1rk'f'f.yI (Ge 35:23) (37) Why"m.r>yI (Jer 1:1) 
(18) !luWbz> (Ge 35:23) (38) yG:g>x; (Hag 1:1) 
(19) @seAy (Ge 35:24) (39) hy"m.x,n> (Ne 1:1) 
(20) !miy"n>Bi (Ge 35:24) (40) hy"y>b;x\ (Ne 7:63) 

 
                                                           

1 Note that this word and several others in the exercise seem to have a sheva that is silent rather than 
vocalized. This function of the sheva is discussed in the next lesson. 
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e.  Practice the pronunciation of the following Hebrew words. Attempt to say them 

without transliterating them. In this exercise the symbol 3' always stands for a 

qames, with the exception of word number (25), where it is a qames-hatuf, as the 

note indicates.  
 

(1)  br; (“many”) (16) x;Ko (“strength”) 
(2) dy" (“hand”) (17) ~ae (“mother”) 
(3) hz< (“this”) (18) yAh (“woe”) 
(4) ble (“heart”) (19) !w<a' (“trouble”) 
(5) !yBe (“between”) (20) wyr'f' (“his officials”) 
(6) !mi (“from”) (21) ~yvixu (“hastening”) 
(7) ry[i (“city”) (22) yce[] (“trees of”) 
(8) lKo (“all”) (23) wGE (“back”) 
(9) ~Ay (“day”) (24) yl;Wa (“perhaps”) 

(10) hg"[u (“bread-cake”) (25) 1tr'x\m' (“next day”) 
(11) ~Wq (“to rise”) (26) bWv (“to return”) 
(12) daom. (“very”) (27) vAna/ (“men”) 
(13) ynIa] (“I”) (28) yliK. (“vessel”) 
(14) tm,a/ (“truth”) (29) x;yvim' (“anointed one”) 
(15) lyIx; (“power”) (30) ~yvir'x\ (“wooded hills”) 

                                                           
1 The first vowel in this word is a qames-hatuf.  
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Lesson 3 
A C C E N T I N G ,   S Y L L A B L E S ,   S I M P L E   S H E V A ,        

Q A M E S - H A T U F ,   T R A N S L I T E R A T I O N 
 

3A ACCENTING 

1. Major accent for a word 

a. The Masoretes developed a highly specialized system of accenting for sentences 

in the Hebrew Bible. At this point the student needs only to be concerned with the 

primary accenting of individual words. The syllable which receives the major 

accent in a word is called the tone (or tonic) syllable; it is stressed in reading. 

When it is necessary to mark the tone syllable, this Grammar uses the symbol 23 

in Hebrew script to indicate the accent. In transliteration the symbol  ¥ denotes an 

accented syllable. 

b. Most words receive their major accent on the last syllable.1 When the last syllable 

is accented, typically no special mark appears in this Grammar to indicate that 

fact, although such a mark may occasionally appear for the purpose of clarity or 

illustration. 

 ~d'a' (“man”) has two syllables. The first is a' ('A) and the second is ~d' 
(dAm). Since no accent mark appears with the word, one can assume that the 

second (or last) syllable is accented. If the accent mark were shown, it would 

appear as ~2d'a'.  
c. Some words receive their major accent on the next to last, or penultimate, 

syllable.2 When this is the case the accented syllable is marked. The major accent 

in a word never comes before the penultimate syllable. 

 r[;2v; (“gate”) has two syllables, which are 2v;  (Ha ) and r[; (var). The first, 

or penultimate, syllable is accented as the symbol 23 indicates.  

 

                                                           
1 The Hebrew term for an accent on the last syllable is milra. 
2 The Hebrew term for an accent on the penultimate syllable is milel. 
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2. Meteg 
a. In addition to a major accent, some words have a secondary accent which is 

known as a meteg (gt,2m, = “bridle”). It appears as a vertical stroke beneath a 

consonant. Typically, it is placed to left of vowels, as illustrated by )B', )Be, and )B;. 
However,  the meteg can appear to the right of a vowel, as in w:).  In the case of a 

consonant which does not have a vowel beneath it, the meteg appears by itself 

under that consonant, as in T*o and A)T. 

b. Practically speaking, the meteg causes a speaker to pause in pronunciation.1 

 In [;yqir'l*' (“to the expanse”) a meteg occurs to the left of the first qames. It 

causes a speaker to pause after l*' (lA), the first syllable of the word. This pause 

means that l*' receives a secondary stress. Since no major accent appears on 

the word, one assumes that the last syllable, [;yqi (qÓ%%av), is accented and 

thereby receives the major stress in pronunciation. 

3B SYLLABLES 
1. Characteristics of syllables 

a. A syllable normally begins with a consonant.2 

b. Along with a consonant, every syllable also has one full vowel (that is, a 

naturally-long, long, or short vowel). However, a syllable never has more than 

one full vowel (except in the case of a furtive patah, as discussed below). 

Consequently, a word typically has as many syllables as it has full vowels. 

 rh; = har (“mountain”) has one syllable, since it has only one vowel, a patah.  

 rm;v' = HA/mar3 (“he kept”) has two vowels (qames and patah) and therefore 

has two syllables: v' (HA) and rm; (mar). 

(1) As mentioned earlier, a half vowel (that is, a simple or a composite sheva) 

along with a consonant cannot form a separate syllable. 
                                                           

1 There are a number of situations in which a meteg may occur; for discussion see Paul Joüon, A 
Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. T. Muraoka (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1996), §14; and E. 
Kautzsch, ed., Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, 2d English ed., A. E. Cowley, ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1910), §16c-i. In this Grammar the circumstance in which a meteg consistently appears is with a qames 
before a vocal sheva (3.)3'). See section 3D.1c.  

2 An exception to this rule may occur when the vav conjunction is prefixed to the beginning of a word. 
In some cases the vav conjunction becomes the vowel shureq. See Lesson 6B.2b(2). 

3 The symbol / in transliteration designates a division between syllables. 
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 tyrIB. = BerÓt (“covenant”) has only one syllable since it has only one full 

vowel, a hireq-yod. Even though b. (Be) may sound as though it forms a 

syllable, it cannot because the sheva is a half vowel.1  

 hm'd'a] = V'·dA/mAh (“land”) has two syllables since it has two full vowels 

(two qameses). The first syllable is d'a] ('·dA) and the second syllable is 
hm' (mAh).  a] ('·) cannot form a separate syllable since it has a half 

vowel. 

(2) The one exception to the rule that no syllable has more than one full vowel 

occurs in the case of the furtive patah. (See Lesson 2A.5e.) When a furtive 

patah occurs at the end of a word, it does not mark the beginning of a separate 

syllable. 

 x;Wr = r˚ax (“spirit”) has only one syllable because the second vowel is a 

furtive patah, which cannot form a separate syllable. 

2. Open syllables 
a. Syllables may be of two types: open and closed.  

b. An open syllable is distinguished by two basic features. 

(1) First, an open syllable ends with a full vowel. 

(a) The basic pattern for an open syllable is CONSONANT + FULL VOWEL [CV]. 

 yKi = KÓ (“that”) forms one syllable which is open; it follows the CV 

pattern.  

 !t;n" = nA/tan (“he gave”) has two syllables. The first, n" (nA), is open; 

it follows the CV pattern. 

(b) The pattern of an open syllable may be affected by the following. 

[1] If a simple or composite sheva occurs under the first consonant of an 

open syllable, then the resulting pattern is CONSONANT (with a sheva) 

+ CONSONANT + FULL VOWEL [CCV]. 

 ynEB. = Ben  (“sons of”) and yxea] = '·x  (“brothers of”) each has 

only one open syllable because each has only one full vowel. The 

consonants with shevas cannot form separate syllables. 

[2] The quiescents a and h never close a syllable at the end of a word. In 

                                                           
1 The point that a consonant with a sheva cannot form a syllable is emphasized by the tendency in 

modern Hebrew sometimes to omit the vocal sheva in pronunciation, so that tyrIB. sounds like BrÓt. 
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addition, a cannot close a syllable in the middle of a word. Therefore, 

any syllable ending with a forms an open syllable [CV']. Any final 

syllable (that is, last syllable of a word) ending with h creates an open 

syllable [CVh]. An exception occurs if  h at the end of a word has a 

mappiq (H); in that case H does close the syllable. (See Lesson 

1A.3e(2).) 

 aAB = bÙ' (“to come”) and hKo = KOh (“thus”) each has one open 

syllable since neither a nor h can close the final syllable of a 

word.  

 The second syllable of t'ar'q' = qA/rA'/tA (“you called”) is open 

since a cannot close a syllable in the middle of a word.    

 HB' = BAh (“in her”), however, does not form an open syllable 

because the h at the end has a mappiq. This word forms a closed 

syllable, which is discussed in the next section. 

(2) The second basic feature of an open syllable is that its vowel is usually long 

(or naturally-long) unless the syllable is accented, then the vowel may be 

either long or short.1 

 %l;m' = mA/lak (“he was king”) has two syllables. The first syllable is 

open, has a long vowel, and is not accented.  

 In ~x,2,l, = le¥/xem (“bread”) the first syllable is open and accented; it has 

a short vowel.  

 In rp,2se = sEQµ/per (“writing”) the first syllable is open and accented, but 

this time the open syllable has a long vowel. 

 ymi = mÓ (“who”) has only one syllable, consequently that syllable is 

accented. It is an open syllable with a naturally-long vowel. 

 Both syllables in hr'AT (TÙ/rAh) are open (since h cannot close the final 

syllable). The first syllable has a naturally-long vowel and is unaccented; 

the second is accented with a long vowel. 

 Since a meteg is a secondary accent that causes the reader to pause in 

pronunciation, it always marks an open syllable whether the vowel with 
                                                           

1 There are some exceptions to this rule which will be noted in future lessons. See Lesson 5B.4b; 
Lesson 6A.2b(4) and 6B.2b(4). 
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the meteg is long or short. 

 In ht'b.)r' = rA/betAh (“she was great”) and yhiy>w:) = ja/yehÓ (“and he 

was”) a meteg makes the first syllable of each word open. In one case 

the open syllable has a long vowel; in the other the vowel is short.  

3. Closed syllables 
A closed syllable is distinguished by two basic features. 

a.  First, a closed syllable ends with a consonant instead of a full vowel. 

(1) The typical pattern for a closed syllable is CONSONANT + FULL VOWEL + 

CONSONANT [CVC]. 

 ~[; = vam (“people”) has one syllable which is closed; it follows the CVC 

pattern.  

 The second syllable of br,2x,  = xe¥/reb (“sword”) is a closed syllable; it 

also follows the CVC pattern. 

(2) The pattern of a closed syllable may be affected by the following. 

(a)   If a simple or composite sheva occurs under the first consonant of a 

closed syllable, then the resulting pattern is CONSONANT (with a sheva) + 

CONSONANT + FULL VOWEL + CONSONANT [CCVC]. 

 tAtB. = BetÙt (“daughters of”) and !Ara] = '·rÙn (“ark”) each has one 

closed syllable, following the pattern of CCVC. The consonants with 

shevas cannot form separate syllables. 

(b)  As discussed earlier, a may quiesce (that is, lose its consonantal status), 

meaning that it can neither support a vowel nor close a syllable. This 

quiescent a may appear in a middle of a closed syllable [CV'C].         

 varo = rO'H (“head”) has only one vowel and therefore only one 

closed syllable, following a CV'C pattern.  

b.  The second basic feature of a closed syllable is that its vowel is usually short, 

unless accented, then the vowel may be short or long (including naturally-long). 

 The second syllable of [b2;v, = He¥/bav (“seven”) is closed and unaccented; it 

has a short vowel.  

 The second syllable of  jq;l' = lA/qaX (“he picked up”) is closed and 

accented; it has a short vowel. (One assumes the second syllable is accented 

since no accent appears above the first syllable.)   
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 The second syllable of lAdG" = GA/dÙl (“great”) is closed and accented; it has a 

naturally-long vowel. 

3C  SIMPLE SHEVA 
1.  As mentioned in lesson 2, the simple sheva functions in two ways: it may either be 

vocalized or silent. These two functions may be identified as follows. 

a.   A simple sheva is vocalized only when it occurs at the beginning (that is, under 

the first consonant) of a syllable. The appearance of a vocal sheva at the 

beginning of a syllable typically occurs in four situations. 

(1) A sheva at the beginning of a word is always vocal, since it occurs at the 

beginning of a syllable. 

 ~[un> = nevum (“utterance”) has a vocal sheva. 

(2) A sheva which occurs after a long vowel is typically vocal. To say the same 

thing another way, a sheva after an open syllable is a vocal sheva since it is 

also occurring at the beginning of a syllable. 

 ybek.AK = KÙ/keb  (“stars of”) has two open syllables since it has two long 

vowels. The sheva under the second k is vocal because it comes after a 

long vowel or after an open syllable. 

(3) A sheva which occurs after a meteg is vocal, since it is also occurring at the 

beginning of a syllable. 

 In hl'v.m*'* = mA/HelAh (“she ruled”) the meteg indicates that the first 

syllable is m*'*. Consequently, v. begins a new syllable with a vocal sheva. 

(4) When two shevas occur together (that is, under two consecutive consonants) 

in the middle of a word, the second sheva is vocal because it is occurring at 

the beginning of syllable. This situation is more fully discussed later in this 

section. 

b. A simple sheva is silent when it occurs at the end of syllable – that is, under a 

consonant which closes a syllable. In such a case the sheva appears after a short 

vowel and functions like a syllable divider. To say it another way, a silent sheva 

can occur only at the end of a closed syllable;  it cannot occur at the end of an 

open syllable. 

 In laer'f.yI = yiW/rA/'El (“Israel”) the sheva occurs after the short vowel hireq  
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and therefore comes at the end of a closed syllable. Since the sheva is silent and 

functioning as a syllable divider, it does not appear in the transliteration. 

 It may be helpful, however, in the beginning for the student to first 

transliterate all the shevas in a word and then to mark a syllable division 

through the ones which are silent, indicating they are syllable dividers.  

 The sheva in the final kaf %l,2m, me¥/lek (“king”) appears at the end of a closed 

syllable; it is therefore silent and omitted from transliteration. 

2.  If two shevas occur together (that is, under two consecutive consonants) in the middle 

of a word, the first one is silent, and the second one is vocal. Such is the case because 

the first sheva will occur after a short vowel and will stand at the end of a closed 

syllable. The second sheva will occur at the beginning of a new syllable. 

 ht'r>k.nI = nik/retAh (“she was cut off”) has two consecutive shevas. Since the 

first (under the k) occurs after a short vowel (a hireq), it is silent and functions to 

close the first syllable. The second sheva is vocal, standing at the beginning 

(under the first consonant) of the second syllable. 

3D  QAMES-HATUF 
1. As discussed above, the symbol 3' can stand for two different vowels: either the long 

vowel qames (A) or the short vowel qames-hatuf (o). The following are basic 

guidelines for distinguishing between them.  

a.  Since qames-hatuf is a short vowel, it typically appears in a closed, unaccented 

syllable. It cannot occur in an open, accented syllable.1 

 In 2tm'1y"y>w: = jay/yAµ/mot (“and he died”) the second syllable, rather than the 

last, is accented. Therefore, the vowel in the second syllable, 1y" (yA), is a 

qames. Since the last syllable, tm' (mot), is closed and unaccented, it has the 

short vowel qames-hatuf. 

b. The vowel 3' is always a qames if it is accented. It is usually a qames in an open 

                                                           
1 Future lessons will explain that a qames-hatuf can appear in an open, unaccented syllable when 

followed by a hatef-qames. See Lesson 6A.2b(4) and 6B.2b(4). 
2 This word would normally be written as tm'1Y"w: with a dagesh-forte in the yod. See Lesson 4B.2. 
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syllable or when it appears with a meteg. (At this stage of learning the language, 

one can assume that whenever 3' appears in an open syllable or with a meteg it is 

a qames.) 

 In rb'D' = DA/bAr (“word”) each of the two syllables has the long vowel 

qames, since the first syllable is open and the second syllable is accented. 
 In hr'm.)v'' = HA/merAh (“preserve”) the first vowel is a qames in an open 

syllable, as indicated by the meteg.  

 Since a cannot close a syllable, any syllable which ends with a3' is an open 

syllable and the vowel before the a is a qames. Similarly, since h (without a 

mappiq) cannot close the final syllable of a word, any word which ends with 

h3' has a final syllable that is open, and the vowel before the h has to be a 

qames.  

 The last vowel in ac'm' = mA/cA' (“he found”) is qames because the last 

syllable is open. 

 Likewise, ha'me = mE/'Ah (“hundred”) ends with an open syllable whose 

vowel is qames.  

c.  If an unaccented 3' is followed by a silent sheva, it is a qames-hatuf. However, if 

3' (whether accented or not) is followed by a vocal sheva, it is a qames. In this 

Grammar a meteg aids in making this distinction: 

3.3' (without an accent) = qames-hatuf followed by silent sheva 

3.)3' = qames followed by vocal sheva.1  

 In lTex.h' = hox/TEl (“to be wrapped”) the vowel 3'' (which is followed by 

a sheva) has no accent marked above it; therefore, the 3' is a qames-hatuf 

and the sheva which follows is a syllable divider. The result is that the first 

syllable of the word is the closed syllable x.h' (hox), which has a short 

vowel. To say it another way, this word is not transliterated as hA/xeTEl 

(beginning with an open syllable that has a long vowel), because the vowel 

3' is not accented and is followed by a sheva. 

                                                           
1 Other resources do not always use the meteg in this manner. For example, where this Grammar has 

hl'v.)m' = mA/HelAh (“she ruled”), another resource may omit the meteg, as in hl'v.m' = mA/HelAh  (“she 
ruled”). By the time such cases are encountered in translation, the student’s understanding of verb forms 
will guide the identification of qames and qames-hatuf. 
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 The first syllable of hm'k.x'  = xok/mAh (“wisdom”) is the closed syllable 
k.x' (xok) with the short vowel qames-hatuf. This vowel has no meteg, is 

unaccented, and is followed by a sheva. The second syllable, xm' (mAh), 

has the long vowel qames, since it is accented and the h leaves the 

syllable open. 

 In  T'l.k'y" = yA/kol/TA (“you will be able”) the first syllable is open, so it 

has the long vowel qames. Since a sheva follows the unaccented vowel 3' 
in the second syllable, the vowel is a qames-hatuf and the syllable is 

closed. The vowel in the last syllable is a qames because the syllable is 

open as well as accented. 

 In  ^t.)a'r' = rA/'A/tekA (“he saw you”) all the full vowels are qameses. 

Each appears in an open syllable. In addition, the second qames has a 

meteg, which means that it is followed by a vocal sheva.  

3E  TRANSLITERATION  

The words below illustrate the transliteration of accents, syllable division, simple 

sheva, and qames-hatuf 
(1)  ~Aqm' mA/qÙm (“place”) 
(2)  br,1[,  ve¥/reb (“evening”) 
(3)  ~r'a]  '·rAm (“Aram”) 
(4)  y[ed.yO  yO/dev  (“knowing of”) 
(5)  bG"f.mi  miW/GAb (“refuge”) 
(6)  Ht'aow>  je'O/tAh (“and her”) 
(7)  Wdb.)K'  KA/bed˚ (“they were heavy”) 
(8)  tazO  zO't (“this”) 
(9)  Hn"ymil.  lemÓ/nAh (“according to its kind”) 

(10)  rz"a/  'ÈzAr (“put on”) 
(11)  Wxq.p.nIw>  jenip/qex˚ (“and they will be opened”) 
(12) ^n>yBe B /nekA (“between you”) 
(13) h['q.b.h'  hob/qevAh (“she was broken into”) 
(14)  tyviare  rE'/HÓt (“first”) 
(15)  W[v.)P'  PA/Hev˚ (“they rebelled”) 
(16)  ^n>xoG>  GexO/nekA (“your stomach”) 
(17)  [;yriz>m;  maz/rÓav (“yielding seed”) 
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(18) rm;ayO  yO'/mar (“he will say”) 
(19) ynIgEr>h;y:) ya/har/gE/nÓ (“he will kill me”) 
(20) ~ydi[]Aml.  lemÙ/v·dÓm (“for seasons”) 
(21)  ~r,1j,B.  BeXe¥/rem (“before”) 
(22)  ^l.k'a]  '·kol/kA (“your eating”) 
(23)   Adq|d>q' qod/qÛdÙ (“his head”) 
(24)  Hy"r>Pi  Pir/yAh (“her fruit”) 
(25)  ~yI1r;W[n>  nev˚/ra¥/yim (“youth”) 
(26)  [;Bif.a;w"  jA/'aW/Biav (“and I satisfied”) 
(27) 1ATk.al;m.  mela'k/TÙ (“his work”) 
(28) h'y1t,Anm.r>a;  'ar/menÙ/te¥y/hA2 (“her palaces”) 
(29) %yI11t;AbvU*m. meHu/bÙ/ta¥/yik (“your turning back”) 
(30)  Wkr.b.nIw>  jenib/rek˚ (“and they will be blessed”) 

Lesson 3:  EXERCISES 
a. Pronounce these Hebrew words and identify whether their syllables are open or 

closed. 
(1) ta, (“with”) (6)  ynIa] (“I”) 
(2)  AB  (“in him”) (7)  Hl' (“for her”) 
(3)  an"  (“please”) (8)  hP, (“mouth”) 
(4) hm'  (“what?”) (9) ayhi (“she”) 
(5) ~D" (“blood”) (10) x;yrIB. (“gate bar ”) 

b. The seven words of Genesis 1:1 appear below (with slightly modified spelling). Indicate 

how many syllables there are in each Hebrew word, then pronounce each word. 
(1) tyviareB. (“in beginning”) (5) ~yI1m;v'v.h; (“the heavens”) 

(2) ar'B' (“he created”) (6) taew> (“and”) 
(3)  ~yhil{a/  (“God”) (7)  #r,1a'h' (“the earth”) 

(4)  tae  3   

                                                           
1 The quiescent a cannot close a syllable. The first syllable, however, is not al;m., since it would form 

an open syllable with a short vowel. Instead the first syllable is closed: k.al;m..  
2 The transliteration of the syllable y1t, treats the yod as a quiescent. The vowel may also be understood 

as an alternate spelling of sere-yod (see footnote 3 of Lesson 2A.3b(2)), whereby the transliteration would 
be t . 

3 This word has no translation; it simply indicates that the next word is an object of the main verb in 
the clause. Note that this word appears again later in the verse with the conjunction “and” prefixed to it. 
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c. Practice transliterating the Hebrew words in section 3E. While doing this 

exercise, cover the transliterations that appear beside the words. When finished 

check the work against the answers in the book. Then pronounce each word. 

 Appendix 1 contains an abbreviated summary of grammatical principles, 

including guidelines for recognizing syllables and for transliteration. Item 4 of 

the guidelines provides a summary which is relevant for the exercises in this 

lesson. 

d. Transliterate the following words. While doing so, be sure to indicate syllable 

division and mark an accented syllable, if an accent mark appears on the Hebrew 

word. Then pronounce each word. 
(1)  yl;Wa (“perhaps”) (21)  zxeaTo  (“she will grasp”) 
(2)  ~c,1,[, (“bone”) (22) ~ydIb'[] (“servants”) 
(3)  lAql. (“for a voice”) (23) tm,1x,l.mi (“battle of”) 
(4)  h['v'r>  (“wicked”) (24) ytiymed>nI  (“I am ruined”) 
(5)  jP'v.mi  (“justice”) (25)  wyT'v.mi  (“his feasts”) 
(6)  %yae  (“how?”) (26)  ~y[ij.nO  (“planting”) 
(7)  H;boG"  (“high”) (27) ^y1Tiv.d;q.hi (“I made you holy”) 
(8) yvid>q'  (“my holiness”) (28)  Hc'r>a;  (“her land”) 
(9)  ^t.ace (“your going out”) (29)  t[;1m;vo  (“listening”) 

(10)  %v,1xo  (“darkness”) (30)  hx'q\)lu (“she was taken”) 
(11)  Wn1lem'[] (“our trouble”) (31)  ~yI1n:y[el'  (“to the eyes”) 
(12)  rAale (“to be lighted”) (32) ~t,yyIh.wI (“and you will be”) 
(13)  %AmK'  (“like your”) (33) x;yliv.h;l. (“to cause to send”) 
(14)  h[or>P;  (“Pharaoh”) (34) txoP.v.mi (“families”) 
(15) ^y1b,y>ao  (“your enemies”) (35) h'ytiajeaje (“I will sweep it”) 
(16)  ynEz>a'B.  (“in ears of”) (36) ~yI1T;v.xun).B; (“in chains”) 
(17)  lw<1['  (“injustice”) (37) Wh1nEm.j.a,w" (“and I hid it”) 
(18) hd'WhyBi* (“in Judah”) (38) tAxc'x.c;B. (“in parched lands”) 
(19)  h'1b,h'a/  (“love her”) (39)  ^y1t,nOm.l.a;w> (“and your widows”) 
(20)  ^q.x'  (“your statute”) (40) ~k,yteA)bv.x.m;  (“your plans”) 
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  Lesson 4  
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 4A MAQQEF 

1.  When two or more words are closely linked together in meaning, they may be 

joined together by the symbol - which is called a maqqef (@Qem; = “binder”). 

 In laer"f.yI-%l),m, (“king of Israel” [1Sa 29:3]) a maqqef links two nouns, 

forming a genitival phrase.1 

 In #r,2a'h'-l[; (“upon the earth” [Ge 1:11]) a maqqef links a preposition (l[; = 

“upon”) and a noun (#r,2a'h' = “the earth”), forming a prepositional phrase. 

 In rq,2bo-yhiy>w:) (“and it was morning” [Ge 1:5]) a maqqef links a verb (yhiy>w:) = 

“and it was”) and a predicate noun (rq,2bo = “morning”), forming a verb clause. 

2.  When words are linked by a maqqef they are considered to be one word for the 

purposes of pronunciation and accenting. Thus a word group which is linked by a 

maqqef has a major accent only on the last or next to last syllable of the whole 

word group, rather than having major accents on each of the words linked by the 

maqqef. This shift of accent to the end of a word group may cause an alteration of 

vowels in the words that the maqqef links together. 

 !Be = BEn (“son”) and ~h'r'b.a; = 'ab/rA/hAm (“Abraham”) each have a 

major accent when they stand alone. However, when linked by a maqqef in 

the phrase ~h'r'b.a;;-!B, = Ben-'ab/rA/hAm2 (“son of Abraham” [Ge 25:12]), 

they are treated as if they are one word. Consequently, only the last syllable of 

~h'r'b.a; receives a major accent, and -!B, loses its accent. Since -!B, has 

become a closed, unaccented syllable, its vowel shortens from the long vowel 

sere (!Be) to the short vowel segol (-!B,). 
 When the words lKo = KOl (“all”) and ~['h' = hA/vAm (“the people”) are 

linked by a maqqef in the phrase ~['h'-lK' = Kol-hA/vAm (“all of the people” 
                                                           

1 See Lesson 7A.1b. 
2 A hyphen in transliteration represents a maqqef. 
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[Ge 19:4]), only the last syllable (~[') is accented. Since -lK' has become a 

closed, unaccented syllable, its vowel shortens from a long vowel (holem) to a 

short vowel (qames-hatuf).  

4B  DAGESH 
The dagesh (vgED') is a dot which occurs in the center of a consonant. There are two 

types of dageshes, each of which has a special function: the dagesh-lene (“soft 

dagesh”) and the dagesh-forte (“strong dagesh”). 

1.  Dagesh-lene 
a. As discussed above, the dagesh-lene occurs only in the begadkefat consonants, 

which are B, G, D, K, P, and T (written here with the dagesh-lene). Theoretically, 

the dagesh-lene functions to strengthen these consonants in pronunciation. (See 

Lesson 1A.6b.) 

b. The dagesh-lene appears in the begadkefat consonants only in a certain 

circumstance: when the consonants begin a syllable that is not preceded by a full 

vowel (naturally-long, long, or short). 

 In hn"B' = BA/nAh (“he built”) the B has a dagesh-lene since it begins a 

syllable and there is no full vowel preceding it. 

 In hn<b.a, = 'eb/neh (“I will build”) the b cannot have a dagesh-lene for two 

reasons: it occurs at the end rather than at the beginning of a syllable, and it is 

preceded by a full vowel (segol). 

 In dAbK' = CKA/bÙd (“honor”) the K has a dagesh-lene since it begins a 

syllable and does not follow a full vowel. The b also begins a syllable; 

however, it cannot have a dagesh-lene because it is preceded by a full vowel 

(qames). The d cannot have a dagesh-lene because it does not begin a 

syllable; it is also preceded by a full vowel (holem-vav). 

 In hK,b.Ti = Tib/Keh (“you will weep”) the T and K both have dagesh-lenes 

because they begin syllables without being preceded by a full vowel. The b 

has no dagesh-lene because it follows a vowel and closes a syllable.  

 In ykir]B' = BA/r·kÓ (“bless”) the B has a dagesh-lene because it begins a 

syllable and is not preceded by a full vowel, and the k lacks a dagesh-lene 

because it does not begin a syllable. 

 While a begadkefat consonant usually has a dagesh-lene when it begins a 
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word, the dagesh-lene may be omitted if the begadkefat consonant follows a 

word which ends with a vowel. It may also be omitted when following a word 

which ends with a or h – quiescent consonants which cannot close final 

syllables.1 (See Lesson 3B.2b(1)(b)[2].) 

 In lko-yKi = KÓ-kOl (“for all” [1Ch 29:11]) the first kaf has a dagesh-lene 

because it begins a syllable and is not preceded by a full vowel. While the 

second kaf begins not only a syllable but also a word, it does not have a 

dagesh-lene because it is preceded by a full vowel (even though that 

vowel occurs in the previous word). The same would be true if the phrase 

were written without a maqqef: lko yKi. 
 In tx;2t; hy"h'w> = jehA/yAh ta¥/xat (“and there will be instead” [Is 3:24]) 

the first t of tx;2t; does not have a dagesh-lene because, while it begins a 

syllable, it is, for practical purposes, preceded by a full vowel, since the 

last h in hy"h'w> is quiescent. 

2. Dagesh-forte 
a. The dagesh-forte can appear in all the consonants except the gutturals (a, h, x, 

and [) and r. It cannot occur in the first consonant of a word, and it is always 

preceded by a full vowel. 

b. The dagesh-forte functions to double a consonant. To illustrate, the word xL;vi 
(“he sent away”) has a dagesh-forte in the second consonant; therefore, it is 

equivalent to the longer spelling xl;l.vi. The transliteration of xL;vi indicates the 

doubled consonant: Hil/lax. Note that in xL;vi the vowel which appears beneath 

the L (patah) is the vowel which accompanies the second l in the transliteration 

(as well as in the longer spelling xl;l.vi). The first l is supplied with a simple 

sheva which functions as a syllable divider, and therefore does not appear in 

transliteration.  

 In hM'a; = 'am/mAh (“cubit”) the M has a dagesh-forte. The word is 

equivalent to hm'm.a;.  The vowel patah accompanies the second m, and the 

first m has a silent sheva (a syllable divider). 

 In ^M.[i = vim/mekA (“with you”) the M has a dagesh-forte. The word is 
                                                           

1 This phenomenon depends upon how closely two words are linked together by accenting. See Joüon, 
§19.  
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equivalent to ^m.m.[i. The first m has a silent sheva, and the second m has a 

vocal sheva.  

 In ynI1NEx' = xon/nEµ/nÓ (“be gracious to me”) the N has a dagesh-forte. The 

word is equivalent to ynI1nEn>x'. The first n has a silent sheva which marks the end 

of the first syllable (n>x'). Since that first syllable is closed and unaccented, its 

vowel (3') is a qames-hatuf. 

 In ~x,N"YIw: = jay/yin/nA/xem (“and he was sorry”) the Y and the N each have a 

dagesh-forte. The word is equivalent to ~x,n"n>yIy>w:. 
c. The two consonants which are used to form naturally-long vowels (w and y) can, 

like the other consonants, have a dagesh-forte. However, when a w has a dagesh-

forte (which appears as W), it cannot also be the naturally-long vowel shureq 

(which also appears as W). The presence of a vowel with a W is the clue that the W is 

a vav with a dagesh-forte and not a shureq, since a shureq (being a vowel) cannot 

have a vowel. Also, a y which is part of a hireq-yod can have a dagesh-forte. 

 In hW"ci = cij/jAh (“he commanded”) the W" is a vav with a dagesh-forte, not a 

shureq, as indicated by the presence of the vowel qames. This word is 

equivalent to hw"w>ci. 
 tAYPi = PÓ/yÙt (“mouths”) is equivalent to tAyyPi. The first y is part of a 

hireq-yod; the second y begins a new syllable. 

3.  Distinguishing dagesh-lene and dagesh-forte 
a. Since the dagesh-lene and dagesh-forte serve different functions, they must be 

distinguished from one another. The following guidelines indicate how.  

(1) A dagesh which appears in the interior of a word in any consonant other than 

a begadkefat consonant (B, G, D, K, P, and T) is a dagesh-forte.  

(2) A dagesh in a begadkefat consonant which is not preceded by a full vowel is a 

dagesh-lene. 

(3) A dagesh in a begadkefat consonant which is preceded by a full vowel is a 

dagesh-forte.  

 In hL,1ae = 'Eµl/leh (“these”) the dagesh in the L is a dagesh-forte rather 

than a dagesh-lene because l is not a begadkefat letter. The L is also 

preceded by a full vowel. 

 In laeGO = GO/'El (“redeemer”) the dagesh in the G is a dagesh-lene rather 
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than a dagesh-forte because G is a begadkefat consonant at the beginning, 

rather than in the interior, of a word. (A dagesh-forte can only occur in the 

interior of a word.) In addition, the dagesh in the G cannot be a dagesh-

forte because the consonant is not preceded by a full vowel. 

 In [B;r>a; = 'ar/Bav (“four”) the dagesh in the B is a dagesh-lene because 

it occurs in a begadkefat consonant at the beginning of a syllable, and the 

B is not preceded by a full vowel. 

 In T'x.1Q'lu = luq/qAµx/TA (“you were taken”) the dagesh in the Q is a 

dagesh-forte because q is not a begadkefat consonant. The dagesh in the 

T is a dagesh-lene because T is a begadkefat consonant and is not 

preceded by a full vowel. 

 In dyGIT;I = Tag/GÓd (“you will declare”) the dagesh in the T is a dagesh-

lene because T is not preceded by a full vowel, and the dagesh in the G is 

a dagesh-forte because G is preceded by a full vowel. 

b. When a dagesh in a begadkefat consonant is a dagesh-forte, the second of the 

doubled consonants will have a dagesh-lene (in transliteration), because it will 

begin a syllable and will not be preceded by a full vowel. 

 In rB,DI = Dib/Ber (“he spoke”) the D has a dagesh-lene because it is not 

preceded by a full vowel, and the B has a dagesh-forte because it is preceded 

by a full vowel. A full spelling of rB,DI (that is, without the dagesh-forte) 

would be rB,b.DI. Note that the first b cannot have a dagesh-lene because it is 

preceded by a full vowel, while the second B must have a dagesh-lene 

because it is not preceded by a full vowel. 

4. Transliteration 
a. The following biblical words provide further illustrations of the transliteration of 

consonants which have a dagesh-lene or a dagesh-forte.  
(1)  AKr>D;  Dar/KÙ (“his way”) 
(2)  ^b.b'l.  lebob/kA (“your heart”) 
(3) ~Y"h; hay/yAm (“the sea”) 
(4)  hN"1he  hEµn/nAh (“they”) 
(5)  ~L'ku-yKi  KÓ-kul/lAm (“for all of them”) 
(6)  hB'r;  rab/BAh (“many”) 
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(7)  AtaJ'x;me  mE/xaX/XA'/tÙ (“from his sin”) 
(8) ~D'h; had/DAm (“the blood”) 
(9)  ^y1n<p'L.mi  mil/lepA/ne¥y/kA (“from before you”) 

(10)  hl'C'h;l.  lehac/cA/lAh (“to deliver”) 
(11)  ~yrIb'D>h;  had/DebA/rÓm (“the words”) 
(12)  ynI1n:ykih/  hÈkÓ/na¥/nÓ (“he established me”) 
(13)  hn"AkM.B;  Bam/mekÙ/nAh (“in the stands”) 
(14)  ~ylidoG>h;  hag/GedO/lÓm (“the great ones”) 
(15)  Wh1xuQ'YIw:  jay/yiq/QqA/xu¥/h˚ (“and they took him”) 
(16)  yTil.x;n>h' hon/xal/TÓ (“I was made to possess”) 
(17)  ~[;1P;h;  hap/Pa¥/vam (“the occurrence”) 
(18)  l[;Y"lib. ynEB.  Ben  belÓ/yA/val (“sons of worthlessness”) 
(19)  bTok.Tiw:  jat/Tik/TOb (“and she wrote”) 
(20)  [;WBM;h;  ham/mab/B˚av (“the fountain”) 
(21)  WKYUw:  jay/yuk/K˚ (“and they were struck”) 
(22)  HB'r>Qimi  miq/qir/BAh (“from her midst”) 
(23)  Wwx]1T;v.YIw:  jay/yiH/Ta¥/x·j˚ (“and they bowed down”) 
(24)  ~yMi[;)h'  hA/vam/mÓm (“the peoples”) 
(25)  Wdq.)P't.h'  hot/PA/qed˚ (“they were numbered”) 
(26)  hn"r>k;Z"Ti  Tiz/zA/kar/nAh (“she will be remembered”) 
(27)  lWBM;h;  ham/mab/B˚l (“the flood”) 
(28)  !TeTiw: jat/Tit/TEn (“and you gave”) 
(29)  WTr;S.yI  yis/serat/T˚ (“she taught him”) 
(30) %Dek; an"-yJih;  haX/XÓ-nA' kad/DEk (“please extend your jar”) 

b. The student may find it helpful in the early stages of learning the language to 

transliterate Hebrew words in order to pronounce them correctly. However, the 

student will soon learn to pronounce Hebrew words without the crutch of 

transliteration. 

4C  VOWEL ALTERATIONS 
1.  The vowels of a word may undergo alterations due to changes in the circumstance of 

a word. Short vowels can lengthen and long vowels can shorten due to such changes 

as the shifting of an accent or the addition of prefixes or suffixes.  The specific 

patterns by which these vowel alterations occur are quite complex and need not be 
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learned at this point.1 It is helpful, however, to have a general understanding of the 

kind of changes that may occur. An example has already been given in this lesson of 

the kind of vowel alteration which can occur when there is a change in accenting. As 

discussed in section 4A.2, when the accent is shifted to the end of a word group 

which is joined by a maqqef, there may be an alteration of vowels, such as the 

shortening of a vowel in a closed syllable which is no longer accented (!Be + maqqef + 

rAa = rAa-nB,). A few other illustrations of vowel alterations follow. 

 When a prefixed h' (a definite article2) is added to the word rh; = har 

(“mountain”), it becomes rh'h' = hA/hAr (“the mountain”). The addition of 

the prefix causes the patah in rh; to lengthen to a qames. 

 When the suffix W (a third person, plural verb ending3) is added to alem' = 

mA/lE' (“he was full”), it becomes Wal.)m' = mA/le'˚ (“they were full”). Note 

that the sere under the l reduces to a sheva. (The meteg is added to clarify the 

fact that the first vowel remains a qames; it does not become a qames-hatuf.) 

 When a particular suffix (first person, pronominal4) is added to the word 

tAxa' = 'A/xÙt (“sister”) it becomes ytixoa] = '·xO/tÓ (“my sister”). Note that 

the qames shortens to a hatef-patah and the holem-vav shortens to a holem. 

 When the same suffix is added to the word %v,1xo = xOµ/JHek (“darkness”), it 

becomes yKiv.x' = xoVJH/KÓ (“my darkness”). Note that the addition of the suffix 

causes the accent to shift from the first to the last syllable, the holem under the 

x to shorten to a qames-hatuf, and the segol under the v to become a sheva. 

2.  Vowel alterations often occur within the classes of vowels. (See Lesson 2A.6.) The 

examples above illustrate this pattern: 

Within the A class they show patah (a) lengthening to qames (A) and also 

qames (A) shortening to hatef-patah (·) 

Within the E class they show sere (E) and segol (e) shortening to sheva (e) 

Within the O class they show holem (O) shortening to qames-hatuf (o) 

 
                                                           

1 For a discussion see Joüon, §29. 
2 See Lesson 5B. 
3 See Lesson 12B.2. 
4 See Lesson 9A. 
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3.  However, it is also the case that vowel alterations can occur between vowel classes, 

especially between E class and I class vowels, and between O class and U class 

vowels. 

 When a suffix (first person, pronominal) is added to ~ae = 'Em (“mother”), it 

becomes yMiai = 'im/mÓ (“my mother”); and when the same suffix is added to 

z[o = vOz (“strength”), it becomes yZI[u (vuz/zÓ), “my strength.” In the first word 

the sere ( ) shortens to a hireq (Ó), and in the second the holem (O) shortens to 

a qibbus (u). 

Lesson 4:  EXERCISES 
a. The first part of Genesis 1:2 reads  

Wh1bow" Wh1to ht'y>h'* #r,1a'h'w> 
A literal, word-for-word translation is “And-the-earth was formless and-void.” 

(The hyphens indicate when an English phrase represents a single Hebrew word.) 

Note that none of the begadkefat consonants which appear in these words has a 

dagesh-lene. Explain why the dagesh-lene is missing in each case, then 

pronounce the Hebrew words. 

b. Look in a Hebrew Bible at Genesis 1:6. A literal, word-for-word translation of the 

verse is “And-he-said, God, ‘Let-there-be an-expanse in-the-midst-of the-waters, 

and-let-there-be a-separating between water from-water.’”  

(1) Identify the number of dagesh-lenes and dagesh-fortes that appear in this 

verse.  

(2) Explain why the eighth word of the verse does not have a dagesh-lene in the 

bet. 

c. Practice transliterating the Hebrew words in section 4B.4a. While doing this 

exercise, cover the transliterations that appear beside the words. When finished 

check the work against the answers in the book. Then pronounce each word. 

 Remember that Appendix 1 has a convenient summary of guidelines for 

transliteration. 
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d. Transliterate the following biblical words. While doing so, be sure to indicate 

syllable division and mark an accented syllable if an accent mark appears on the 

Hebrew word. Then pronounce each word. 
 

(1)  hV'ai (“woman”) (21)  hJ,M;h; (“the tribe”) 
(2)  ~yI1l;g>r;  (“feet”) (22) !WyT'v.yI (“they will drink”) 
(3)  rB'd>mi  (“wilderness”) (23) @Sea;t.hi (“gathering itself”) 
(4)  !aCoh;  (“the flock”) (24)  tpoteK.h; (“the supports”) 
(5)  rf'B'  (“flesh”) (25)  Wb1CiY:w: (“and they set up”) 
(6) yki-al{ (“not so”) (26) HD'ciB. (“in its side”) 
(7)  #PenI (“he shattered”) (27) hn"h.)L'kul. (“for the whole”) 
(8)  r[;1N:h;  (“the boy”) (28)  ^y1P,g:a] (“your armies”) 

(29)(9) T'x.D;nI (“you were driven 
away”)  

~yJiM;h;w> (“and the ones 
turning aside”) 

(10) hb'K.v.h' (“be laid to rest”) (30) !Arm.ato hKo (“thus you will say”) 
(11)  APa;  (“his nose”) (31) Whlek.a'T. (“you will eat it”) 
(12) Ht'N"Pi (“corner”) (32) tAYTix.T; (“lower”) 
(13) yviyliV.h; (“the third”) (33) ~yrIB.q;m.)h; (“the buried ones”) 
(14) ~ykil.ho)h; (“the ones going”) (34) rYOKil; (“for the washbasin”) 
(15) tALgU[] (“round”) (35) ~yNIv;AVB; (“in the lillies”) 
(16)  x;Bez>Mih;  (“the altar”) (36)  ytiyWEqi (“I will hope”) 
(17)  rp,KoB;  (“with the pitch”) (37) ~yrIBoGIh; (“the mighty ones”) 
(18) ~k,t.Aa (“you”) (38) WN1M,mi (“from us”) 

(39)(19)  %teL'kur>  (“your 
merchandise”)  

~yrIv.Qoh;-lK' (“all of the ones 
conspiring”) 

(20)  tAyh/  (“to be”) (40) rC;ar,d>k;Wbn> (“Nebuchadrezzar”) 
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Lesson 5  
N O U N S ,   V E R B S ,   A N D   S E N T E N C E S ;                             

D E F I N I T E   A R T I C L E                       
 

5A NOUNS, VERBS, AND SENTENCES 
The purpose of this section is to provide some fundamental information about nouns, 

verbs, and sentences, in order to form a basis for the translation of simple sentences. 

1.  Nouns 
a. Gender and number 

(1) With regard to gender, every noun is either masculine or feminine; no nouns 

are neuter. 

(2) With regard to number, most nouns have singular and plural forms; a few 

have dual forms. As the name suggests, the dual form normally indicates a 

pair of something. 

b. Generally, the inflection of a noun (through the occurrence of certain vowels, 

prefixes, or suffixes) indicates the gender and number of the noun. The means for 

recognizing inflected nouns will be discussed in a future lesson.  

c. The simplest form of a noun is that by which it is listed in a lexicon; hence, it is 

called the lexical form. The lexical form of a noun is normally the masculine or 

feminine, singular form. It is this form by which nouns will be presented in the 

vocabulary lists of lessons. 

2. Verbs 
a. Indicative verbs (that is, verbs that make statements) occur in two tenses: perfect 

and imperfect. The nature of these tenses will be discussed in future lessons.  

b. Person, gender, and number 

(1) Unlike English, a verb in Hebrew indicates whether the subject is first person 

(“I,” “we”), second person (“you”), or third person (“he,” “she,” “they”). 

(2) Again unlike English, a verb in Hebrew indicates the gender of the subject – 

either masculine or feminine. 
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(3) Like English, a verb in Hebrew is either singular or plural in number. 

(4) A Hebrew verb agrees with the subject of a sentence (if one is stated) in 

person, gender, and number. 

c. A verb is inflected by means of prefixes, suffixes, and pointings to indicate its 

person, gender, and number. The inflection of verbs will be discussed in future 

lessons. Until that time the vocabulary lists in lessons will indicate the tense, 

person, gender, and number of verbs by means of the translations which are 

provided.  

 The translation of aB' as “he came” identifies the verb as perfect tense, third 

person, singular. 

3.  Sentences 
a. There are two basic kinds of sentences: verb and verbless. 

(1) A verb sentence is one which contains a finite verb.  

(2) A verbless sentence is one in which no finite verb appears. Such a sentence 

usually implies a state-of-being verbal idea (such as “is/are” or “was/were”). 

b. Word order 

(1) In a very basic verb sentence the word order often follows this pattern 

(reading from right to left): 
 

Object  ⇐ Subject  ⇐ Verb 

(Or any other  
sentence element) 

 (If stated) 
 

  

 The verb clause ~ykia'l.m; dwID' xl;v' (1Sa 25:14), when roughly 

translated word-for-word, says “He sent, David, messengers.” It means 

“David sent messengers.” The first word (xl;v') is a verb; the second 

word, a proper noun (dwID';), is the subject; and the third word, another 

noun (~ykia'l.m;), is the object of the verb. The verb agrees with the 

subject with regard to person (third), gender (masculine), and number 

(singular). To say it another way, the “he” in the translation of the verb 

“he sent” indicates an agreement of person, gender, and number with the 

proper noun “David.” 

(2) In a very basic verbless sentence involving two nouns the word order often 

follows this pattern (reading from right to left):  
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Predicate  ⇐ Subject 

 The verbless sentence %l,1m, hw"hy> (Ps 10:16) is a verbless sentence which 

may be roughly translated as “the LORD, king.” The first word, a proper 

noun (hw"hy>), is the subject; and the second word, a noun (%l,1m,), is the 

predicate. No verb appears in the sentence, but a state-of-being verb is 

implied; therefore, the meaning of the sentence is “the LORD is king.”  

5B DEFINITE ARTICLE 

1.  Hebrew, unlike English, has no indefinite article (“a” or “an”).  However, it may be 

necessary to supply an indefinite article in an English translation for the sake of 

clarity. 

 hl'[o may be translated as “burnt offering” or “a burnt offering,” and hl'x]n: 
may be translated as “inheritance” or “an inheritance,” depending upon the 

context in which each is used. 

2.  Hebrew, like English, does have a definite article (“the”).  The definite article may be 

used with a noun, adjective, or participle. 

3.  The definite article is formed by prefixing the consonant h to a word. The article 

never appears alone (that is, not prefixed to a word) and is never separated from a 

word by a maqqef. 

4.  The definite article is pointed according to the following rules. 

a. Before most consonants (excepting the gutturals and r) the article is h;  followed 

by a dagesh-forte (placed in the first consonant of the word to which the article is 

prefixed) (87„9h;).1 
 ble (“heart”) +  article  =  bLeh; (“the heart”) 

 lAq (“voice”) +  article  =  lAQh; (“the voice”) 

 bAj (“good”) +  article  =  bAJh; (“the good”) 
                                                           

1 The symbol 879 stands for a word of undetermined length; it is used here to symbolically represent 
the spelling of the article.  Exceptions to rule (1) do occur. For example, when the article is attached to a 
word that begins with y> or m., the article may be h; with no dagesh-forte in the y or the m.  Such exceptions 
should not cause the student any difficulty in recognizing the presence of the article. See Horsnell, 170; and 
Joüon, §18m & 35c. 
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b.  Before the “stronger” gutturals h and x the definite article is usually h; (879h;).1 
 lk'yhe (“temple”)  +  article  =  lk'yheh; (“the temple”) 

 hq'xu (“statute”)    +  article  =  hq'xuh; (“the statute”) 

c.  Before the “weaker” gutturals a and [ and before r the article is usually h' (879h').2 
 ba' (“father”)  +  article  =  ba'h' (“the father”) 

 ry[i (“city”)  +  article  =  ry[ih' (“the city”) 

 varo (“head”)  +  article  =  varoh' (“the head”) 

d.  Before an accented h' or [' the article is h' (879h'). 
 3rh' (“mountain”)  +  article  =  rh'h' (“the mountain”) 

 b[' (“cloud”)           +  article  =  b['h' (“the cloud”) 

e.  Before every x' and before an unaccented h' or [' the article is h, (879h,). 
 ~k'x' (“wise”)     +  article  =  ~k'x'h, (“the wise”) 

 gx' (“festival”)    +  article  =  gx'h, (“the festival”)  

 !Amh' (“sound”) +  article  =  !Amh'h, (“the sound”) 

 !A[' (“sin”)           +  article  =  !A['h, (“the sin”) 

 Note that rule (1) states the usual manner in which the article is pointed (that is, 

when it is prefixed to a word which begins with a consonant that is not a guttural 

or r).  Rules (2) through (5) are exceptions in light of the fact that the gutturals 

and r cannot take a dagesh-forte. 

5.  In a few cases the addition of the article to a noun causes minor vowel alterations. 

Three common words in which alterations occur are as follows. 

 #r,1a, (“land”)  + article  = #r,1a'h' (“the land”) 

 rh; (“mountain”) + article  = rh'h' (“the mountain”) 

 ~[; (“people”)  + article  = ~['h' (“the people”) 
                                                           

1 The student will discover that there are several exceptions to the general rules for syllables described 
in Lesson 3B. Some exceptions are created by the addition of a prefix to a word, as in this second rule for 
pointing the article, which creates an open, unaccented syllable with a short vowel (h;). See Horsnell, 35-6; 
Joüon, §27c.; and J. Weingreen, A Practical Grammar for Classical Hebrew, 2d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1959), 24. 

2 Note that the vowel for the h is lengthened from patah to qames before the weak gutturals and r to 
compensate for the lack of a dagesh-forte. The same is also true for the next rule. 

3 A one syllable word is accented. rh' is the spelling for this word when preceded by the article. 
Without the article it is normally spelled rh;. See section 5B.5.   
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Lesson 5:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the five rules for pointing the definite article. 

 See Appendix 1 for a convenient summary of these rules. 

b. Rewrite the words below with the article and its correct pointing. (The vowels of 

the words themselves will not change as the article is added.)  Also give a 

translation of the new words. Do the exercise without looking at a list of the rules 

for pointing the definite article. 

 Example: ~y" (“sea”) ⇒ Answer: ~Y"h; (“the sea”) 
(1) ~ve  (“name”) (16) br,1x, (“sword”) 
(2)  dg<1B, (“garment”) (17) lyI1x' (“strength”) 
(3)  yx;  (“living”) (18) ~yI1m; (“water”) 
(4)  !b,1a, (“stone”) (19) hr'h' (“pregnant one”) 
(5)  rz<1[,  (“help”) (20) db,1[, (“servant”) 
(6) ~Ay  (“day”) (21) rf; (“official”) 
(7) h['r'  (“evil”) (22) ~ybi[' (“clouds”) 
(8) xa'  (“brother”) (23) vp,1n< (“living being”) 
(9) hr'AT (“instruction”) (24) !Azx' (“vision”) 

(10) bg"x'  (“locust”) (25) 1hr'1h' (“to a mountain”) 
(11) dAbK'  (“honor”) (26) tyI1B; (“house”) 
(12) !Ada'  (“lord”) (27) !yI1[; (“eye”) 
(13) %a'l.m;  (“messenger”) (28) bh'z" (“gold”) 
(14) x;Wr  (“spirit”) (29) lm'[' (“trouble”) 
(15) !heKo  (“priest”) (30) vd,1qo (“holiness”) 

 
c. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 
(1) la,   to, into, toward (prep) 2   

      
                                                           

1 When the article is added to this word, the translation is “to the mountain.” 
2 When a word can have several translations in English, one must select the translation which best fits 

the context of the sentence in which the word appears. Grammatical information about vocabulary words is 
placed in parentheses after the translation. Consult the list of abbreviations at the beginning of this 
Grammar. 
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(2) ~yhil{a/   God, gods1 (NMP)   
(3) #r,1a,   earth, land (NFS)  With art: #r,1a'h'  
(4) aB'   he came, went, entered (V)  Lexical form: aAB2 

(5) yAG   nation (NMS)   

(6) 879h;   the (art)  Also: h' or h,; prefixed and 
     followed by dagesh-forte 
     where possible 
(7) rh;   mountain (NMS)  With art: rh'h'  
(8) laer'f.yI   Israel (proper N)   

(9) %l,1m,   king (NMS)   
(10) ~[;   people (NMS)  With art: ~['h'  
(11) ha'r'   he saw (V)   
(12) varo   head, top (NMS)   

 

d. The following verses from the Hebrew Bible have an “interlinear-style” 

translation, whereby the English equivalent appears directly beneath each Hebrew 

word (reading from right to left). The translation of vocabulary words (including 

the article) and names is omitted. Rewrite the English translation, filling in the 

blanks with the appropriate vocabulary or transliterated names. When finished, 

attempt a smoother translation, using the aid of an English version if necessary.  
 

 tp,1y<w" ~x'w> -~vew> x;nO aB' hZ<h; ~AYh; ~c,1[,B. (1)

 
and 

______, 
and 

______ 
and3 

______ ______ ______ 
the 

this,4  ___ day, 
“On (the)  

same  
 

                                                           
 1 The word ~yhil{a/ is a masculine, plural noun.  Therefore, it can have the meaning of “gods,” as in 
the phrase rk'NEh; yhel{a/ = “(the) gods of the foreigner” (Ge 35:2). (yhel{a/ is an inflected form of  ~yhil{a/ 
which makes the word genitival. See Lesson 7A.1.)  However, ~yhil{a/ most often refers to the single deity 
of Israel, in which case its meaning is “God,” as in the phrase laer'f.yI yhel{a/ = “(the) God of Israel” (Ex 
5:1).  The context of a sentence in which the word is used determines its meaning.  When the word refers to 
God, it is treated syntactically as a singular noun – for example, it occurs with singular verbs and singular 
adjectives. 

2 The lexical form of a word is the form by which it is located in a lexicon; in this case the lexical form 
is an infinitive. 

3 The vav on the front of this name and the next two names is a prefixed conjunction meaning “and.” 
4 An adjective, like this demonstrative adjective, follows the noun it modifies and also has the article, 

because the noun is articular. A smoother translation of the first three words is “On this same day.” 
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-la, ~T'ai wyn"b' -yven> tv,1l{v.W x;nO tv,1aew> x;nO -ynEB.  

______ 
with 
them 

his 
sons 

wives 
of 

and (the) 
three ______, 

and (the) 
wife of ______, sons of  

 

 hb'Teh; 

(Ge 7:13) ___ ark.” 
 
 

 !Der>Y:h; -ta, rbo[] ~Wq hT'[;w> tme yDIb.[; hv,mo (2) 
 ______, 1 cross over arise, so now has died, my servant, “______,  
 

ykinOa' rv,a] #r,1a'h' -la, hZ<h; ~['h' -lk'w> hT'a; hZ<h; 
I which ______ ______ the this, ______, and all of you the this, 

 

    laer'f.yI ynEb.li ~h,l' !tenO  
     

(Jos 1:2) ______.” 
to (the) 

children  of to them, 
am 

giving  
 
 

rBed;y>w: rh'h' varo -l[; bveyO hNEhiw> wyl'ae l[;1Y:w: (3) 
and he 

said ______ 
(the) 

______ of on 
(Elijah 

was) sitting 
and 

behold 
to2 him 
[Elijah] 

“And he [a 
captain] went 

 

 

 hd'1re rB,DI %l,1M,h; ~yhil{a/)h' vyai wyl'ae 

(2Ki 1:9) 
“Come 

down.”’” says, ______ ______, ‘Man of 
to him 

[Elijah], 
 
 

 yKi hw"hy> wyl'ae [m;v.YIw: hw"hy> ynEP.-ta, zx'a'Ahy> lx;y>w: (4) 

 for 
the 

LORD, to him, 
and he 
listened 

the 
LORD, before ______, 

“And he 
entreated, 

 

 

 ~r'a] %l,1m, ~t'ao #x;l'-yKi laer'f.yI #x;1l;-ta, ha'r' 
(2Ki 
13:4) ______.” 

(the) 
______ of them, 

that he 
oppressed ______, 

(the) oppres-
sion of ______ 

 
                                                           

1 -ta, is not translatable; it simply indicates that the next word is the object of the verb. 
2 This word is the preposition la, with a suffix meaning “him.”   
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 ~[; -la, hk'l'm.M;miW yAG -la, yAGmi WkL.h;t.YIw: (5) 

 ______, ______ 
and from (one) 

kingdom ______ ______ 
from1 

______ 
“And (Israel 

was) wandering 
 

 

 rxea; 
(1Ch 16:20) another.” 

 

e. Pronounce and translate the following words [numbers (1)-(7)] and sentences 

[numbers (8)-(18)].  Remember that Hebrew is read from right to left. Provide a 

literal, word-for-word translation. Then attempt a smooth translation which 

reflects correct word order in English and which supplies the “to be” verb when it 

is implied in Hebrew. 

| rh; (4)  varoh' | varo (3)  ~yhil{a/h' | ~yhil{a/ (2)  %l,1M,h; 2| %l,1m,, (1) 
la, ~yhil{a/ aB' (8)  ~['h' | ~[; (7)  #r,1a'h' | #r,1a, (6)  yAGh; | yAG (5)  rh'h' 

rh'h' 3yAGh; ha'r' (11)  %l,1M,h; ~yhil{a/h' (10)  %l,1m, ~yhil{a/ (9)  laer'f.yI 
4varoh' %l,1M,h; (14)  #r,1a'h' ~yhil{a/ ha'r' (13)  ~['h' la, %l,1m, aB' (12) 

-la, ~[; aB' (17)  rh'h' %l,1M,h; ha'r' (16)  ~yhil{a/h' la, laer'f.yI aB' (15) 
 varoh' ~yhil{a/ (18)  #r,1a'h'  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 The mem is the preposition “from” which is prefixed to this vocabulary word. It causes a dagesh-forte 

to appear in the first letter of the word. 
2 In exercises the symbol  |  indicates that the words it separates are not grammatically linked in a 

sentence; they are to be read as independent words in a series.  
 3 yAGh; (“the nation”) is a singular, collective noun (that is, its form is singular, but it refers to a 
collection of people or things). When this noun – or any singular, collective noun (such as laer'f.yI = 
“Israel” or ~[; = “people”) – is the subject of a verb, that verb may also be singular, agreeing with its 
subject in number. In a literal, word-for-word English translation the result may appear to be grammatically 
awkward, such as with sentence (11): “He saw, the nation, the mountain.” A smoother translation would be 
“The nation saw the mountain.” It is also possible for collective nouns to take plural verbs. See Lesson 10, 
Exercise c (15). 

4 varo can mean “head” in the sense of a leader. 
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Lesson 6  
P R E P O S I T I O N S ,   C O N J U N C T I O N S ,                               

W E A K   C O N S O N A N T S 
 

6A  PREPOSITIONS 

1. Independent prepositions 
Most Hebrew prepositions stand as independent words, such as the preposition 

la, (“to, into, toward”), which was introduced in the previous lesson. For 

example, la, stands alone in !heKoh;-la, (“to the priest” [Lv 2:8]). While this 

prepositional phrase shows a maqqef linking the independent preposition to its 

object, a maqqef is not required, as illustrated by ~yYIx;h;-lK' la, (“to all of the 

living” [Ecc 9:4]). Other common independent prepositions will be introduced in 

this and succeeding lessons. 

2. Prefixed prepositions 
a. Hebrew has three prepositions which are always prefixed to words.  They are B 

(“in, by, with”), K (“like, as”), and l (“to, for, according to”).1  These prefixed 

prepositions cannot stand alone as independent words. 

b. When attached to a word, the prefixed prepositions are pointed according to the 

following rules. 

(1) In most cases the prefixed prepositions take a simple sheva (as in 879B.). 
 hn"v' (“a year”) + B = hn"v'B. (“in2 a year”) 

 hf,[]m; (“a deed”) + K  = hf,[]m;K. (“as a deed”) 

 varo (“a head”) + l = varol. (“to a head”)
                                                           

1 These prefixed prepositions are evidently derived from three independent prepositions: AmB., AmK., 
and Aml., which occasionally occur in poetic texts in the Hebrew Bible. See Kautzsch, §102c. The 
translations of the prefixed prepositions given here and in the vocabulary list in the exercises are very 
common meanings. Other translations are also possible, as lexicons indicate. 

2 Since each of the prefixed prepositions has several possible translations, one must determine which is 
most appropriate for its context.  In the examples in this section various translations are used for the 
purpose of illustration. 
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(2) Before a consonant which has a simple sheva the prefixed prepositions take a 

hireq (as in 879.Bi). 
 lpon> (“falling”) + B = lPon>Bi (“in falling”) 

 yliK. (“a vessel”) + K = ylik.Ki (“as a vessel”) 

 [;mov. (“hear”)  + l = [;mov.li (“to hear”) 

 Two shevas cannot appear under successive consonants at the beginning of a 

word. Consequently, rules (2) through (5) describe what happens when a 

prefixed preposition is placed before a consonant which has a sheva.   

(3) Before y> the prefixed prepositions take a hireq, and the sheva under the y falls 

away (as in 87yBi). 
 h['Wvy> (“salvation”)  + B = h['WvyBi (“with salvation”) 

 1~i1l;v'Wry> (“Jerusalem”) + K = ~i1l;v'WryKi (“like Jerusalem”) 

 hd'Why> (“Judah”)   + l = hd'Whyli (“to Judah”) 

 The above examples illustrate that the prefixing of the preposition to y> 
causes the y to quiesce (that is, lose its capacity to support a vowel) and to 

merge into a hireq-yod, which is the vowel for the preposition. 

(4) Before a guttural consonant which has a composite sheva the prefixed 

prepositions usually assume the short vowel which corresponds to the 

composite  sheva (as in 879}B;, 879?B,, or 879|B' ).2 
 vAna/ (“a man”) + B = vAna/B, (“in a man”) 

 yrIa] (“a lion”)  + K = yrIa]K;  (“like a lion”) 

 ylix\ (“sickness”) + l = ylix\l' (“for sickness”) 

 As the above examples illustrate, the corresponding short vowel for hatef-

patah is patah; for hatef-segol it is segol; and for hatef-qames it is qames-

hatuf.  

 In a few words that begin with a] or a/ the addition of the prefixed 

preposition causes the a to quiesce, losing its vowel. The following are 

three common words in which this phenomenon occurs. Note that the 

preposition has a patah in the first case and a sere in the last two. 
                                                           

1 See Lesson 7A.2c(3) concerning the spelling of this word. 
2 Note that when the prefixed prepositions take a short vowel they form open, unaccented syllables, 

creating an exception to the general rule that unaccented, open syllables normally have long vowels. 
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 yn"doa] (“[the] Lord”) + B = yn"doaB; (“by [the] Lord”) 

 ~yhil{a/ (“God”)  + K = ~yhil{aKe  (“like God”) 

 rmoa/ (“say”)   + l = rmoale  (“to say”) 

(5) Before hw"hy> the prefixed prepositions take a patah.1 

 hw"hy> (“[the] LORD”) + l = hw"hyl; (“to [the] LORD”) 

(6) Before an accented syllable the prefixed prepositions frequently take a qames 

(as in 8719B'). 
 hz< (“this”)   + B = hz<B' (“in this”) 

 hL,1ae (“these”)  + K = hL,1aeK' (“like these”) 

 ~yI1m; (“water”)  + l = 2~yI1m'l' (“to water”) 

(7) When the prefixed prepositions are attached to a word which has the definite 

article, the h of the article drops out and the preposition takes the pointing of 

the article (including the placement of a dagesh-forte in the first consonant of 

the word, should the article require it) (as in 87„9h; + B = 87„9B;). 
 Compare the following pairs of examples, noting how the presence of the 

article affects the pointing of the prefixed preposition. 
 

hn"v' (“a year”) 

hn"V'h; (“the year”) 

+ B 
+ B 

=   hn"v'B. (“in a year”) 

=   hn"V'B; (“in the year”) 

hf,[]m; (“a deed”) 

hf,[];M;h; (“the deed”) 

+ K 
+ K 

=   hf,[]m;K. (“like a deed”) 

=   hf,[]M;K; (“like the deed”) 

varo (“a head”) 

varoh' (“the head”) 

+ l 
+ l 

=   varol. (“for a head”) 

=   varol' (“for the head”) 

 For most words a simple clue to the presence of the article with the 

prefixed prepositions is the appearance of a dagesh-forte (which usually 

accompanies the article) in the first consonant of the word, as illustrated 

by hn"V'B; (“in the year”).  Of course, this clue is not present in the case of 
                                                           

1 The divine name hw"hy> takes a preposition with a patah because the Masoretic pointing of this name 
(with sheva and qames) indicates that the reader is to substitute the word yn"doa] (“[the] Lord”) for the divine 
name. Since a prefixed preposition on yn"doa] takes a patah, then the preposition on hw"hy> also has a patah. 
See the vocabulary in exercise c. 

2 When the preposition is added to ~yI1m;, the vowel in the accented syllable lengthens. 
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words that begin with a guttural or r, since they cannot take a dagesh-

forte, as illustrated by varol' (“for the head”). However, in the case of 

words beginning with a guttural or r, the vowel pointing of the 

preposition usually indicates the presence or absence of the article. 

3.  Preposition !mi  
a. The preposition !mi (“from, out of”) commonly occurs as both an independent 

preposition and as a prefixed preposition. #r,1a'h'-!mi (“out of the earth” [Ge 2:6]) 

illustrates its occurrence as an independent preposition. 

b. !mi can also be prefixed to a word in an abbreviated form. When prefixed, the ! 
drops out and the pointing is as follows. 

(1) In most cases the preposition is prefixed as mi, followed by a dagesh-forte 

(placed in the first consonant of the word to which the preposition is prefixed) 

(87„9mi). 
 ~Aqm' (“a place”) + prefixed !mi =   ~AqM'mi (“from a place”) 

 yAG (“a nation”) + prefixed !mi =   yAGMi (“out of a nation”) 

 The appearance of the dagesh-forte after the m is due to the assimilation of 

the ! into the first consonant of the word. The dagesh-forte compensates 

for the lost consonant.   

(2) Before a guttural or r the preposition is prefixed as me (879me). 
 vae (“a fire”)  + prefixed !mi =   vaeme (“out of a fire”) 

 varo (“a head”) + prefixed !mi =   varome (“from a head”) 

 The two preceding examples illustrate that the vowel under the m 

lengthens from a hireq (as described in the first rule) to a sere to 

compensate for the fact that the gutturals and r cannot take a dagesh-forte.  

(3) Before y> the preposition is prefixed as mi and the sheva under the y falls away 

(87ymi). 
 hd'Why> (“Judah”) + prefixed !mi =   hd'Whymi (“out of Judah”) 

(4) When prefixed to a word which has the definite article, the h remains in 

place, and the preposition is prefixed as me, according to rule (2) above (87„9h; 
+ !mi = 87„9h;me). 

 lx;1N:h; (“the stream”) + prefixed !mi =   lx;1n:h;me (“out of the stream”) 

 @A[h' (“the birds”) + prefixed !mi =   @A[h'me (“from the birds”) 
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6B  CONJUNCTIONS 

1.  Independent conjunctions 
Most Hebrew conjunctions stand as independent words. To illustrate, the independent 

conjunction yKi (“that, for, when, because”) stands alone in  ab' yKi (“that he came” 

[Nu 22:36]) and hw"hy> ha'r'-yKi (“because the LORD saw” [Ge 29:32]). As these 

phrases indicate, a maqqef may or may not appear after an independent conjunction. 

Several independent conjunctions will be introduced in future vocabulary lists.  

2.  Vav conjunction 
a. The most common conjunction in the Hebrew Bible is the vav conjunction.  It 

occurs only as a prefix which is attached to words; it cannot stand alone as an 

independent conjunction. The most common translation for the vav conjunction is 

“and.”1 It can link words, phrases, or clauses. 

b. When prefixed to a word, the vav conjunction is pointed according to the 

following rules.   

 Note that with the exception of number (2) below and the prefixing of the vav 

conjunction to the definite article, these rules are parallel to the rules for 

pointing the prefixed prepositions. 

(1) In most cases the vav conjunction takes a sheva (879w>). 
 hn"v' (“a year”) + w = hn"v'w> (“and a year”) 

 hz< (“this”)   + w = hz<w> (“and this”) 

 varo (“a head”) + w = varow> (“and a head”) 

(2) Before a consonant which has a simple sheva and before the labial consonants 

(B, m, and P) the vav conjunction becomes W (a shureq) (as in 879.W and 87bW). 
 ~yI1T;v. (“two”)   + w = ~yI1T;v.W (“and two”) 

 tB; (“a daughter”)  + w = tb;W (“and a daughter”) 

 jP'v.mi (“judgment”) + w = jP'v.miW (“and judgment”) 

 ~ynIP' (“a face”)  + w = ~ynIp'W (“and a face”) 

 Note: When the vav conjunction occurs as W, it forms a syllable which 

begins with a vowel, rather than a consonant. This feature is the one 

exception to the rule that a syllable must begin with a consonant. 
                                                           

1 The vav conjunction can convey a number of other meanings, depending upon its context, such as, 
“or, but, also, then, when, since, therefore.” 
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(3) Before y> the vav conjunction takes a hireq, and the sheva under the y falls 

away (87ywI). 
 h['Wvy> (“salvation”)   + w = h['WvywI (“and salvation”) 

 hd'Why> (“Judah”)       + w = hd'WhywI (“and Judah”) 

 ~i1l;v'Wry> (“Jerusalem”) + w = ~i1l;v'WrywI (“and Jerusalem”) 

(4) Before a consonant which has a composite sheva the vav conjunction assumes the 

short vowel which corresponds to the composite sheva (879]w: , 879/w<, or 879|w" ).1 
 hD'bu[]] (“service”)  + w = hD'bu[]w: (“and service”) 

 lkoa/ (“eat”)   + w = lkoa/w< (“and eat”) 

 ylix\ (“sickness”)  + w = ylix\w" (“and sickness”) 

 In two common words which begin with a] or a/ the addition of the vav 

conjunction causes the a to quiesce, losing its vowel. Note that the vav has 

a patah in the first case and a sere in the second. 

 yn"doa] (“[the] Lord”) +  w  = yn"doaw: (“and [the] Lord”) 

 ~yhil{a/ (“God”)    +  w = ~yhil{awE  (“and God”) 

(5) Before hw"hy> the vav conjunction takes a patah.2 

 hw"hy> (“[the] LORD”)   +  w =  hw"hyw: (“and [the] LORD”) 

(6) Before an accented syllable the vav conjunction frequently takes a qames. 

This characteristic is especially prominent when the vav conjunction links two 

nouns which express related ideas (8719w").3 
 hl'y>1l;w" ~Ay (“day and night”) 

 @s,1k,w" bh'z" (“gold and silver”) 

 sWsw"-bk,)r, (“chariot and horse”) 

c.  Prefixing a vav conjunction to a word that has a definite article or a prefixed 

preposition, does not alter either the article or the preposition. 

 hV'aih' (“the woman”)  + w = hV'aih'w> (“and the woman”) 

 hV'ail' (“for the woman”)  + w = hV'ail'w> (“and for the woman”) 
                                                           
 1 As with the prefixed prepositions, so the vav conjunction also creates an exception to the general 
rules of syllabification, since it creates an unaccented, open syllable that has a short vowel. 

2 As noted earlier (in section 6A.2b(5)), a patah appears with the divine name because readers 
substituted yn"doa] (“[the] Lord”) for the name, and yn"doa] requires a patah with the vav conjunction. 

3 See Kautzsch, §104g. 
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6C  WEAK CONSONANTS 
Some consonants are considered “weak” because they have a greater tendency to 

cause alterations in the spelling of words than “strong” consonants do. A number of 

the features of weak consonants have been observed in preceding sections. Below is a 

summary of the characteristics of these consonants which have been encountered thus 

far.  Other features of weak consonants will appear in succeeding lessons. 

1. Guttural consonants (a, h, x, [) and r  
a.  The gutturals normally take a composite sheva instead of a simple sheva. 

b.  The gutturals and r cannot take a dagesh-forte. To compensate for this fact, the 

vowel before a guttural or r is sometimes lengthened. 

 While the definite article is normally h; followed by the dagesh-forte, when 

the article is attached to t[e (“time”) the spelling is t[eh' (“the time”). Since 

the [ cannot take a dagesh-forte, the preceding vowel is lengthened from 

patah to qames.  

c. The gutturals and r prefer an A-class vowel before and sometimes after them. 

 A furtive patah sometimes appears before a guttural at the end of a word, as in 

[;re (“friend”). 

2. Quiescent consonants (a, h, w, y ) 
a.  The quiescent consonants may lose their capacity to support a vowel. When this 

occurs, the vowel preceding the quiescent consonant may be lengthened. 

 When the prefixed preposition l is attached to ~yhil{a/ (“God”), it becomes 

~yhil{ale (“for God”). The vowel under the quiescent a falls away and the 

preceding vowel under the preposition lengthens from the typical pointing of 

sheva to sere. 

b.  w and y can represent naturally-long vowels rather than consonants. 

 When the prefixed preposition B is attached to h['Wvy> (“salvation”), it 

becomes h['WvyBi (“with salvation”). The y loses its vowel and becomes part 

of a hireq-yod. 

 When the vav conjunction is attached to yliK. (“a vessel”), it becomes a 

shureq, as in ylik.W (“and a vessel”). 

c. a cannot close any syllable, and h (without a mappiq) cannot close the final 

syllable of a word. 
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 In rB,dI-hKo (“thus he spoke” [Ge 24:30]) the h does not close the syllable, as 

evidenced by the lack of a dagesh-lene in the following consonant. 

3. Nun 

When a n without a full vowel stands before another consonant, it may be assimilated 

into that consonant. This assimilation is normally compensated for by a dagesh-forte 

appearing in the consonant after the assimilated n. Should such compensation not be 

possible, there may be a lengthening of the vowel before the assimilated n. 
 When the preposition !mi is prefixed to ~Ay (“a day”), it becomes ~AYmi (“from a 

day”). The ! is assimilated into the y, as evidenced by the appearance of a dagesh-

forte. 

 When the preposition !mi is prefixed to ~AYh; (“the day”), it becomes ~AYh;me 
(“from the day”). Since the h cannot receive a dagesh-forte from the assimilation 

of the !, the preceding vowel under the preposition lengthens from the typical 

pointing of hireq to sere. 

Lesson 6:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the rules for pointing the prefixed prepositions. 

 See Appendix 1 for a convenient summary of these rules.  

b. Rewrite the words below with the appropriate prefixed preposition and its correct 

pointing. Also give a translation of the new words. Do the exercise without 

looking at a list of the rules for pointing the prefixed preposition. 

 Example: Prefix B to ~Y"h; (“the sea”) ⇒ Answer: ~Y"B; (“by the sea”) 

(1) Prefix B to the following: 
(a) lWav'  (“Saul”) (f) hL,1ae (“these”) 
(b) aroq.  (“calling”) (g) ~yI1m;V'h; (“the heavens”) 
(c) ynIymiy> (“my right hand”) (h) x;l{v. (“send”) 
(d) rB'd>Mih; (“the desert”) (i) ~yI1r;c.mi (“Egypt”) 
(e) ynI[\  (“affliction”) (j) yn"doa] (“[the] Lord”) 
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(2) Prefix K to the following: 
(a) ~yhil{a/ (“God”) (f) rq'y> (“honor”) 
(b)  afn>  (“lifting”) (g) ~D'h; (“the blood”) 
(c) hP,h;  (“the mouth”) (h)  vx'n" (“snake”) 
(d)  lb,B'  (“Babylon”) (i) vyaih' (“the man”) 
(e) ~yzIr'a]  (“cedar”) (j) hz< (“this”) 

(3) Prefix l to the following: 
(a) hd,F'h; (“the field”) (f)  ~ypil'a] (“thousands”) 
(b) ~l'A[ (“eternity”) (g) aybiN"h; (“the prophet”) 
(c) rmov.  (“keep”) (h) [;WvAhy> (“Joshua”) 
(d) 1~yI1m; (“water”) (i) ~ymik'x] (“wise ones”) 
(e) hw"hy> (“[the] LORD”) (j) taJ'x;h; (“the sin”) 

c. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 
 Word  Translation  Notes 
(1) ~d'a'  man, mortal, humankind (NMS)   
(2) 879B  in, by, with (prep)  Prefixed 

(3) 879w and (conj) 
  

 
 

 Prefixed; may link words, 
phrases, or clauses 

(4) 2hw"hy>  LORD, the LORD (proper N)   

(5) bv;y"  he dwelled, sat (V)   

(6) 879K  like, as (prep)  Prefixed 
(7) !heKo  priest (NMS)   

(8) yKi that, for, when, because (conj) 
  

 
 

 Introduces a subordinate 
clause 

(9) 879l  to, for, according to (prep)  Prefixed 

(10) !mi from, out of (prep) 

  
 

 

 May stand independently 
or be prefixed 

 
                                                           

1 See the examples for section 6A.2b(6). 
2 This is the most significant divine name in the Hebrew Bible.  As an expression of reverence for this 

name, ancient Jews began the practice of reading yn"doa] (“[the] Lord”), or in a few cases ~yhil{a/ (“God”), 
in the place of hwhy.  When yn"doa] is to be read, the Masoretes pointed divine name as hw"hy>, and when the 
reading is to be ~yhil{a/, the divine name appears as hwIhy>.  This Grammar follows the practice of most 
English Bibles in translating hw"hy> as “LORD” or “the LORD.”   
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d. An “interlinear-style” translation, which has with some words missing, appears 

below the Hebrew text of the following verses. Rewrite the English translation, 

filling in the blanks with a name, vocabulary word, article, prefixed preposition, 

or conjunction. When finished, provide a smooth translation, consulting an 

English version as necessary.  
 

~l,1c,B. yKi %peV'yI AmD' ~d'a')B' ~d'a')h' ~D; %pevo (1) 
___ (the) 
image of ______ 

will be 
shed, 

his 
blood ______ ______, blood of 

“One who 
sheds 

 

 

 ~d'a'h' -ta, hf'[' ~yhil{a/ 

(Ge 9:6) ______.” 1 
he [God] 

made ______ 
 
 

~AyB. hw"hy> yVeaime wyn"B' tx;v.miW !roh]a; tx;v.mi tazO (2) 
___ (the) 

day 
(when) ______ 

___ (the) 
burnt 

offerings of 
his 

sons 

___ (the) 
consecrated 
portion of ______ 

(the) 
consecrated 
portion of 

“This 
is 

 

 

 hw"hyl; !hek;l. ~t'ao byrIq.hi 

(Lv 7:35) ______.” 
___ serve 
as a priest them 

he 
presented 

 
 

Al -x;y)nIhe hw"hyw: AtybeB. %l1,M,h; bv;y" -yKi 2yhiy>w: (3) 

___ him gave rest ______ 
___ his 
house ______, ______, ______ 

“___ it 
happened 

 

 

 wyb'y>ao -lK'mi bybiS'mi 

(2Sa 7:1) 
his 

enemies.” ___ all of 
___ (ones) 

surrounding, 
 

 

 wyn"doaK; 3db,1[,K; !heKoK; ~['k' hy"h'w> (4) 

(Is 24:2) 
___ his 

lord. ___ slave ______ ______ 
“___ it 
will be 

 

 
                                                           

1 -ta, is not translatable; it simply indicates that the next word is the object of the verb. 
2 The pointing for the vav conjunction with this word is governed by a special grammatical feature of 

the conjunction with imperfect verbs which will be explained in a future lesson. 
3 According to the rules for pointing the definite article, the first kaf in this word should have a qames. 
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e. Read aloud and write a translation for the following words [numbers (1)-(7)] and 

sentences [numbers (8)-(18)].  

|  ~d'a'me | ~d'a'B. | ~d'a' (2)  !heKomi | !hekoK. | !hekol. | !heKoh; !mi | !heKo (1) 

|  %l,1m,W (4)  hw"hy>-!miW | hw"hyl;w> | hw"hyl; | hw"hyw: | hw"hy> (3)   ~d'a'h'me | ~d'a'h' 
yAgb.W | yAGl;w> | yAGh;me | yAgK. | yAGh;-!mi (5)  %l,1M,b;W | %l,1M,h;w> | %l,1M,K;  |  %l,1M,h; 
~['h' | ~[;B. (7)  varol'w> | varob.W | varoK' | varol. | varoh'-!miW | varome (6) 

aB' (10)  rh'B' !heKo bv;y" (9)  #r,1a,l. yAGh; aB' (8)  ~['l'w> | ~['h'meW | ~['K' 
   #r,1a'B' rh; ~['h' ha'r' (12)  laer'f.yIB. %l,1M,h; bv;y"w> (11)  hw"hyl; ~d'a'h' 
-la, ~['h' ab'W (15)  yAgK. ~['h' hw"hy> ha'r' (14)  ~yhil{ame !heKoh; aB' (13) 

laer'f.yIB. !heKo bv;y" yKi hw"hy> ha'r' (16)  #r,1a'B' ~yhil{aBe ~['h' bv;y"w> #r,1a'h', 
ha'r'w> laer'f.yIl. !heKoh; ab'W (18)  yAGl; varoK' ~d'a' ab' yKi ~yhil{a/ ha'r' (17) 

laer'f.yIB. ~yhil{a/h' hw"hy> yKi laer'f.yI
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Lesson 7  
N O U N S 

 
7A NOUNS 

1. Absolute and construct states 
a. Two (or more) nouns can be linked together in a construct relationship. If two 

nouns are so linked, the first is in a construct state, and the second is in an 

absolute state. Words in a construct relationship may or may not have a maqqef. 

 The phrase laer'f.yI ~[; (“the people of Israel” [2Sa 18:7]) has two nouns in a 

construct relationship.  The first (~[;) is construct, and the second (laer'f.yI) is 

absolute. 

 In the phrase ~yviN"h;-lK' (“all of the women” [Ex 15:20]) a maqqef links the 

construct noun (-lK') to the absolute noun (~yviN"h;). 
b. The construct relationship serves to indicate a genitival idea in the sense that the absolute 

noun functions as a genitive (or modifier) for the construct noun. This relationship is 

indicated in English by the insertion of the word “of” after the construct noun.  

 In the phrase hw"hy> ~Ay (“the day of the LORD” [Is 13:6]) the absolute word 

(hw"hy>) functions genitivally by modifying the construct word (~Ay). To say it 

another way, the construct word (~Ay) is dependent upon and limited by the 

absolute word (hw"hy>), so that ~Ay refers not to all days but to a particular day: 

“the day of the LORD.” 

c.  As a rule, a construct word cannot take a definite article. However, since 

definiteness is often implied in a construct relationship, an article may be supplied 

in translation if the context demands it.1 The absolute word in a construct 

relationship can have a definite article. 
                                                           

1 In previous lessons when a construct noun had an implied definite article, the translation of the article 
appeared in parentheses or brackets as (“the”) or [“the”]. Beginning with this lesson the parentheses or 
brackets will not be used with such implied definite articles, since the student now understands the 
circumstances in which they may occur.     
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 In hv,mo ynEP.-ta, laer'f.yI-ynEB. War'w> (“And the children of Israel saw the face 

of Moses” [Ex 34:35]) there are two construct nouns that are definite by 

implication and therefore require the definite article in English: ynEB. = “the 

children of,” and ynEP. = “the face of.” 

 In %l,1M,h;-rb;D> W[m.vi (“Hear the word of the king” or “Hear the king’s word” 

[2Ki 18:28]) the absolute noun has the definite article h; and the construct 

noun has an implied definite article. 

d.  It is possible for two or three construct words to be dependent upon a single 

absolute word. 

 laer'f.yI ynEB. tAJm; (“the tribes of the children of Israel” [Nu 36:9]) has two 

construct words followed by an absolute word. 

 laer'f.yI ~[; yven>a; rP;s.mi (“the number of the men of the people of Israel” 

[Ezr 2:2]) has three construct words followed by an absolute word. 

2. Inflection of nouns 
a. Nouns are normally inflected with endings which may designate their gender as 

masculine or feminine; their number as singular, plural, or dual; and their state as 

absolute or construct. 

b. Common endings 

(1) The following chart gives the forms of the endings which are used most 

commonly with nouns. 
 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct 

M [none] [none]  ~y3i   y3e  
F  h3'   t3;   tA   tA  

 

(2) The following chart illustrates the occurrence of the above endings by use of 

the words sWs (“horse” [M]) and hs'Ws (“mare” [F]).1  
 

                                                           
1 While the Hebrew examples in this Grammar are normally derived from the Hebrew Bible, it is 

necessary in some paradigm charts, as with the following one, to include some hypothetical forms for the 
sake of illustration which are not extant in biblical literature. The masculine form of this word is translated 
as “horse” rather than “stallion,” because it is almost never gender specific in the biblical text, while the 
feminine form is translated as “mare” since it is always gender specific. 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 
 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct 

M sWs 
(“horse”)  

sWs 
(“horse of”) 

~ysiWs 
(“horses”) 

yseWs 
(“horses of”) 

F hs'Ws 
(“mare”) 

ts;Ws 
(“mare of”) 

tAsWs 
(“mares”) 

tAsWs 
(“mares of”) 

 Masculine nouns normally have no ending in the singular, whether they 

are absolute or construct.  Consequently, one must determine the absolute 

or construct state of a masculine, singular noun by the context in which it 

occurs.  The same holds true for feminine, plural nouns which have the 

same ending in absolute and construct: tA. 
(3) The preceding chart employs two words, sWs and hs'Ws, whose spelling does 

not alter as they are inflected with the common noun endings (except, of 

course, for the alterations to the endings themselves, such as the changes in 

the feminine singular from h3' to t3;). To say it another way, as the endings 

are added to these two nouns the spelling of their “root,” sWs, does not vary. 

However, most nouns do undergo alterations in spelling as they are inflected 

with noun endings. They may experience such changes as a shift of accent, a 

shortening or lengthening of vowels, or the alteration or disappearance of a 

weak consonant.1 A future lesson will discuss noun patterns more fully (see 

Lesson 23B); for now the student simply needs to realize that such changes 

occur and to be able to recognize nouns in spite of those changes. One aid to 

recognition is giving special attention to the consonants which make up a 

noun when learning vocabulary, since most changes in the spelling of 

inflected nouns involve an alteration of vowels, not consonants. 

(4) The following words illustrate the changes which can occur in the spelling of 

nouns as they are inflected with the common endings.  The first column gives 

the lexical form of the nouns, that is, the form by which they are listed in a 

lexicon. For most nouns (as for all those below) the lexical form is the 
                                                           

1 For helpful discussions see Horsnell, 151-165; and Page H. Kelley, Biblical Hebrew, An Introductory 
Grammar (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1992), 58-63. 
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absolute, singular.1  The translation of the lexical form and the gender for each 

noun appears in parentheses in the far right column. 
 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 
 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct 

(a) !Ada' !Ada] ~ynIdoa] ynEdoa] (“lord” [M]) 

(b) hm'd'a] tm;d>a; tAmd'a] tAmd'a; (“ground” [F]) 

(c) rb'D' rb;D> ~yrIb'D> yreb.DI (“word” [M]) 

(d) ~D' ~D; ~ymiD' ymeD> (“blood” [M]) 

(e) rh; rh; ~yrIh' yreh' (“mountain” [M]) 

(f) !heKo !heKo ~ynIh]Ko ynEh]Ko (“priest” [M]) 

(g)  %l,1m,  %l1,m,  ~ykil'm.  ykel.m;  (“king” [M]) 

(h) hx'n>mi  tx;n>mi  tAxn"m.  tAxn>mi  (“gift” [F]) 

(i)  hx'P'v.mi tx;P;v.mi  tAxP'v.mi  tAxP.v.mi  (“clan” [F]) 

(j)  hf,[]m;  hfe[]m;  ~yfi[]m;  yfe[]m;  (“deed” [M]) 

(k)  ~[;  ~[;  ~yMi[;  yMe[;  (“people” [M]) 
 

c. Dual endings 

(1) A few nouns can take dual endings, which normally indicate two of 

something.  The dual endings, which appear in the chart below, are used for 

both masculine and feminine nouns. 
 

DUAL 
 Absolute Construct 

M or F ~yI13;     y3e  

 Note that the dual, construct ending (y3e) is spelled the same as the 

construct ending for masculine, plural nouns. 

(2) Dual forms typically occur for things found in pairs (such as body parts) or for 

certain numerals, measurements, and times which involve the number “two” 

or the concept of duality. Some frequently occurring words with dual forms 
                                                           
 1 A few nouns do not have a singular, absolute form. For example, the lexical form for ~yhil{a/ 
(“God”) is plural, absolute. 
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appear in the chart below. The translation of the dual, absolute forms appears 

in parentheses. 
 

SINGULAR DUAL 
 Ab Cs Ab Cs  

(a)  @a;  @a; ~yI1P;a; yPea; (“both nostrils” [M]) 

(b) hM'a;   tM;a; ~yI1t;M'a; — (“two cubits” [F]) 

(c) dy"  dy: ~yI1d;y" ydey> (“two/both hands” [F]) 

(d) ~Ay ~Ay ~yI1m;Ay ymey> (“two days” [M]) 

(e)  !yI1[;  !y[e ~yI1n:y[e ynEy[e (“two/both eyes” [F]) 

(f)  lg<1r,  lg<1r, ~yI1l;g>r; yleg>r; (“two/both feet” [F]) 

(g) — — ~yI1n:v. ynEv. (“two” [M]) 

(h) — — ~yI1T;v. yTev. (“two” [F])1 
 

(3) A few words which have a dual ending display no known connection with the 

concept of duality, as the following illustrate. 

 2~i1l;v'Wry> (“Jerusalem”)      ~yI1r;c.mi (“Egypt”) 

 ~yI1m; (“water”[M])        ~yI1m;v' (“heavens”[M]) 

d. Irregular nouns 

(1) Some nouns do not employ the common endings listed in the chart above. 

Illustrations are given below for some of the more frequent exceptions.  

(a) Some feminine, singular nouns have no ending. Such often occurs in 

nouns which refer to that which is naturally feminine or to words which 

describe paired body parts. However, the lack of an ending occasionally 

occurs in other feminine, singular nouns. 
 

Singular, Absolute Plural, Absolute 

~ae (“mother” [F]) tAMai (“mothers”) 

dy" (“hand” [F]) tAdy" (“hands”) 
 
                                                           

1 The numerals have both masculine and feminine forms. 
2 In the MT the contracted form ~i1l;v'Wry> is typically used in the place of the full spelling of the word, 

which is ~yI1l;v'Wry>  
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#r,1a, (“land”[F]) tAcr'a] (“lands”) 

vp,1n<  (“living being” [F]) tAvp'n> (“living beings”) 

x;Wr  (“spirit” [F]) tAxWr (“spirits”) 
 

(b) Some feminine nouns end with t in the singular, absolute. 
 

Singular, Absolute Plural, Absolute 

tyrIB. (“covenant” [F])  —  

taJ'x; (“sin” [F]) tAaJ'x; (“sins”) 
 

(c) A few masculine nouns have the ending tA in the plural. 
 

Singular, Absolute Plural, Absolute 

 ba'  (“father” [M])  tAba' (“fathers”) 

~Aqm' (“place” [M]) tAmAqm. (“places”) 

 lAq  (“voice” [M])  tAlqo (“voices”) 

~ve (“name” [M]) tAmve (“names”) 
 

(d) A few feminine nouns have the ending ~y3i in the plural, absolute. 
 

Singular, Absolute Plural, Absolute 

hV'ai (“woman” [F]) ~yvin" (“women”) 

 ry[i  (“city” [F]) ~yrI[' (“cities”) 
 

(e) A few nouns have both masculine and feminine endings in certain forms. 
 

Singular, Absolute Plural, Absolute 

b[' (“cloud” [F]) ~ybi[' (M), tAb[' (F) (“clouds”) 

hn"v' (“year” [F]) ~ynIv' (M), tAnv. (F) (“years”) 
 

(2) The inflection of some irregular nouns involves significant alterations in 

spelling (beyond an irregular usage of the common endings).  Such is the case 

with the following very common nouns. The translation of their lexical forms 

and their genders appear in parentheses.1 
 
                                                           

1 See Horsnell, 164; and Kautzsch, §96. 
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 SINGULAR PLURAL 
 Ab Cs Ab Cs  

(a)   ba'  ybia] tAba' tAba] (“father” [M]) 

(b)   xa'  yxia] ~yxia; yxea] (“brother” [M]) 

(c)   vyai   vyai  ~yvin"a]  yven>a; (“man” [M]) 

(d)   hV'ai   tv,1ae  ~yvin"  yven> (“woman” [F]) 

(e)   tyI1B; tyBe ~yTiB' yTeB' (“house” [M]) 

(f)  !Be  -!B, or -!Bi  ~ynIB'  ynEB. (“son” [M]) 

(g)   tB;   tB;  tAnB'  tAnB. (“daughter” [F]) 

(h)   ~Ay  ~Ay  ~ymiy" ymey> (“day” [M]) 

(i)   yliK. yliK. ~yliKe yleK. (“vessel” [M]) 

(j)   hP, yPi   tAYPi 
tAyPe

— (“mouth” [M]) 

(k)   varo   varo  ~yviar'  yvear' (“head” [M]) 
 

(3) Because of the wide range of possibilities in irregular nouns, it is often 

necessary to consult a lexicon to determine a noun’s gender.  It is not 

necessary at this point to attempt to memorize all the irregularities described 

above. As these nouns are encountered in reading, their irregularities will 

become familiar. 

3. Function of nouns 
A noun is a substantive that can function in three ways: (1) nominatively, as in the 

case of the subject of a verb or a predicate nominative; (2) genitivally, as an absolute 

noun limiting a construct noun; or (3) accusatively, as in the case of the object of a 

verb or the object of a preposition. 

 The hypothetical sentence rh'B' ~d'a'h' !heKoh; ha'r' contains a verb (ha'r' = 

“he saw”) followed by three nouns.  The first noun (!yheKoh; = “the priest”) 

functions nominatively as the subject of the verb, and the second and third 

nouns function accusatively as the object of the verb (~d'a'h' = “the man”) and 

the object of a preposition (rh'B' = “by the mountain”). The meaning of the 

sentence is “The priest saw the man by the mountain.” 
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 In the hypothetical verbless sentence laer'v.yI-%l,)m, dwID' (“David was the 

king of Israel”) the proper noun dwID' (“David”) is the subject, and the 

construct noun -%l,)m, (“king of”) is the predicate nominative. laer'v.yI 
(“Israel”) is an absolute proper noun functioning genitivally to limit the 

meaning of  -%l,)m,. 
 In the phrase vd,1qo-~[; (literally, “a people of holiness” [Da 12:7]) the 

construct noun -~[; (“people of”) is limited by the genitival, absolute noun 

vd,1qo (“holiness”). In this situation the absolute noun has the force of an 

adjective, so that the phrase may be translated “a holy people.” Since a 

construct word does not take a definite article, definiteness may be implied by 

the context, in which case the meaning is “the holy people,” as it is in Da 

12:7. However, definiteness can also be expressed by attaching the article to 

the absolute word, as in vd,1Qoh;-~[; (“the holy people” [Is 62:12]). 

Lesson 7:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the common endings for nouns (section 7A.2b(1)) and 

the dual endings (section 7A.2c(1)). 

b. The following regular nouns employ the common or dual endings. For each word 

identify the gender, number, and state (absolute or construct) and give a 

translation. In this exercise consider masculine, singular and feminine, plural 

nouns to be construct only if they have a maqqef. The translation of the lexical 

form of each word (that is, the masculine or feminine, singular, absolute form) 

appears in parentheses as an aid for determining the translation of the word as it 

appears in this exercise. 

 Example: yleh\a' (“tent”) ⇒ Answer: masculine, plural, construct, “tents 

of” 

 
Word Translation of 

lexical form 
 

 Word Translation  of 
lexical form 

(1) -lWbG> (“boundary”)  (6) t[;1B;r>a; (“four”) 
(2) ~yaibin> (“prophet”)  (7) tAmx'l.mi (“war”) 
(3) hV'mix] (“five”)  (8) yleK. (“vessel”) 
(4) ~yI1t;p'f. (“lip” [F])  (9) bh'z" (“gold”) 
(5) lKo (“all”)  (10) -tAl[o (“burnt offering”) 
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(11) ~ynIP' (“face”)  (15) -bl, (“heart”) 
(12) ~yI1P;l.a; (“thousand”[M])  (16) yde[]Am (“appointed time”) 
(13) hn"Wma/ (“firmness”)  (17) t[;b.GI (“hill”) 
(14) tAlx'n> (“possession”)  (18) tAame (“hundred”) 

c. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes1 

(1) vyai   man, husband (NMS)  P: ~yvin"a], yven>a;2 
(2) hV'ai   woman, wife (NFS)  Cs: tv,1ae; P: ~yvin", yven>  
(3)  !Be   son, child (NMS)  Cs: -!B,, -!Bi; P: ~ynIB', ynEB. 
(4)  tB;   daughter (NFS)  P: tAnB', tAnB. 
(5)  dy"  hand (NFS) 
  

 
  

Cs: dy:; Du: ~yI1d;y", ydey>;  
P: tAdy", tAdy> 

(6) ~Ay   day (NMS)  Du: ~yI1m;Ay; P: ~ymiy", ymey>  
(7) vd,1qo   holiness (NMS)  P: ~yvid'q', yved>q'  
(8) x;Wr   spirit, breath, wind (NFS)   

(9) hn"v'  year (NFS) 
  

 
  

Du: ~yI1t;n"v.; MP: ~ynIv', ynEv.; 
FP: tAnv. 

d. The following biblical phrases and sentences are presented with an interlinear-

style English translation. The blanks represent places in the Hebrew text where 

words from the vocabulary lists have been omitted. Rewrite the Hebrew phrases, 

supplying the missing words. Be sure to write Hebrew nouns with their 

appropriate common endings, as suggested by the English translation.  

 Clues: When the English translation below includes the word “of,” it is 

translating a Hebrew noun that is construct. A Hebrew construct noun never 

takes a definite article, even when its translation includes an implied article; 

however, an absolute Hebrew noun must have a definite article (in this 

exercise) if its translation indicates an article is present. 
 

 awhi ybia' ______ (2)  _____ qBuxi j[;m. (1) 
(Ge 

20:12) she is.” 
my 

father 
“The 

daughter of  
(Pr 

6:10) 
both 

hands.” 
folding 

of 
“A 

little   
                                                           

1 Singular construct or plural forms are given under Notes in vocabulary lists if those forms are 
irregular or difficult to recognize.  Dual forms are always listed where they occur. 

2 When two forms follow P (plural) or Du (dual), the first is absolute and the second is construct. 
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rv,a] _____ ______ ~yI1m;V'h; ______ ______ ^[]yBiv.a;w> (3)

that 
the 

earth, 
and the 
God of 

the 
heavens 

the God 
of 

by the 
LORD, 

“And I will 
make you 

swear  
 

 ynI[]n:K.)h; ______  ynIb.li _____ xQ;ti-al{ 

(Ge 24:3) 
the 

Canaanites.” 
from the 

daughters of 
to my 
son a wife 

you will not 
give  

 
 

 txe- ______ ______ ______ WxT;v.YIw: (4) 

(Ge 23:7) Heth.” 
to the 

sons of the earth, 
to the 

people of 

“And he 
[Abraham] 

bowed down   
 
 

_____ tycix]m;-d[; rAah'i- _____ . . . Ab -ar'q.YIw: (5)

the day 
until the 

middle of 
the light 
(of day)  from 

 from it 
[the law] 

“And he 
[Ezra] read  

 

  ______ ______ dg<1n< 

 (Ne 8:3) 
and the 

women.” 
the men in front 

of 
 

e. Read aloud and write a translation for the following words [numbers (1)-(9)] and 

sentences [numbers (10)-(18)]. Any noun that is followed by a maqqef should be 

translated as a construct, although not every construct in this exercise has a maqqef.  

 In earlier lessons three verbs were introduced in their masculine, singular forms 

for the perfect tense. The same verbs are listed below with their corresponding 

feminine, singular, perfect forms, which appear in the following sentences. Note 

that the feminine, singular, perfect forms of these verbs end with h3', like the 

common ending for feminine, singular, absolute nouns. 
aB'  =  “he came, went,” etc. ha'1B' =  “she came, went,” etc. 
bv;y"  =  “he dwelled, sat” hb'v.y"( =  “she dwelled, sat” 
ha'r'  =  “he saw” ht'a])r' =  “she saw” 

 

| -tB; | tB; (3)  ynEB. | ~ynIB' | -!B, | !Be (2)  yreh' | ~yrIh' | -rh; | rh; (1) 

| laer'f.yI-~Ay (5)  ~yI1t;n"v. | tAnv. | ~ynIv' | tn:v. | hn"v' (4)  -tAnB. | tAnB'  
#re1a'h' ykel.m; | #r,1a'h'-%l),m, (7)  ~yhil{a/ yven> | ~yhil{a/ tv,1ae (6)  laer'f.yI-ymey> 
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-yAG | vd,1qo-rh; | vd,1qo-yhel{a/ (9)  ~ynIh]Koh;-tAdy> | !heKoh;-ydey> | !heKoh; dy: (8) 

ynEb.Bi ~yhil{a/-x;Wr hb'v.y"( (11)  ~yIAGh;-tAcr>a; laer'f.yI ha'r'w> (10)  vd,1Qoh; 
-ynEB.-la, hw"hy>-~Ay ab'W (13)  %l,1M,h;-1ynEv.Bi hw"hy>-dy: !heKoh; ha'r' (12)  ~yvin"a] 
-~[; aB' (15)  ~yI1m;Ayl. %l,1M,b; hV'aih'-!B, bv;y" (14)  laer'f.yI-tAnB.-la,w> laer'f.yI 

ha'1b' yki hV'aih' ht'a]r'* (16)  yAGl; %l,1M,h; hw"hyw: laer'f.yI-#r),a,-la, vd,1Qoh; 
   !heKoh;-ynEB. ~yvin"a]h'w> %l,1M,h;-tAnB. ~yviN"h; (17)  ~yhil{a/-x;Wrme ~d'a'-x;Wr 

~yI1t;n"v.li ~['h'-varoK. #r,1a'b' hV'aih' hb'v.y"( (18) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
 1 The word ynEv. can either be the masculine, plural, construct form of hn"v' (“year”) or the masculine, 
dual, construct form of ~yI1n:v. (“two”).  One can determine which is intended by the context in which the 
word appears; the former is the appropriate translation in this sentence. 
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Lesson 8 

A D J E C T I V E S ,   S I G N   O F   T H E   O B J E C T 
 

8A  ADJECTIVES 
1. Inflection of adjectives 

a. Adjectives, like nouns, are inflected with endings. The adjectival endings 

designate the gender as masculine or feminine, the number as singular or plural, 

and the state as absolute or construct. There are no dual endings for adjectives. 

b. The adjectival endings are the same as the common endings for nouns, as listed in 

the following chart. These endings are employed with nearly all adjectives.1  
 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct 

M [none] [none]  ~y3i   y3e  
F  h3'   t3;   tA   tA  

 

c. The following chart provides illustrations of the occurrence of these endings with 

three of the most common adjectives. Their translations appear in parentheses. 

The simplest form of the adjective is the masculine, singular, absolute; it is also 

the lexical form. 
 

SINGULAR PLURAL  
 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct  

M bAj bAj ~ybiAj ybeAj
F hb'Aj tb;Aj tAbAj tAbAj

(“good”) 

M lAdG" lAdG> ~yliAdG> yledoG>
F hl'AdG> tl;AdG> tAldoG> tAldoG>

(“great”) 

 
                                                 

 1 The only common adjective with an irregular ending is dx'a, (“one” [MS]), whose feminine, singular 
form in both the absolute and construct states is tx;a;. See Lesson 12, exercise c. 
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M br; br; ~yBir; yBer;
F hB'r; tB;r; tABr; tABr;

(“many, much, 
great”) 

 

 The preceding chart illustrates the fact that the spelling of adjectives may 

undergo alterations when endings are added. For example, the masculine, 

singular, absolute adjective lAdG" becomes tAlodoG> in feminine, plural, 

absolute and construct. The addition of the tA ending causes the qames to 

reduce to sheva (under the first consonant) and the holem-vav to holem (with 

the second consonant).   

2.  Function of adjectives 
a. Adjectives can function in three ways: attributively, predicatively, and substantivally. 

b. Attributive  

(1) An attributive adjective modifies a noun in the sense of describing an attribute 

of that noun.  

(2) When functioning attributively, an adjective normally follows the noun it 

modifies1 and agrees with that noun in terms of gender, number, and 

definiteness. The agreement in terms of definiteness means that the definite 

article will appear on the adjective if the noun which it modifies has the 

article. Since there is no dual number for the adjective, the plural form of the 

adjective is used to modify a dual noun. 

 The phrase hl'Adg> hV'ai (2Ki 4:8) is made up of a noun (hV'ai = 

“woman”) followed by an adjective (hl'Adg> = “great”), which is 

functioning attributively. The two words agree in that they are both 

feminine, singular, and indefinite (lacking the definite article). The phrase 

is translated “a great woman.” 

 The phrase ~ybiAJh; ~yrIb'D>h; (Jos 23:14) also has a noun (~yrIb'D>h; = 

“the words”) followed by an attributive adjective (~ybiAJh; = “the good”). 

Both words are masculine, plural, and definite (having the definite article). 

The phrase is translated “the good words.” 

 The phrase tABr; ~yvin" (Eze 16:41) has a noun (~yvin" = “women”) 
                                                 

1 Occasionally an attributive adjective precedes the noun it modifies.  When this is the case the 
irregular positioning of the adjective may serve to emphasize its significance in a phrase or clause. 
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followed by an attributive adjective (tABr; = “many”). Both words are 

feminine, plural, and indefinite. Note that even though the ending of the 

feminine noun is irregular (~y3i), the ending of the feminine adjective is 

regular (tA). The phrase is translated “many women.” 

 In tApr' ~yI2d;y" (“weak hands” [Is 35:3]) the noun (~yI2d;y" = “hands”) is 

feminine, dual. The attributive adjective (tApr' = “weak”) is feminine, 

plural, since an adjective cannot take a dual ending.1 

c. Predicative  

(1) An adjective may function in a predicative manner, that is, as a predicate 

adjective in a verbless sentence. (See Lesson 5A.3b(2).) 

(2) When functioning predicatively, an adjective normally precedes the noun it 

modifies (although it occasionally follows the noun). A predicate adjective, 

like an attributive adjective, agrees with the noun it modifies in gender and 

number; however, a predicate adjective does not take an article, even if the 

noun is articular. Since a predicate adjective appears in a verbless sentence, a 

state-of-being verb must be supplied in translation.  

 The verbless sentence hw"hy> bAj (Ps 34:9) has a predicate adjective 

followed by the noun it modifies; neither word has a definite article. The 

sentence means “good is the LORD,” or “the LORD is good.” 

 In ~AYh; lAdg" (“great is the day” [Jer 30:7]) the predicate adjective 

(lAdG" = “great”) comes before the noun it modifies (~AYh; = “the day”) 

and agrees with that noun in gender and number. However, the predicate 

adjective cannot have an article, even when the noun does. 

 While the predicate adjective normally precedes the noun it modifies, this 

order is sometimes reversed, as in br' ~['h' (“the people are many” [Jdg 

7:4]). The adjective agrees with the noun in gender and number, but it 

does not have an article since a predicate adjective cannot be articular. In 

fact, the absence of the article with br'; is a clue that it is predicative 

instead of attributive.   
                                                 

1 For other examples of special situations of agreement between nouns and attributive adjectives, see 
Bruce K. Waltke and M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 1990), §14.2c-d. 
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d. Substantival 

(1) An adjective may function as a substantive, that is, like a noun. Rather than 

modifying a noun, a substantival adjective stands in the place of a noun, 

serving any of the roles in which a noun may serve. 

(2) When functioning substantivally, an adjective may or may not take the article. 

 In ~yliAdG>h; ~veK. (“like the name of the great” [1Ch 17:8]) a substantival 

adjective (~yliAdG>h; = “the great”) is serving as an absolute noun that 

limits a construct noun (~veK. = “like the name of”). The phrase could be 

translated “like the name of the great ones” or “like the name of the great 

men,” depending on whether it appears in a context in which the adjective 

refers to people in general or to men in particular (since the masculine, 

plural ending can be used for either group). 

 bAJh; hf,[]t; (“you will do the good” [Dt 12:28]) has a substantival 

adjective (bAJh; = “the good”), which functions as the object of a verb 

(hf,[]t; = “you will do”). The clause could be translated, “you will do the 

good thing.” 
 In hm'WhM.h; tB;r; (“much of the tumult” [Eze 22:5]) a construct 

substantival adjective (tB;r; = “much of”) is limited by an absolute noun 

(hm'WhM.h; = “the tumult”). The phrase could be translated “full of 

tumult.” 
3. Degrees of Comparison  

a. Hebrew has a number of ways to express comparison, some of which employ 

adjectives.1 While adjectives in English can be inflected to show comparative and 

superlative degrees (as in “great,” “greater,” and “greatest”), no such forms exist 

for Hebrew adjectives. They can, however, express ideas of comparison by means 

of particular grammatical constructions, some of which are mentioned here. 

b. The comparative degree can be expressed by an adjective followed by the 

preposition !mi (normally in the prefixed form). In this situation !mi has the 

meaning “than.”  

 The hypothetical sentence h[or>P;mi ~k'x' hmol{v. (roughly translated, 
                                                 

1 For fuller discussions of various comparative and superlative constructions see Horsnell, 197-201; 
and Waltke and O’Connor, §14.4-14.5. 
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“Solomon wise from Pharaoh”) means “Solomon was wiser than Pharaoh.” 

The adjective (~k'x' = “wise”) is followed by a prefixed !mi preposition. 

 ^M.mi br; ~[; . . . t'yair'w> (roughly translated, “and you will see . . . a people 

many from you” [Dt 20:1]) means “and you will see . . . a people more than 

you” or “. . . greater than you.” 

 vb;D>mi qAtM'-hm; (roughly translated, “what sweet from honey?” [Jdg 

14:18]) means “what is sweeter than honey?”  

 ^M.mi ~ybiAJh; . . . ^y2x,a; (roughly translated, “your brothers . . . the good 

from you” [2Ch 21:13]) means “your brothers . . . who are better than you.”  

c. The following are two ways in which adjectives can express the superlative. 

(1) The superlative can be communicated by an articular adjective. In this sort of 

construction the adjective is often followed by the prefixed preposition B. 

 The hypothetical sentence ~yIAGB; !joQ''h; laer'f.yI (roughly translated 

“Israel the small in [among] the nations”) means  “Israel was the smallest 

of the nations.” The articular adjective (!joQ''h; = “the small”) is followed 

by the B preposition on a noun.  

 ~yviN"B; hp'Y"h; 1[ht'a;] (roughly translated, “[you], the beautiful in 

[among] the women” [SS 1:8]) means “[you] who are the most beautiful 

of women.” 

 ^B. %r;h' vyaih' (roughly translated, “the man, the gentle in [among] 

you” [Dt 28:54]) means “the gentlest man among you.” In this phrase the 

articular adjective (%r;h' = “the gentle”) is followed by a B preposition 

with a suffix meaning “you.” 

 hl'AdG>h; yTibi (roughly translated, “my daughter, the great [1Sa 18:17]) 

means “my eldest daughter.” In this phrase the adjective is not followed 

by a B preposition, but the idea of comparison with other daughters is 

implied. 

(2) The superlative can also be expressed by a construct adjective, often followed 

by a definite noun (that is, a noun made definite by an article or some other 

grammatical element). 
                                                 

1 The brackets indicate an implied word that is inserted in the biblical example for the sake of clarity.  
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 The hypothetical sentence #r,2a'B' ~ykil'M.h;-lAdG> dwID'( (roughly trans-

lated “David, great of the kings in the earth”) means “David was the 

greatest of the kings in the earth.” A construct adjective (-lAdG> = “great 

of”) is followed by an articular noun. 

  wyn"B' !joq. zx'a'Ahy> (“Jehoahaz, the small of his sons” [2Ch 21:17]) 

means “Jehoahaz, the youngest of his [father’s] sons.” While the noun 

wyn"B' has no article, it is made definite by a w suffix, which means “his.” 

(See section 27.0,d.) 

8B  SIGN OF THE OBJECT 
The typical word order for a verb sentence with a stated subject and a direct object is 

that the verb is first, followed by the subject, followed by the object of the verb. (See 

Lesson 5A.3b(1).) This order designates which word is the subject of the sentence 

and which is the direct object. Often another indicator is used to identify the object of 

a verb, namely, the sign of the object. This sign is tae, or, when followed by a 

maqqef, it is -ta,. The sign of the object is placed immediately before a direct object. 

It is not translated, but simply serves as a grammatical marker. 

 In the hypothetical sentence laer'f.yI ynI[\ hw"hy> ha'r', a verb (ha'r' = “he 

saw”) is followed by three nouns. The word order indicates that the first noun 

(hw"hy> = “the LORD”) is the subject and the next two nouns (laer'f.yI ynI[\ = 

“the distress of Israel”) form a construct phrase that serves as the object of the 

verb. The sentence could also be written with the sign of the object to even 

more clearly identify that the construct phrase is the direct object, as in 

laer'f.yI ynI[\-ta, hw"hy> ha'r' (2Ki 14:26). The translation is the same with or 

without the sign of the object, since -ta, is an untranslatable marker of the 

verb’s object. The sentence means “the LORD saw the affliction of Israel.” 

 The hypothetical sentence #r,2a'h'ew> ~yI2m;V'h; ~yhil{a/ ar'B' begins with a verb 

(ar'B' = “he created”) followed by three nouns. According to the order of the 

nouns, the first one (~yhil{a/ = “God”) serves as the subject and the other two 

as the double object of the verb (#r,2a'h'ew> ~yI2m;V'h; = “the heavens and the 

earth”). To provide additional clarity, the sentence could also be written using 

the sign of the object: #r,2a'h' taew> ~yI2m;V'h; tae ~yhil{a/ ar'B', (Ge 1:1). The 

sentence means “God created the heavens and the earth.” 
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Lesson 8:  EXERCISES 
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1) tae   [sign of the object – no     Cs: tae, -ta, 
   translation] (particle1)   

(2) lAdG"  great (adj MS) 
  

 
 

 
MS Cs: lAdG>; MP: ~yliAdG>, 
yledoG>; FS: hl'AdG>; FP: tAldoG>  

(3) hy"h'  
  

 
he was, became, existed 
(V) 

 
With an impersonal subject = “it/ 
there was, happened, occurred” 

(4) bAj   good (adj MS)   

(5) [d;y"  he knew (V)  

(6) 2ble  
 

heart, will, mind (NMS) 
 

Cs: ble, -bl,; P: tABli  
(7) br;  
   

many, much, great (adj 
MS) 

 
MP: ~yBir;, yBer;; FS: hB'r;, 
tB;r;; FP: tABr;  

(8) ~ve   name (NMS)  Cs: ~ve, -~v,; P: tAmve; tAmv. 
b. The following interlinear-style translation of the biblical text omits some 

vocabulary words (including prefixed forms) and names. Rewrite the translation, 

supplying the missing data. Also identify the function of each adjective as 

attributive, predicative, substantival, comparative, or superlative. Then provide a 

smoother translation, consulting an English version if necessary. The gender and 

number of some nouns appears in brackets beside their translations to aid in 

identifying the adjectives which agree with them. 

 ~yBir; ~ymiy" ~yTiv.liP. #r,2a,B. ~h'r'b.a; rg"Y"w:  (1)

(Ge 21:34) ______.” ______ ______ ______ ______, 
“And he lived 
as a foreigner,  

 
 

 ~yhil{a/h' -lK'mi hw"hy> lAdg" -yKi yTi[.d;1y" hT'[; (2)

(Ex 18:11) ______.” ___ all of ______ ______ ______ I know  “Now  
 
 

                                                 
1 A particle is a short word that is normally indeclinable and cannot be classified as any other part of 

speech. 
2 This noun can also be spelled as bb'le (Cs: bb;l.; P: tAbb'l.). 
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   ~ybiAj %r,1d,B. %le1Te ![;1m;l. (3)

  (Pr 2:20) ______.” 
___ the 
way of 

you may 
walk 

“In order 
that  

 

  #r,1a'B' rv,a] ~ylidoG>h; ~veK. lAdG" ~ve ^l.  yti1fi['w> (4)

 
(2Sa 
7:9) ______.” 

who 
are ______ ______  ______ ______ 

for 
you 

“___ I 
will make  

 

   ayhi ha,r>m; tb;Aj -yKi  (5)

  (Ge 26:7) 
was she 

[Rebekah].” appearance ______ “______  
 

 br'w"   br;w>  lAdG" ~[; Hb' Wbv.1y" ~ynIp'l. ~ymiaeh'  (6) 
___ 

being tall ______ ______ ______ 
in it [the 

land],  lived  previously “______  
 

    ~yqin"[]K' 
  (Dt 2:10) ______.” 

 

ayhi  ykiw>  . . .  !A[b.GI  hl'AdG>  ry[i yKi  daom. War>y)YIw:  (7) 

it 
[FS] ______  

was 
Gibeon ______  

a city 
[FS] _____ greatly 

“And they [the 
Canaanites] 
were afraid   

 

   1y[;h'  -!mi  hl'Adg>  
  (Jos 10:2) ______.” ______ ______ 

 

       
2tABr;  !aco  Al-yhiy>w:)  (8)

      (Ge 30:43) ______.” 
flocks 
[FS] 

“And there were 
for him [Jacob]  

   lAdG"  ~AYh;  dA[  !he  rm,a11YOw:  (9) 

  (Ge 29:7) ______.’” ______ still ‘Look 
“And he 

[Jacob] said,  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 

1 The name of this city is typically spelled with a definite article. The article may be omitted in the 
translation, since it is not required in English. 

2 A singular, collective noun, like !aco, can be modified by either a singular or a plural adjective, since 
the noun is singular in form yet plural in meaning. In this verse the singular, collective noun is modified by 
a plural adjective.  
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c. Read aloud, pronounce and translate the following words or phrases [numbers (1)-

(5)] and sentences [numbers (6)-(21)]. Also identify the function of each adjective 

as attributive, predicative, substantival, comparative, or superlative. 

 These feminine, singular, perfect verbs occur in the sentences: 
ha'1B' =  “she came, went,” etc. h['d>y"( =  “she knew” 
ht'y>h'* =  “she was, became,” etc.  

 

#r,1a, (2)  ~yliAdG>h; ~ynIh]Koh; | ~yliAdG> ~ynIh]Ko | lAdG"h; !heKoh; | lAdG" !heKo (1) 
 tAldoG> | 1hl'AdG>h; | hl'Adg> hV'ai (3)  tABr;h' tAcr'a]h' | tABr; tAcr'a] | hB'r; 

tAdY"h; | hb'AJh; dY"h; | hb'Aj dy" (5)  bAJh; | ~ybiAj | ~ybiAJh; ~yvin"a]h' (4) 

bAJh; %l,1M,h; tae ~yBir;h' ~yIAGh'-~[; [d;y" (6)  tAbAJh; ~yI1d;Y"h; | tAbAJh; 
  ~['l' !hekok. hy"h'w> ~['B' ~yhil{a/-vyai bv;y" (8)  ~d'a'-ynEB.-la, 2~yhil{a/ bAj (7) 

#r,1a,b. hl'AdG> x;Wr 3hy"h' (10)  hw"hy>-rh;-~v,-ta, laer'f.yI tb;Aj h['d>y"( (9) 
hV'aih'-ta, bAJh; !heKoh; ha'r' (12)  ~d'a'-bL,mi lAdG" ~yhil{a/-bl, (11)  laer'f.yI  
-~[;-la, ha'1b' yKi hw"hy>-dy: hb'Ajw> hl'AdG> (13)  4x;Wr-tl;Adg> ht'y>)h' yKi [d;y"w>  
bAjw> hw"hy>-x;Wr hl'AdG> (15)  ~yIAGh;-ykel.m;B. lAdG"h; laer'f.yI-%l,)m, (14)  #r,1a'h' 
~yhil{a/-~[;l. hB'r; #r,1a, hy"h' (17)  !heKoh;-!B,mi lAdG" %l,1M,h;-!B, (16)  hw"hy>-~v, 

bAJh; bv;y" yKi tAnV.h; tABr; (19)  !heKoh; ble-bAj yki hV'aih'-tb; h['d>)y" (18) 
 tae vd,1Qoh;-!heko ha'r' (21)  #r,1a'B' tAmV.h;-lAdG" hw"hy>-~v, (20)  ~['h'-varoK. 

~yviN"h; tAbAj yKi [d;y"w> yAGh;-5tAldoG> 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Since this adjective stands alone, one can assume it is substantival. Because it is feminine, singular, 

absolute, it may be translated “the great one,” “the great woman,” or “the great thing.”  
2 When ~yhil{a/ functions as a singular noun (referring to “God”) it is modified by a singular adjective 

(bAj in this sentence). 
3 hy"h' means “there was” in this sentence. x;Wr cannot be the subject of this verb since it is feminine 

and hy"h' is masculine. 
4 The last clause of this sentence may be rendered “that she had a great spirit.” 
5 Here tAldoG> refers to women who are great by virtue of their social position (nobility). 
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P R O N O M I N A L   S U F F I X E S   O N   N O U N S 

 
9A  PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES ON NOUNS 

1.  Introduction 
a. A pronominal suffix can be attached to the end of a word to communicate the 

concept of a pronoun in relationship with that word. A pronominal suffix may be 

placed on nouns, substantival adjectives, prepositions, verbs, adverbs, and particles.   

b. When attached to nouns, pronominal suffixes usually serve the function of 

possessive pronouns (“my,” “your,” “his,” “her,” “our,” and “their”). There are 

two sets of forms for pronominal suffixes used with nouns. One set is employed 

with singular nouns; the other set with plural nouns.  

c. The pronominal suffixes are attached to the construct forms of singular and plural 

nouns; they cannot be attached to absolute forms. 

d. Since a pronominal suffix can appear only on a construct noun, and a construct 

noun cannot take a definite article, a noun with such a suffix can never be 

articular. However, a noun with a pronominal suffix is made definite by its suffix. 

For example, yviaro (“my head”) is a construct noun with a first person, singular, 

pronominal suffix (“my”). While this noun has no definite article, it is 

nevertheless definite because it has a suffix that refers to a particular head: “my 

head.” In fact this noun and pronominal suffix can be translated “the head of me.” 

Since a noun with a pronominal suffix is definite, an attributive adjective which 

follows such a noun will take the definite article.1 

2.  Pronominal suffixes for singular nouns 
a. The following chart presents the forms of the pronominal suffixes which are 

commonly used with singular nouns, along with translations of those suffixes.2 
                                                 

1 Kelley, 71. 
2 Alternate forms of some of the pronominal suffixes for singular nouns do occur in rare situations. See 

Joüon, §94h. 
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The bracketed forms occur in special cases, as discussed below.  
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS1 y3i “my”2  1CP Wn23e “our” 

2MS ^3. “your”  2MP ~k,3. “your” 

2FS %3e “your”  2FP !k,3. “your” 

3MS A [Wh, w] “his, its”3  3MP ~3' [~h,] “their” 

3FS H3' [h'] “her, its”  3FP !3' [!h,] “their” 

b. Notes concerning the pronominal suffixes for singular nouns 

(1) Most singular, construct nouns, to which pronominal suffixes are added, end 

with a consonant. The first form listed for each pronominal suffix in the 

preceding chart either is a vowel or begins with a vowel which is attached to 

the last consonant of a noun.  

 dy: (“hand” NMS,Cs4) + ^3. (“your”) = ^d>y" (“your hand”) The sheva of 

the suffix ^3. is placed under the final consonant of dy:.  

 dy: (“hand” NMS,Cs) + A (“his”) = Ady" (“his hand”) 

 dy: (“hand” NMS,Cs) + H3' (“her”) = Hd'y" (“her hand”) 

(2) The singular, construct forms of a few nouns end with a vowel. In such cases 

the initial vowel of the pronominal suffixes may be omitted or altered, or the 

optional spellings of the suffixes, which appear in brackets in the chart, may 

be used. 

 ybia] (“father” NMS,Cs) + ^3. (“your”) = ^ybia' (“your father”). Since this 

construct noun ends with a vowel (hireq-yod), when the 2MS pronominal 

suffix ^3. is attached, the initial vowel of the suffix (sheva) is dropped.   

 ybia] (“father” NMS,Cs) + Wh or w (“his”) = Whybia' or wybia' (“his father”). 

While nouns which end with consonants usually take the 3MS pronominal 
                                                 

1 1CS = first person, common (that is, masculine or feminine), singular; 2MS = second person, 
masculine, singular; 2FS = second person, feminine, singular; etc. 

2 The pronominal suffixes with nouns may also be translated “of me, of you, of him,” etc., depending 
upon the context. 

3 While there is no neuter in Hebrew, English translations of the 3MS and 3FS pronominal suffixes 
may use the word “its” when referring to that which is neuter in English. 

4 NMS,Cs = noun, masculine, singular, construct. 
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suffix of A, this noun, because it ends with a vowel, takes either of the 

alternate forms of Wh or w.   
 ybia] (“father” NMS,Cs) + h' (“her”) = h'ybia' (“her father”). Again, since 

this noun ends with a vowel, it takes the form of the 3FS pronominal 

suffix that begins with a consonant (h').  
(3) The 3FS pronominal suffix has a mappiq (H3'), which aids in distinguishing it 

from similar forms, such as the common ending for feminine, singular, 

absolute nouns (h3'). 
(4) All the second person endings of the pronominal suffixes have a kaf, which 

aids in recognizing them. 

c. The charts1 below illustrate the occurrence of the pronominal suffixes with the 

masculine, singular noun sWs (“horse”) and the feminine, singular noun hs'Ws 

(“mare”). The construct forms of these singular nouns (to which the pronominal 

suffixes are added) are sWs and ts;Ws. 
 

(1) NMS,Ab:2 sWs (“horse”), Cs: sWs 

 

1CS ysiWs (“my horse”)  1CP Wn2seWs (“our horse”) 

2MS ^s.Ws (“your horse”)  2MP ~k,s.Ws (“your horse”) 

2FS %seWs (“your horse”)  2FP !k,s.Ws (“your horse”) 

3MS AsWs (“his horse”)  3MP ~s'Ws (“their horse”) 

3FS Hs'Ws (“her horse”)  3FP !s'Ws (“their horse”) 
 

 

(2) NFS,Ab: hs'Ws (“mare”), Cs: ts;Ws 

 

1CS ytis'Ws (“my mare”)  1CP Wn2tes'Ws (“our mare”) 

2MS ^t.)s'Ws (“your mare”)  2MP ~k,t.s;Ws (“your mare”) 

2FS %tes'Ws (“your mare”)  2FP !k,t.s;Ws (“your mare”) 

3MS Ats'Ws (“his mare”)  3MP ~t's'Ws (“their mare”) 

3FS Ht's'Ws (“her mare”)  3FP !t's'Ws (“their mare”) 
 

                                                 
1 Some forms in these and other charts are hypothesized for the sake of illustration. 
2 NMS,Ab = noun, masculine, singular, absolute 
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 When pronominal suffixes are added to a word, vowel alterations may occur 

in that word. The changes are due to the fact that the suffixes create new final 

syllables which are accented. This shifting of a word’s accent may cause 

certain vowels to reduce or lengthen. To illustrate, chart (2) above indicates 

that the vowel before the t in ts;Ws lengthens to a qames with the addition of 

most of the pronominal suffixes. At this stage the student need not be 

concerned with the rules by which these vowels change, but simply be aware 

that alterations may occur as suffixes are added. 

3.  Pronominal suffixes for plural nouns 
a. The following chart presents the forms of the pronominal suffixes which are 

commonly used with plural nouns, along with the translations of those suffixes.1 

The forms in brackets are less frequently used. 
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS y3; “my”  1CP Wny23e “our” 

2MS ^y23, “your”  2MP ~k,y3e “your” 

2FS %yI23; “your”  2FP !k,y3e “your” 

3MS wy3' “his, its”  3MP ~h,y3e [~3'] “their” 

3FS h'y23, “her, its”  3FP !h,y3e [!3'] “their” 
 

b. Notes concerning the pronominal suffixes for plural nouns 

(1) The regular pronominal suffixes for plural nouns appear to be a combination 

of the masculine, plural, construct noun ending y3e plus certain forms of the 

pronominal suffixes for singular nouns.2 Consequently, every form contains a 

yod. Each of the most common plural forms of these suffixes for plural nouns 

(1CP suffix, 2MP suffix, 2FP suffix, etc.) retains the y3e. However, in the 

singular forms (1CS suffix, 2MS suffix, 2FS suffix, etc.) the vowel before the 

yod is altered. To illustrate the point: 

 y3e (NMP,Cs ending) + ~h, (3MP indicator) = ~h,y3e (PS 3MP3) 
                                                 

1 For rare forms of the pronominal suffixes on plural nouns, see Joüon, §94i. 
2 For a more detailed discussion of this matter see Joüon, §94d. 
3 PS 3MP = pronominal suffix, third person, masculine, plural. 
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 y3e (NMP,Cs ending) + h' (3FS indicator) = h'y23, (PS 3FS) 

 y3e (NMP,Cs ending) + y3i (1CS indicator) = y3; (PS 1CS) 

(2) Since the spelling of the suffixes in the preceding chart already incorporates 

the masculine, plural, construct ending of y3e, when a construct noun has that 

ending, as in ykel.m;, the y3e on the noun is dropped before the suffixes are 

added. To illustrate: 

 ykel.m; (NMP,Cs) + ~h,y3e (PS 3MP) = ~h,ykel.m; (“their kings”). The form 

cannot be ~yyEkel.m;, which appears to have two y3e endings before ~h,.  
 ykel.m; (NMP,Cs) + h'y23, (PS 3FS) = h'y2k,l'm. (“her kings”) 

 ykel.m; (NMP,Cs) + y3i (PS 3FS) =  yk;l'm. (“my kings”) 

(3) Two bracketed suffixes appear in the chart: ~3' and !3'. They are short forms 

of the 3MP and 3FP pronominal suffixes for plural nouns (and are identical to 

the 3MP and 3FP suffixes for singular nouns). These short forms have no 

feature which represents the incorporation of the NMP,Cs ending of y3e, as all 

the other suffixes have. ~3' and !3' are employed as pronominal suffixes on 

plural nouns only in situations where it is obvious that the noun is plural, such 

as when a noun has the feminine, plural noun ending of tA. For example, 

~t'Amv. (“their names”) is obviously a plural noun because of the feminine 

plural ending before the short 3MP pronominal suffix. (See section 9A.4a(5).)   

c. The charts below illustrate the occurrence of the pronominal suffixes on the 

masculine, plural noun ~ysiWs (“horses”), and the feminine, plural noun tAsWs 

(“mares”). The construct forms of these plural nouns (to which the pronominal 

suffixes are added) are yseWs and tAsWs. 
 

(1) NMP,Ab: ~ysiWs (“horses”), Cs: yseWs 

 

1CS  ys;Ws (“my horses”)  1CP  Wny2seWs (“our horses”) 

2MS ^y2s,Ws (“your horses”)  2MP ~k,yseWs (“your horses”) 

2FS  %yI2s;Ws  (“your horses”)  2FP !k,yseWs (“your horses”) 

3MS wys'Ws (“his horses”)  3MP ~h,yseWs (“their horses”) 

3FS h'y2s,Ws (“her horses”)  3FP !h,yseWs (“their horses”) 
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(2) NFP,Ab: tAsWs (“mares”), Cs: tAsWs 

 

1CS yt;AsWs (“my mares”)  1CP Wny2teAsWs (“our mares”) 

2MS ^y2t,AsWs (“your mares”)  2MP ~k,yteAsWs (“your mares”) 

2FS %yI2t;AsWs (“your mares”)  2FP !k,yteAsWs (“your mares”) 

3MS wyt'AsWs (“his mares”)  3MP ~h,yteAsWs (“their mares”) 

3FS h'y2t,AsWs (“her mares”)  3FP !h,yteAsWs (“their mares”) 

 When a construct plural noun has an ending of tA (as with tAsWs in chart (2) 

above), the suffixes are simply added to that ending. For example, tAsWs 

(NMS,Cs) + ~h,y3e (PS 3MP) = ~h,yteAsWs (“their mares”). The result is a 

word which appears to have both a feminine, plural, construct ending (tA) and 

a masculine, plural, construct ending (y3e) before ~h,. 
d. The following clues aid in recognizing when pronominal suffixes appear on plural 

nouns. 

(1) The 1CS pronominal suffix on plural nouns is y3;. 
(2) All the other pronominal suffixes for plural nouns also have a yod (^y23,, %yI23;, 

wy3', h'y23,, Wny23e, ~k,y3e, !k,y3e, ~h,y3e, and !h,y3e).  
(3) An exception can occur with nouns that have the plural ending of tA or t3o. 

Such nouns may take the pronominal suffixes of ~3' (3MP) and !3' (3FP), in 

which case the suffixes have no yod (as in ~t'Amv. or !t'Amv. = “their names”).  

4. More nouns with pronominal suffixes 
a. The following charts provide further illustrations of the occurrence of  pronominal 

suffixes on nouns. The charts on the left side of the page illustrate the suffixes on 

singular nouns; the charts on the right illustrate the suffixes on the plural forms of 

the same nouns.  
 

SINGULAR NOUNS 
 PLURAL NOUNS 

 

(1) 
 

NMS,Ab: rb'D' (“word”),  
Cs: rb;D> 

 NMP,Ab: ~yrIb'D>  (“words”),  
Cs: yreb.DI 

 

1CS yrIb'D>  1CP Wn2reb'D> 1CS yr;b'D>  1CP Wny2reb'D>
2MS ^r>b'*D>  2MP ~k,r>b;D> 2MS ^y2r,b'D>  2MP ~k,yreb.DI
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2FS %reb'D>  2FP !k,r>b;D> 2FS %yI2r;b'D> 2FP !k,yreb.DI
3MS Arb'D>  3MP ~r'b'D> 3MS wyr'b'D> 3MP ~h,yreb.DI
3FS Hr'b'D>  3FP !r'b'D> 3FS h'y2r,b'D> 3FP !h,yreb.DI 

 
 

(2) 
 

NFS,Ab: hq'd'c.  (“righteous- 
ness”), Cs: tq;d>ci 

 NFP,Ab: tAqd'c. (“righteous acts”), 
Cs: tAqd>ci 

 

1CS ytiq'd>ci   1CP Wn2teq'd>ci 1CS yt;qod>ci 1CP Wny2teqod>ci
2MS ^t.q')d>ci   2MP ~k,t.q;d>ci 2MS ^y2t,qod>ci 2MP ~k,yteqod>ci
2FS %teq'd>ci  2FP !k,t.q;d>ci 2FS %yI2t;qod>ci 2FP !k,yteqod>ci
3MS Atq'd>ci  3MP ~t'q'd>ci 3MS wyt'qod>ci 3MP ~h,yteqod>ci
3FS Ht'q'd>ci  3FP !t'q'd>ci 3FS h'y2t,qod>ci 3FP !h,yteqod>ci

 When pronominal suffixes are attached to plural, construct nouns which end 

in tA, the holem vav may reduce to a holem, so that the construct plural 

ending appears as t3o before the pronominal suffix, as illustrated by the 

preceding word. 
 

(3) 
 

NFS,Ab: !Be (“son”), Cs: -!B,, 
-!Bi 

 
NFP,Ab: ~ynIB' (“sons”), Cs: ynEB. 

 

1CS ynIB.  1CP Wn1nEB. 1CS yn:B' 1CP Wny1nEB'
2MS ^n>Bi  2MP ~k,n>Bi 2MS ^y1n<B' 2MP ~k,ynEB. 
2FS %nEB.  2FP !k,n>Bi 2FS %yI1n:B' 2FP !k,ynEB. 
3MS AnB.  3MP ~n"B. 3MS wyn"B' 3MP ~h,ynEB.
3FS Hn"B.  3FP !n"B. 3FS h'y1n<B' 3FP !h,ynEB. 

 
 

(4) 
 

NFS,Ab: tB; (“daughter”),  
Cs: tB; 

 NFP,Ab: tAnB' (“daughters”),  
Cs: tAnB.  

 

1CS yTiBi  1CP Wn1TeBi 1CS yt;nOB. 1CP 
 1Wny1teAnB. 
Wny1tenOB. 

 
                                                 

1 Some words, like this one, have alternate spellings when certain pronominal suffixes are added. 
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2MS ^T.Bi  2MP ~k,T.Bi 2MS
^y1t,AnB. 
^1t,nOB. 

 
2MP 

~k,yteAnB. 
~k,ytenOB. 

2FS %TeBi  2FP !k,T.Bi 2FS
%yI1t;AnB. 
%yI1t;nOB. 

 
2FP !k,yteAnB.

3MS ATBi  3MP ~T'Bi 3MS
wyt'AnB. 
wyt'nOB.

 
3MP 

~h,yteAnB. 
  ~h,ytenOB. 

~t'nOB. 

3FS HT'Bi  3FP   !T'Bi 3FS
h'y1t,AnB. 
h'y1t,nOB.

 
3FP !h,yteAnB. 

 
 

(5) 
 

NMS,Ab: ~ve (“name”),  
Cs: ~ve, -~v, 

 
NMP,Ab: tAmve (“names”), Cs: tAmv. 

 

1CS ymiv.  1CP Wn1mev. 1CS yt;Amv.  1CP Wny1teAmv.
2MS ^m.vi  2MP ~k,m.vi 2MS ^y1t,Amv.  2MP ~k,yteAmv.
2FS %mev.  2FP !k,m.vi 2FS %yI1t;Amv.  2FP !k,yteAmv. 

3MS Amv.  3MP ~m'v. 3MS wyt'Amv.  3MP 
~t'Amv. 
~t'mov.

3FS Hm'v.  3FP !m'v. 3FS h'y1t,Amv.  3FP !t'Amv. 
 

 The plural forms of the masculine noun ~ve are irregular in that they take the 

ending of tA (which typically appears on feminine, plural nouns). The plural, 

construct ending of tA remains in place when the pronominal suffixes are 

added to the plural form of this word, as with the paradigm of tAsWs. (See 

section 9A.3c(2).) 
 

(6) NFS,Ab: ry[i (“city”), Cs: ry[i  NFP,Ab: ~yrI[' (“cities”), Cs: yre[' 
 

1CS yrIy[i  1CP Wn1rey[i 1CS yr;['  1CP Wny1re['
2MS ^r>y[i  2MP ~k,r>y[i 2MS ^y1r,['  2MP ~k,yre['
2FS %rey[i  2FP !k,r>y[i 2FS %yI1r;['  2FP !k,yre['
3MS Ary[i  3MP ~r'y[i 3MS wyr'['  3MP ~h,yre['
3FS Hr'y[i  3FP !r'y[i 3FS h'y1r,['  3FP !h,yre['
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 The feminine noun ry[i is irregular in its singular and plural forms. The 

singular, construct has no ending (as is typical with regular masculine nouns). 

Consequently, the pronominal suffixes on the singular form of this word 

follow the paradigm of sWs above in section 9A.2c(1). The plural construct of 

this word employs the ending which is typical for regular masculine nouns 

(y3e), and when the pronominal suffixes are added, this word follows the 

paradigm of  ~ysiWs above in section 9A.3c(1). 

b. Flexibility in gender and number is not uncommon in pronominal suffixes. For 

example, a plural suffix is typically used to refer to a singular, collective 

antecedent, and masculine suffixes can take priority over feminine ones. Not only 

is a masculine suffix used with reference to a masculine antecedent, but also for 

an antecedent that is both masculine and feminine, and even sometimes to refer to 

a feminine antecedent.1 

c. When adjectives function substantivally (that is, like nouns), they can take the 

same pronominal suffixes that are used with nouns. 

 In ~yrIm.ao Wyh' wyt'boAj ~G: (“They were also speaking of his good deeds” 

[Neh 6:19]) the substantival adjective wyt'boAj (“his good deeds”) has a 

pronominal suffix. 

Lesson 9:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory all the options for pronominal suffixes on singular 

nouns (section 9A.2a). 

b. Reproduce from memory the three clues for recognizing pronominal suffixes on 

plural nouns (section 9A.3d). 

c. Identify which pronominal suffix appears on the following words (for example, 

PS 1CS, PS 2MS, PS 2FS, etc.) and give a translation of each word. The 

translation of the lexical form of each word (that is, the masculine or feminine, 

singular, absolute form) appears in parentheses. Do the exercise without looking 

at a list of the pronominal suffixes. 

 Example: ~h,yre[]v; (“gate”)  ⇒ Answer: PS 3MP, “their gates” 
 
                                                 

1 See Kautzsch, §135o. 
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 Word Translation of 
lexical form 

 
 Word Translation of 

lexical form 
(1)   HM'y:  (“sea”)  (21) Ht'['b.GI (“hill”) 
(2)  ~k,t.l;x]n: (“possession”)  (22) !t'm'd>q; (“former state”) 
(3)  ^y1t,Atp.fi (“lip”)  (23) 1~k,ytexon>mi (“gift”) 
(4)   !k,Z>[um' (“fortress”)  (24) %yI1m;y" (“day”) 
(5)  ~t'c'[] (“counsel”)  (25) ~h,ydel.y: (“child”) 
(6)  yliWbG> (“boundary”)  (26) AmD' (“blood”) 
(7)  !j'P'v.mi (“judgment”)  (27) !k,yleWLGI (“idol”) 
(8)  Wny1nEdoa] (“lord”)  (28) %tex'm.fi (“joy”) 
(9)  %Meai (“mother”)  (29) Wn1nEaco (“flock”) 
(10) Atm'd>a; (“land”)  (30) %yI1n:y[e (“eye”) 
(11)  !k,v.Wbl. (“clothing”)  (31) wya'ybin> (“prophet”) 
(12) yv;n"a] (“man”)  (32) !h,yaer>m; (“appearance”) 
(13) ^y1r,['n> (“young man”)  (33) yt;Ac.mi (“commandment”) 
(14) ~m'x.l; (“bread”)  (34) ~h,yteroc.x; (“court”) 
(15)  Wny1teAba] (“father”)  (35) ^c.r>a; (“land”) 
(16) h'y1l,Ke (“vessel”)  (36) ~k,ydeb.[; (“servant”) 
(17)  !h,yser>P; (“hoof”)  (37) Wn1teWmD> (“likeness”) 
(18) yTix.P;v.mi (“clan”)  (38) h'y1t,ro[]n: (“girl”) 
(19) ~k,l.buG> (“border”)  (39) ~k,r>f; (“leader”) 
(20) ^T.m.h,B. (“animal”)  (40) wyt'ABr>x; (“sword”) 

 

d. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 
 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1) rb'D'  word, speech, thing (NMS)  Cs: rb;D> P: ~yrIb'D>, yreb.DI 
(2) af'n"  he lifted, lifted up, carried (V)   

(3) ry[i  city, town (NFS)  P: ~yrI[', yre['  
(4) lAq  voice, sound (NMS)  P: tAlqo or tl{qo  
(5) ar'q'  he called, met (V)   

 
                                                 

1 This word and others in this exercise have a plural, construct ending of t3o before the pronominal 
suffix. It is a shortened form of the common feminine plural ending tA. See section 9A.4a(2). 
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e. The following biblical verses, written with an interlinear-style translation, have 

some missing words. Rewrite the Hebrew verses, filling in the blanks with words 

from the vocabulary lists. Pay close attention to the occurrence of pronominal 

suffixes on singular and plural nouns. When the English translation employs a 

second person, pronominal idea, the gender and number will appear in 

parentheses in order to indicate which pronominal suffix is required in Hebrew. If 

necessary, consult the paradigms in this lesson and vocabulary lists for help with 

vowel pointing. When finished, check the work against the Hebrew Bible. 
 
 

 ______ ______ -______ ______ [m;v.YIw: (1) 

(Dt 1:34) 
your [MP] 

words.” 
the voice 

of 
[sign of the 

object] 
the 

LORD, 
“And he 
heard,  

 
 

!WsLep;T. ______ sm;x] ______ !Wl['p.Ti tl{A[ ______ -@a; (2) 
(Ps 

58:3; 
Eng1 
58:2) 

weigh 
out.” 

your [MP] 
hands violence 

in the 
land you do; injustices in heart, “No,  

 
 

acom.li T'r>h;mi hZ< -hm; ______ -______ qx'c.yI  rm,aYOw:  (3) 
to find (the 
wild game), 

(that) you have 
been so quick this 

‘How 
is his son to Isaac, 

“And he 
said,  

 

 yn"p'l. ______ ______ hr'q.hi ______ rm,aYOw: ______ 
(Ge 

27:20) 
for 

me.’” 
your [2MS] 

God, 
the 

LORD 
he made it 

happen, ‘Because 
And he 

[Jacob] said, 
my 

son?’ 
 

______ Wyh'w> . . . ~l'[ol. ______ ______ !Ady"-al{ ______ rm,aYOw: (4) 

his days 
and they 
will be  forever, 

with the 
humankind 

my 
spirit, 

‘It will not 
strive, 

the 
LORD, 

“And he 
said,  

 

 ______ ~yrIf.[,w> ha'me 

(Ge 6:3) year.’”2 
and 

twenty 
one 

hundred 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 

1 The versification of the English Bible [Eng] sometimes varies from that of the Hebrew Bible. 
2 As this translation reflects, the Hebrew word for “year” is singular in this verse, where it has a 

collective meaning. 
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ykinOa' aAlh] . . . yKib.ti hm,l' hN"x; ______ hn"q'l.a, Hl' rm,aYOw: (5) 
I Am 

not 
 do you 

weep? why ‘Hannah, 
her 

husband, 
Elkanah, to 

her, 
“And he 

said  
 

 ______ hr'f'[]me %l' ______ 

(1Sa 1:8) sons?’” than ten 
to 

you 
better 
[good] 

 
 

  ______ -lk'w> la[,r>z>yIB. ba'x.a; -tybel. . . . ______ aWhyE %Y:w: (6) 
 

 
his great 

ones,1 
and all 

of in Jezreel Ahab 
the 

house of  
[sign of 

the object] Jehu, 
“And he 
struck,  

 

  ______ wy['D'yUm.W 

 (2Ki 10:11) 
and his 
preists.” 

and his close 
friends, 

 
 

 hd'Why> ______ Wyh' ______ rP;s.mi ______ (7) 

(Jer 11:13) 
O 

Judah.” 
your [MS] 

gods, 
they are (like 

the number of) 
your [MS] 

cities, 
the 

number of “For  
 
 

 Anvol.li vyai ______ ______ yYEai Wdr>p.nI hL,aeme (8) 

 
according to 

their language, 
(all) 

people 
in their 
lands, 

the 
nations, 

the distant 
regions of 

they 
separated, 

“From 
these  

 

   ______ ~t'xoP.v.mil. 

  (Ge 10:5) 
in their 

nations.” 
according to 

their families, 
 

f. Read aloud and translate the following sentences. 

 Several of the following sentences employ the masculine plural forms of some 

of the perfect verbs which have been introduced in vocabulary lists. Below are 

the relevant verbs with their masculine singular forms on the left and their 

plural forms on the right. Note that a shureq suffix is characteristic of the 

plural forms. 
aB'  =  “he came, went, etc.” Wa1B' =  “they came, went,” 
bv;y"  =  “he dwelled, sat” Wbv.y"( =  “they dwelled, sat” 
af'n" =  “he lifted,” etc. Waf.n"( =  “they lifted,” etc. 

                                                 
1 A substantival adjective can take a pronominal suffix just as a noun does. 
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ar'q' =  “he called, met” War>q') =  “they called, met” 
ha'r' =  “he saw” War' =  “they saw” 

 

 The feminine, singular forms of two of these verbs also occur in the following 

sentences: ha'f.n"( (“she lifted,” etc.) and ht'a]r' (“she saw”). 
 

Hl'Aq tae hb'AJh; ha'f.n"( (3)  laer'f.yIb. ^y1n<h]Ko ~yBir; (2)  1hw"hy> ^m.vi lAdG" (1) 
tae ar'q'w> hw"hyl; !heKoh; aB' (5)  ycir>a; %cer>a;w> yrIy[i %rey[i (4)  HK'l.m;-la, 

laer'f.yIw> ~k,K.l.m; hw"hy> (7)  2Arb'd>li wyt'Anb.liw> wyn"b'l. yh;l{a/ bAj (6)  3Avd>q'-~v, 
Wny1teAnB. (10)  yKil.m; ^y1r,b'D> ~ybiAjw> ~yBir; (9)  Wn1ved>q'-ry[i hb'Aj (8)  ~k,c.r>a; 

-ta,w> Hn"B.-ta, %l,1M,h; ar'q' yki hV'aih' ht'a]r' (11)  ry[iB' ~yviN"B; tAldoG>h; 
 War>q') yki 4AM[;l. ab'W ~h,yhel{ale laer'f.yI-yven>a; War>q') (12)  ~t'Amv.Bi5HT'Bi 

#r,1a'B' !t'Amv. ~yliAdG> (14)  Wn1Me[;l. %yI1n:B' ~ybiAjw> Wny1vear' %yI1n:B' (13) 
Acr>a;b. Wbv.y"(w> ~n"B.-la, ATv.aiw> vyaih' Wa1B'; (15)  !t'AmV.mi ~yliAdG> 6!k,yteAmv.W 

~yrI['B, ~h,yteAldog>W ~h,yledog> Wbv.y"( yKi ~ykil'M.h; War' (16)  ~yBir; ~ymiy"l. 
 ~yrIh'B, 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 

1 hw"hy> is used here as a vocative (direct address). 
2 The prefixed preposition l can mean “according to.” 
3 In the phrase Avd>q'-~v, the noun Avd>q' is functioning adjectivally (see the last example in section 

22.3), consequently, the phrase is translated “his holy name.” Also note that when the pronominal suffix is 
added to vd,1qo, the accent shifts to the last syllable and the holem under the q shortens to a qames-hatuf. 

4 The second consonant of  ~[; is doubled when it is plural or has a suffix. 
5 tB; becomes TBi when a suffix is added. 
6 The vav conjunction means “but” in this sentence. 
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P R E P O S I T I O N S   W I T H                                                      

P R O N O M I N A L   S U F F I X E S 
 

10A  PREPOSITIONS WITH PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES  

As stated previously, the pronominal suffixes can be attached to prepositions. When this 

occurs, the suffixes serve as pronominal objects of prepositions (“me,” “you,” “him,” 

“her,” “us,” “them”). Some prepositions take the forms of the pronominal suffixes which 

are used with singular nouns; others take the forms which are used with plural nouns. 

Several patterns for pronominal suffixes on prepositions are illustrated below. 

1. Prepositions with the forms of the pronominal suffixes used with     
singular nouns  

a. The two charts below give the simplest pattern: the pronominal suffixes with the 

prefixed prepositions B (“in, by, with”) and l (“to, for, according to”). 
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS yBi “in me”  1CP Wn2B' “in us” 

2MS ^B. “in you”  2MP ~k,B' “in you” 

2FS %B' “in you”  2FP !k,B' “in you” 

3MS AB “in him”  3MP ~h,B' or ~B' “in them” 

3FS HB' “in her”  3FP !h,B' “in them” 
 

1CS yli  “to me”  1CP Wn2l' “to us” 

2MS ^l. “to you”  2MP ~k,l' “to you” 

2FS %l' “to you”  2FP !k,l' “to you” 

3MS Al “to him”  3MP ~h,l' “to them” 

3FS Hl' “to her”  3FP !h,l' “to them” 
 

 When the pronominal suffixes are attached to prepositions, they are 

sometimes spelled the same as they appear in the paradigm for the suffixes 
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on singular nouns (Lesson 9A.2a). However, the vowels with which the 

suffixes begin are sometimes altered when they are attached to 

prepositions, as with several forms in the preceding charts (2FS and most 

plural forms). Since the consonants of the suffixes remain consistent, they 

are easily recognizable even when initial vowels change. 

b. When the pronominal suffixes are added to the prefixed preposition K (“like, as”) 

and to !mi (“from, out of”), the spelling of the prepositions is irregular, as the 

charts below indicate.  
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS ynIA2mK' “like me”  1CP WnA2mK' “like us” 

2MS ^A2mK' “like you”  2MP ~k,K' “like you” 

2FS %AmK' “like you”  2FP !k,K' “like you” 

3MS WhA2mK' “like him”  3MP ~heK' “like them” 

3FS h'A2mK' “like her”  3FP !heK' or hN"2heK' “like them” 
 

 As stated previously, the prefixed preposition K is derived from the 

independent preposition AmK., which has the same meaning. When the 

pronominal suffixes are added to K, the spelling of the preposition reverts 

to its original form of AmK. in most cases (the singular forms and 1CP). 

Since AmK. ends with a vowel, it requires suffixed forms which begin with 

a consonant. As a result, the 1CS suffix employs a n buffer before the y3i 
ending. Also note that the 3MP and 3FP forms (which take the shortened 

spelling of the K preposition) employ altered spellings of the pronominal 

suffix. They are, however, similar enough to the spellings of the suffixes 

with singular nouns that they can be easily recognized. 
 

1CS yNI2M,mi “from me”  1CP WN2M,mi “from us” 

2MS ^M.mi “from you”  2MP ~K,mi “from you” 

2FS %Memi “from you”  2FP !K,mi “from you” 

3MS WN2M,mi “from him”  3MP ~h,me “from them” 

3FS hN"2Memi “from her”  3FP !h,me or hN"2heme “from them” 
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 Most forms of !mi with pronominal suffixes employ a M (mem with a 

dagesh-forte) as a buffer between the initial m of the preposition and the 

suffixes. In 1CS, 3MS, and 3FS there is also a N buffer. In the case of 3FS 

the h lacks the mappiq that normally appears. In addition, note that the 

forms for 1CP and 3MS are identical: WN2M,mi. One can determine which is 

intended by the context in which the word appears. 

c. The two charts below indicate the pattern which is followed when the pronominal 

suffixes are added to the independent prepositions tae (“with”)1 and ~[i (“with”). 
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS yTiai “with me”  1CP Wn2T'ai “with us” 

2MS ^T.ai “with you”  2MP ~k,T.ai “with you” 

2FS %T'ai “with you”  2FP !k,T.ai “with you” 

3MS ATai “with him”  3MP ~T'ai “with them” 

3FS HT'ai “with her”  3FP !T'ai “with them” 
 

1CS yMi[i or 2ydIM'[i “with me”  1CP Wn2M'[i    “with us” 

2MS ^M.[i    “with you”  2MP ~k,M'[i  “with you” 

2FS %M'[i  “with you”  2FP !k,M'[i  “with you” 

3MS AM[i  “with him”  3MP ~M'[i or ~h,M'[i “with them” 

3FS HM'[i  “with her”  3FP !M'[i   “with them” 

 A characteristic feature of the prepositions tae and ~[i with the pronominal 

suffixes is the appearance of a dagesh-forte in the second consonant (T or M) 

in all forms. 

2. Prepositions with the forms of the pronominal suffixes used with        
plural nouns.  
a. la, (“to, into, toward”) and l[; (“on, upon, over”) are typical of the prepositions 

                                                 
1 The preposition tae is spelled the same as the sign of the object. One can determine which is 

intended by the context in which the word appears. Both the preposition tae and the sign of the object can 
take the pronominal suffixes; however, the forms are spelled differently, as discussed in the next lesson. 

2 This longer form of the preposition with the 1CS suffix may reflect an older spelling. See Kautzsch, 
§103c. 
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which employ the pronominal suffixes that are used with plural nouns, as the 

following charts illustrate.1 
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS yl;ae “to me”  1CP Wny2leae “to us” 

2MS ^y2l,ae “to you”  2MP ~k,ylea] “to you” 

2FS %yI2l;ae “to you”  2FP !k,ylea] “to you” 

3MS wyl'ae “to him”  3MP ~h,ylea] “to them” 

3FS h'y2l,ae “to her”  3FP !h,ylea] “to them” 
 

1CS yl;[' “on me”  1CP Wny2le[' “on us” 

2MS ^y2l,[' “on you”  2MP ~k,yle[] “on you” 

2FS %yI2l;[' “on you”  2FP !k,yle[] “on you” 

3MS wyl'[' “on him”  3MP ~h,yle[] “on them” 

3FS h'y2l,[' “on her”  3FP !h,yle[] “on them” 
 

b. Other very common prepositions which also take the forms of the pronominal 

suffixes for plural nouns are rx;a; (“after, behind”), d[; (“until”), and tx;2T; 
(“beneath, under, instead of”).  

Lesson 10: EXERCISES 
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  tae with (prep) 

  
 

 
 

Cs: tae -ta,; spelled the same 
as the sign of the object; PS: 2 
yTiai, ^T.ai, etc. 

(2)  lKo all, every (NMS) 

  
 

 
 

Cs: lKo, -lK', PS: ALKu,  HL'Ku, 
etc.  

                                                 
1 These two prepositions have less common longer spellings of  ylea/ and yle[], which appear in poetic 

literature. Pronominal suffixes are attached to these longer forms which have endings similar to masculine, 
plural, construct nouns (y3e). See Joüon, §103m. 

2 The words following PS: in the Notes of vocabulary lists provide examples of spellings with 
pronominal suffixes. 
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(3)  jP'v.mi  judgment, justice (NMS)  Cs: jP;v.mi  
(4)  !t;n"  he gave, put, set (V)   

(5)  l[;  on, upon, over (prep)  PS: yl;[', ^y2l,[' etc.  

(6)  ~[i  with (prep)  PS: yMi[ii or ydIM'[i, ^M.[i, etc. 

(7)  hf'['  he did, made (V)   

(8)  h['r'  evil (NFS)   

(9)  xl;v'  he sent (V)   

(10) [m;v' he heard, listened (V) 

  

 

 
 

When followed by l or B (as in 
lAql. [m;v' or lAqB. [m;v'), 
can have the sense of “he 
listened to” or “he obeyed.” 

b. Rewrite the translations for the following biblical phrases, filling in the missing 

elements. Then identify which pronominal suffix appears on each preposition (for 

example, PS 1CS, PS 2MS, PS 2FS, etc.). 

  h'A2mK'  !yae  (2)  hk'P,K; yl;[' tv,2T'w: (1) 

 (1Sa 21:10) ______” 
“There 
is none  

(Ps       
139:5) 

your 
hand.” ______ 

“And you 
placed  

 
 

 tB'V;h;  ~k,l'   !t;n"  (4)  bWvn"  %T'ai  yKi  (3) 
(Ex 

16:29) 
___ 

sabbath” ______ “______  (Ru 1:10) 
we will 
return” ______ “______  

 
 

  ^b.  Wcl.[.y:w>  (6)  HM'[i  Hv'yail. -~G: !teTiw: (5) 

 (Ps 5:12) ______” 
“And they 
will rejoice  

(Ge 
3: 6) ______” ______ 

“And she 
also gave 
[the fruit]  

 
 

  ~h,yle[]  %l{m.YIw:  (8)  !h,ylea] rB,DI  rv,a]K; (7) 

 (1Ki 12:17) ______” 
“And he 
reigned  (Ex 1:17) ______” he said “As  

 

 ~M'[i  hw"hy>  yKi  (10)  ~hek' War>nI -al{w>  (9) 
(Zec 
10:5) ______” ______ “______  

(2Ch   
9:11) ______” 

has been 
seen 

“___ 
nothing  
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  yTiai  %l;h'  (12)  hd'bo[] Wny2le[' WnT.YIw:  (11) 

 (Mal 2:6) ______” “He walked  
(Dt 

26:6) labor” ______ 
“And they 

placed  
 
 

  %yI2l;ae WWx]T;v.yI (14)  WnA2mk' t'y2Lexu (13) 

 (Is 45:14) ______” 
“They will 
bow down  (Is 14:10) ______” 

“They have 
become weak  

 
 

     ~yhil{a/ x;Wr wyl'[' xl;c.Tiw: (15) 

 
 

  (1Sa 10:10) ______” ______ ______ 
“And it 
rushed  

 

c. Read aloud and translate the following sentences.  

 The following feminine and plural perfect verbs appear in the sentences 

below.  
ha'2B' =  “she came, went,” etc. Wf[' =  “they did, made” 
Wa2B' =  “they came, went,” etc. War>q') =  “they called, met” 

ht'y>h*' =  “she was, became,” etc. h['m.v'* =  “she heard, listened” 
hb'v.y"( =  “she dwelled, sat” W[m.v'* =  “they heard, listened” 
hn"t.n"( =  “she gave”  

 

-lAql. hV'aih' h['m.v'* (3)  ^y2l,[' hw"hy>-dy: (2)  HB' lkow> #r,2a'h' ~yhil{a/ hf'[' (1) 

 hb'Aj (5)  Wny2leae ~K,mi ~k,ynEB. 1tae ~['h'-varo xl;v' (4)  Hl' ar'q' 2yKi hw"hy> 
!k,b' AxWrw> !k,l' 3AxWr-ta, ~yhil{a/ !t;n" (6)  h'A2mk' h'y2t,AnB.-lK' tAbAjw> hV'aih' 

xl;v' (8)  #r,2a'h'-!mi AM[i Wa2b'W Al ~h,ynEB. tae wyv'n"a] Wa2b'W %l,2M,h; ar'q' (7) 
-yreb.DI-lK' ~h,l' !heKoh; !t;n" (9)  Wn2M'[i vyaih' bv;y"w> Wn2l' vd,2qo-vyai tae ~yhil{a/ 
^T.ai AnB.-ta, yAGh;-varo xl;v' (10)  AlAql. ~h,yven>-ta, yAGh;-yven>a; W[m.v'*w> hw"hy> 

                                                 
1 Since tae (-ta,) can either be the sign of the object or the preposition “with,” one must determine 

which is intended in the context. When tae follows a transitive verb (that is, a verb that can take a direct 
object), a practical method of determining its meaning is to first to read the sentence as if tae were the sign 
of the object (since it occurs more frequently) and then read the sentence as if it were the preposition.  
Whichever reading makes the most sense is the correct reading.  In this sentence tae is the sign of the 
object. 

2 yKi can mean “when.” 
3 The furtive patah which occurs with the lexical form x;Wr cannot occur when a pronominal suffix is 

added because in such a case the x is no longer the final consonant. 
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 ~ybiAj yKi [d;y"w> ~yhil{a/-lAql. %l,2M,h; [m;v' (11)  ^A2mK' rh'h' l[; bv;y"w> 
^l. bAj hf'['w> yMi[i 1yTiv.ai l[;w> yl;[' jP'v.mi hw"hy> xl;v' (12)  WN2M,mi ~yrIb'D>h; 
-ta, vyaih' !t;n" (14)  ~k,ylea] yNI2M,mi ab'W ~yBir; ~ymiy"l. yTiai !heKoh; bv;y" (13) 

#r,2a'h' ynEh]ko Wf[' (15)  hV'aih'-ta, hb'v.y"(w> h'y2l,ae ha'2b'W hb'AJh; hV'ail' ATBi 
~yhil{a/ la, laer'f.yI-tAnb. War>q') (16)  ~hek' h['r'-ta, ~['h' 2Wf['w> h['r'-ta, 
jP'v.mi-ta, hw"hy> xl;v' 3~yvin"a]-tABlib. h['r' hy"h' yKi (17)  !h,l' ~ynIB' !t;n"w> 
hn"t.n"( (19)  !h,ylea] ab'W [m;v'w> ~yhil{a/ l[; ry[ih' yven> War>q') (18)  ~heyle[] 

%yI2l;ae !bek. hy"h'w> ~yBir; ~ynIv'l. %M'[i bv;y"w> hN"2Memi ab'W %l' Hn"B.-ta, hV'aih' 
!k,ylea] AxWr tae hw"hy> xl;v'w> Wn2b' h['r' ht'y>h'* yki Wny2le[' hw"hy>-jP;v.mi aB' (20) 

!k,B' bAj hy"h' yKi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 When the pronominal suffixes are added to nouns, they sometimes cause a change of vowels, as with 

this word, the lexical form of which is hV'ai. 
2 As stated earlier (footnote 3 of Lesson 5, Exercise e), a singular, collective noun may take a singular 

verb; however, a collective noun may also take a plural verb, as this sentence illustrates. 
 3 A subordinate clause (such as a yKi clause) normally appears after the main clause of a sentence.  
However, for the purpose of emphasis a subordinate clause may come first, as it does in this sentence. 
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P E R S O N A L   P R O N O U N S ,                                         

S I G N   O F   T H E   O B J E C T   W I T H                                              
P R O N O M I N A L    S U F F I X E S ,                                                     

D E M O N S T R A T I V E   A D J E C T I V E S ,                                   
R E L A T I V E   C L A U S E S 

 
11A PERSONAL PRONOUNS  

1. Hebrew personal pronouns are independent words which express subjective 

pronominal concepts (“I,” “you,” “he,” “she,” “we,” and “they”). There are 

technically no objective personal pronouns; instead the sign of the object with 

pronominal suffixes serves that function, as discussed in the next section. 

2.  The chart below lists the personal pronouns and their translations.  
 
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS ynIa] or ykinOa' “I”  1CP Wnx.2n:a] “we” 

2MS hT'a; “you”  2MP ~T,a; “you” 

2FS T.a; “you”  2FP hn"2Tea; or !Tea; “you” 

3MS aWh “he, it”1  3MP hM'2he or ~he “they” 

3FS ayhi “she, it”  3FP hN"2he “they” 
 

3.  Notes concerning the forms of the personal pronouns 

a. All of the second person forms (singular and plural) have a tav with a dagesh-forte 

(T). 

b. The 2FS form T.a; ('aTT) is unusual in its spelling. It has a final consonant with a 

dagesh-forte and a silent sheva at the end. The form is adapted from an older 

spelling.2  
                                                 

1 While there is no neuter in Hebrew, English translations of the 3MS and 3FS personal pronouns may 
use the word “it” when referring to that which is neuter in English. 

2 See Joüon, §39a. 
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c.  The 3FS personal pronoun is sometimes spelled as awhi rather than ayhi in the 

MT, particularly in the Pentateuch.1 

4.   The personal pronouns function like nouns in the nominative case. 

a.  The personal pronouns most frequently occur as subjects in verbless clauses (see 

Lesson 5A.3).  

 hw"hy> ynIa]  = “I am the LORD” (Ge 15:7) 

 ATv.ai-T.a; = “You are his wife” (Ge 39:9) 

 vyaih' hT'a; = “You are the man” (2Sa 12:7) 

b.  Sometimes the personal pronouns are used to emphasize the subjective 

pronominal elements of verbs. As stated previously (Lesson 5A.2b), the verb 

itself expresses the pronominal ideas of first, second or third person. The personal 

pronouns can be used with verbs to call special attention to these pronominal 

elements. 

 The verb ha'2B' by itself means “she came.” The personal pronoun ayhi 
(“she”) may be used with this verb to emphasize the 3FS pronominal idea 

which is inherent in the verb. The result is ha'2B' ayhi (1Ki 14:17), which 

roughly translated is “she, she came,” and may mean “she came” or “she 

herself came.” 

 Al-Wyh' means “they were for him.” The pronominal idea of the verb (Wyh' = 

“they were”) can be emphasized by adding a 3MP personal pronoun, as in Al-
Wyh' hM'2he (2Ch 22:4), which may be translated, “they themselves were for 

him.” 

5.  Pronouns, like pronominal suffixes, can show flexibility in their usage with regard to 

gender. For example, masculine pronouns can take priority over feminine ones, as 

they are sometimes used to refer to feminine antecedents. 

11B  SIGN OF THE OBJECT WITH PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES 
1.  As stated previously, pronominal suffixes can be used to express objective 

pronominal concepts, such as when they are attached to prepositions (see Lesson 10). 

The pronominal suffixes also have an objective function when they are attached to the 

sign of the object, which is the particle tae. When the pronominal suffixes are 
                                                 

1 The consonantal text of the Pentateuch typically employed awh for both the 3MS and 3FS personal 
pronoun. To distinguish the two, the MT uses the pointing of  awhi where the 3FS form is intended.  
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attached to the sign of the object, words are formed which serve as the objects of 

verbs (“me,” “you,” “him,” “her,” “us,” and “them”). Consequently, the function of 

the sign of the object with the pronominal suffixes is the same as the function of the 

objective personal pronouns in English when they are used as verbal objects. 

2.  The forms of the sign of the object (tae) with the pronominal suffixes appear in the 

chart below with translations.  
 
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS ytiao “me”  1CP Wn2t'ao “us” 

2MS ^t.ao “you”  2MP ~k,t.a, “you” 

2FS %t'ao “you”  2FP 1!k,t.a, “you” 

3MS Atao “him, it”2  3MP ~t'ao or ~h,t.a, “them” 

3FS Ht'ao “her, it”  3FP !t'ao or !h,t.a, “them” 
 
 

3.  The forms of the sign of the object with the pronominal suffixes are spelled very 

similarly to the forms of the preposition tae (“with”) when it has the suffixes. There 

is also a similarity with the second person, personal pronouns. However, each of these 

forms can be distinguished from one another.  

a.  For the sake of comparison the column on the left in the following chart has the 

forms of the preposition tae with the pronominal suffixes; the center column has 

the forms of the second person, personal pronoun; and the right column has the 

forms of the sign of the object with the pronominal suffixes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 

1 This hypothetical form does not appear in the Hebrew Bible. 
2 While there is no neuter in Hebrew, English translations of the 3MS and 3FS forms as may use the 

word “it” when referring to that which is neuter in English. 
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 Preposition tae + PS 
Personal 
Pronoun Sign of the Object + PS 

1CS yTiai (“with me”)  ytiao (“me”) 

2MS ^T.ai (“with you”) hT'a; (“you”) ^t.ao (“you”) 

2FS %T'ai (“with you”) T.a; (“you”) %t'ao (“you”) 

3MS ATai (“with him”)  Atao (“him”) 

3FS HT'ai (“with her”)  Ht'ao (“her”) 

1CP Wn2T'ai (“with us”)  Wn2t'ao (“us”) 

2MP ~k,T.ai (“with you”) ~T,a; (“you”) ~k,t.a, (“you”) 

2FP !k,T.ai (“with you”) !Tea; (“you”) !k,t.a, (“you”) 

3MP ~T'ai (“with them”)  ~t'ao or ~h,t.a, (“them”)

3FP !T'ai (“with them”)  !t'ao or !h,t.a, (“them”)
 

b.  The following clues are helpful in distinguishing the preceding forms from 

one another.  

(1) Concerning the tav in each form:  

(a) The preposition tae with the pronominal suffixes and the second 

person, personal pronouns always have a dagesh-forte in the tav (T). 

(b) The sign of the object with the pronominal suffixes never has a 

dagesh-forte in the tav (t). 

(2) Concerning the vowel for the alef in each form:  

(a) The preposition tae with the pronominal suffixes always has a hireq 

under the a.  

(b) The second person personal pronouns always have a patah under the 

a.  

(c) The sign of the object with the pronominal suffixes never has a hireq 

or patah under the a; instead it has either a holem or a segol (the latter 

occurring with the four “long” suffixes: ~k,, !k,, ~h,, and !h,). 
(3) These clues concerning the pointing of the alef and tav in these forms can 

be abbreviated as follows. 
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ai =   preposition tae + PS 

a; =   2nd person pronoun 

ao or a, =   sign of the object + PS 

T =   preposition tae + PS or 2nd person pronoun 

t =   sign of the object + PS  
 

4.  As stated above, the sign of the object with the pronominal suffixes functions to 

indicate a pronominal object for a verb.1 

 The clause ytiao %r,b'y>w: (“and he blessed me” [Ge 48:3]) has a finite verb 

followed by a the sign of the object with a 1CS pronominal suffix (ytiao = 

“me”). 

 The clause ~yhil{a/ Atao xq;l' (“God took him” [Ge 5:24]) has a verb 

followed by the sign of the object with a 3MS pronominal suffix (Atao = 

“him”). The last word in the clause (~yhil{a/ = “God”) is the subject. While 

the word that appears immediately after a verb is often the subject of the verb, 

one can tell that Atao is not the subject because it contains the sign of the 

object.  

 The phrase Wn2t'ao aybih'l. (“to bring us” [Nu 20:5]) contains an infinitive, 

followed by the sign of the object with a 1CP pronominal suffix (Wnt'ao = 

“us”). 

 In the clause ^K.l.m;-ta,w> ^t.ao hw"hy> %leAy (“the LORD will bring you and 

your king” [Dt 28:36]) the verb (%leAy = “he will bring”) has a double direct 

object. The first is the sign of the object with a 2MS pronominal suffix (^t.ao 
= “you”),  and  the second is the sign of the object followed by a noun 

(^K.l.m;-ta,w> = “and your king”).  

11C DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES 
1. The demonstrative adjectives are classified as near and remote.2 The near 

demonstratives refer to someone or something which is near to hand (“this” or 

“these”), while the remote refer to someone or something which is more distant 
                                                 

1 Another way of indicating a pronominal object for a verb is by attaching a pronominal suffix directly 
to the verb. See Lesson 19. 

2 Some grammarians refer to these forms as demonstrative pronouns. 
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(“that” or “those”). The chart below gives the forms of the demonstrative 

adjectives and their translations.1 
 

 Near Demonstratives Remote Demonstratives 

 Form Translation Form Translation 

MS hz< “this” aWh “that” 

FS tazO “this” ayhi “that” 

MP hL,2ae “these” hM'2he or ~he “those” 

FP hL,2ae “these” hN"2he “those” 
 

2. Notes concerning the forms of the demonstrative adjectives 

a.  The MP and FP demonstrative adjectives employ the same form: hL,2ae. 
b.  The forms of the remote demonstrative adjectives are spelled the same as the 

forms of the third person personal pronouns. In general, one may determine 

which is intended by the context in which the word appears. The function of 

the demonstrative adjectives, which is discussed below, also provides clues 

for identifying them. 

3.  A demonstrative adjective may function like other adjectives in an attributive, 

predicative, or substantival way.  

a.  When functioning attributively, a demonstrative adjective follows the noun it 

modifies and agrees with that noun in gender, number, and definiteness 

(having the definite article). If a demonstrative adjective occurs with other 

adjectives which modify the same noun, the demonstrative appears last in the 

series of adjectives. 

 The phrase taZOh; hV'aih' (roughly translated, “the woman, the this” [Dt 

22:14]) has an articular noun followed by a near demonstrative adjective 

that is functioning attributively. The adjective agrees with the noun in 

gender, number, and definiteness. The phrase means “this woman.” 

 The phrases ~heh' ~yvin"a]h' (“those men” [Nu 14:38]) and hL,2aeh' ~yIAGh; 
(“these nations” [Dt 7:17]) each have articular nouns followed by 

demonstrative adjectives that agree in gender, number, and definiteness. 
                                                 

1 For rare forms of the demonstratives see Waltke and O’Connor, §17.2. 
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 The phrase hZ<h; bAJh; rh'h' (roughly translated, “the mountain, the 

good, the this” [Dt 3:25]) has a noun followed by two attributive 

adjectives. The demonstrative adjective comes last in the series. The 

phrase means “this good mountain.” 

 One aid for distinguishing the remote demonstrative adjectives from the 

personal pronouns is the fact that the demonstratives, like other adjectives, can 

have an article; however, the personal pronouns cannot be articular. To say it 

another way, if the article appears on one of these shared forms – as in aWhh;, 
ayhih;, hM'2heh', ~heh', or hN"2heh' – then the form must be a remote 

demonstrative adjective and not a personal pronoun.  

b.  When functioning predicatively, a demonstrative adjective typically appears in 

a verbless clause. It normally precedes the noun it modifies and agrees with the 

noun in gender and number. A predicative demonstrative cannot take an article.  

 The clause hw"hy> hf'[' ~AYh; hz< (“This is the day the LORD has made” 

[Ps 118:24]) begins with a near demonstrative adjective which is 

functioning predicatively. Both it and the noun it modifies (~AYh;) are 

masculine, singular. However, the predicative demonstrative adjective 

cannot have an article, as the noun does. 

 In the verbless clause #r,2a'h' tazO (“this is the land” [Nu 34:2]) an 

indefinite, feminine, singular demonstrative adjective precedes an 

articular, feminine, singular noun. 

 hM'zI 1ayhi (“that is wickedness” [Job 31:11]) has a feminine, singular, 

remote demostrative adjective followed by a feminine, singular noun. 

c.  A demonstrative adjective may also function substantivally (that is, in the 

place of a noun). 

 In the clause hn"voarI ac'y" hz< (“this one came out first” [Ge 38:28]) a 

near demonstrative adjective (hz< = “this”) serves as the subject of a verb 

(ac'y" = “he came out”).  

 tazO an"-W[m.vi (“now hear this” [Jer 5:21]) has a near demonstrative 

adjective (tazO = “this”) functioning as the object of a verb (W[m.vi = “hear”). 
                                                 

1 The biblical text actually uses the alternative spelling of awhi for the feminine, singular 
demonstrative adjective. 
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11D  RELATIVE CLAUSES 
1.  Relative clauses are usually introduced by the relative particle rv,a]. This particle 

cannot be declined – that is, it cannot be inflected to agree with its antecedent in 

gender or number. rv,a] serves the function of the relative pronouns in English; it 

therefore has a wide range of possible meanings, such as “who, whom, whose, 

which, where,” or “when.”1  

2.  The translation of rv,a] depends upon its antecedent and its usage in a sentence, 

as the following examples illustrate.  

 In yvip.n:-ta, hd'P'-rv,a] hw"hy> (“the LORD who redeemed my life” [2Sa 

4:9]) the relative particle (rv,a] = “who”) is functioning as the personal 

subject of a verb clause. 
 dwId'l. rv,a] ~yrIABGIh;w> (“and the mighty men who were for David” or “who 

belonged to David” [1Ki 1:8]) uses rv,a] (“who”) as the personal subject of a 
verbless clause. 

 In rB,DI rv,a] hw"hy> rb;D> (“the word of the LORD which he spoke” [1Ki 
2:27]) rv,a] (“which”) serves as the impersonal subject of a verb clause. 

 In ydIM'[i hT2't;n" rv,a] hV'aih' (“the woman whom you gave to me” or 
“whom you gave to be with me” [Ge 3:12]) rv,a] (“whom”) functions as the 
personal object of a verb (hT't;n" = “you gave”). 

 ~c'r>a;B. ~ybiv.yO ~T,a; rv,a] yrImoa/h' (roughly translated, “the Amorite who 
you are dwelling in their land” [Jos 24:15]) employs the relative particle in a 
genitival (possessive) sense. The clause may be translated, “the Amorite in 
whose (rv,a]) land you are dwelling.” 

 In Hl' !yae ~yI2m;-rv,a] hN"g:k.W (roughly translated, “and like a garden which 
water there is not for it” [Isa 1:30]) the relative particle has a locative 
(location) sense. The clause may be translated, “and like a garden where 
(rv,a]) there is no water” (or “in which there is no water ”). 

 dwID' %l;m' rv,a] ~ymiY"h;w> (roughly translated, “and the days which he reigned, 
David” [1Ki 2:11]) employs the relative particle in a temporal sense. The clause 
may be translated, “and the days when (rv,a]) David reigned” (or “in which 
David reigned”). 

                                                 
1 In later biblical texts a prefixed relative particle v also appears. For a discussion of its pointing and 

usage see Waltke and O’Connor, §19.2b, 19.4. 
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Lesson 11:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the clues for recognizing the distinctions between the 

preposition tae + pronominal suffixes, the personal pronoun, and the sign of the 

object + pronominal suffixes, as they appear in section 11B.3b(3). 

b. Without looking at the paradigm charts in this lesson or the preceding one, 

identify the following words as a preposition + a pronominal suffix, a personal 

pronoun, or the sign of the object + a pronominal suffix. Also translate each word. 

 Example: !k,t.a, ⇒ Answer: sign of object + PS 2FP, “you” 
(1) %t'ao  (6) ~T'ai (11) !k,T.ai  (16) !h,t.a,
(2) Wn2T'ai  (7) !Tea; (12) ytiao  (17) Ht'ao
(3) HT'ai  (8) Atao (13) ~t'ao  (18) ~T,a;
(4) hT'a;  (9) yTiai (14) T.a;  (19) Wn2t'ao
(5) ~k,t.a,  (10) ~h,t.a, (15) ATai  (20) !T'ai

c. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1) hL,2ae  these (dem adj M/FP)   

(2) Wnx.1n:a]  we (pron 1CP)   

(3) ynIa], ykinOa'  I (pron 1CS)   

(4) rv,a]  who, whom, whose, which,    

   where, when (particle)   

(5) T.a;  you (pron 2FS)   

(6) hT'a;  you (pron 2MS)   

(7) ~T,a;  you (pron 2MP)   

(8) hn"1Tea;, !Tea;  you (pron 2FP)   

(9) aWh  (a) he (pron 3MS)   

   (b) that (dem adj MS)   

(10) ayhi  (a) she (pron 3FS)  Sometimes awhi in MT 

   (b) that (dem adj FS)   

(11) hM'1he, ~he  (a) they (pron 3MP)   

   (b) those (dem adj MP)   
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(12) hN"1he  (a) they (pron 3FP)   

   (b) those (dem adj FP)   

(13) tazO  this (dem adj FS)   

(14) hz<  this (dem adj MS)   

d. Fill in the blanks in the following translations, using vocabulary words, forms 

from paradigm charts, and transliterated names. Some blanks also represent 

grammatical elements that are prefixed or suffixed to words whose translations 

are provided. Finally, give a smoother translation of the verses, consulting an 

English version if necessary.   
 

 ~ai-yKi 1hz< ^v.r'yyI al{ rmoale wyl'ae hw"hy> -rb;d> hNEhiw> (1) 
 

but  ______ 
he will be 
your heir ‘Not 

(came) 
saying, 

 
______ ______ ______ 

“___ 
behold  

 

     ^v,r'yyI aWh ^y1[,Memi aceyE rv,a]  
   

 (Ge 15:4) 
he will be 

your heir.’” ______ 
___ within 

___ 
will 

come out 
(one) 

______  
 
 

 hm'y>1r'c.mi ytiao ~T,r>k;m. -rv,a] ~k,yxia] @seAy ynIa] rm,aYOw: (2) 
(Ge 

45:4) to Egypt.’” ______ you sold ______ 
___ 

brother ______ ‘______ 
“And he 

said,  
 
 

hw"hy> yPi -l[; !r'aP' rB;d>Mimi hv,mo ~t'ao xl;v.YIw: (3) 

______ 
the com-
mand of ______ ______ 

___ the wil-
derness of ______ ______ 

“And he 
sent  

 

 hM'1he laer'f.yI -ynEb. yvear' ~yvin"a] ~L'Ku  
(Nu 13:3) ______.” ______ ______ ______ ______ ______  

 
 

 

 lPon>li taZOh; #r,1a'h' -la, Wn1t'ao aybime hw"hy> hm'l'w> (4) 

 
___ 
fall ______ ______ ______ ______ bringing ______ 

“___ 
why is  

 

   Wn1l' bAj aAlh] zb;l'; Wyh.yI Wn1Pej;w> Wny1ven" br,1x,B;  

   ______ ______ 
Would 

it not be 
___ spoils 
(of war). 

will 
be 

___ our 
children ______ 

___ 
sword?  

                                                 
1 The antecedent for this word is “Eliezer.” 
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 hm'y>1r'c.mi bWv  
(Nu 14:3) to Egypt?” to return  

 
 

  W[d>y("-al{ rv,a] ~k,ynEb.W hy<h.yI zb;l' ~T,r>m;a] rv,a] ~k,P.j;w> (5) 
 

 
do not 
know ______ ______ will be 

___ spoils 
(of war) you said ______ 

“___ your 
children  

 

 ~hew> hN"1n<T.a, ~h,l'w> hM'1v' Waboy" hM'1he [r'w" bAj 1~AYh;  

 ______ 
I will 
give it ______ 

there [the 
land] 

they will 
enter ______ 

___ 
evil ______ ______  

 

         h'Wvr'yyI  

        (Dt 1:39) 
they will 

possess it.”  
 

Wn1T'ai yKi taZOh; tyrIB.h;-ta,  hw"hy> tr;K' Wny1teboa] -ta, al{ (6) 

______ ______ ______ 
___ covenant 

[NFS] ______ 
did he 
make 

___ 
fathers ______ “Not  

 

    ~yYIx; Wn1L'Ku 2~AYh; hpo hL,1ae Wnx1.n:a]  
   (Dt 5:3) alive.” ______ ______ here ______ ______  

 
 

 rv,a] tyI1B;l; dywID' ry[ime hmol{v. hl'[/h, h[or>P; -tB; -ta,w> (7) 

 ______ 
to the 
house ______ ______ ______ 

he 
brought ______ ______ “______  

 

   tybeB. yli hV'ai bvete-al{ rm;a' yKi Hl' -hn"B' 

   
in the 

house of ______ ______ 
‘She will not 

dwell he said, ______ ______ he built 
 

 ~h,ylea] ha'1B' -rv,a] 3hM'1he 4vd,1qo -yKi laer'f.yI -%l,)m, dywID' 

 ______ 
it has 
come ______ ______  ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ 

 

 hw"hy> !Ara] 

(2Ch 8:11) ______.’” 
the ark of 

[NFS] 
                                                 

1 In this context the article makes this word definite in the sense of “today.”  
2 “Today” is the meaning of this word in this context. 
3 This personal pronoun refers to an unstated antecedent of “places.” 
4 This noun may be translated as an adjective (“holy”) in this verse. 
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d. Read aloud and translate the following sentences.  

 The following feminine and plural perfect verbs appear in the sentences 

below.  
ha'1B' =  “she came, went,” etc. Wf[' =  “they did, made” 
Wa1B' =  “they came, went,” etc. War>q') =  “they called, met” 
Wyh' =  “they were, became,” etc. Wxl.v'* =  “they sent” 

W[d>y"( =  “they knew” W[m.v'* =  “they heard, listened” 
Wbv.y"( =  “they dwelled, sat”  

~yvin"a]h' Wbv.y"( (3)  ymiv. aWh hw"hy> ynIa] (2)  !heKoh;-tb; ayhiw> %l,1M,h;-tB; T.a; (1) 
lko Wa1B' (5)  laer'f.yI-tAnB.-lk'B. tAldoG>h; hn"1Tea; (4)  ~k,l' ~ynIb'K. ~hew> ~k,T.ai 
~yhil{a/-rb;d> hz< (6)  AlAq-ta, hL,1ae 1W[m.v'*w> hw"hyl; #r,1a'b' Wyh' rv,a] ~ynIh]Koh; 
~yviN"h; ble-tAbAj (8)  !t'ao [m;v'w> hw"hyl; %l,1M,h;-tAnb. War>q') (7)  aWh bAjw> 

%l,1M,h; yledoG> ~T,a; yKi (10)  ynIb. aWhw> yTiBi tazO (9)  hN"1heh' ~yviN"h; h['r'w> hL,1aeh' 
~heh' ~ynIh]Koh; Wxl.v'* (12)  ~h,yven> Wnx.1n:a]w: Wny1ven"a] hM'1he (11)  Wn1l' ~k,t.a, xl;v' 
Wbv.y"( rv,a] %l,1M,h;-~v,-ta, ~['h' af'n" (13)  hT'a; ~yhil{a/-vyai yki ^y1l,ae Wn1t'ao 

^t.aow> ytiaow> ^t.ao hw"hy> ar'q' aWhh; ~AYh; l[; (14)  AM[;l. aWh bAj yki Acr>a;b.  
Atao [d;y" aWh yki Amv.bi aWhh; bAJh; !heKoh;-ta, %l,1M,h; ar'q' (15)  xl;v'  

%t'ao %l,1M,h; ha'r' (17)  !t'ao ry[ih'-yven>a; Wxl.v'* yKi !k,l' hN"1heh' ~yviN"h; Wa1B' (16) 
Wbv.y"(w> Wn1cer>a;l. ~T'ai ~['h'w> ~ynIh]Koh; Wa1B' (18)  %T'ai %nEB.-ta,w> %TeBi-ta,w> 

~yI1t;n"v.li #r,1a'h' !mi ~h,t.a, xl;v'w> wyl'ae ~yvin"a]h'-ta, %l,1M,h; ar'q' (19)  Wn1T'ai 
ayhih; hV'aih' tae hL,1aeh' ~yvin"a]h' War>q') (20)  Wf[' rv,a] h['r'l' jP'v.miK. 
vd,1Qoh;-ry[il. ~T'ai ha'1b' ayhiw> War>q') rv,a] hV'aih' tae W[d>y"( yKi ~h,ylea] 

 ~yhil{a/ [d;y" yKi HT'ai h'y1t,AnB.-l[;w> taZOh; hV'aih'-l[; ~yhil{a/-jP;v.mi aB' (21) 
h['r' hN"1he yKi   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 The vav conjunction in this sentence means “but.” 
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P E R F E C T   C O N J U G A T I O N   O F   T H E   V E R B,                            
P E R F E C T   C O N J U G A T I O N   I N   T H E   Q A L   S T E M 

 
12A VERBS IN GENERAL 

1. Verb roots 
Most verbs have three basic consonants; for example, the verb lv;m' (“he ruled”) is 

triconsonantal. The three consonants of a verb, written without vowels, comprise the 

verb’s root. Thereby, lvm is the root for lv;m'. The various forms of a verb are 

created by inflections or changes made to its root, such as the addition of certain 

vowels, prefixes, or suffixes; or the doubling of the middle consonant of the root. 

2.  Strong and weak verbs 
Verbs are classified as strong (or regular) and weak. Strong verbs follow a fixed, 

regular pattern for the inflection of a triconsonantal verb root. Weak verbs follow 

irregular patterns of inflection and sometimes require the dropping of a consonant 

from a verb root. A weak verb is identified by the appearance of a weak consonant 

(a, h, w, x, y, n, [, or r [see Lesson 6C]) or a doubled consonant in a verb root. This 

Grammar will present the strong verb first.  

3.  Moods and tenses 
a. Hebrew verbs appear in the indicative and imperative moods, which function in 

the same manner as they do in English. The indicative mood is declarative 

(making a statement), while the imperative expresses a command. Hebrew has no 

distinct subjunctive mood (expressing non-reality), as does English. Subjunctive 

notions are usually expressed by the context in which a Hebrew verb appears.1 

Indicative and imperative verbs are also called finite (“limited”) verbs because 

they are limited to particular persons, genders, and numbers. 

 

                                                           
1 Horsnell, 306. 
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b. The indicative mood of the Hebrew verb has two tenses: perfect and imperfect, as 

mentioned previously. These tenses do not denote the temporal ideas of past, 

present, and future, as English tenses do. Instead the Hebrew tenses suggest kinds 

of action or states. Simply put, the perfect tense typically indicates an action or 

state that is complete, while the imperfect indicates an action or state that is 

incomplete.1 

4.  Stems  
a. The Hebrew verb appears in a number of what may be called “stems.”2 Each stem 

indicates something about the nature of the action (or state) of a verb. There are 

seven major stems that occur with strong verbs.  

b. The simplest stem is called qal, the name of which is derived from the verb root 

llq, which means “light.” The qal stem is “light” in the sense that in the 3MS 

form its spelling does not require the addition of a prefix or the doubling of a root 

consonant, as is the case in the other stems for strong verbs. The traditional names 

of these other stems are based upon the 3MS forms of the verb root l[p in the 

various stems. The stem names are nifal (l[;p.nI), piel (l[ePi), pual (l[;Pu), hifil 

(ly[ip.hi), hofal (l[;p.h'), and hitpael (l[eP;t.hi).3  
c. The stems can convey a variety of connotations. In order to simplify the process 

of mastering the verb forms, only one connotation will be given for each stem 

while the strong verb is being introduced. A future lesson will discuss other 

meanings that the stems can have. (See Lesson 20A.2.) 

(1) The qal stem denotes simple action in the active voice. (The action of this 
                                                           

1 Since Hebrew verbs do not by themselves convey temporal ideas, it may be argued that they do not, 
strictly speaking, have the quality of tense. However, “tense” remains a useful term for describing certain 
basic qualities of the Hebrew verb. Some grammarians use alternate terms for the perfect and imperfect 
tenses – such as “suffix,” “perfective,” qatal, or qtl conjugation for the perfect; and “prefix,” “non-
perfective,” yiqtol, or yqtl conjugation for the imperfect. For more detailed discussions of the connotations 
of the tenses see Horsnell, 47-48; Joüon, §111a-f; Waltke and O’Connor, §29.1-29.6, 30.1-30.4, 31.1; and 
Kautzsch, §106a, 107a; 

2 Some grammarians prefer the term “pattern” or “theme.” See Horsnell, 44; and C.L. Seow, A 
Grammar for Biblical Hebrew, rev. ed. (Nashville: Abingdon, 1995), 89.  

3 As is typical in this Grammar, these Hebrew terms are spelled in a simplified form. Some 
grammarians use alternative terminology for the names of the stems; see Seow, 89-90; and Waltke and 
O’Connor, §21.1c. 
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stem is simple by comparison with the more complex kinds of action that 

occur in some of the other stems.)  

 lv;m' is a perfect, qal, 3MS verb, meaning “he ruled.” It describes the 

subject’s performance of a simple act.  

(2) The nifal stem usually expresses the passive of qal, in which case it denotes 

simple action in the passive voice.  

 While the perfect, qal, 3MS verb lv;m'  means “he ruled,” the 

corresponding nifal form 1lv;m.nI means “he was ruled.” Nifal depicts the 

subject as the one acted upon in a simple action. 

(3) The piel stem is the most difficult to define. It always expresses the active 

voice but can convey a variety of connotations with regard to the nature of its 

action. No single category is an adequate description of the general notion of 

piel. (See Lesson 20A.2d.) However, to simplify the process of learning piel 

forms, only one connotation is introduced here: piel can serve to intensify the 

simple action of qal. That intensification may involve multiplying or 

strengthening the basic verbal idea in some way. Notions of intensification in 

piel verbs can be translated in a variety of ways; however, when no other 

expression is appropriate, this Grammar will use the default of indicating a 

piel verb by underlining its translation, as in the first example below.  

 lVemi is a perfect, piel, 3MS verb, which may be translated “he ruled.” The 

intensive action is performed by the subject. 

 Some piel verbs lend themselves to more idiomatic expressions of 

intensity in English, as the next two examples illustrate. 

 While the perfect, qal, 3MS verb rb;q' means “he buried,” the 

corresponding piel form rBeqi can mean “he buried many” – connoting 

intensity through repeated action. 

 While the perfect, qal, 3MS verb la;v' means “he asked,” the 

corresponding piel verb laevi may be translated “he begged” – suggesting 

intensity by strengthening or repeating the action. 

                                                           
 1 This Grammar uses the verb root lvm (“rule”) as a model for discussing the strong verb. Some 
hypothetical forms appear for the sake of illustration. 
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(4) The pual stem usually serves as the passive of piel.  

 Where the perfect, piel, 3MS verb lVemi means “he ruled,” the 

corresponding pual form lV;mu means “he was ruled.” The action is 

happening to the subject. 

(5) The hifil stem usually denotes causative action in the active voice. To say it 

another way, hifil typically expresses the causative of qal. Often the causative 

idea can be communicated by a translation that employs “cause” or “make.”  

 lyvim.hi is a perfect, hifil, 3MS verb, meaning “he caused to rule” or “he 

made to rule.” It describes the subject’s causation of an action. 

 While the perfect, qal, 3MS verb ac'y" means “he went out,” the corresponding 

hifil form ayciAh means “he caused to go out” or “he brought out.” 

(6) The hofal stem expresses the passive of hifil. When a hifil verb expresses 

causative action in the active voice, its hofal form denotes the same causation 

in the passive voice.   

 While the perfect, hifil, 3MS verb lyvim.hi means “he caused to rule,” the 

corresponding hofal form  lv;m.h'  means “he was caused to rule” or “he 

was made ruler.” The causative action is happening to the subject.  

(7) The hitpael stem usually denotes reflexive action; that is, it expresses action 

that the subject performs upon himself or herself.  

 lVem;t.hi is a perfect, hitpael, 3MS verb, meaning “he ruled himself.” 

 In form hitpael is related to piel and pual in that all three require a 

doubling of the middle consonant of a verb root. These three are 

sometimes referred to as the “intensive stems.” 

d. Summary 

(1) The meanings of the stems as described in this section:1 

(a) Qal = simple action in the active voice 

(b) Nifal = usually the passive of qal  

(c) Piel = sometimes intensive action in the active voice 

(d) Pual = usually the passive of piel 

(e) Hifil = usually causative action in the active voice 
                                                           

1 See Lesson 20A.2 for a more thorough discussion of the range of meanings which the stems can 
have. 
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(f) Hofal = passive of hifil  

(g) Hitpael = usually reflexive  

(2) Another way of classifying the stems:   

(a) Active voice = qal, piel, and hifil  

(b) Passive voice = nifal, pual, and hofal 

(c) Reflexive = hitpael 

12B  PERFECT CONJUGATION OF THE VERB 
1.  Meaning of perfect verbs 

Since the Hebrew perfect verb connotes completed action rather than temporal action 

(temporal action being past, present, or future), a variety of English tenses may be used 

in translating a Hebrew perfect verb. The perfect may describe action completed in the 

past, in the present, or even in the future. The context of a Hebrew verb is the guide for 

understanding which English tense best conveys the meaning. While Hebrew perfect 

verbs may convey a variety of temporal meanings, it is often the case that they 

communicate action that has been completed in the past.1 For now this Grammar will 

translate Hebrew perfect verbs with the English past tense for the sake of simplicity. A 

future lesson will explore other ways of translating the Hebrew perfect (Lesson 20A.1).  

2.  Perfect verb suffixes 
a. All perfect verbs in Hebrew employ a particular set of suffixes. These suffixes 

convey not only the idea of the perfect tense but also the person, gender, and 

number of a verb (which agrees with the person, gender, and number of a verb’s 

subject, if one is stated). The perfect suffixes are as follows. 
3MS [none]  

3FS h3'   3CP 2 W 

2MS T'  2MP ~T, 
2FS  T.3  2FP !T, 
1CS yTi  1CP Wn 

                                                           
1 It is for this reason that verbs presented in vocabulary lists in the perfect tense are translated with the 

English past tense. 
2 3CP = third person, common (either masculine and feminine), plural 
3 The spelling of T. is unusual in that it has a dagesh-forte and a silent sheva, similar to the personal 

pronoun T.a; (Lesson 11A.3). The unusual spelling is an adaptation from an older form. 
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b. The above chart begins with the 3MS form, as do all of the perfect and imperfect 

verb charts in this Grammar. The reason for this approach (as opposed to 

beginning with the first person) is that the 3MS form is the simplest – being the 

only one that does not require a suffix. All the other perfect forms have suffixes 

and are based upon the 3MS. Since the perfect 3MS is most basic, it is the lexical 

form for a strong verb (that is, the form by which a verb is listed in a lexicon).  

12C  PERFECT CONJUGATION IN THE QAL STEM 
1.  The chart below presents the conjugation of the strong perfect verb in the qal stem. It 

employs the verb root lvm (“rule”) as a model, demonstrating how the above 

suffixes are added to this root. 
 

3MS lv;m' (“he ruled”) 

3FS hl'v.m*' (“she ruled”) 

2MS T'l.2v;m' (“you ruled”) 

2FS T.l.v;m' (“you ruled”) 

1CS yTil.2v;m' (“I ruled”) 

3CP Wlv.m*' (“they ruled”) 

2MP ~T,l.v;m. (“you ruled”) 

2FP !T,l.v;m. (“you ruled”) 

1CP Wnl.2v;m' (“we ruled”) 
 

2.  Notes concerning the perfect, qal conjugation 

a. The perfect, qal, 3MS form of a strong verb requires the vowels qames and patah 

(as in lv;m').1 This form is the basis upon which the other qal forms are built. The 

patah under the second consonant of the root appears in most of the qal 

conjugation (3MS, 2MS, 2FS, 1CS, 2MP, 2FP, and 1CP) and is known as the 

thematic vowel of this stem in the perfect tense. 

b.  The addition of the perfect suffixes in qal causes the following changes in 

pointing. 

 

                                                           
1 An exception occurs with stative verbs. (See Lesson 21A.) 
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(1) Two suffixes begin with (or are made up of) a vowel: W (3CP) and  h3' 
(3FS). When attached to a verb root, these suffixes, along with the last 

consonant of the root, form syllables which are accented – for lvm the 

new syllables are Wl (3CP) and hl' (3FS). The shifting accent causes the 

thematic vowel to reduce from a patah to a vocal sheva (as in v.). The 

qames under the first consonant receives a meteg (as in )m').  
(2) The irregular suffix T. (2FS) involves the addition of only a consonant to a 

verb root. It is preceded by a silent sheva and creates an irregular final 

syllable that it ends with two consonants – for lvm the final syllable is 

T.l.v;. Since the suffix does not add another syllable to the verb, the accent 

is unchanged (remaining on the second and final syllable). 

(3) Three suffixes form open syllables; they are T' (2MS), yTi (1CS), and Wn 
(1CP). When added to a verb they require a silent sheva under the last 

consonant of the root (as in l.). The accent does not move to the suffix; it 

remains on the second syllable of the verb which retains its thematic vowel 

– for lvm the accent remains above the v.    

(4) Two suffixes form closed syllables; they are ~T, (2MP) and !T, (2FP). 

When added to a verb root, these new final syllables receive the accent. 

They are also preceded by a silent sheva, which occurs under the last 

consonant of the root (as in l.). In addition, these long suffixes require the 

qames under the first consonant of the root to reduce to a vocal sheva (as in 

m.). 
3.  The chart below presents the perfect conjugation in qal for two other roots which 

follow the pattern of strong verbs: rmv (“keep”) and ljq (“kill”). 
  
 

3MS rm;v' (“he kept”) lj;q' (“he killed”) 

3FS hr'm.v'* (“she kept”) hl'j.q') (“she killed”) 

2MS T'r.2m;v' (“you kept”) T'l.2j;q' (“you killed”) 

2FS T.r.m;v' (“you kept”) T.l.j;q' (“you killed”) 

1CS yTIr.2m;v' (“I kept”) yTIl.2j;q' (“I killed”) 

3CP Wrm.v'* (“they kept”) 

 

Wlj.q') (“they killed”) 
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2MP ~T,r.m;v. (“you kept”) ~T,l.j;q. (“you killed”) 

2FP !T,r.m;v. (“you kept”) !T,l.j;q. (“you killed”) 

1CP Wnr.2m;v' (“we kept”) 

 

Wnl.2j;q' (“we killed”) 

 
Lesson 12:  EXERCISES 

a. List from memory the seven major stems of the verb. Also indicate the meanings 

of these stems as described in section 12A.4d(1) (that is, whether the action of 

each is simple, intensive, or causative; and whether each is active, passive, or 

reflexive). 

b. Reproduce from memory the perfect conjugation of  lvm (“rule”) for the qal 

stem in each person, gender, and number (that is, in 3MS, 3FS, 2MS, etc.), as in 

section 12C.1. Also give a translation for each form. 

c. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1) dx'a,  one (adj MS)  Cs: dx;a;; FS, Ab & Cs: tx;a; 
(2) jq;l'  he picked up, gathered (V)   

(3) lv;m' he ruled, reigned (V) 

  
 

 
 

When followed by B prep,    
B = “over” 

(4) lj;q'  he killed (V)   

(5) rm;v'  he kept, watched, guarded (V)   

d. Rewrite the Hebrew verses below, supplying the missing words based on the 

English translation that is provided. First attempt the exercise without assistance 

from charts or vocabulary lists in this Grammar or from a Hebrew Bible. Then, if 

necessary, consult such helps. 
 

    ______ ______ ______ -vy<-  ______ (1) 

   (Ge 39:4) 
in [into] 

his hand” he gave 
for him [be- 

longing to him] 
there 
was “And all  

 
 

 dywID'  ______  ______ - ______ (3)  tyI2b;B. 1_____ al{ _____ (2) 
                                                           

1 For the sake of simplicity, this Grammar uses the symbol 23 to refer to any sort of Hebrew accent. 
The system of accenting in BHS uses a variety of other symbols that have not yet been discussed; one of 
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(1Ch 
11:7) David  

the city 
of 

to [l]  
it [MS] 

“They called 
[named]  

(2Sa 
7:6) 

in a 
house” 

I  
dwelled not “For  

 
 

  ______ yrem.ai-  ______ ______ ______ ______   -  ______ (4) 

 
(Jos 

24:27) 
the 

LORD 
the words 

of all of 
[sign of 

the object] 
it [FS] 
heard  

it [a stone] 
[FS] “For  

 
 

 1______ Alk.a'-ypil. ______ (6)  ______ ______ al{ (5) 

(Ex 
16:18) 

they ga-
thered” 

according to 
his need for 

food 

“A man 
[each 
one]  (Pr 24:12) 

this  
[MS]” 

we 
 knew “Not  

 
 

  ______ ______ hN"2he ______ ______ ______ al{  (7) 

 (Ge 45:8) 
the God 

[sent me]” that 
here  

[rather it is] me 
you [MP] 

sent 
you  

[MP] “Not  
 
 

  hJ'mi- ______ ______ (9)   ______ yker>D; ______ (8) 
(Eze 

23:41) 
a stately 
couch” on 

“And you 
[FS] sat   

(2Sa 
22:22) 

the 
LORD” 

the ways 
of “I kept  

 
 

  ______ ^W>ci- ______ ______ ______ al{ ______ (10) 

 (1Sa 13:14) the LORD” 
he com-

manded you which 
[sign of the 

object] 
you [MS] 

kept not “For  
 

e. Read aloud and translate the following words [numbers (1)-(5)] and sentences 

[numbers (6)-(18)]. 
 

!T,j.q;l. | yTij.2q;l' | hj'q.)l' | ~T,j.q;l. (2)  Wlj.q') | T.l.j;q' | Wnl.2j;q' | lj;q' (1) 

Wnx.1n:a] | lj;q' aWh | yTil.1j;q' 2ynIa] (4)  Wlv.)m' | T'l.1v;m' | yTil.1v;m' | T.l.v;m' (3)  
hT'a; | !T,j.q;l. hn"1Tea; | T.j.q;l' T.a; | ~T,j.q;l. ~T,a; (5)  Wlj.q' *hN"1he | Wnl.1j;q'  
Wlv.)m' (7)  !h,yteAnB. tae ~yviN"h; Wrm.)v'w> ~h,ynEB. tae ~yvin"a]h; Wrm.)v' (6)  T'j.1q;l'  

tABr; ~ynIv'l. jP'v.miB. 3~t'cor>a;b. Wbv.y"( rv,a] ~['h'-ta, ~yIAGh;-ykel.m;    
                                                                                                                                                                             
those accents appears on the second syllable of this word in the Hebrew text. Additional accents may be 
observed in BHS with other words in this exercise. 

1 In BHS the vowel under the second consonant of this word is lengthened from sheva to qames 
because of the sort of accent it has (one which indicates the end of the verse). 

2 See Lesson 11A.4b. 
3 The A of tAcr.a; reduces to a holem when the suffix ~3' is added. 
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!k,ymey>-lK' bAj tae !k,yteAdy> 1Wf['w> !k,yteABliB. ~yhil{a/-yreb.DI !T,r>m;v. (8)   
h['r'-ta, hf'[' rv,a] %l,1M,h;-!B,-ta, Wlj.q' *yki yTi[.1d;y" yKi yl;ae yn:b' yTij.1q;l' (9)   
la, Wn1t'ao ~yhil{a/-x;Wr hx'l.)v' yKi ~yI1t;n"v.li laer'f.yI-#r,1a,b. Wnb.1v;y" (10)  Wn1rey[ib.  

ry[ih'-~[;l. War>q'((w>( ^r>y[il. hw"hy>-ynEh]ko T'j.1q;l' hT'a; (11)  ayhih; #r,1a'h' 
-~d'a'-yreb.dIl. ~yviN"h; tx;a; h['m.)v' (12)  dx'a, bleB. ~[;K. hw"hy> la, 2Wa1b'W  
~yviN"h;-lK'-ta, T.j.q;l' (13) h['r'me h'y1t,AnB.-ta,w> h'y1n<B'-ta, hr'm.)v'w> ~yhil{a/ 
ry[ih'-ta, %l,1M,h; lv;m' yKi ~ymiY"h;-lk'l. %T'ai !t'ao T.r>m;v'w> ry[ih'-!mi %l'  

rb;D> ~T,r>m;v. yKi ~k,yMe[; ~T,l.v;m. jP'v.mib.W ~yIAGh; yvear' ~T,a; (14)   
AlAq-ta, af'n"w> ayhih; ry[ih' ~[; la, Wn1rey[i yven>a;me dx'a, Wnx.1l;v' (15)  ~yhil{a/  

#r,1a'h'-ynEh]Ko-tAmv.-lK'-ta, ~yhil{a/-vyai !t;n" (16)  hw"hyl; ~h,t.a, ar'q'w>  
~h,l' ab'W ~yrIh'B, ~['l' !heKoK; dx'a,-ta, %l,1M,h; ar'q' ~heh' tAmV.h;meW %l,1M,l;  
rv,a] wyr'B'D>; ~ybiAj yki T'[.1d;y"w> lAdG"h %l,1M,h; lAql. T'[.1m;v' (17)  ~M'[i bv;y"w>  

Wn1t'ao lv;m'W h['r' !mi Wn1t'ao rm;v'w> wyl'ae Wn1t'ao hw"hy> jq;l' (18)  ^l. !t;n"  
Amv. l[; 3Wna1r'q' yKi jP'v.mib.

                                                           
1 This is the 3CP form of hf'[', a weak verb which loses its last consonant when a suffix is added. 
2 This is the 3CP form of aAB (“[to] come”), a weak verb that loses its middle consonant when a 

suffix is added. 
3 In this weak verb the vowel under the r lengthens to a qames and the a becomes quiescent.7 
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Lesson 13 
P E R F E C T   C O N J U G A T I O N   I N   T H E                                 

O T H E R   M A J O R   S T E M S,                                                              
S U M M A R Y   O F   T H E   P E R F E C T   C O N J U G A T I O N 

 
13A  PERFECT CONJUGATION IN THE OTHER MAJOR STEMS  

1. Introduction 
a.  As stated previously, the strong verb occurs in seven major stems, each of which 

has its own connotations. The last lesson introduced all of the stems in general 

and the perfect, qal stem in particular. The purpose of this section is to introduce 

the forms of the strong perfect verb in the other six major stems.  

b.  The qal stem is the basis for the formation of the other stems. They, like qal, take 

the perfect suffixes, which indicate the person, gender, and number of a verb. The 

major accent of a perfect verb remains on the same syllable in the other stems as it 

does in qal – except for two forms in hifil. In addition to these common features, 

each stem has unique elements, as described in the following discussion. 

2. Perfect conjugation in the nifal stem 
a. The right column in the following chart presents the forms of the perfect, nifal 

verb for the root lvm; the left column has the perfect, qal forms of this same verb 

for comparison. As indicated in the last lesson, the nifal stem usually serves as the 

passive of qal, in which case it conveys simple action in the passive voice, as the 

translation indicates. 
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 P e r f e c t 

 Qal       Nifal  
3MS lv;m' lv;m.nI (“he was ruled”) 
3FS hl'v.m*' hl'v.m.nI (“she was ruled”) 
2MS T'l.1v;m' T'l.1v;m.nI (“you were ruled”) 
2FS T.l.v;m' T.l.v;m.nI (“you were ruled”) 
1CS yTil.1v;m' yTil.1v;m.nI (“I was ruled”) 
3CP Wlv.m*' Wlv.m.nI (“they were ruled”) 
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.v;m.nI (“you were ruled”) 
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,l.v;m.nI (“you were ruled”) 
1CP Wnl.1v;m' Wnl.1v;m.nI (“we were ruled”) 

 
b. Notes concerning the perfect, nifal conjugation 

(1) The most distinctive feature of this stem is the nI prefix. The prefixed nI and the 

first consonant of the root create a closed syllable – in the case of lvm the 

new syllable is m.nI (nim). Note that the first consonant of the verb root 

receives a silent sheva. 

(2) The vowel for the second consonant of the root in most forms is a patah, 

except when a vowel suffix is added (3FS and 3CP), in which case the patah 

reduces to a vocal sheva. Since qal follows this same pattern, the nifal and qal 

stems are spelled the same beginning with the second consonant of the verb – 

v in the case of lvm, as a comparison of the two columns above indicates. In 

other words, the only difference between the perfect, qal and the perfect, nifal 

is in the spelling of the first syllable. 

(3) The spelling of the stem name nifal (l[;p.nI) is reflected in the 3MS form, 

which begins with ni and has an a vowel, as lv;m..nI (nim/UUQUC`Hal) illustrates. 

3. Perfect conjugation in the piel stem 
a. The perfect, piel forms of lvm appear in the following chart, along with the 

corresponding qal forms for comparison. As indicated in the last lesson, the piel 

stem can connote intensive action in the active voice, as suggested by the 

underlined translation. 
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 P e r f e c t 

 Qal         Piel  
3MS lv;m' lVemi (“he ruled”) 
3FS hl'v.m*' hl'V.mi (“she ruled”) 
2MS T'l.1v;m' T'l.1V;mi (“you ruled”) 
2FS T.l.v;m' T.l.V;mi (“you ruled”) 
1CS yTil.1v;m' yTil.1V;mi (“I ruled”) 
3CP Wlv.m*' WlV.mi (“they ruled”) 
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.V;mi (“you ruled”) 
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,l.V;mi (“you ruled”) 
1CP Wnl.1v;m' Wnl.1V;mi (“we ruled”) 

 

b. Notes concerning the perfect, piel conjugation 

(1) There are two major characteristics which appear in every form of this stem. 

One is a hireq under the first consonant of the root. The other is the doubling 

of the second root consonant by means of a dagesh-forte – something which 

also occurs in pual and hitpael.  

(2) In 3MS the second consonant of the root has a sere. This vowel reduces to a 

patah with the addition of a suffix that begins with a consonant (2MS, 2FS, 

1CS, 2MP, 2FP, and 1CP). This vowel further reduces to a vocal sheva when 

a vowel suffix is added (3FS and 3CP).  

(3) A comparison of the two columns above indicates that in the perfect, except 

for the 3MS form, piel and qal verbs are spelled the same beginning with the 

second of the doubled consonants in piel. For example, compare the piel, 3FS 

form hl'V.mi (or hl'v..v.mi to spell it without the dagesh-forte) with the qal, 

3FS form hl'v.m*'.  
(4) The spelling of the stem name piel (l[ePi) is reflected in the 3MS form, which 

has the vowels i and e, as lVemi (miH/HEl) illustrates. 
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4. Perfect conjugation in the pual stem 
a. The following chart presents the perfect, pual forms of lvm, along with the qal 

forms of the same verb for the sake of comparison. As indicated in the last lesson, 

the pual stem usually serves as the passive of piel, as suggested by the underlined 

translation. 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal          Pual  
3MS lv;m' lV;mu (“he was ruled”) 
3FS hl'v.m*' hl'V.mu (“she was ruled”) 
2MS T'l.1v;m' T'l.1V;mu (“you were ruled”) 
2FS T.l.v;m' T.l.V;mu (“you were ruled”) 
1CS yTil.1v;m' yTil.1V;mu (“I was ruled”) 
3CP Wlv.m*' WlV.mu (“they were ruled”) 
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.V;mu (“you were ruled”) 
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,l.V;mu (“you were ruled”) 
1CP Wnl.1v;m' Wnl.1V;mu (“we were ruled”) 

 

b. Notes concerning the perfect, pual conjugation 

(1) Two major characteristics appear in every form of this stem: a qibbus under 

the first consonant of the root and a dagesh-forte in the second consonant.  

(2) In most forms the second consonant of the root has a patah. This vowel 

reduces to a vocal sheva when a vowel suffix is added (2FS and 3CP). 

(3) A comparison of the two columns above indicates that in the perfect the pual 

stem is spelled the same as qal beginning with the second of the doubled 

consonants in pual. In addition, a comparison of pual and piel verbs in the 

perfect indicates that, outside of the 3MS form, the two stems are spelled 

exactly the same except for the vowel under the first consonant. (See 

Appendix 3, paradigm 1). For example, compare the pual, 3FS form hl'V.mu 
and the piel, 3FS form hl'V.mi. 

(4) The spelling of the stem name pual (l[;Pu) is reflected in the 3MS form, which 

has the vowels u and a, as lV;mu (muH/Hal) illustrates. 
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5.  Perfect conjugation in the hifil stem 
a. The perfect, hifil forms of lvm appear in the following chart, along with the 

corresponding qal forms for comparison. As indicated in the last lesson, the hifil 

stem often conveys causative action in the active voice, as the translation 

indicates. 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal    Hifil  
3MS lv;m' lyvim.hi (“he caused to rule”) 
3FS hl'v.m*' hl'y1vim.hi (“she caused to rule”) 
2MS T'l.1v;m' T'l.1v;m.hi (“you caused to rule”) 
2FS T.l.v;m' T.l.v;m.hi (“you caused to rule”) 
1CS yTil.1v;m' yTil.1v;m.hi (“I caused to rule”) 
3CP Wlv.m*' Wly1vim.hi (“they caused to rule”) 
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.v;m.hi (“you caused to rule”) 
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,l.v;m.hi (“you caused to rule”) 
1CP Wnl.1v;m' Wnl.1v;m.hi (“we caused to rule”) 

 
b. Notes concerning the perfect, hifil conjugation 

(1) The key distinctive of the hifil stem is the hi prefix. The prefix and the first 

consonant of the verb root create a closed syllable – in the case of lvm the 

new syllable is m.hi (him).  

(2) In 3MS the vowel for the second consonant of the verb root is the naturally-

long vowel hireq-yod. That vowel is retained (does not reduce) with the 

addition of the vowel suffixes (3FS and 3CP). Moreover, when these two 

suffixes are added, they do not draw the accent to themselves (as they do in 

the other stems). Thus in 3FS and 3CP the accent remains on the syllable 

which has the hireq-yod. 

(3) When a suffix is added that begins with a consonant (2MS, 2FS, 1CS, 2MP, 

2FP, and 1CP), the vowel of the second consonant of the root in 3MS (hireq-

yod) reduces to a patah. Consequently, in these cases the spelling of hifil is the 

same as the spelling of nifal in the perfect except for the prefix consonant. 
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(See Appendix 3, paradigm 1). For example, compare the hifil, 2MS form 

T'l.v;m.hi with the nifal, 2MS form T'l.v;m.nI. 
(4) The spelling of the stem name hifil (ly[ip.hi) is reflected in the 3MS form, 

which begins with hi and has another i vowel, as lyvim.hi (him/HIILLLIQIILÓl) illustrates. 

6.  Perfect conjugation in the hofal stem 
a. The following chart presents the perfect, hofal forms of lvm along with the qal 

forms of this verb for comparison. As indicated in the last lesson, the hofal stem is 

the passive of hifil, which means hofal often connotes causative action in the 

passive voice, as the translation indicates. 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal    Hofal  
3MS lv;m' lv;m.h' (“he was caused to rule”) 
3FS hl'v.m*' hl'v.m.h' (“she was caused to rule”) 
2MS T'l.1v;m' T'l.1v;m.h' (“you were caused to rule”) 
2FS T.l.v;m' T.l.v;m.h' (“you were caused to rule”) 
1CS yTil.1v;m' yTil.1v;m.h' (“I was caused to rule”) 
3CP Wlv.m*' Wlv.m.h' (“they were caused to rule”) 
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.v;m.h' (“you were caused to rule”) 
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,l.v;m.h' (“you were caused to rule”) 
1CP Wnl.1v;m' Wnl.1v;m.h' (“we were caused to rule”) 

 
b.  Notes concerning the perfect, hofal conjugation 

(1) The key distinguishing feature of this stem is the h' prefix. The vowel of this 

prefix is the short vowel qames-hatuf. The prefixed h' and the first consonant 

of the verb root create a closed syllable – in the case of lvm the new syllable 

is m.h' (hom).  

(2) The vowel for the second consonant of the root in most cases is a patah. 

However, when a vowel suffix is added (3FS and 3CP), the patah reduces to a 

vocal sheva.  

(3) In the perfect the spelling of hofal is the same as the spelling of nifal except 

for the prefix. (See Appendix 3, paradigm 1). For example, compare the hofal, 
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3MS form lv;m.h'  with the nifal, 3MS form lv;m.nI. 
(4) The spelling of the stem name hofal (l[;p.h') is reflected in the 3MS form, 

which begins with ho and has an a vowel, as lv;m.h' (hom/Hal) illustrates. 

7.  Perfect conjugation in the hitpael stem 
a. The following chart has the perfect, hitpael forms of lvm along with the qal 

forms of this same verb for comparison. As indicated in the last lesson, the hitpael 

stem usually denotes reflexive action, as the translation indicates. 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal        Hitpael  
3MS lv;m' lVem;t.hi (“he ruled himself”) 
3FS hl'v.m*' hl'V.m;t.hi (“she ruled herself”) 
2MS T'l.1v;m' T'l.1V;m;t.hi (“you ruled yourself”) 
2FS T.l.v;m' T.l.V;m;t.hi (“you ruled yourself”) 
1CS yTil.1v;m' yTil.1V;m;t.hi (“I ruled myself”) 
3CP Wlv.m*' WlV.m;t..hi (“they ruled themselves”) 
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.V;m;t.hi (“you ruled yourselves”) 
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,l.V;m;t.hi (“you ruled yourselves”) 
1CP Wnl.1v;m' Wnl.1V;m;t.hi (“we ruled ourselves”) 

 

b. Notes concerning the perfect, hitpael conjugation 

(1) There are three distinguishing features of this stem: a two-consonant prefix of 

t.hi, a patah under the first consonant of the root, and a dagesh-forte in the 

second root consonant. 

(2) As stated previously, the hitpael stem is formally related to piel. Besides 

sharing the characteristic of a doubled consonant, the two stems follow the 

same pattern with regard to the vowel for the second consonant of the root. In 

3MS the vowel is a sere. It reduces to a patah with the addition of a suffix that 

begins with a consonant (2MS, 2FS, 1CS, 2MP, 2FP, and 1CP). This vowel 

further reduces to a vocal sheva when a vowel suffix is added (2FS and 3CP).  

(3) Beginning with the second consonant of the root, hitpael and piel are spelled 

the same in the perfect. (See Appendix 3, paradigm 1). For example, compare 
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the hitpael, 3FS form hl'V.m;t.hi with the piel, 3FS form hl'V.mi 
(4) The spelling of the stem name hitpael (l[eP;t.hi) is reflected in the 3MS form, 

which begins with hit and has the vowels a and e, as lVem;t.ihi (hiT/maH/HEl) 

illustrates. 

c. A peculiar feature of the perfect, hitpael is that when the prefix t.hi is added to a 

verb root that begins with the sibilant consonants s, c, f, or v, the sibilant and 

the t of the prefix change places, as the following example illustrates.1 

 The perfect, hitpael, 3MS form of rmv is rMeT;v.hi, rather than rMev;t.hi. 
 

13B  SUMMARY OF THE PERFECT CONJUGATION 
1. It is imperative that the student learns to recognize the perfect verb in terms of its 

root, stem, person, gender and number, and learns to translate the verb. One key 

to accomplishing this goal is the mastery of the full conjugation of the perfect 

verb in the qal stem and also the 3MS form of each of the other major stems. For 

the sake of convenience, these forms for lvm appear in the chart below with their 

translations. Any strong verb root could be substituted for lvm and the prefixes, 

suffixes, vowels, and accents would remain the same. 

                                                           
1 There are other changes which can occur when the t.hi prefix is attached to a verb root. (1) When a 

root begins with c, the t of the prefix not only changes places with the c, it also changes from a t to a j. 
To illustrate, the perfect, hitpael, 3MS form of the root qdc is qDej;c.hi, instead of qDec;t.hi. (2) When a 
root begins with d, j, or t, then the t of the prefix disappears and a compensating dagesh-forte appears in 
the first consonant of the root. To illustrate the perfect, hitpael, 3MS form of the root ~mt is ~MeT;hi, 
instead of ~Met;t.hi. For other examples see Waltke and O’Connor, §26.1.16. 
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 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS lv;m' lv;m.nI lVemi lV;mu lyvim.hi lv;m.h' lVem;t.hi 

 
“he ruled” “he was 

ruled” 
“he 

ruled” 
“he was 
ruled” 

“he 
caused to 

rule” 

“he was 
caused to 

rule” 

“he ruled 
himself” 

3FS hl'v.m*'       
 “she ruled”    

2MS T'l.1v;m'       

 “you ruled”       

2FS T.l.v;m'       

 “you ruled”       

1CS yTil.1v;m'       

 “I ruled”       

3CP Wlv.m*'       

 “they ruled”       

2MP ~T,l.v;m.       

 “you ruled”       

2FP !T,l.v;m.       

 “you ruled”       

1CP Wnl.1v;m'       

 “we ruled”       
 

 The full conjugation of the perfect verb (with all persons, genders, and 

numbers in all the stems), using lvm as a model, appears in Appendix 3, 

paradigm 1. 

a. Another key to learning the perfect verb is mastery of the following clues for 

recognizing the forms of the perfect. (These clues appear in summary form in 

Appendix 1.) 

 Where appropriate these clues are represented in symbol form. 

3 = a consonant of a verb root 

4 = a consonant of a verb root with a dagesh-forte 

 Example: 343 represents the three consonants of a verb root with a 
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dagesh-forte in the middle consonant. 

(1) General clues for recognizing strong perfect verbs 

(a) In 3MS the perfect verb has no suffix. The perfect, 3MS verb also follows 

a particular pattern of vowel pointing and in some stems has a particular 

prefix. For example, 33;3' is 3MS in perfect, qal; and 33;3.nI is 3MS in 

perfect, nifal.  

(b) Outside of 3MS, the presence of one of the perfect verb suffixes (h3', T', 
T., yTi, W, ~T,, !T,, or Wn) indicates a perfect verb. 

(c) The person, gender, and number of perfect verbs can be identified by their 

suffixes or by particular vowel pointing when there is no suffix (such as 

33;3' in perf, qal, 3MS). 

(2) Clues for recognizing the stems of strong perfect verbs 

(a) Qal 

[1] Most forms (but NOT all) have a qames under the first consonant of 

the root (333'). 
[2] Qal can also be identified by the absence of the clues for the other 

stems. 

(b) Nifal: 333.nI 
All forms have a nI prefix – a feature unique to nifal. 

(c) Piel: 343i 
[1] All forms have a hireq under the first consonant of the root – a feature 

unique to piel. 

[2] All forms have a dagesh-forte in the second consonant of the root – a 

characteristic shared with pual and hitpael. 

(d) Pual: 343u 
[1] All forms have a qibbus under the first consonant of the root – a 

feature unique to pual. 

[2] All forms have a dagesh-forte in the second consonant of the root. 

(e) Hifil: 333.hi 
All forms have a hi prefix – a feature unique to hifil. 

(f) Hofal: 333.h' 
All forms have a h' (ho) prefix – a feature unique to hofal. 
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(g) Hitpael: 343;t.hi 
[1] All forms have a t.hi prefix – a feature unique to hitpael. 

[2] All forms have a patah under the first consonant of the root. 

[3] All forms have a dagesh-forte in the second consonant of the root. 

Lesson 13:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the perfect conjugation of  lvm (“rule”) in the qal stem 

in each person, gender, and number (3MS, 3FS, 2MS, etc.) and also reproduce the 

3MS forms only of the other major stems in the perfect conjugation of lvm (as in 

section 13B.1). Finally, give a translation of each form. 

b. While the forms requested above are the only ones the student must master, it is 

helpful to be familiar with all the forms of the perfect conjugation. Therefore, 

attempt to fill in the full practice chart for the perfect conjugation which appears 

in Appendix 3, item 16. (This chart may be duplicated by the student.) The 

student may need assistance from paradigm 1 in Appendix 3 in completing this 

assignment. 

c. Below are symbolic representations of the clues for recognizing the stems of the 

perfect conjugation. Without consulting any charts, identify which stem is 

represented in each case (3 = a consonant of a verb root). 

 Example: 333' ⇒ Answer: qal 

(1)  333.h' (3)  343;t.hi (5)  333.hi 
(2)  343i (4)  333.nI (6)  343u 

d. Without consulting any charts, identify the root, stem, person, gender and number 

of the following perfect verbs that have appeared in vocabulary lists. Then give a 

translation of each. 

 Example: T.l.v;m.h' ⇒ Answer: > lvm,3 hofal, 2FS, “you were made to rule” 
 

(1) ha'r.q') (5) yTij.1q;l.hi (9) ayriq.hi
(2) ~T,x.L;vu (6) Wnx.1l;v.nI (10) !T,r.m;v.nI
(3) WaF.n:t.hi (7) !t;n" (11) Wnj.1Q;l;t.hi
(4) T'[.1D;yI (8) T.l.j;q.h' (12) WbV.yI

 

                                                           
3 The symbol > indicates that a verb root follows. 
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(13) T'[.1m;v.nI (16) yTi[.1D;yU  (19) hl'V.mu
(14) T.l.V;mi (17) ~T,[.m;v.h'  (20) Wly1jiq.hi
(15) 1hy'h' (18) 2!T,r.M;T;v.hi  (21) Wnb.1v;y"

 

e. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1) xa' brother (NMS) 

  
 

 
 

Cs: yxia]; S with PS: yxia', ^y1xia', 
etc.; P: ~yxia;, yxea]; P with PS: 

yx;a;, ^y1x,a;, etc. 
(2) !yBe between (prep) 

  
 

 
 

PS: ynIyBe, ^n>yBe, etc.; or Wny1nEyBe, 
~k,ynEyBe, etc.  

(3) aOl  no, not (particle)  Also spelled aAl  

(4) d[;  (a) until (prep)  Prep with PS: yd;[', ^y1d,[', etc. 

   (b) perpetuity (NMS)   

(5) rf;  ruler, prince, official (NMS)  P: ~yrif' 
 

f. Some biblical clauses with partial translations appear below. Vocabulary words 

have been omitted along with some verbs that have not yet appeared in 

vocabulary lists but whose meanings can be found in Appendix 4. Longer blanks 

stand for the translation of more than one Hebrew word. First supply the missing 

words; then attempt a smooth translation, consulting an English Bible if 

necessary.  
 

(1) ^1t,r'b.[,-lk' T'p.1s;a'
 

=  “____________ your wrath” (Ps 85:4; 

    Eng 85:3) 

(2) 3Wb1TeKi lm'[' =  “Troublesome laws ______” (Is 10:1) 

(3) AB-hr'b.)[' x;Wr yKi =  “____________” (Ps 103:16) 

                                                           
1 This is a weak verb, one characteristic of which is that its lexical form has a qames as the vowel for 

the second root consonant instead of a patah. 
2 See section 13A.6c. 
3 The accent and corresponding lengthened vowel (sere instead of sheva) occur because this word 

stands at the end of the verse. The form conveys intensity in the sense of constant repetition. 
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(4) yNI1M,mi al{w> Wkylim.hi ~he =  “____________” (Hos 8:4) 

(5) yTid>1Q;Pu lAav. yre[]v;B. =  “To the gates of Sheol ______” (Is 38:10) 

(6) yliAqB. 1T.[;1m;v'-al{ yKi =  “____________” (Jer 22:21) 

(7) ~h,yPimi 2ht'r>k.nIw> =  “______ from their mouths” (Jer 7:28) 

(8) ATai dq;p.h' rv,a] !AdQ'Pih; =  “The deposit ____________” (Lv 5:23; 

     Eng 6:4) 

vWbl. yliB. 3WkL.hi ~Ar['(9) =  “Naked ______ without clothes” (Job  

     24:10) 

~T,x.q;l. ytiy1fi['-rv,a] yh;l{a/(10) =  “____________ I have made ______”  

    (Jdg 18:24) 

ymiv. ryKiz>hi yMiai y[eM.mi(11) =  “From the womb of my mother  

     ____________” (Is 49:1) 

(12) %l,1M,l; Wnr1>m;a'-yKi =  “____________” (Ezr 8:22) 

qZ:x;t.hi ty[ibiV.h; hn"V'b;W(13) 

[d'y"Ahy>
=  “______ the seventh ______ Jehoiada”  

    (2Ch 23:1) 

vaeb' WlK.au h'y1r,['v.W(14) =  “And its gates ______ in the fire”  

     (Ne 2:3) 
  

g. Read aloud and translate the following words [numbers (1)-(3)] and sentences 

[numbers (4)-(18)]. The student should be able to complete the exercise without 

consulting any charts or vocabulary lists. 
 

~T,l.V;m;t.hi | Wlv.m.h' (2)  yTij.1q;l.hi | T.j.Q;lu | T'j.1Q;li | hj'q.l.nI | jq;l' (1) 

 Wnx.1n:a] | hr'y1miv.hi ayhi | WrM.vu hN"1he | yTir>1M;vi ynIa] (3)  Wnl.1v;m.nI | !T,l.v;m. 
~t'ABli-tae WrM.vi 4al{w> ~heh' ~yIAGh; l[; vd,1qo yjeP.v.mi Wxl.v.nI (4)  Wnr>1m;v.h' 
~AYh; d[; (6)  hw"hy>-vyai-lAq hy"h' yKi #r,1a'h'-lkoB. lAQh; [M;vu (5)  h['r'-!mi 

 Wnl.1V;m;t.hi (7)  bAJh; rF;h;-yxia]b; Wn1rey[il. 5T.x;1L;vu yki yTi[.1d;y" aAl hZ<h; 
                                                           

1 This is a weak verb in which the guttural [ requires an A-class vowel rather than a sheva.  
2 The antecedent for this verb is hn"Wma/h' (“truth” [NFS]). 
3 In this context the verb connotes the repeated activity of walking about. 
4 The vav conjunction means “but” in this clause. 
5 In this weak verb the guttural x requires an A-class vowel rather than a sheva. 
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!T,[.m;v.hi ~yhil{a/ yven> rv,a] !Tea; (8)  Wny11leae Avd,1q'-x;Wr !t;n"w> ~yhil{a/ yreb.dIb. 
Wny1xea; 1War'q.nI (9)  ~yrIh'h, !yBe ry[iB' bv;y" rv,a] !heKoh;-rb;d>li !k,ynEB.-ta, 

%l,1M,h; ynEb. yTir>1m;v.hi (10)  ~yBir; ~ymiy"l. ~yhil{a/ rh; l[; WbV.yIw> hw"hy> x;Wrb. 
hw"hy> (11)  Al W[m.)v'w> Atao W[D>yI yKi wyn"h]koK. ~t'ao ~yhil{a/ hf'['w> h['r'me 

hw"hy> xl;v' rv,a] ~T,a; (12)  ^m.vib. War'q.nI al{ rv,a] bAjl. ~b' T'l.1v;m' al{ 
 2h['d>Anw> AM[; l[; yAGh; rf; afen:t.hi (13)  h['r' yven>a; ~T,l.j;q.h' Wny1nEh]koK. 
hw"hyl; 3%Beli 4!T;nI yKi hw"hy>-rb;D> T.r>m;v.h' (14)  #r,1a'h'-lk'B. rF;h; t[;r' 

~h,yre[' la, ~k,yMe[; tae ~T,j.q;l.hi ayhih; #r,1a'h' l[; ~T,l.v;m. rv,a] ~T,a; (15) 

 Wbv.)y" rv,a] ~yviN"h; !yBe jP'v.mi 5hF'[u ~['h' yref'B. (16)  hw"hy>-~Ay hy"h' yKi 
la, br; ~[; T'x.1l;v' (17)  ayhih; ry[ib' Wbv.)y" rv,a] ~yviN"h; !ybeW taZOh; ry[ib' 
-yven>a;-lk' WjQ.l;t.hi aWhh; ~AYB; (18)  ~yliAdG>h; ~yrIF'b; WlV.mu rv,a] ~yrI['h, 
h['r' yKi hw"hy>-~v,-l[; ar'q' aWh rv,a] %l,1M,h; W[m.)v'w> dx'a, rh; l[; Wny1re[' 

#r,1a'b' hl'Adg>

                                                           
1 In this weak verb the r requires an A-class vowel rather than a sheva.  
2 The first root consonant of this weak verb (> [dy) changes to a vav with the addition of a prefix. If it 

were spelled like a strong verb it would be h['d.y>nI. 
3 ble becomes Bli when a suffix is added. 
4 This weak verb (> !tn) loses its first root consonant when a prefix is added. If that consonant 

remained in place, it would be spelled !t;n>nI. 
5 This weak verb requires the lengthening of the vowel before the h in this form. 
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Lesson 14  
I M P E R F E C T   C O N J U G A T I O N   O F   T H E   V E R B ,        

I M P E R F E C T   C O N J U G A T I O N                                                  
I N   T H E   Q A L    S T E M ,                                                                   

A N A L Y S I S   O F   T H E   V E R B 
 

14A IMPERFECT CONJUGATION OF THE VERB 
1.  Meaning of imperfect verbs 

Since the imperfect connotes incomplete action rather than temporal action, a variety 

of English tenses may be used in translating a Hebrew imperfect verb. The imperfect 

may describe action that is incomplete in the past, present, or future. The context of a 

Hebrew verb governs which English tense best conveys the meaning. While imperfect 

verbs may connote a variety of temporal meanings, it is often the case that they 

communicate action that is incomplete in the future. For now this Grammar will 

translate Hebrew imperfect verbs with the English future tense for the sake of 

simplicity. A future lesson will discuss other ways of translating the imperfect. (See 

Lesson 20A.1d). 

2.  Imperfect verb prefixes and suffixes 
a. All imperfect verbs in Hebrew employ a particular set of prefixes and suffixes. 

These prefixes and suffixes indicate the person, gender, and number of a verb. 

b. The following chart presents the prefixes that are used with imperfect verbs. (In 

hitpael they form the first consonant of the prefix.) 
 

3MS y  3MP y 
3FS T  3FP T 
2MS T  2MP T 
2FS T  2FP T 
1CS a  1CP n 
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(1) The consonants that appear as the prefixes in the preceding chart provide 

some clues for recognizing the form of an imperfect verb. Those clues are 

summarized in the following chart.  
 

Prefix = Person Gender Number 

y = 3 M S and P 

T = 3 
2 

F 
M and F 

S and P 
S and P 

a = 1 C S 

n = 1 C P 
 

 A nun prefix also occurs with a perfect, nifal verb. However, when a nun 

prefix appears, the other aspects of a verb distinguish whether it is perfect, 

nifal or imperfect, 1CP. For example, the verb T.l.v;m.nI can be identified as 

a perfect, nifal rather than an imperfect 1CP, because it has a perfect 

suffix.  

(2) The consonantal prefixes listed above must also have vowels. Those vowels 

vary from stem to stem; therefore, they will be discussed as each of the 

imperfect stems is introduced. 

c. Along with prefixes, imperfect verbs also employ the suffixes that appear in the 

following chart. 
 

3MS [none]  3MP W 
3FS [none]  3FP hn" 
2MS [none]  2MP W 
2FS y3i  2FP hn" 
1CS [none]  1CP [none] 

 

 Some of the imperfect suffixes are similar to the suffixes of the perfect 

conjugation. The perfect, 3CP suffix W also appears in imperfect, 3MP and 

2MP. The imperfect, 3FP and 2FP suffix hn" is similar to the perfect, 3FS 

suffix h3'. The suffix y3i of imperfect, 2FS is similar to the perfect, 1CS suffix 

yTi. 
d. The prefixes and suffixes of the imperfect conjugation are presented together in 
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symbolic form in the following chart (3 = a consonant of a verb root). 
 

3MS 333y  3MP W333y
3FS 333T  3FP hn"333T
2MS 333T  2MP W333T
2FS y3i33T  2FP hn"333T
1CS 333a  1CP 333n

 

(1) Some of the preceding imperfect forms are identical to each other: 3FS and 

2MS are the same, and 3FP and 2FP are the same. One can determine which 

is intended by the context of the verb. 

(2) These preceding prefixes and suffixes occur in all the stems, with the 

exception that in hitpael the prefixes involve the consonants listed in the chart 

plus a tav. Thus the hitpael prefixes are ty, tT, ta, and tn. (See section 

47.6).  

14B  IMPERFECT CONJUGATION IN THE QAL STEM 
1.  The following chart presents the conjugation of the strong imperfect verb in the qal 

stem. It employs the verb lvm as a model, demonstrating how the above prefixes and 

suffixes are added to this root. 
 

3MS lvom.yI (“he will rule”) 

3FS lvom.Ti (“she will rule”) 

2MS lvom.Ti (“you will rule”) 

2FS yliv.m.Ti (“you will rule”) 

1CS lvom.a, (“I will rule”) 

3MP Wlv.m.yI (“they will rule”) 

3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti (“they will rule”) 

2MP Wlv.m.Ti (“you will rule”) 

2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti (“you will rule”) 

1CP lvom.nI (“we will rule”) 
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2.  Notes concerning the imperfect, qal conjugation 

a.  In qal all the prefixes except one receive a hireq. The guttural a (1CS) takes a 

segol instead of a hireq because it prefers an E-class vowel to an I-class vowel. 

b.  Since the imperfect prefixes are made up of a consonant and a short vowel (either 

a hireq or segol), the prefixes join with the first consonant of a verb root to form a 

closed syllable. As a result, the first root consonant receives a silent sheva. 

c.  In 3MS a holem appears above the second consonant of the root – above v in the 

case of lvm. This 3MS form is the basis upon which the other qal forms are 

created, meaning that the holem appears in the other forms where possible (3MS, 

3FS, 2MS, 1CS, 3FP, 2FP, and 1CP). Consequently, the holem is known as the 

thematic vowel of the imperfect, qal stem. 

d.  Five forms have no suffix (3MS, 3FS, 2MS, 1CS, and 1CP), which means they 

are spelled exactly the same except for differing prefix consonants.  

e.  Three forms involve the addition of a vowel suffix (2FS, 3MP, and 2MP). When 

attached to a verb root, these suffixes, along with the last consonant of the root, 

form syllables that are accented – for lvm the new syllables are yli (2FS) and Wl 

(3MP and 2MP). Because of the shifting accent, the thematic vowel reduces from 

a holem to a vocal sheva (as in v.). 
f.  Two forms involve the addition of the open syllable suffix hn", which occurs in 

3FP and 2FP. When it is attached to a verb root, the last consonant of the root 

takes a silent sheva (as in l.). The accent does not move to the hn" suffix; it 

remains on the second syllable which also retains the thematic vowel holem – for 

lvm the accented syllable is l2vo. 
3.  The following chart presents the imperfect conjugation in qal for two other roots that 

follow the pattern of strong verbs: rmv (“keep”) and ljq (“kill”).  
 

3MS  rmov.yI (“he will keep”)  ljoq.yI (“he will kill”) 

3FS rmov.Ti (“she will keep”)  ljoq.Ti (“she will kill”) 

2MS rmov.Ti (“you will keep”)  ljoq.Ti (“you will kill”) 

2FS yrIm.v.Ti (“you will keep”)  ylij.q.Ti (“you will kill”) 

1CS rmov.a, (“I will keep”)  ljoq.a, (“I will kill”) 
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3MP Wrm.v.yI (“they will keep”)  Wlj.q.yI (“they will kill”) 

3FP hn"r>2mov.Ti (“they will keep”)  hn"l.2joq.Ti (“they will kill”) 

2MP Wrm.v.Ti (“you will keep”)  Wlj.q.Ti (“you will kill”) 

2FP hn"r>2mov.Ti (“you will keep”)  hn"l.2joq.Ti (“you will kill”) 

1CP rmov.nI (“we will keep”)  ljoq.nI (“we will kill”) 
 

14C ANALYSIS OF THE VERB 
1. The verb can be analyzed in terms of its grammatical status. Such analysis 

identifies the following features. 

a.  Root (the triconsonantal root of a verb) 

b.  Conjugation (perfect, imperfect, or imperative) 

c.  Stem (qal, nifal, piel, etc.) 

d.  Person, gender, and number 

e.  Additional features (such as a prefixed conjunction or pronominal suffix) 

f.  Translation (of the verb form – not the root) 

2. The order of the above list suggests the process through which one moves in 

analyzing a verb, as described below.  

a.  The first task in analysis is determining the verb root. With strong verbs it can 

be identified as the three consonants which are left after removing any prefix 

or suffix, if any is present.  

 lv;m' has no prefix or suffix; its root is lvm. 

 !T,l.j;q. has a suffix (!T,). When it is removed, the root ljq remains.  

 Wjq.l.Ti  has a prefix (Ti) and a suffix (W). When they are removed, the root 

jql remains. 

b.  The second step in the analysis of a verb is to determine its conjugation. Thus 

far only the perfect and imperfect conjugations have been introduced. 

(1) All of the forms of the perfect conjugation, except for 3MS, can be 

identified by the presence of one of the perfect suffixes and, in the case of 

some stems, the presence of a perfect prefix. When there is no prefix, a 

3MS form can be identified as perfect by its pointing.  
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(2) All of the forms of the imperfect conjugation can be identified by the presence 

of one of the imperfect prefixes and, in some cases, imperfect suffixes. 

 lV;mu has no prefix or suffix; therefore, it cannot be an imperfect verb. The 

pointing identifies it as a perfect, pual, 3MS. 

 rmov.a, has a prefix (a) that indicates it is an imperfect verb.  

 Wnl.2J;q;t.hi has a prefix (thi) and a suffix (Wn) that mark it as a perfect verb. 

c.  The third step in analyzing a verb is identifying its stem, based upon the 

presence of the clues for the various stems – that is, the occurrence of certain 

prefixes and pointing. 

 yTil.2j;q.h' is a perfect verb in the hofal stem, as indicated by the h' prefix. 

 lvom.nI is an imperfect verb in the qal stem, as evidenced by the holem 

above the second consonant of the root (the imperfect, qal thematic 

vowel). While a nun prefix also occurs with a perfect, nifal verb, it is 

obvious by the rest of the spelling of this word that it is imperfect, qal, 

1CP, rather than perfect, nifal. 

d. The next step in verb analysis is determining person, gender, and number 

(P/G/N). This step can be accomplished by examining a verb’s suffix in the 

case of the perfect conjugation (except where it is lacking in 3MS) and a 

verb’s prefix and sometimes suffix in the case of the imperfect conjugation.  

 jq;l' is perfect, because it has no prefix, and it is 3MS because it has no 

suffix.1 

 ljoq.yI has a prefix (yI) which indicates that it is imperfect, third person, 

masculine. The lack of a suffix indicates that it is singular. 

 Wnl.2V;mi is perfect, as indicated by the suffix and lack of a prefix; the suffix 

also identifies it as 1CP. 

 yrIm.v.Ti is imperfect, as indicated by its prefix and suffix; they also mark it 

as 2FS. 

e.  The fifth step in the analysis of a verb is identifying any additional features – 

namely, other prefixes or suffixes which may occur in addition to perfect and 

imperfect prefixes and suffixes.  
                                                 
 1 Some non-finite verb forms (certain infinitives and participles) also lack prefixes and suffixes. They 
can be distinguished from a perfect, 3MS verb by their unique pointing, as discussed in future lessons. 
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 T'l.2v;m.nIw> has a nI prefix and T' suffix that identify it as perfect, nifal, 2MS. It 

also has the additional feature of a prefixed vav conjunction (w>). 
f.  The final step in analyzing a verb is its translation. 

 T'l.2v;m.nIw> means “and you were ruled.” 

3.   The chart below further illustrates the analysis of the verb. 
 

Word Root Conju-
gation Stem P/G/N Additional 

Features Translation 

> jql  perf qal 3CP + vav conj “and they gathered” Wjq.)))l'w> 
(Nu 11:8) 

> ljq  impf qal 2MS  “you will kill” ljoq.Ti 
(Ps 139:19)    

> afn perf piel 3CP + vav conj “and they lifted up” WaF.nIw> 
(Ezr 8:36)    

> [mv  impf hif 3MP  W[y2miv.y: 
(Neh 8:15)   

“you will cause to 
hear” 

 

Lesson 14:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the imperfect conjugation of lvm in the qal stem in 

each person, gender, and number (3MS, 3FS, 2MS, etc.), as in section 14B.1. Also 

give a translation for each form. 

b. The following are symbolic representations of verb roots with the prefixes and 

suffixes of imperfect verbs (3 = a consonant of a verb root). Without consulting 

any charts, identify the person, gender, and number in each case; if two options 

are possible, give them both.  

 Example: 333T ⇒ Answer: 3FS or 2MS 
(1) y3i33T  (3) 333y  (5) 333a 
(2) W333T  (4) hn"333T  (6) W333y 

c. Without consulting any charts, analyze the following verbs from vocabulary lists 

in terms of root, conjugation, stem, P/G/N, additional features, and translation. 

The student may wish to use the blank chart for the analysis of words at the end of 

Appendix 2; this chart may be duplicated by the student. 

 For some verbs in this exercise there are two possibilities for P/G/N. Since the 

verbs are not presented with any context, either option is acceptable. 
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 Example: Wnl.2j;q.hiw> ⇒ Answer: > ljq, perf, hif, 1CP, + vav conj, “and 

we caused to kill” 
(1) ljoq.yI (6) lJeq;t.hi  (11)  W[m.v.yI 
(2)  hj'q.)l'  (7) WlV.miw>  (12) lvom.Ti 
(3) T'l.2v;m.h'  (8) jqol.nI  (13) yTir>2M;vu 
(4) Wrm.v.Tiw>  (9) T.r>m;v.nI  (14) ljoq.a, 
(5) !T,x.l;v.hi  (10) hn"l.2vom.Ti  (15) yjiq.l.Tiw> 

d. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  ba'  father (NMS) 

  
 

 
 

Cs: ybia], ba;; S with PS: ybia', 
^ybia', etc.; P: tAba', tAba]; 
P with PS: yt;Aba] or yt;boa],  
~t'Aba] or ~h,yteAba], etc.   

(2) rm;a'   he said (V)   

(3) tyI2B;   house (NMS)  Cs: tyBe; P: ~yTiB', yTeB'  
(4) br,2x,   sword, dagger (NFS)  P: tAbr'x], tAbr>x;  
(5) ~yI2m;v'   heavens, sky (NMDu)  Occurs only in dual 

e. Some biblical clauses with partial translations appear below. The blanks represent 

words that either have appeared in vocabulary lists or can be found in Appendix 

4. Longer blanks stand for the translation of more than one Hebrew word. First 

supply the missing words; then attempt a smooth translation, consulting an 

English Bible if necessary.  
(1)  1~Ay ~Ay Wjq.l.yI-rv,a] =   “____________” (Ex 16:5) 

(2) ~T,x.q;l. ybih'z>W yPis.K; =   “____________” (Joel 4:5; Eng 3:5) 

(3)  aWh yxia' hr'm.)a' =   “____________” (Ge 20:5) 

(4) -lK'-ta, tAf[]l; rmov.nI-yKi 
 taZOh; hw"c.Mih;

=   “____________ to do ____________ the 

     commandment ______” (Dt 6:25) 

(5) ^l,Aq tA[b'G>h; 2hn"[2.m;v.tiw> =   “______ the hills [FP] ______” (Mic 6:1) 

                                                 
 1 The repetition of this noun is an idiom for “daily.” 
 2 In this weak verb the guttural [ is preceded by an A-class vowel rather than a holem. 
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(6) [v'r' 1H;Ala/ ljoq.Ti =   “____________” (Ps 139:19)  

ymiAlv.-ta, yTip.2s;a'-yKi =   “____________” (Jer 16:5) (7) 

hZ<h;-~['h' 2taeme  

(8) vyai WN2M,mi dq;p.nI-al{w> =   “____________” (Nu 31:49) 

-al{w> ~k,B' ynIa] lvom.a,-al{ (9) 

~k,B' ynIB. lvom.yI 
=   “____________” (Jdg 8:23) 

(10) ^D>b.[;-ta, T'k.2l;m.hi hT'a; =   “____________” (1Ki 3:7) 

(11) dqop.yI-yKi 3yrIm.aTo-hm; 
 varol. ~ypiLua; . . . %yI2l;['

=   “____________ . . . friends ______?” 

      (Jer 13:21) 

(12) Wb-4WkL.hi ~yli['Wv =   “Foxes ____________” (Lam 5:18) 

!b,2T, ~k,l' Wxq. Wkl. ~T,a;(13) 
5Wa2c'm.Ti rv,a]me

=   “______ go, take ______ straw  

     ____________” (Ex 5:11) 

(14) Ht'yrIx]a; T.r>k;z" al{ =   “____________ the end of it” (Is 47:7) 

 6bj;yTi rv,a] hr'[]N:h;w>
tx;2T; %l{m.Ti %l,2M,h; ynEy[eB.

(15) 

yTiv.w:

=   “And the young woman ____________  

     Vashti” (Est 2:4) 

 
 

f. Read aloud and translate the following words [number (1)] and sentences 

[numbers (2)-(16)]. The student should be able to do the translation without 

consulting any charts or vocabulary lists. 

                                                 
1 H;Ala/ (NMS) is not the subject of the verb but stands in apposition to it. In this context H;Ala/ is 

parallel in meaning to ~yhil{a/.  
2 This word is a preposition with another preposition prefixed to it. 

 3 In this weak verb the a quiesces and the prefix takes a holem instead of a hireq. 
 4 In this context the verb implies intensity in the sense of prowling. 
 5 In this weak verb the guttural a is preceded by an A-class vowel rather than a sheva. The accent 
appears where it does because this verb comes at the midpoint of the verse. 
 6 In this weak verb (> bjy) the y quiesces (losing its sheva) and the vowel for the last syllable reduces 
from a holem to a patah. 
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 Wlj.q.yI | ylij.q.Ti | ljoq.a, | hn"l.2joq.Ti | 1ljoq.Ti | ljoq.nI | Wlj.q.Ti | ljoq.yI (1) 

~ymiy"l. hL,2aeh' tAcr'a]h' tae Wny2teAba] Wlv.)m' 2rv,a]K; jP'v.mib. Wny2tecor>a; lvom.nI (2) 

taew> ~yI2m;V'h; tae ~yhil{a/ hf'[' yki Wn2l' 3~T,r>m;a] ~ynIh]Ko rv,a] ~T,a; (3)  ~yBir; 
%b' Wn[.2m;v.nI al{ yki Wny2reb.DI 4[m;v.yIw> Wn2teyBe la, %ybia' yxil.v.Ti (4)  #r,2a'h' 
 Wjy2qil.hi (6)  Ad1y"B. br,1x,B. ~yI1m;V'B; ~d'a'-!b, 5ha,r>ti hT'a; aWhh; ~AYB; (5) 

vd,1Qoh;-ry[il. 6Wa1b'W ~h,yTeB' !mi ~h,ynEb.-yven>-ta,w> ~h,ynEB.-ta, laer'f.yI yvear' 
~yh,l{a/ rm;a' rv,a]k; hf'[' al{ rv,a] !heKoh; tae Wlj.q.yI rvea] ~yvin"a]h; hL,1ae (7) 

h['r'-!mi ~t'ao rmov.yIw> %l,1M,h;-la, xl;v.a, yn:b'W ytiyBe-la, yt;AnB. jqol.a, (8) 

  ~k,l; hw"hy> !h,Ko rm;a' rv,a]k; WN1M,mi h['r' Wrm.v.tiw> hw"hy> tybe hz< (9) 

 jP'v.mi hy"h' al{ yKi !h,ylea] 7rm;anO yki Wny1teAlAq-ta, %l,1M,h; tAnb. hn"[.1m;v.Ti (10) 

wyn"B' rv,a] Wn1b' AlAq [m;v.nIw> Wn1teybeB. hw"hy>-~v, tae Wny1bia' af'n" (11)  Wn1cer>a;B. 
 ~yI1m;V'l; ~yhil{a/-~v,-ta, ^ybia' af'n" (12)  h['r' al{w> bAj Wny1teAdy> 8hn"y1f,[]t;w> 

!k,yref' yreb.DI tae hn"[.1m;v.Ti (13)  ^t.ybel. br,1x,h; ha'1b' al{w> Atao ~yhil{a/ [m;v'w> 
-ry[i-ta, lvom.Ti al{ (14)  !k,yteABliB. !h,yreb.dI hn"r>1mov.tiw> !k,ylea] Wrm.ayO rv,a] 
Ht'yBe 9l[; br,1x,h;-ta, ~yrIh'B, ~yrI['h, ykel.m; Wxl.v.yI yKi ~yBir; ~ymiy"l. h'ybia' 

hZ<h; yAGh; xl;v.yI (16)  ~yhil{a/-x;Wrb. 10War'q.nI yKi hw"hy>-tybel. Wny1xea; WjQ.l;t.hi (15) 

~ynIv'l. jP'v.mi-ta, #r,1a'h' yMe[; 11War>yI al{w> aWhh; yAGh; l[; tAbr'x]B; wyn"B' tae 
~yBir; 

                                                 
1 When a word has more than one possibility for translation and appears without any context, as with 

this word, then any of the options is acceptable. 
2 This word literally means “as which,” but a more idiomatic translation is simply “as.”  
3 In this weak verb the guttural a requires a composite sheva rather than a simple one.  
4 In this weak verb the guttural [ is preceded by an A-class vowel rather than a holem. Observe the 

same principle occurring in later sentences with the weak verb xlv. 
5 In this weak verb the h is preceded by a segol rather than holem. 

 6 This weak verb from the root aAB (“[to] come”) loses its middle consonant when a suffix is added. 
The same principle applies to this verb when it appears in a later sentence with a feminine, singular suffix. 

7 In this weak verb the guttural a quiesces, and the imperfect n prefix takes a holem. The r, like a 
guttural, is preceded by an A-class vowel rather than a holem. A similar phenomenon occurs in a later 
sentence when this verb root has a y prefix.  
 8 This weak verb (> hf[) loses its final consonant in this form, which is imperfect, qal, 3FP. 

9 Here the preposition means “against.” 
10 In this weak verb the guttural a is preceded by a qames rather than patah. 
11 This weak verb (>  har) loses its last consonant when a verb suffix is added. 
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S U M M A R Y   O F   T H E                                                                     

I M P E R F E C T   C O N J U G A T I O N 
 

15A IMPERFECT CONJUGATION IN THE OTHER MAJOR STEMS 
1. Introduction 

a.  The preceding lesson introduced the imperfect conjugation in the qal stem; this 

section introduces the other major stems of the strong imperfect verb.  

b.  Each stem in the imperfect requires the addition of the imperfect prefixes and 

suffixes, which indicate an imperfect verb’s person, gender, and number. The 

major accent of an imperfect verb remains on the same syllable in the other stems 

as it does in qal – except for three forms in hifil. In addition to these common 

features, each stem has unique elements, as described in the following discussion. 

2.  Imperfect conjugation in the nifal stem 
a. The right column in the following chart presents the forms of the imperfect, nifal 

for the root lvm; the column on the left presents the imperfect, qal for 

comparison. Since nifal usually expresses the passive of qal, it often conveys 

simple action in the passive voice, as the translation indicates.  
 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal       Nifal  
3MS lvom.yI lveM'yI (“he will be ruled”) 
3FS lvom.Ti lveM'Ti (“she will be ruled”) 
2MS lvom.Ti lveM'Ti (“you will be ruled”) 
2FS yliv.m.Ti yliv.)M'Ti (“you will be ruled”) 
1CS lvom.a, lveM'a, (“I will be ruled”) 
3MP Wlv.m.yI Wlv.)M'yI (“they will be ruled”) 
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3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2v;M'Ti (“they will be ruled”) 
2MP Wlv.m.Ti Wlv.)M'Ti (“you will be ruled”) 
2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2v;M'Ti (“you will be ruled”) 
1CP lvom.nI lveM'nI (“we will be ruled”) 

 

b. Notes concerning the imperfect, nifal conjugation 

(1) There are two key features which distinguish this stem: a dagesh-forte appears 

in the first consonant of the verb root, and a qames occurs beneath the same 

consonant. When followed by a sheva, the qames has a meteg to distinguish it 

from a qames-hatuf (in 2FS, 3MP, and 2MP – the forms that have a vowel 

suffix). 

(2) When the imperfect prefixes appear in nifal, they require the same vowels that 

they do in qal – that is, hireq in every case except with the a (1CS), which 

takes a segol instead. (Compare the spelling of the qal and nifal prefixes in the 

preceding chart.) 

(3) In 3MS the second consonant of the root has a sere. This vowel reduces to a 

patah when the syllablic suffix hn" is added (3FP and 2FP). This vowel 

further reduces to a vocal sheva when a vowel suffix is added (2FS, 3MP, and 

2MP).  

3.  Imperfect conjugation in the piel stem 
a. The right column in the following chart presents the forms of the imperfect, piel 

for the root lvm; the column on the left has the imperfect, qal for comparison. 

The underlined translation suggests one connotation of piel: intensive action in 

the active voice.  
 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal       Piel  
3MS lvom.yI lVem;y> (“he will rule”) 
3FS lvom.Ti lVem;T. (“she will rule”) 
2MS lvom.Ti lVem;T. (“you will rule”) 
2FS yliv.m.Ti yliV.m;T. (“you will rule”) 
1CS lvom.a, lVem;a] (“I will rule”) 
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3MP Wlv.m.yI WlV.m;y> (“they will rule”) 
3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2Vem;T. (“they will rule”) 
2MP Wlv.m.Ti WlV.m;T. (“you will rule”) 
2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2Vem;T. (“you will rule”) 
1CP lvom.nI lVem;n> (“we will rule”) 

 

b. Notes concerning the imperfect, piel conjugation 

(1) There are three distinguishing features of this stem. One is that the imperfect 

prefixes take a sheva. A composite sheva occurs with the guttural prefix a 

(1CS); a vocal sheva appears with all the other prefixes. (This feature also 

occurs in pual). The second distinguishing feature is that the vowel for the 

first consonant of the root in every form is a patah. The third feature is the 

appearance of a dagesh-forte with the second consonant of the root. (This 

characteristic occurs in piel, pual, and hitpael in both the perfect and the 

imperfect conjugations.) 

(2) The vowel for the second consonant of the root in this stem is a sere in all 

forms except those that have a vowel suffix (2FS, 3MP, and 2MP). The vowel 

suffix requires the reduction of the sere to a sheva. 

4.  Imperfect conjugation in the pual stem 
a. The right column in the following chart presents the forms of the imperfect, pual 

for the root lvm; the left column has the imperfect, qal for comparison. The pual 

usually functions as the passive of piel, as suggested by the underlined translation. 
 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal       Pual  
3MS lvom.yI lV;muy> (“he will be ruled”) 
3FS lvom.Ti lV;muT. (“she will be ruled”) 
2MS lvom.Ti lV;muT. (“you will be ruled”) 
2FS yliv.m.Ti yliV.muT. (“you will be ruled”) 
1CS lvom.a,  lV;mua] (“I will be ruled”) 
3MP Wlv.m.yI WlV.muy> (“they will be ruled”) 
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3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2V;muT. (“they will be ruled”) 
2MP Wlv.m.Ti WlV.muT. (“you will be ruled”) 
2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2V;muT. (“you will be ruled”) 
1CP lvom.nI lV;mun> (“we will be ruled”) 

b. Notes concerning the imperfect, pual conjugation 

(1) Two features of imperfect, piel also occur in pual: the prefixes take a sheva 

(simple or composite), and a dagesh-forte appears in the second root consonant.  

(2) The most distinctive feature of pual in both the perfect and the imperfect 

conjugations is that the first consonant of the root takes a qibbus. (Compare 

the perfect, pual and the imperfect, pual in Appendix 3, paradigm 1.) 

(3) The second consonant of the root in imperfect, pual is a patah in all forms 

except those that have a vowel suffix (2FS, 3MP, and 2MP). The vowel suffix 

requires a reduction of the patah to a sheva.  

5. Imperfect conjugation in the hifil stem 
a. The right column in the following chart presents the forms of the imperfect, hifil 

for the root lvm; the left column has the imperfect, qal for comparison. The 

translation below communicates a common meaning of hifil: causative action in 

the active voice. 
 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal       Hifil  
3MS lvom.yI lyvim.y: (“he will cause to rule”) 
3FS lvom.Ti lyvim.T; (“she will cause to rule”) 
2MS lvom.Ti lyvim.T; (“you will cause to rule”) 
2FS yliv.m.Ti yliy2vim.T; (“you will cause to rule”) 
1CS lvom.a, lyvim.a; (“I will cause to rule”) 
3MP Wlv.m.yI Wly2vim.y: (“they will cause to rule”) 
3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2vem.T; (“they will cause to rule”) 
2MP Wlv.m.Ti Wly2vim.T; (“you will cause to rule”) 
2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2vem.T; (“you will cause to rule”) 
1CP lvom.nI lyvim.n: (“we will cause to rule”) 
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b. Notes concerning the imperfect, hifil conjugation 

(1) The key distinguishing feature of this stem is the occurrence of a patah as the 

vowel for each of the imperfect prefixes. 

(2) A hireq-yod appears with the second consonant of the root in most forms. This 

feature also characterizes some forms of hifil in the perfect conjugation. 

(Compare perfect, hifil with imperfect, hifil in Appendix 3, paradigm 1.) The 

only imperfect, hifil forms which do not have a hireq-yod with the second 

consonant of the root are those which have the syllabic suffix hn" (3FP and 

2FP), in which case the hireq-yod reduces to a sere.  

(3) The forms which have a vowel suffix (2FS, 3MP, and 2MP) do not draw the 

accent to themselves, as they do in the other stems. Instead the accent remains 

on the syllable which has the hireq-yod. (This characteristic also occurs in 

perfect, hifil.) To say it another way, the second syllable in every imperfect, 

hifil form is accented. 

6.  Imperfect conjugation in the hofal stem 
a. The right column in the following chart presents the forms of the imperfect, hofal 

for the root lvm; the left column has the imperfect, qal for comparison. Since 

hofal is the passive of hifil, it often conveys causative action in the passive voice, 

as the translation indicates.  
 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal       Hofal  
3MS lvom.yI lv;m.y" (“he will be caused to rule”) 
3FS lvom.Ti lv;m.T' (“she will be caused to rule”) 
2MS lvom.Ti lv;m.T' (“you will be caused to rule”) 
2FS yliv.m.Ti yliv.m.T' (“you will be caused to rule”) 
1CS lvom.a, lv;m.a' (“I will be caused to rule”) 
3MP Wlv.m.yI Wlv.m.y" (“they will be caused to rule”) 
3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2v;m.T' (“they will be caused to rule”) 
2MP Wlv.m.Ti Wlv.m.T' (“you will be caused to rule”) 
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2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2v;m.T' (“you will be caused to rule”) 
1CP lvom.nI lv;m.n" (“we will be caused to rule”) 

 

b. Notes concerning the imperfect, hofal conjugation 

(1) The key distinguishing feature of this stem is that the imperfect prefixes take a 

qames-hatuf, just as the h prefix in perfect, hofal takes a qames-hatuf. 

(2) A patah appears as the vowel for the second consonant of the root in every 

form except those with a vowel suffix (2FS, 3MP, and 2MP), in which case 

the patah reduces to a vocal sheva. In this regard the imperfect, hofal is 

identical to the perfect, hofal. (Compare perfect, hofal with imperfect, hofal in 

Appendix 3, paradigm 1.) 

7.  Imperfect conjugation in the hitpael stem 
a. The right column in the following chart presents the forms of the imperfect, 

hitpael for the root lvm; the left column has the imperfect, qal forms for 

comparison. The translation communicates the common meaning of hitpael: 

reflexive action in the active voice. 
 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal       Hitpael  
3MS lvom.yI lVem;t.yI (“he will rule himself”) 
3FS lvom.Ti lVem;t.Ti (“she will rule herself”) 
2MS lvom.Ti  lVem;t.Ti (“you will rule yourself”) 
2FS yliv.m.Ti yliV.m;t.Ti (“you will rule yourself”) 
1CS lvom.a, lVem;t.a, (“I will rule myself”) 
3MP Wlv.m.yI WlV.m;t.yI (“they will rule themselves”) 
3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2V;m;t.Ti (“they will rule themselves”) 
2MP Wlv.m.Ti WlV.m;t.Ti (“you will rule yourselves”) 
2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.V;m;t.Ti (“you will rule yourselves”) 
1CP lvom.nI lVem;t.nI (“we will rule ourselves”) 

 

b. Notes concerning the imperfect, hitpael conjugation 

(1) There are three distinguishing features of this stem in both the perfect and the 
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imperfect conjugations. One is the appearance of a two-consonant prefix. In 

the imperfect, hitpael this prefix is made up of the regular imperfect prefixes 

(y, T, a, or n), each of which has a hireq or segol, followed by a t with a 

silent sheva. The second distinguishing feature is the appearance of a patah as 

the vowel for the first consonant of the root, and the third feature is a dagesh-

forte in the second root consonant. 

(2) The vowel for the second consonant of the root in this stem is a sere in the 

forms which have no suffix (3MS, 3FS, 2MS, 1CS, and 1CP). The sere 

reduces to a patah with the addition of the syllabic suffix hn" (3FP and 2FP), 

and to a sheva with a vowel suffix (2FS, 3MP, and 2MP).  

(3) Excepting the prefix, most imperfect forms of hitpael are spelled the same as 

piel. This similarity occurs because hitpael is based upon piel.  

c. In the imperfect, hitpael (as with the perfect, hitpael) when the prefix is added to 

a verb root that begins with the sibilant consonant s, c, f, or v, the sibilant and 

the t of the prefix change places.1 

 Impf, hit, 3MS > rmv = rmeT;v.yI (rather than rMev;t.yI). 
15B  SUMMARY OF THE IMPERFECT CONJUGATION 

1. It is imperative that the student learn to recognize the imperfect verb in all its forms. 

One key to accomplishing this goal is the mastery of the full conjugation of the 

imperfect verb in the qal stem and also the 3MS form of each of the other major 

stems. For the sake of convenience, these forms for lvm appear in the following 

chart with their translations. Any strong verb root could be substituted for lvm and 

the prefixes, suffixes, vowels, and accents would remain the same. 

                                                 
1 Some verb roots undergo additional changes in this stem; see the footnote for Lesson 13A.7c. 
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 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS lvom.yI lveM'yI lVem;y> lV;muy> lyvim.y: lv;m.y" lVem;t.yI 

 
“he will rule” “he will 

be 
ruled” 

“he will 
rule” 

“he will 
be 

ruled” 

“he will 
cause to 

rule” 

“he will  
be caused 
to rule” 

“he will 
rule 

himself” 

3FS lvom.Ti       
 “she will rule”    

2MS lvom.Ti       

 “you will rule”       

2FS yliv.m.Ti       

 “you will rule”       

1CS lvom.a,       

 “I will rule       

3MP Wlv.m.yI       

 “they will rule”       

3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti       

 “they will rule”       

2MP Wlv.m.Ti       

 “you will rule”       

2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti       

 “you will rule”       

1CP lvom.nI       

 “we will rule”       

 Note: The full conjugation of the imperfect verb, using lvm as a model, 

appears in Appendix 3, paradigm 1. 

2.  Another key to learning the imperfect verb is the mastery of the following clues for 

recognizing the forms of the imperfect. Where appropriate these clues are represented 

in symbol form (3 = a consonant of a verb root; 5 = an imperfect prefix). (These 

clues appear in summary form in Appendix 1.) 

a. General clues for recognizing strong imperfect verbs 

(1) The presence of an imperfect prefix (y, T, a, or n) identifies a verb as 

imperfect. 
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(2) In the case of the n prefix (1CP), which is also a prefix in perfect, nifal, the 

pointing of a verb indicates whether or not it is imperfect.  

 lvom.nI can be identified as a 1CP imperfect verb by the holem over the 

v – a characteristic of imperfect, qal verbs that does not occur in 

perfect, nifal.  

 lveM'nI can be identified as an 1CP imperfect verb by the dagesh-forte 

and qames – characteristics of imperfect, nifal verbs that do not occur 

in perfect, nifal. 

(3) The person, gender, and number of imperfect verbs can be identified by the 

imperfect prefixes and suffixes. (See Lesson 14A.2d.) 

b. Clues for recognizing the stems of strong imperfect verbs  

(1) Qal: 333.5i or 333.5,  
[a] All forms have a hireq or segol under the prefix – a characteristic shared 

with nifal. 

[b] Most forms (but NOT all) have a holem above the second consonant of the 

root (33o3.5i) – a feature unique to qal. 

[c] Qal can also be identified by the absence of the clues for the other stems. 

(2)  Nifal: 334'5i or 334'5,  
[a] All forms have a hireq or segol under the prefix. 

[b] All forms have a dagesh-forte and a qames with the first consonant of the 

root – features unique to nifal. 

(3) Piel: 343;5. or 343;5]  
[a] All forms have a sheva (either a simple sheva or a hatef-patah) under the 

prefix – a characteristic shared with pual. 

[b] All forms have a patah under the first consonant of the root – a 

characteristic shared with hitpael. 

[c] All forms have a dagesh-forte in the second consonant of the root – a 

characteristic shared with pual and hitpael. 

(4) Pual: 343u5. or 343u5]  
[a] All forms have a sheva (either a simple sheva or a hatef-patah) under the 

prefix. 

[b] All forms have a qibbus under the first consonant of the root – a feature 
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unique to pual. 

[c] All forms have a dagesh-forte in the second consonant of the root. 

(5) Hifil: 333.5;  
 All forms have a patah under the prefix – a feature unique to hifil. 

(6) Hofal: 333.5'  
 All forms have a qames-hatuf under the prefix – a feature unique to hofal. 

(7) Hitpael: 343;t.5i or 343;t.5,  
[a] All forms have a two consonant prefix, the second consonant of which is 

always t – a feature unique to hitpael. 

[b] All forms have a patah under the first consonant of the root. 

[c] All forms have a dagesh-forte in the second consonant of the root. 

Lesson 15:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the imperfect conjugation of lvm in the qal stem in 

each person, gender, and number (3MS, 3FS, 2MS, etc.) and also reproduce the 

3MS forms only of the other major stems in the imperfect conjugation (as in 

section 15B.1). Finally, give a translation of each form. 

 Once the student has learned these forms of the imperfect conjugation, it will 

be necessary to review the same forms of the perfect to make sure the two 

conjugations are not confused with one another.  

b. While the forms requested above are the only ones the student must master, it is 

helpful to be familiar with all the forms of the imperfect conjugation. Therefore, 

attempt to fill in the full practice chart for the imperfect conjugation which 

appears in Appendix 3, item 16. (This chart may be duplicated by the student.) 

The student may need assistance from paradigm 1 in Appendix 3 in completing 

this assignment.  

c. Without consulting any charts, identify the following symbolic forms in terms of 

conjugation (perf or impf) and person, gender, and number (3 = a consonant of a 

verb root). Do not assume the forms have any other prefixes or suffixes than the 

ones that actually appear. If more than one answer is possible, give all options.  

 Example: 333T ⇒ Answer: Impf, 2MS or Impf, 3FS  
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(1)  333y   (6)  333a  (11) 1333n 
(2)  T'333  (7) T.333  (12) yTi333 
(3)  h3'33  (8) ~T,333  (13) y3i33T 
(4) W333T  (9) W333  (14) !T,333 
(5)  Wn333  (10) W333y  (15) hn"333T 

d. Without consulting any charts, identify the following symbolic forms in terms of 

conjugation (perf or impf) and stem (qal, nif, piel, etc.) (5 = an imperfect prefix 

consonant). 

 This exercise does not intend to indicate particular P/G/N, as suggested by the 

lack of suffixes. It is concerned with indicating the clues for conjugations and 

stems. 

 Example: 334'5i ⇒ Answer: Impf, nif  
(1) 333.5i   (7) 343;t.5i  (13)  343;5] 
(2) 343i  (8) 343u5] (14) 333.hi 
(3) 343;t.hi  (9) 333.nI  (15) 333.5' 
(4) 343;5.  (10) 343u  (16) 343u5. 
(5)  334'5,  (11) 333.5;  (17) 343;t.5, 
(6) 333.h'  (12) 333.5,    

e. Without consulting any charts, analyze the following verbs from vocabulary lists 

in terms of root, conjugation, stem, P/G/N, additional features, and translation. 

More than one answer may be possible for some of these words. Since they 

appear with no context, either option is acceptable. 

 Example: hn"[.2M;vut.W ⇒ Answer: > [mf, impf, pual, 2FP, + vav conj, “and 

you will be heard” (or 3FP, “and they will be heard”) 
(1) hl'V.mu  (7)  lj;q.nI (13) ~T,x.l;v.h'w>
(2) Wnl.2j;q.hi  (8)  W[M.vi (14) W[m.)V'yI
(3) y[iM.v;T. (9) Wxy2liv.t;w> (15) rMev;n>W
(4) yTix.2l;v'w> (10) T'r>2m;v' (16) !T,l.J;q;t.hi
(5) lj;q.T' (11) WlV.m;t.Ti (17) T.j.q;l.hi
(6) lVem;t.a, (12) jqol.Ti (18) hn"x.2L;vuT.

                                                 
 1 Two answers are possible if one assumes that a particular stem is implied. A similar situation arises in 
the next exercise. 
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f. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  ~ai   if (particle)   
(2) !Ke  thus, so (adv)  With l prep: !kel' = “therefore” 

(3) ~l'A[   eternity, antiquity, forever,    

   a long time (NMS)   

(4) ~ynIP'   face, faces, presence  No S; P can mean “face”; with l 
   (NMP)  prep: ynEp.li = “before” 

(5) tx;2T;   beneath, under, instead of  PS: yT;x.T;, ^y2T,x.T;, etc.  
   (prep)   

g. Some biblical clauses with partial translations appear below. The blanks represent 

words that either have appeared in vocabulary lists or can be found in Appendix 

4. Longer blanks stand for the translation of more than one Hebrew word. First 

supply the missing words; then attempt a smooth translation, consulting an 

English Bible if necessary.  
 

(1) 1rBed;T. rv,a] ~yrIb'D>h; hL,2ae =   “____________” (Ex 19:6) 

 laer'f.yI ynEB.-la,  

(2) ~i2l;v'Wry> %yI2t;moAh-l[; =   “______ your walls ____________ 

  ~yrIm.vo yTid>2q;p.hi      watchmen” (Is 62:6) 

(3) hf'['-rv,a] wyt'qod>ci-lK' =   “______ his righteous acts [NFP] 

 hn"r>2k;Z"ti al{      ____________” (Eze 18:24) 

(4) !n"['B, 2ha'r>nI hw"hy> dAbK. =   “____________ in the cloud (Ex 16:10) 

(5) lh;q.-l[; WaF.n:t.Ti [;WDm;W =   “And why ____________ the  

 hw"hy>      congregation of ______?” (Nu 16:3) 

(6) ~yqiyDIC;h; Wxl.v.yI-al{ =   “____________ in injustice ______” 

 ~h,ydey> ht'2l'w>[;B.      (Ps 125:3) 

(7) vyai %ylim.n:-al{ =   “____________” (2Ki 10:5) 

                                                 
 1 Moses is the antecedent for the subject of this verb. 
 2 In this weak verb the vowel before the h lengthens from patah to qames. 
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(8)   dA[ yaic.M'ti-al{w> 1yviQ.but.W =   “____________” (Eze 26:21) 

 ~l'A[l.  

(9) -l[; 2bTok.Ti Amv.-ta, vyai =   “____________” (Nu 17:17; Eng 

 WhJem;    17:2) 

(10) 3%l'-xQ;lu rv,a] @s,2K,h; =   “____________” (Jdg 17:2) 

(11) rb'd' 4hn"[.1m;v.Ti ^y1n<z>a'w> =   “And your ears ____________”  

     (Is 30:21) 

(12) al{w> ABli-ta, qZEx;a] ynIa]w: =   “____________” (Ex 4:21) 

 ~['h'-ta, 5xL;v;y>  

(13) lk,1ao WnynEy[e dg<1n< 6aAlh] =   “______ before ______ food [NFS] 

 7tr'k.nI      ______?” (Joel 1:16) 

(14) ~k,L.[u-ta, dyBik.a; =   “______ your yoke” (2Ch 10:14) 

(15) ble-tm;k.x' ~t'ao aLemi =   “____________ with wisdom of  

      ______” (Ex 35:35) 

(16) tAmB. 8ha,r>a,-la; hr'm.)a' yKi =   “____________ on the death of the  

 dl,1Y"h;      child” (Ge 21:16) 

h. Read aloud and translate the following words [number (1)] and sentences 

[numbers (2)-(19)]. The student should be able to complete the exercise without 

consulting any charts or vocabulary lists. 

  lvom.nI | WlV.m;t.Ti | hn"l.1v;m.T' | Wly1vim.y: | lV;mua] | yliV.m;T. | lveM'Ti | lvom.yI (1) 

al{ yki hN"1heh' ~yviN"h; hn"l.1j;Q'ti al{ (3)  #r,1a'h' lkob. aWh !Ke %l,1M,h;-rB;d>Ki (2)   

                                                 
 1 BHS lacks the dagesh-forte. 

2 Moses is the antecedent for the subject of this verb. 
3 In this context the prefixed preposition means “from.” 
4 In this weak verb the guttural [ is preceded by an A-class vowel rather than a holem. 

 5 In this weak verb the guttural x is preceded by an A-class vowel rather than a sere. 
6 The prefix h] on this word has no translation; it simply indicates that the clause is interrogative 

(expressing a question). 
 7 In BHS the last syllable of this word has an accent that causes its vowel to lengthen from a patah to 
qames. 

8 In this weak verb the h is preceded by a segol rather than a holem. 
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-lk' Wlj.q.nIw> %l,1M,h;-br,1x, tx;1t; ayhih; ry[ih' 1ha'1B' (4)  !h,b' h['r' 2hf,['te  
  ~k,t.a, hw"hy> rMev;y> (6)  %Me[; yMi[;w> yTiai 3ybiv.tew> 4yTiv.ai T.a; ~ai (5)  h'y1v,n"a] 

 ynEp.li Wbv.Te rv,a] ~ynIh]Koh; ^y1n<b'W hT'a; (7)  Amv. l[; War>q.Ti ~ai h['r'me   
 rv,a] ~yI1m;V'h; tx;1T; dx'a, hy"h' al{ ~yhil{a/ vyai aB' d[; (8)  ~l'A[ ~yhil{a/ 

 ynEp.li 5WaAby" hM'1he yKi ~yhil{a/-rb;D>-ta, WrM.v;y> (9)  hw"hy> blel. bAj-ta, hf'[' 
Wxl.)V'yI aWhh; ~AYh; l[; (10)  ~h,ylea] ~ynIh]Koh; yref' 6Wrm.ayOw> ~ynIh]Koh; yref' 

^yxia' ar'q' al{ yki ^yxia' tx'1T; yAGh; tae lvom.Ti (11)  ~B' rmeV'tiw> ^t.ybel. yn:b' 
laer'f.yI-ynEB.-lK'mi ~yliAdg> Wnx.1n:a] (12)  hw"hy> x;Wr Ab hy"h' al{w> hw"hy> ~ve l[; 
~T,a; WlJ.qut.W hw"hy> rm;a' rv,a]k; 7Wf[]t; al{ ~ai (13)  h['r'-!mi rMeT;v.nI yKi 
l[;w> ^y1l,[' h['r' aybia' !ke ytiyBe l[; h['r' 8t'aybihe yKi (14)  br,1x,B; ~k,ynEb.W  
Wlv.)M'yIw> #r,1a'h' yKel.m;B. lAdG"h; %l,1M,h; ynEp.li ^r>y[i-~[; WjQ.l;t.yI (15)  ^t.yBe  

 al{ rv,a] hN"1he !ybeW tAbAj rv,a] hN"1he !yBe jP'v.mi tae 9hf,[/a, ynIa] (16)  Ab 
 af'n" (18)  Wny1teAnb. yven>a; ~hew> %l,1M,h;-rb;d>li Wn1cer>a;l. ~k,ynEb. Wxl.v.T' (17) 

hn"j.1qel.T; hn"1Tea; !kel'  (19)  h['r' 10ht'f.[,n< Hl' rv,a] ATbi ynEP. tae %l,1M,h;  
hn"[.1Mev;t.W aWhh; lAdG"h; ~AYh; l[; !k,yhel{a/ tyBe la, !k,M'[i !k,yteAnB.-tae  

!k,l' !heKoh; 11rm;ayO rv,a] hw"hy>-rb;d> 

                                                 
 1 This weak verb (> awb; perf, qal, 3MS = aB') loses the middle consonant of its root in this form. 
 2 This weak verb (> hf[) is impf, nif. 
 3 A vav conjunction can mean “then” when it follows a clause introduced by ~ai (“if”). This impf, qal 
weak verb (> bvy) loses the first consonant of its root when a prefix is added; the loss also changes the 
prefix vowel from hireq to sere. The same phenomenon occurs with this root in a future sentence. 
 4 The first clause of this sentence is verbless and requires a future tense, state-of being verb (“will be”) 
in English. 
 5 This weak verb (> awb; perf, qal, 3MS = aB') is impf, qal. 
 6 In this weak verb the quiescent a loses its vowel, and the prefix takes a holem rather than hireq. 
 7 This weak verb (> hf[) is impf, qal. The third root consonant drops out with a suffix, and the first 
two vowels change because of the guttural [.  
 8 This weak verb (> awb; perf, qal, 3MS = aB') is perf, hif. The same verb appears again in this 
sentence where it is impf, hif. 
 9 This weak verb (> hf[) is impf, qal. 
 10 This weak verb (> hf[) is perf, nif. 
 11 In this weak verb the a quiesces and the prefix receives a holem rather than hireq. The r is preceded 
by a A-class vowel rather than a holem. 
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Lesson 16  
V A V   W I T H   P E R F E C T   A N D                                                         

I M P E R F E C T   V E R B S ,                                                                  
O R I E N T A T I O N   T O   T H E   H E B R E W   B I B L E               

A N D   L E X I C O N  
 

16A  VAV  WITH PERFECT AND IMPERFECT VERBS 
1. Introduction 

a. When the vav is added to perfect and imperfect verbs, it can function in two 

different ways: either as a simple vav conjunction or as a vav consecutive. 

b. The simple vav conjunction (vav conj) on perfect and imperfect verbs has already 

appeared many times in this Grammar. The vav is pointed according to the rules 

in Lesson 6B.2b, and is translated by “and” or some other appropriate English 

conjunction. 

 lv;m' + vav conj = lv;m'w> (“And he ruled”)    

 lvom.yI + vav conj = lvom.yIw> (“And he will rule”) 

c. Perfect and imperfect verbs can also take a vav consecutive (vav cons) which has 

two functions. One is to convey the idea of a conjunction, just as the simple vav 

conj does. The other function is to invert the meaning of the verb’s tense, so that a 

perfect verb with a vav cons has generally the same meaning as an imperfect, and 

an imperfect verb with a vav cons has roughly the same meaning as a perfect 

verb.1 To say it another way, a vav consecutive typically changes the action of a 

perfect verb from complete to incomplete, and it changes the action of an 

imperfect from incomplete to complete. 

2.  Vav consecutive with perfect verb

                                                           
1 While this Grammar maintains the traditional terminology of “vav consecutive,” others have used 

such terms as “vav conversive,” “vav inversive,” and “relative vav.” See Joüon, §117; and Waltke and 
O’Connor, §32.1.1a. 

a. A vav cons on a perfect verb is pointed in the same way as the simple vav conj. 

The vav cons, however, does in some cases impact the accent of the verb to which 
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it is attached. When a perfect verb is accented on the penultimate (next to last) 

syllable, as it is in 1CS and 2MS, the vav cons may move the accent to the last 

syllable. For example, compare the following perf, qal, 1CS verb with vav conj 

and vav cons. 

 yTil.2v;m' + vav conj = yTil.2v;m'W (“And I ruled”) 

 yTil.2v;m' + vav cons = y2Til.v;m'W (“And I will rule”) 

Outside of the recognition of this occasional shift of accent, one can identify the 

occurrence of the perfect with vav cons (perf + vav cons) by the context in which 

the verb appears. 

b. A perf + vav cons typically follows another clause or phrase which establishes the 

action in a text as incomplete, then the perf + vav cons continues the incomplete 

action. As the term “consecutive” implies, vav cons usually appears in a language 

sequence that is governed by the temporal sense of a preceding verb or phrase.1 

(1) Most often the pattern is one in which an imperfect verb, indicating future 

action, is followed by a perf + vav cons which continues the future action. 

 dmo[] T'l.k'y("w> ~yhil{a/ ^W>ciw> hf,[]T; hZ<h; rb'D'h;-ta, ~ai = “If you will 

do this thing, and God will command you, then you will be able to endure” 

(Ex 18:23)   

The imperfect verb (hf,[]T; = “you will do”) and the succeeding perf + 

vav cons verbs (^W>ciw> = “and God will command”; T'l.k'y("w> = “and you 

will be able”) all convey incomplete action in the future. 

 ^2T,k.al;m.-lK' t'y2fi['w> dbo[]T; ~ymiy" tv,2ve = “Six days you will labor and 

do all of your work” (Ex 20:9)  

This verse begins with an imperfect verb (dbo[]T; = “you will labor”) 

whose action is future; a perf + vav cons verb (t'y2fi['...w> = “and you will 

do”) continues the same temporal idea.   

(2) A perf + vav cons can succeed other language elements besides an imperfect 

verb. The following examples illustrate a few of the possibilities. 

 ytiy2fi['w> yTir>2B;DI hw"hy> ynIa] = “I, the LORD, have spoken, and I will do 

it” (Eze 17:24) 
                                                           

1 For the examples of the perf + vav cons that follow and for others see Joüon, §119c-zb; and Waltke 
and O’Connor, §32.2.1-32.2.6. 
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The first clause has a perfect verb (yTir>2B;DI = “I have spoken”), 

followed by a perf + vav cons (ytiy2fi['w> = “and I will do”) which states 

a future consequence of the first clause.   

 hw"hy> dAbK.-ta, ~t,yair>W rq,2boW = “And in the morning you will see the 

glory of the LORD” (Ex 16:7) 

This quotation begins with a temporal phrase which places the action 

in the future (rq,2boW = “and in the morning”), then a perf + vav cons 

(~t,yair>W = “you will see”) continues the future notion.   

 ~t'Aa ~t,yfi[]w: taZOh; tyrIB.h; yreb.DI-ta, W[m.vi = “Hear the words of 

this covenant, and then you will do them” (Jer 11:6) 

In this verse an imperative verb (W[m.vi = “hear”) is followed by a perf 

+ vav cons (~t,yfi[]w: = “then you will do”). The second verb could be 

translated as an imperative: “and do them.” 

 In a perf + vav cons construction the vav may be translated with a wide 

range of options, depending on its context, or may require no translation at 

all, as the preceding examples illustrate. 

c. While a perf + vav cons normally follows another language element which 

governs its temporal sense, the form can occur at the beginning of a text where 

there is no connection with a preceding temporal notion.  
 ~ymiY"h; tyrIx]a;B. hy"h'w> =   “It will be in the last days” (Is 2:2) 

This clause initiates a prophetic oracle with a perf + vav cons (hy"h'w> = “it 

will be”). Since there is no dependency on preceding material, the vav is 

left untranslated. 

3.  Vav consecutive with imperfect verbs 
a. A vav cons on an imperfect verb differs in appearance from a simple vav conj on 

an imperfect. 

(1) With regard to the vav cons that is attached to an imperfect: 

(a) The vav is usually pointed with a patah and followed by a dagesh-forte in 

the first consonant of the imperfect verb (87„9w:). 
 lvom.YIw: = “And he ruled”  

(b) Before a (1CS imperfect prefix), which cannot take a dagesh-forte, the 

vowel under the vav lengthens to a qames (87aw"). 
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 lvom.a,w" = “And I ruled”  

(c) Before y> (and certain other situations of vocal sheva) the vav takes a patah 

and is not followed by dagesh-forte (87y>w:). 
 yhiy>w: = “And it was”  

 The distinctive pointing of the vav cons on the imperfect (87„9w:: , 87aw" or  

87y>w:) means that this form can be readily distinguished from impf + vav conj. 

(2) With regard to the imperfect verb to which the vav cons is attached: 

(a) The imperfect sometimes appears in a shortened form after vav cons.1  

[1] In strong verbs the shortening only occurs in certain hifil forms where 

hireq-yod becomes sere. Compare the following. 

 lyvim.y: + vav conj =  lyvim.y:w> (“And he will cause to rule”) 

 lyvim.y: + vav cons =  lvem.Y:w: (“And he caused to rule”)  

[2] When vav cons is attached to weak verbs, shortened forms appear in 

other stems besides hifil.2 The shortening may involve the loss of a 

consonant as well as the reduction of a vowel, as the following 

example illustrates.  

 Impf, qal, 3MS forms from the root hyh:    

Without vav cons: hy<h.yI = “he will be”     

With vav cons: yhiy>w: = “and he was”     

(b) The vav cons also tends to move the accent of the imperfect from the last 

syllable to the penultimate in some verbs. 

                                                           
1 Some grammarians theorize that these so-called “shortened imperfect” forms are actually not 

imperfects at all, but represent a third conjugation in Hebrew called the “preterite.” The preterite employs 
the same prefixes as the imperfect but conveys simple action in the past. According to the theory, it is a 
verb in the preterite conjugation (rather than impf + vav cons) which appears with a vav to indicate 
completed action in the past. The preterite occasionally appears in ancient texts without a vav. In such cases 
it resembles the imperfect (because of the prefix), but connotes simple past action. (For example: hl,[]a;  
in Jdg 2:1; tv,1y" in Ps 18:12; and dl,1W"ai in Job 3:3). See Joüon, §117b-c; Waltke and O’Connor, §31.1.1, 
33.1.2; and Ronald J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax, An Outline (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1967), 
§176-7. Rather than presenting a third, preterite conjugation, this Grammar takes the traditional approach 
that the vav cons appears on the imperfect (whose form is often shortened), with the result that impf + vav 
cons conveys completed action. While this approach may involve some oversimplification, it is an 
appropriate one for this stage of learning the language. 

2 See Waltke and O’Connor, §33.1.1b. 
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 Impf, piel, 3MS forms from the root $rb: 

Without vav cons: %1reb'y> = “he will bless” 

With vav cons: %r,1b'y>w: = “and he blessed” 

b. An imperfect with vav cons (impf + vav cons) typically follows another clause or 

phrase which establishes the action in a text as completed, then the impf + vav 

cons continues the notion of completed action.1  

(1) Usually the pattern is one in which a perfect verb, indicating past action, is 

followed by an impf + vav cons that conveys consecutive action in the past. 

This pattern is quite common in narrative materials. 

 [m'v.a,w" yTib.1v;q.hi = “I have given heed and I have listened” (Jer 8:6) 

The first verb is a perfect and the second is an impf + vav cons; both 

convey completed action in the past. 

 hV'aih'-la, rm,aYOw: . . . ~Wr[' hy"h' vx'N"h;w> = “Now the serpent was 

crafty . . . and he said to the woman” (Ge 3:1) 

Again, a perfect verb conveying completed action (hy"h') is followed 

by an impf + vav cons (rm,aYOw:), wherein the second verb continues the 

kind of action indicated by the first. 

(2) An impf + vav cons can follow other language elements besides a perfect verb, 

as the following illustrate.   

 ~ydIl'y> hN"nIp.li yhiy>w: . . . ~yvin" yTev. Alw> = “And he had two wives . . . 

and Peninah had children” (1Sa 1:2) 

The first clause is verbless and requires a past tense verb in translation; 

the second clause has an impf + vav cons (yhiy>w:) which continues the 

past tense narrative. 

  Wh1beh]aow" laer'f.yI r[;1n: yKi = “When Israel was a boy, I loved him” (Hos 

11:1) 

The verse begins with a temporal clause that sets the action in the past, 

then the impf + vav cons ( Wh1beh]aow"" ) continues the temporal sense. 

                                                           
1 For the examples of the impf + vav cons that follow and for others see Joüon, §118c-v; and Waltke 

and O’Connor, §33.2.1-33.3.5. 

 Wt1muY"w: hw"hy>-ynEp.li ~t'b'r>q'B. = “In their approaching the LORD, when 

they died” (Le 16:1) 
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In this verse an impf + vav cons (Wt1muY"w:) follows an infinitival phrase 

(~t'b'r>q'B.). The context places the action in the past.   

c. While an impf + vav cons normally follows another language element which 

governs its temporal sense, the verb construction can occur at the beginning of a 

text where there is no close connection with a preceding temporal notion. In fact, 

an impf + vav cons even appears at the beginning of some biblical books. For 

example, Numbers begins with hv,mo-la, hw"hy> rBed;y>w: = “The LORD spoke to 

Moses.” The impf + vav cons expression yhiy>w: (> hy"h') = “and there was” or “and 

it happened” very commonly occurs at the beginning of narratives to signal the 

recital of past events. The book of Ruth begins with jpov. ymeyBi yhiy>w: = “It 

happened in the days of the judges” or “In the days when the judges were ruling.” 

4.  Analysis of verbs with vav consecutives 

While a vav cons normally inverts the meaning of a perfect or imperfect verb, it 

does not actually change the form of a verb. In other words, a perfect verb with a 

vav cons is still analyzed as a perfect, and likewise with an imperfect. The vav 

cons is included as an additional feature in the analysis, as the following illustrate. 
 

Word Root Conju-
gation Stem P/G/N Additional 

Features Translation 

> xql  perf qal 2MS + vav cons T'x.q;l'w>  
(Ge 24:4)      

“and you will  
take” 

> $lm  impf hif 3MS + vav cons %lem.Y:w: 
(2Ki 24:17)  

“and he made to  
reign” 

 

 Note that in the first example above the accent is on the last syllable, indicating it 

is a perf + vav cons rather than a perf + vav conj (which would be accented on the 

penultimate). Also note that the second example has a shortened final vowel (sere 

instead of hireq), which is characteristic of impf + vav cons in hifil.    

16B  ORIENTATION TO THE HEBREW BIBLE AND LEXICON 
The exercises beginning with this lesson will require the student to translate verses 

directly from the Hebrew Bible, using the aid of a lexicon. To facilitate the task, this 

section provides some orientation to these two works.    

1.  The Hebrew Bible 
a. The Hebrew Bible is divided into three large sections: 
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(1) Torah (hr'AT = “law”) including Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and 

Deuteronomy  

(2) Nebiim (~yaiybin> = “prophets”) which is further divided into the “Former 

Prophets” of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings; and the “Latter Prophets” of 

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and “the 12” (i.e., Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, 

Jonah, Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and 

Malachi) 

(3) Ketubim (~ybiWtK. = “writings”) which includes the remaining books of the 

canon: Psalms, Job, Proverbs, Ruth, Song of Songs (Canticles), Ecclesiastes, 

Lamentations, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Chronicles. 

The first letters of these three major sections provide an abbreviated term for the 

Hebrew Bible: T (T) N (n) K (K) which is vocalized as Tanak. 

b. Several editions of the Hebrew Bible are available. The most popular for students 

is the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS), edited by Elliger and Rudolph and 

published by the German Bible Society.1 This critical edition is based on the 

oldest Masoretic manuscript of the entire Hebrew Bible. It contains not only the 

biblical text but also Masoretic notes (in the outside margins and immediately 

below the text) and a critical apparatus with alternate readings (at the bottom of 

the page). BHS begins with a lengthy prolegomena in several languages, including 

English, followed by lists of abbreviations and symbols with interpretation in 

Latin. English translations of the Latin lists are available in several resources, 

such as The Text of the Old Testament, by Würthwein, or A Simplified Guide to 

BHS, by Scott.2  

c. The first task for the student is becoming familiar with the biblical text itself. A 

few of the markings that accompany the text are explained below. 

(1) The system of dividing scripture into chapters and verses was introduced by 

Medieval Christian scholars. The Masoretes indicated divisions in the text by 

                                                           
1 Karl Elliger and Wilhelm Rudolph, eds., Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (Stuttgart: Deutsche 

Bibelgesellschaft, 1967-77). 
2 Ernst Würthwein, The Text of the Old Testament, 2d ed, trans. Erroll R. Rhodes (Grand Rapids: 

William B. Eerdmans, 1995); and William R. Scott, A Simplified Guide to BHS, 3d ed. (N. Richland Hills, 
TX: BIBAL Press, 1987). 
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other means. One is the marking of sedarim, or lessons. Looking at Ge 1:1 as 

an example, the large s at the right margin marks the beginning of a seder 

(“order”); the small a indicates this is the first seder. The Masoretes indicated 

paragraphs by means of a single p (= petuha [“open”]), as at the end of Ge 

1:5, or by a s (= setuma [“closed”]), as at the end of Ge 3:15. The small 

circles that appear above the Hebrew words are keys for moving to the 

Masoretic notes in the margin. (These notes will be discussed in connection 

with the exercises of Lesson 18.) 

(2) The remaining marks around the words of the text are accents. For the sake of 

simplicity this Grammar has employed a single mark for any Hebrew accent, 

which is 13. The Hebrew Bible actually has dozens of specific kinds of 

accents. In fact, there are two accentual systems: one contains 21 accents used 

in the poetic books of Psalms, Proverbs, and Job, and the other has the 27 

accents employed in the rest of the MT. Every Hebrew word (or word group 

when maqqef appears) has a major accent, and some words also have a 

secondary stress. The accents are not only an aid to pronunciation but also to 

interpretation. Accents function either disjunctively (separating words) or 

conjunctively (joining words) to indicate the distinct parts of a verse from the 

perspective of the Masoretes. Since Hebrew has no punctuation marks, the 

accents can be significant aids for translation and interpretation.1 The student 

should consult the table of accents inserted in BHS to become familiar with 

the appearance of all the accents. However, at this point it is necessary to learn 

the significance of only two disjunctive accents in particular.  

(a) A silluq (qWLsi = “end”) appears as 3* beneath the final accented syllable 

of a verse. (While it resembles a meteg, its function is so different that the 

two are easily distinguished from one another.) A word with a silluq is 

also followed by another kind of mark called a sof passuq (`). Note that 

the final word of Ge 1:1 ( `#r,)a'h' ) contains these two marks. 

(b) An atnah (xn"t.a; = “rest”) appears as 3_ and marks the mid-point of a 

verse. Note the occurrence of this accent with the third word in Ge 1:1 

(~yhi_l{a/). (While this accent normally stands to the left of a vowel, it 
                                                           

1 Kelley, 16. 
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sometimes appears to the right in this Grammar.) 

(3) A word that is marked with silluq or atnah (as well as certain other accents) is 

a word in “pause.” As the name suggests, a pausal word indicates where to 

break the reading of the text. In pausal forms the accent tends to move to the 

penultimate syllable, and if the accented vowel is short it often lengthens, as 

the following illustrate. 
 

Non-pausal Form Pausal Form 

ynIa] (“I”)   `ynI)a' (Ge 27:24) 

 #r,1a,  (“land”) #r,a'_ (Jer 22:29) 

hT'a; (“you”) hT'a'_ (Ge 3:11) 

tyI1B; (“house”) `tyI)B' (1Ch 14:1) 

W[m.v.yI (“they will hear”) W[m'_v.yI (Dt 18:14) 

 ^l. (“to you” [MS])  1%l'_ (Ge 33:5) 

 As the last example illustrates, when a syllable with a 2MS pronominal 

suffix is in pause, the sheva usually lengthens to a qames and the final kaf 

takes a silent sheva. Thus, when the 2MS pronominal suffix is in pause, it 

looks exactly like the 2FS pronominal suffix (%3'). In such cases the 

context in which the form appears indicates which gender is intended. 

2. Hebrew lexicons 
a. An essential tool for the beginner in translating the Hebrew Bible is a Hebrew-

English lexicon. One widely used lexicon is A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the 

Old Testament, edited by Brown, Driver, and Briggs (BDB).2 Although it is quite 

old and some of its research outdated, BDB is the most thorough one-volume 

lexicon available. This lexicon is arranged in such a way that words (verbs, nouns, 

adjectives, etc.) are listed under the roots from which they come, so far as can be 

determined. For example, to find the meaning of the word jp'v.mi one does not 

look in the mem section of the lexicon but under the verb root jp;v' (“judge”), 

                                                           
1 In MT the lamed has a dagesh-forte which links it to the preceding word. In this verse it is obvious 

that the pronominal suffix is masculine because its antecedent is Jacob. 
2 Francis Brown, S. R. Driver, and Charles A. Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old 

Testament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1907). 
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which appears on page 1047. jp'v.mi, a noun meaning “judgment,” is the fourth 

entry under jp;v' (page 1048). This noun has been formed by attaching a m to the 

verb root (m being a very common noun prefix, as discussed in Lesson 23). One 

of the values of organizing a lexicon based on roots is that it makes apparent how 

words are related to one another. However, the scheme can also make some words 

difficult to find because of the challenge of uncovering their roots. This Grammar 

will offer some clues along the way to help in the process. 

 While the entries for words in BDB are arranged by roots, many words also 

appear in alphabetic order with a note indicating the root. For example, a note 

appears in the mem section of the lexicon on page 606 which says, “jp'v.mi v. 

jpv” (v. = “see”).   

b. A few other comments are helpful as a general orientation to BDB. 

(1) The list of abbreviations, beginning on page xiii, is an indispensable guide to 

which the user will want to refer frequently. The lexicon also contains an 

Aramaic-English section beginning on page 1078. 

(2) Note the general arrangement of an entry for a verb, using db;a' on page 1 as 

an example. The verb is listed by its lexical form (perf, qal, 3MS); “vb.” 

identifies the part of speech. Then a gloss (or general meaning) for the verb 

comes next, followed by some data in bold parentheses related to etymology 

and cognate languages. The entry then moves to discussing this verb in each 

stem where it occurs. Under the heading Qal, examples of verb forms with 

references appear in the categories of perfect, imperfect, infinitive, and 

participle. The fact that there is no listing for the imperative conjugation 

indicates that this verb does not occur in qal, imperative. After the illustrative 

Hebrew forms come various meanings of the verb in qal. The entry continues 

with piel and hifil forms and meanings. Since no other stems are listed, one 

can assume that this verb occurs only in qal, piel, and hifil. It is important to 

realize that the general meaning of a word that appears after the lexical form 

and part of speech (“perish” in the case db;a') may or may not be appropriate 

for a particular passage. When translating a verb one must pay close attention 

to the lexicon’s discussion of the meanings which that verb can have in 

various stems and then select the meaning which best fits the context in which 
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the word appears.   

 Note that following the entry for db;a' there are four nouns which are 

derived from the root of this verb.  

(3) Observe the general arrangement of a noun entry by looking at ba' on page 3. 

This noun does not appear in the lexicon in alphabetic order but under a 

conjectured root  “II. hba,” which is the second of two roots with this 

spelling. The h of the root, which is a weak consonant, has dropped out in the 

noun form. In time the student will become familiar with the ways in which 

weak roots are modified in derived noun forms. (For now a little random 

searching around the place where a noun would appear alphabetically 

sometimes leads to a discovery of its root, as it would in the case of this 

word.) As with a verb, the entry for the noun ba' begins with its lexical form, 

followed by indication of the part of speech, a gloss (general meaning) for the 

noun, and some etymological information. Then come various forms of the 

noun in the singular – absolute, construct, and suffixed (with pronominal 

suffixes). The same follows for the plural. Finally, the lexicon explains the 

various meanings of the noun in particular contexts.  

(4) The page headers in BDB indicate the first and last entries on each page. Since 

words are listed under their roots, it is often the case that the headers do not 

follow alphabetic order. For example, if one looks in the alef section of the 

lexicon on page 20, the header above the left column is ~ynat, and above the 

right column is rypwa. In other words, the headers indicate the entries on a 

page, not the alphabetic order of roots. Finding alphabetized roots may require 

searching backward or forward through a few pages.  

c. Several other lexicons are available besides BDB; two are mentioned here. The 

Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament by Koehler and Baumgartner 

is a much more thorough and up-to-date lexicon than BDB. Originally published 

in five volumes, it can also be found in a condensed two-volume format. Koehler 

and Baumgarter’s work has the advantage of presenting most Hebrew words in an 

alphabetical arrangement, rather than attempting to place them all under their 

roots. However, the size of this lexicon makes it significantly more expensive 

than BDB. A much briefer work, based on Koehler and Baumgartner’s lexicon, is 
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A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament, by Holladay. 

Holladay’s popular lexicon has several benefits: size, cost, arrangement, and up-

to-date information; however, its discussions (e.g., of grammatical forms) are not 

as thorough as those in BDB and Koehler-Baumgartner.1  

Lesson 16:  EXERCISES 
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1) hm'd'a]  land, ground, earth (NFS)  Cs: tm;d>a;  
(2) lh,1ao  tent (NMS)  P: ~ylih'ao  
(3) @s;a'  he gathered, removed (V)   

(4) rq,1Bo   morning (NMS)  P: ~yrIq'B.  
(5) tyrIB.  covenant (NFS)   

(6) rk;z"   he remembered (V)   

(7) tr;K'   he cut off, cut down (V)   

(8) hn<x]m;   camp, army (NM/FS2)  Cs: hnEx]m;; MP: ~ynIx]m;; FP:  

     tAnx]m; 
(9) ~yI1m;  water, waters (NMDu)  Occurs only in Du 

(10) bybis'   (a) around, all around (adv  Cs: bybis.; MP: ~ybiybis.; FP:  

   or prep)  tAbybis.; P with PS: h'y1b,ybis. 
   (b) circuit, neighborhood  (M), yt;Abybis. (F), etc. 

   (NM/FS2)   

(11) qyDIc;   righteous, just (adj MS)   

(12)  hr'AT   instruction, direction, law   
 

   (NFS)   

 

                                                           
1 Ludwig Koehler and Walter Baumgartner, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament, 

trans. and ed. M.E.J. Richardson (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1994-2000); and William L. Holladay, A Concise 
Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament. Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1971. 

2 This word is sometimes masculine and at other times feminine.   
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b. Analyze the following verbs, nouns, and adjectives, using a lexicon as necessary. 

The analysis of verbs has been discussed previously; however, this is the first 

exercise calling for the analysis of nouns and adjectives. Their analysis involves 

identification of: (1) root (not the lexical form, but the root from which the noun 

comes, if one can be determined), (2) part of speech (N or adj), (3) gender (M or 

F) and number (S or P), (4) state (Ab or Cs), and (5) any additional features. Then 

provide a translation of the word (not its lexical form). The student may want to 

consult Appendix 2 for a summary of the steps in analyzing verbs, nouns, and 

adjectives. The blank analysis chart at the end of Appendix 2 may be used for this 

exercise. 

 Example: yviD'q.MimiW (Eze 9:6) ⇒ Answer: > vdq, NMS, Cs + prep !mi, 
vav conj, & PS 1CS, “and from my sanctuary”     

 

(1) At_m'd>a;l.. (Ps 146:4) (11) aJ'_x;t.yI (Nu 31:23) 

(2) [m;v.yIw> (Jdg 9:7) (12) tArAtw> (Ne 9:13) 

(3) y[ev.rIl.W (Eze 7:21) (13) ~yqiyDIC;h; (Ps 125:3) 

(4) xq;L'Tiw: (Est 2:8) (14) yTi[.1j;n"w> (Ecc 2:5) 

(5) yTip.s;a'w> (Jer 21:4) (15) @Les;ywI (Ex 23:8) 

(6) tAnx]M;B; (Zec 14:15) (16) `%)teyrIB.mi (Eze 16:61) 

(7) T'l.1a;v'w> (1Ki 3:11) (17) T'r>k;z"w> (Dt 5:15) 

(8) HB'k.rI (Na 2:14; Eng 2:13) (18) ~k,yleh\)a' (Jos 22:8) 

(9) tyI)B'h; (2Ch 7:3)  (19) vQeb;a]w" (Eze 22:30) 

(10) trek.Y:w: (Jos 11:21) (20) `^)x,B.z>mi (Dt 33:10) 
 

c. Read aloud and translate Genesis 1:1-5 from the Hebrew Bible, using a lexicon as 

necessary. Also provide an analysis of all verbs. 

 The following notes provide help with grammatical forms that have not yet 

been introduced, including weak verbs. Weak verbs can lose root consonants 

in some forms, and they often employ vowel pointing that diverges from the 

paradigm of strong verbs. The following notes identify missing root 

consonants, and a lexicon will aid in recognizing the stems of verbs whose 

vowels are irregular.  
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Verse 2:  

(1) In ht'y>h' (> hy"h') the final h of the root strengthens to a t with the 

addition of a verb suffix. 

(2) tp,1x,r;m. (> pxr) is participle, piel. It has a m. prefix and a feminine, 

singular participial suffix (t3,). Consult a lexicon for its translation.  

Verse 3: 

yhiy> (> hy"h') has lost its final root consonant. It is a special imperfect form 

known as a jussive (as discussed in Lesson 17). In this context its 

translation requires use of the auxiliary verb “let.” 

Verse 4: 

ar>1Y:w: (> ha'r') has lost its final root consonant. While the prefix vowel of 

patah makes it look like hifil, the verb is actually qal. The patah prefix 

vowel appears because r, like gutturals, prefers an A-class vowel before 

it.   
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Lesson 17 
J U S S I V E   A N D   C O H O R T A T I V E ,                                           
I M P E R A T I V E   C O N J U G A T I O N ,                                           

V E R B S   O F   P R O H I B I T I O N ,                                                     
A N A L Y S I S   O F   V O L I T I O N A L   V E R B   F O R M S   

 
17A JUSSIVE AND COHORTATIVE 
 1. Introduction 

a. Hebrew has three ways of expressing volition (the will of someone). They are the 

jussive, cohortative, and imperative. The imperative mood expresses direct, 

positive commands; it will be discussed in the next section.   

b. The jussive and cohortative usually convey more indirect, or more subtle, 

expressions of volition than the imperative does. The jussive and cohortative are 

not distinct conjugations but are specialized expressions of the imperfect. 

2. Jussive  
a. The jussive occurs only in the imperfect and usually in the third person, singular 

or plural.1 

(1) In some verb roots the jussive has a shortened imperfect form.  

(a) The shortened imperfect of the jussive resembles the shortened forms of 

the imperfect which sometimes appear with the vav consecutive. (See 

Lesson 16A.3a(2)(a).) Like the shortened imperfect with the vav 

consecutive, the shortened jussive forms sometimes move the accent from 

the last syllable to the penultimate.   

                                                           
1 The jussive occurs in the second person in prohibitions (see section 17C.2) and on rare occasions in 

the first person. See Joüon, §114g.  

(b) In strong verbs the shortening of the jussive occurs only in hifil forms 

which normally have a hireq-yod in the second syllable. In these forms the 

jussive tends to shorten the hireq-yod to a sere, as the following illustrates. 

 Impf, hif, 3MS forms from the root lvm: 
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Non-jussive: lyvim.y: = “he will rule” 

Jussive: lvem.y: = “let him rule” or “may he rule”  

(c) In weak verbs the shortening of the imperfect in jussive can occur in other 

stems besides hifil and can involve the loss of a consonant as well as the 

reduction of a vowel, as the following illustrates. 

 Impf, qal, 3MS forms from the root hyh: 

Non-jussive: hy<h.yI = “he will be”  

Jussive: yhiy> = “let him be”   

(2) For most verb roots, however, the jussive and non-jussive forms of the 

imperfect are spelled the same. In such cases the context of the verb is the key 

to recognizing the presence of a jussive, as illustrated by most of the examples 

in the next paragraph. 

b. The jussive may convey a wide range of volitional ideas, such as desire, wish, 

request, advice, invitation, exhortation, order, or command. While there are a 

variety of English expressions which can convey the nuances of the jussive, it is 

often useful to employ such auxiliary verbs as “let” or “may.” In the following 

examples the jussive verbs appear in parentheses in the translations.1 
 

 WnBE_r>qiB. yn"doa] an"-%l,yE =   “Please let the Lord go (%l,yE) in our midst”  

      (Ex 34:9) 

 2ynig_Er>h;y:) yaic.mo-lk' =   “Anyone who finds me may kill me (ynig_Er>h;y:)) 

      (Ge 4:14) 

 Wn=NEr;y> ~yrIh' dx;y: =   “Let the hills sing (Wn=NEr;y>) together for joy”  

      (Ps 98:8) 

 ^r<_m.v.yIw> hw"hy> ^k.r,b'y> =   “May the LORD bless you (^k.r,b'y>) and keep  

      you (^r<_m.v.yIw>>)” (Nu 6:24) 

 %l,M_<h; yxiy> Wrm.aYOw: =   “And they said, ‘Long live (yxiy>) the king!’”  

      (1Sa 10:24) 

                                                           
1 The term “jussive” comes from a Latin verb that means “to order.” For these and other jussive 

examples see Joüon, §114h-l; and Waltke and O’Connor, §34.3a-d. 
2 The symbol 3_ is used in this and succeeding lessons to mark a pausal accent, whether the accent in 

BHS is an atnah, silluq, or a more minor accent. 
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 Note that the first example above uses the particle an" with a jussive verb. This 

particle often appears in volitional expressions and can therefore be a clue to 

the presence of a jussive, cohortative, imperative, or prohibitive verb. 

Grammarians have traditionally assigned an entreaty function to this particle 

and translated it with such words as “please,” “now,” or “I pray.” However, it 

is sometimes best to leave the particle untranslated.1  

3.  Cohortative 
a. The cohortative can occur only in the first person, singular or plural, of the 

imperfect. It is formed by adding a h3' suffix to the first person imperfect, as the 

following examples illustrate. 
 

Imperfect, 1CS & 1CP 

 Non-Cohortative Cohortative 

lvom.a,  (“I will rule”) hl'v.m.a, (“May I rule”) 
Qal 

lvom.nI (“We will rule”) hl'v.m.nI (“Let us rule”) 

lyvim.a;  (“I will cause to rule”) hl'y1vim.a; (“Let me cause to rule”) 
Hifil 

lyvim.n:  (“We will cause to rule”) hl'y1vim.n: (“May we cause to rule”) 
 

b. Notes concerning the cohortative  

(1) The qal examples above show that when the cohortative suffix is attached to a 

word it creates a new syllable that receives the accent, and the preceding 

vowel (under second consonant of the root) reduces from holem to sheva. 

However, the hifil examples indicate that when the vowel before the suffix is 

naturally-long (hireq-yod), the accent does not move to the syllable with the 

suffix, and the naturally-long vowel does not reduce. 

(2) Note that the second cohortative verb in the preceding chart (hl'v.m.nI = “Let 

us rule”) is spelled the same as the perfect, nifal, 3FS form (“She will be 

ruled”). Whether the cohortative or the perfect, nifal is intended can be 

determined from the context in which the verb appears. 

c. The cohortative, like the jussive, can convey a wide range of volitional ideas, such 

as desire, intention, request, resolve, or encouragement. While there are a variety 

                                                           
1 See Kautzsch, §105b; and Lambdin, 170. 
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of English expressions which can communicate the nuances of the cohortative, it

is often useful to translate a cohortative with such auxiliary verbs as “let” or 

“may.” In the following examples the cohortative verbs appear in parentheses in 

the translations.1 
 

 hx'k.W"(nIw> an"-Wkl. =   “Come now, and let us reason together  

      (hx'k.W"(nIw>>)” (Is 1:18) 

 -la;w> jyJi1mi ynI1leyCih; =   “Rescue me from the mire, that I may not sink  

 hl'c.N"ai h['B'_j.a,      (h['B'_j.a,); let me be rescued (hl'c.N"ai)”  

      (Ps 69:15; Eng 69:14) 

 Amy=teArs.Am-ta, hq'T.n:n> =   “Let us rip off (hq'T.n:n) their bonds, and let us  

 Amy=tebo[] WN1M,mi hk'y1liv.n:w>      throw (hk'y1liv.n:w) their cords from us” 

      (Ps 2:3) 

 hl'ke_aow> yLi ha'y1bih'w> =   “And bring it to me, that I may eat (hl'ke_aow>)”  

      (Ge 27:4) 

 d[;B. hr'P.k;a] yl;Wa =   “Perhaps I can make atonement (hr'P.k;a]) for  

 ~=k,t.aJ;x;      your sin” (Ex 32:30) 

d. While the jussive and the cohortative have similar volitional connotations, they 

are distinct from one another in that the jussive normally occurs in the third 

person, imperfect, and the cohortative occurs only in the first person, imperfect. 
 

17B  IMPERATIVE CONJUGATION OF THE VERB 
1. Introduction 

a. As stated earlier, the imperative – like the jussive and cohortative – is a volitional 

verb form. It expresses volition in the form of a command. The Hebrew 

imperative, however, is used only for positive commands. Prohibitions, or 

negative commands, employ the imperfect conjugation, as discussed later in this 

lesson.  

b. The imperative occurs in two forms: a regular form, which is most common, and a 

long form. The regular form is presented first. 
                                                           

1 The term “cohortative” literally refers to mutual encouragement. For these and other cohortative 
examples see Joüon, §114b-f; and Waltke and O’Connor, §34.5.1-2. 
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2.  Regular imperative conjugation in the major stems 
a. The imperative verb occurs only in the second person and typically not in the pual 

and hofal stems. Since there is no 3MS imperative, the 2MS form is the simplest 

in each stem and the one on which the other forms are based. The following chart 

presents the conjugation of the regular imperative verb, using the strong root lvm 

as a model. It provides all forms for the qal stem and the 2MS forms for the other 

relevant stems. Mastery of these forms is one key to learning the imperative 

conjugation. The translations convey common meanings of the imperative in the 

various stems; other connotations are also possible.  
 

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

2MS lvom. lveM'hi lVem;  lvem.h;  lVem;t.hi 

 
“rule” “be  

ruled” 
“rule”  “cause to 

rule” 
 “rule 

yourself” 

2FS yliv.mi       

 “rule”       

2MP Wlv.mi       

 “rule”       

2FP hn"l.1vom.       

 “rule”       
 

 The full conjugation of the imperative verb, using lvm as a model, appears in 

Appendix 3, paradigm 1.  

b. Notes concerning the imperative conjugation  

(1) The imperative verb is similar to the second person imperfect verb. In fact, all 

forms of the imperative, piel are spelled exactly like the imperfect, piel minus 

the imperfect prefix.  

  lVem;T. (impf, piel, 2MS) minus prefix = lVem; (impv, piel, 2MS) The same 

pattern is followed in 2FS, 2MP, and 2FP. 

(2) The imperative, qal also resembles the imperfect, qal without the prefix. One 

additional difference in qal is that the 2FS and 2MP imperatives require a 

hireq under the first consonant of the root instead of the sheva which appears 
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under the first root consonant in the imperfect (else there would be the 

impossible situation of the imperative forms beginning with two shevas). 

  lvom.Ti (impf, qal, 2MS) minus prefix = lvom. (impv, qal, 2MS). The same 

pattern is followed in 2FP. 

 yliv.m.Ti (impf, qal, 2FS) minus prefix (= yliv.m.) + lengthening of first 

vowel = yliv.mi (impv, qal, 2FS). The same pattern is followed in 2MP. 

(3) The other imperative stems also employ spellings which are very similar – but 

not identical – to the pointings of the imperfect verb.  

(a) In nifal the imperative and imperfect are spelled the same except that the 

imperative employs a hi prefix, while the imperfect has prefixes of yI, Ti, a,, 
or nI.    

 Note that the prefix hi also occurs in perfect, hifil; however, the 

imperative, nifal can easily be distinguished from the perfect, hifil by 

the pointing of the first root consonant. 

 Perf, hif, 3MS: lyvim.hi  
 Impv, nif, 2MS: lveM'hi  

(b) In hifil the imperative is spelled the same as the imperfect except for two 

differences. One is that the imperative employs a h; prefix, while the 

imperfect has prefixes of y:, T;, a;, or n:. Also, imperative hifil, 2MS has a 

final vowel of sere, rather than the hireq-yod which appears in imperfect, 

hifil, 2MS. 

 Note that in hifil the imperative and imperfect employ the same prefix 

vowel (patah), while the imperative and perfect employ the same 

prefix consonant (h). 

(c) In hitpael the imperative is like the imperfect except that the imperative 

employs a t.hi prefix, while the imperfect has prefixes of t.yI, t.Ti, t.a,, or 

t.nI. 
 Note that the imperative and the perfect employ the same prefix in this 

stem (t.hi). In fact, in hitpael the imperative 2MS form (lVem;t.hi) is 

identical to the perfect 3MS, and the imperative 2MP (WlV.m;t.hi) is the 

same as the perfect 3CP. The context in which these forms appear 

make clear which conjugation is intended. 
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c. Another key to learning the imperative verb is mastery of the following clues for 

recognizing the forms of the imperative. (These clues appear in summary form in 

Appendix 1.) 

(1) General clues for recognizing regular imperative verbs from strong roots 

(a) Imperative verbs have some vowels that are similar to the imperfect and 

they employ the same suffixes; however, imperatives never have the 

prefixes of the imperfect. 

(b) All imperative verbs are second person; their gender and number can be 

identified by the presence of the same suffixes that are used with the 

imperfect. 
 

2MS 333  2MP W333
2FS y3i33  2FP hn"333

 

(c) As stated previously, the particle an" often occurs with volitional verb 

forms; therefore, it can be a clue to the presence of an imperative.  

(2) Clues for recognizing the stems of regular imperative verbs from strong roots 

(a) Qal:  33o3. or 33.3i  
 Sheva and holem appear beneath the first two root consonants in 2MS 

and 2FP. The first two vowels are hireq and sheva in 2FS and 2MP. 

(b) Nifal: 334'hi  
(c) Piel: 343;   
(d) Hifil: 333.h; 
(e) Hitpael: 343;t.hi 

3. Long form of the imperative 
a. The 2MS imperative sometimes appears in a longer form which involves the 

addition of a h3' suffix (also called a paragogic [“added”] h). While this form 

may have originally served as an emphatic imperative, it seems to have lost that 

nuance. Thus, in the Hebrew Bible it appears to have the same meaning as the 

regular imperative.1 

                                                           
1 Joüon, §143d; Lambdin, 114. 
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b. The h3' suffix can appear in 2MS in any stem of the imperative, although it 

usually appears in qal. The suffix causes certain changes in pointing, as the 

following examples illustrate. 
 

Imperative, 2MS 

 Regular 
Form Long Form 

%l{m. hk'l.m' (“reign”) 

rmov. hr'm.v' (“keep”) Qal 

xl;v. hx'l.vi (“send”) 

Nifal [none] h['b.)V'hi (“swear”) 

Piel  rhem; hr'h]m; (“hurry”) 
 

c. Notes concerning the long form of the imperative 

(1) In the long form the first consonant of the root in qal usually takes a qames-

hatuf, as the first two examples in the preceding chart indicate. The third 

example illustrates a weak verb (with a final guttural consonant) which takes a 

first vowel of hireq in the long form. The nifal example only appears in the 

long form, and the piel example is a weak verb, whose second consonant 

cannot take a dagesh-forte. 

(2) Sometimes the long form of the imperative is similar to forms in other 

conjugations. For example, in some verbs the long form resembles the perfect, 

qal, 3FS. For example, compare the following: 

hk'l.m' = impv, qal, MS + h suffix [long form] (“reign”) 

hk'l.)m' = perf, qal, 3FS (“she reigned”). 

The two forms can be distinguished by the fact that the imperative has a 

qames-hatuf as the first vowel, and the perfect has a qames. A meteg helps 

make this distinction when it appears with the perfect verb; otherwise the 

context of the verb is the clue to recognizing its form. 

(3) While the long form of the imperative and the cohortative take the same suffix 

(h3'), they can easily be distinguished from one another since the cohortative 

has either the 1CS or 1CP imperfect prefix (a or n).  
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17C  VERBS OF PROHIBITION 
Prohibition, or a negative command, is not expressed by the imperative conjugation, but 

by a second person imperfect with one of two negative particles.  

1.  The negative particle al{ with an imperfect often expresses the concept of absolute or 

permanent prohibition. 

 bnO+g>Ti al{   =   “You will not steal” or “Never steal” (Ex 20:15) 

2.  The negative particle la; appears with jussives to express prohibitions that are less 

direct or aimed at stopping something immediately or temporarily. 
 #r,1a'h' ~[;-ta, War>yTi-la; =   “Do not fear (stop fearing) (War>yTi-la;)  

      the people of the land” (Nu 14:9) 

 ^D,_b.[; l[;me rbo[]t; an"-la; =   “Please do not pass (rbo[]t; an"-la;) by 

      your servant” (Ge 18:3) 

 Note that the second example above employs an" as a particle of entreaty. 

17D  ANALYSIS OF VOLITIONAL VERB FORMS 
The analysis of volitional verb forms – the jussive, cohortative, and imperative – is 

illustrated in the following chart. Jussive and cohortative verbs are part of the imperfect 

conjugation but also require indication of their unique forms as jussives (juss) and 

cohortatives (cohort). Imperative verbs require indication of their conjugation (impv), and 

the long forms are identified by means of the additional feature of a h suffix. 
 

Word Root Conju-
gation Stem P/G/N Additional 

Features Translation 

> har  qal 3MS  “may he see” ar,1yE 
(2Ch 24:22)  

impf, 
juss     

> $rb  piel 1CS + vav conj “and let me bless”hk'r])b'a]w: 
(Ge 12:3)  

impf, 
cohort 

> rbd  impv piel 2MP  “speak” WrB.D; 
(Ge 50:4)   
hl'k.a'w> > lka  impv qal 2MS + vav conj “and eat” 

(Ge 27:19)     & h suffix   

> hrx  qal 3MS + la;  rx;1yI-la; 
(Ex 32:22)  

impf, 
juss   

“do not burn with 
anger” 
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Lesson 17:  EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the imperative forms of lvm for the qal stem in all 

persons, genders, and numbers (that is, 2MS, 2FS, 2MP, and 2FP) and the 2MS 

imperative forms of this verb for the other major stems. Then give a translation of 

all forms. (Appendix 3, item 16, has an imperative practice chart.) 

b. Without consulting any charts, identify the following symbolic forms in terms of 

conjugation (perf, impf, or impv) and person, gender, and number. Do not assume 

the forms have any other prefixes or suffixes than the ones that actually appear. If 

more than one answer is possible, give all options. 

 Example: W333 ⇒ Answer: impv, 2mp; or perf, 3CP  
 

(1) y3i33  (7) 333n  (13)  Wn333 
(2) W333y  (8) T.333  (14) hn"333T 
(3)  333a   (9) hn"333  (15) 333T
(4) yTi333  (10) h3'33  (16) ~T,333 
(5) y3i33T  (11)  333y  (17) W333T 
(6) !T,333  (12) T'333   

c. Without consulting any charts, identify the following symbolic forms in terms of 

conjugation (perf, impf, or impv) and stem (qal, nif, piel, etc.). Do not assume the 

occurrence of a dagesh-forte except where indicated. If more than one answer is 

possible, give all options.  

 This exercise does not intend to indicate particular P/G/N, as suggested by the 

lack of suffixes. It is concerned with indicating the clues for conjugations and 

stems. 

 Example: 343;t.hi ⇒ Answer: Impv, hit; or perf, hit  
 

(1) 333.hi  (9) 333.5;  (16)  334'5, 
(2)  343;  (10) 334'hi  (17) 343;5.
(3) 334'5i  (11) 343i  (18) 333.5i 
(4) 343u5.  (12) 343;t.5i  (19)  33.3i 
(5) 333.5,  (13) 333.h'  (20) 343u
(6) 333.nI  (14) 333.h;  (21) 333.5'
(7)  33o3.   (15) 343u5]  (22) 343;t.5,
(8)  343;5]    
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d.  Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 
 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1) la;  no, not (particle)   

(2)  hl'G"   he uncovered, revealed,   

   went into exile (V)   

(3)  hy"x'  he lived, revived (V)   

(4)  an"   please, now, I pray  Usually employed with   
   (particle)  cohort, juss, or impv 

(5)  db,1[,  servant, slave (NMS)  PS: yDIb.[;, ^D>b.[;, etc.;  

     P: ~ydIb'[], ydeb.[; 
(6)  !yI1[;   eye (NFS)  Du: ~yI1n:y[e  
(7)  1hwc   hW"ci (piel): he commanded,  Only occurs in piel and  

   ordered (V)  pual 

(8) ~yI1n:v. (M),   two (N M/F Du)  Occurs only in Du; Cs: ynEv. 
 2~yI1T;v. (F)     (M), yTev. (F); ynIve (M), 
     tynIve (F) = “second” 

(9)  %w<1T'   midst, middle (NMS)  Cs: %AT  
 

e. Analyze the following verbs, using a lexicon as necessary. When more than one 

option is possible, consult the biblical text to determine which is appropriate in 

context.  

 Example: xm;f.Ti-la; (Hos 9:1) ⇒ Answer: > xmf, impf, juss, qal, 2MS + 

la;,  “stop rejoicing” 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Since this verb never occurs in qal, its lexical form cannot be the perf, qal, 3MS form; instead the root 

(without vowels) serves as the lexical form. 
2 The numbers from two to ten occur as both masculine and feminine nouns. The ordinal numbers from 

two to ten also have related cardinals (“second,” “third,” etc.), which are formed by means of the suffixes 
y3i (M) or ty3i (F). The spelling of the feminine ordinal number ~yI1T;v. (HTa/yim = “two”) is irregular. 
The sheva is silent and the T has a dagesh-lene. The same is true for the construct form of this word: yTev. 
(HT$$ ). See Kautzsch, §97b. 
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(1) hWEc;  (Jos 4:16) (8) hl'c.N"ai (Ps 69:15; Eng 69:14)

(2) bnOg>Ti al{ (Ex 20:15) (9) War>qi (Jdg 16:25) 

(3) yrIm.1V'hi (Jdg 13:4) (10) ha'c.)m' (Lv 25:28) 

(4) hx'B.z>nIw> (Ex 3:18) (11) Wlv.m.yI-la; (Ps 19:14; Eng 19:13)

(5) trek.y: (Ps 12:4; Eng 12:3) (12) hl'D>g:a]w: (Ge 12:2) 

(6) hl'k.a'w> (Ge 27:19) (13) hb'y1viq.h; (Ps 5:3; Eng 5:2) 

(7)  hn"[.1m;v. (Is 32:9) (14) WqZ>x;t.hi (1Sa 4:9) 
 

f. Read aloud and translate the following texts from the Hebrew Bible with the help 

of a lexicon. Also provide an analysis of all verbs. 

 The following notes aid in identifying certain weak verb roots and unfamiliar 

grammatical forms. Consult a lexicon for assitance in identifying the stems of 

weak verbs whose vowels differ from those of strong verbs. 

(1) Genesis 1:6-8 

Verse 6 

(a) yhiy> > hyh   

(b) lyDIb.m; (> ldb) is a participle, hifil. The m; prefix and the hireq-yod are 

typical in participle, hifil. Consult a lexicon for its translation. 

Verse 7 

Even though f[;1Y:w: (> hf[) has a y: prefix, it is not a hifil verb, as 

indicated by the fact that the lexicon lists no hifil forms for this verb. The 

guttural consonant [ requires the A-class prefix vowel. 

(2) Psalm 119:17-19 

Verse 18 

(a) lG: (> hlg) loses its final root consonant in this form; the patah is the clue 

to this verb’s conjugation and stem. 

(b) hj'yBi_a;w> (> jbn) loses its first root consonant in this form; the n is 

assimilated into the B by means of a dagesh-forte. 

(c) tAal'p.nI (> alp) is a participle, nifal, feminine, plural; it serves as the 

object of a verb. See a lexicon for its meaning. 
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18A INFINITIVE 

1. Introduction 
a. As stated previously, perfect, imperfect, and imperative verbs are finite. Their 

action is limited by inflection (through prefixes and suffixes) to particular 

persons, genders, and numbers. Hebrew has two additional conjugations that are 

not finite: the infinitive and the participle. These two conjugations are non-finite 

in that they lack the typical inflectional limitations of finite verbs. This section 

will consider the infinitive, and the next the participle. 

b. The infinitive is a verbal noun, which means that it shares some characteristics of 

verbs and some of nouns. In form it is like a verb in that it is built on a verb root 

and appears in the verb stems. However, the infinitive is unlike a verb in that it 

has no person, gender, or number. One way the infinitive is like the noun is that it 

sometimes takes prefixed prepositions; other similarities to nouns will be 

discussed later. 

c. Hebrew infinitives appear in two states: construct and absolute. While these two 

terms are also used of nouns, they have different meanings when applied to 

infinitives. The infinitive construct, which is much more common, is discussed 

first. 

2. Infinitive construct 

a. The following chart presents the conjugation of the infinitive construct in the 

major stems where it occurs, using the strong verb root lvm as a model. Since 

infinitives have no person, gender, or number, each stem has only one form. The 

infinitive construct is used in ways similar to the English infinitive (“to rule”) and 

gerund (“ruling”). These two notions are suggested by the translations; other 

connotations are also possible. 
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I n f i n i t i v e   C o n s t r u c t  

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

lvom. lveM'hi lVem;  lyvim.h;  lVem;t.hi  
“(to) rule/ 

ruling” 
“(to) be  

ruled/be-
ing ruled” 

“(to) rule/ 
ruling” 

 “(to) cause 
to rule/ 

causing to 
rule” 

 “(to) rule 
one’s self/ 

ruling one’s 
self” 

   
b. Notes concerning the infinitive construct conjugation    

(1) In qal, nifal, piel, and hitpael, the form of the infinitive construct is identical to 

the 2MS imperative. The hifil forms in these two conjugations differ in that the 

infinitive construct takes a hireq-yod in the last syllable (lyvim.h;), while the 

2MS imperative has a sere (lvem.h;). (See the chart in section 18A.4a.) The 

infinitive construct of the strong verb does not appear in the other major stems. 

(2) The infinitive construct often has a prefixed preposition l (“to”). However, 

the prepositional idea can be implied even when there is no prefixed 

preposition. Consequently, the English preposition “to” appears in parentheses 

in the translations of the preceding chart. The infinitive construct can also take 

other prefixed prepositions, as discussed below. 

c. Function of the infinitive construct1 

(1) The infinitive construct can function like a verb in the sense of having a 

subject or object. (The infinitive appears in parentheses after its translation in 

the following examples.) 

 Wnre_y[ib.W Wnx.1n:a] ~v' tWml' = “to die (tWml') there, we and our cattle,” or 

more idiomatically, “so that we and our cattle would die there” (Nu 20:4). 

The infinitive has a double subject (Wnre_y[ib.W Wnx.1n:a]). Its root has a 

middle vav (twm). In weak verbs of this sort the vav becomes a vowel 

in infinitive, qal, construct.  

 yt'_nOb.liw> yn:b'l. qVen:l. = “to kiss (qVen:l.) my sons and daughters” (Ge 

31:28). 

In this phrase the infinitive has a double object (yt'_nOb.liw> yn:b'l.). 
                                                           

1 This discussion follows the approach of Lambdin, 128-29. For the following examples and others see 
Joüon, §124; Waltke and O’Connor, §36.2-36.3; and Williams, §192-200. 
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(2) The infinitive construct – sometimes accompanied by a subject or object – can 

function substantivally (like a noun) in a sentence. Usually it serves as a 

subject or predicate nominative in a verbless clause. However, it can serve 

other substantival roles, such as the object of a verb or a genitive in a 

construct phrase.1  

 ~yli_yae bl,2xeme byviq.h;l. bAj xb;2Z<mi [;mov. hNEhi = “Behold, to obey 

([;mov.) is better than sacrifice; to heed (byviq.h;l.) better than the fat of 

rams” (1Sa 15:22). 

In this verse two infinitives serve as subjects of verbless clauses; the 

first one without a preposition, the second one with a prefixed l. 
 tAf_[]l; ~L'xih; hz<w> = “And this is (the) beginning of them (~L'xih;) to 

do,” or more idiomatically, “And this is what they are beginning to do” 

(Ge 11:6). 

The first infinitive (~L'xih;; ) is hifil, construct with a pronominal suffix; 

it serves as a predicate nominative in this clause. 

 abow"_ tace [d;ae al{ = “Not I know to go out (tace) or to come in 

(abow"_),” or more idiomatically, “I do not know how to go out or to come 

in” (1Ki 3:7). 

The verb in this clause ([d;ae) has two infinitives as objects. Both are 

qal, construct and come from weak roots.    

 ^l.k'a] ~AyB. = “in the day of your eating (^l.k'a])” (Ge 2:17). 

The construct noun (~AyB.) is followed by an infinitive that functions 

genitivally in the construct phrase. The infinitive is qal, construct with 

a pronominal suffix. 

(3) Most often the infinitive construct is connected to a preposition. It can follow 

an independent preposition, but more frequently it has one of the prefixed 

prepositions B, K, or l. With these prepositions an infinitive construct can 

function verbally and substantivally, as illustrated previously. However, very 

commonly such constructions serve to modify or complement verbs. 

(a) With the prepositions B and K an infinitive construct usually serves the 

role of a temporal clause in English.  
                                                           

1 Lambdin, 128-29. 
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 h[or>P; ynEp.li Adm.['B. = “in his standing (Adm.['B.) before Pharaoh,” or 

more idiomatically, “when he stood before Pharaoh” (Ge 41:46). 

The infinitive, qal, construct (Adm.['B.) has a pronominal suffix, 

which affects its vowel pointing. 

 hm'y>r'=c.mi ~r'b.a; aAbK. yhiy>w: = “And it happened as coming (aAbK.), 
Abram, to Egypt,” or more idiomatically, “And it happened as soon as 

Abram came to Egypt” (Ge 12:14). 

(b) Infinitive constructs appear quite often with l to complement or explain 

verbs in a wide variety of ways. 

 ~xen:t.hil. !aem'y>w: = “And he refused to comfort himself (~xen:t.hil.),” 

or “And he refused to be comforted” (Ge 37:35). 

 tB'V;h;-ta, tAf[]l; tB'V;h;-ta, laer'f.yI-ynEb. Wrm.v'w> = “And the 

children of Israel will keep the sabbath to do (tAf[]l;) the sabbath,” or 

more idiomatically, “And the children of Israel will keep the sabbath 

by observing it” (Ex 31:16). 

 rmo=ale x;nO-la, ~yhil{a/ rBed;y>w: = “And God spoke to Noah saying 

(rmo=ale)” (Ge 8:15). 

The infinitive construct rmoa/ with l is a special case. It is spelled 

irregularly in that the a becomes quiescent and the preposition 

takes a sere as compensation: rmoale. When introducing a 

quotation, as in this verse, it is an idiom for “saying.”  
 The preceding examples illustrate the fact that prepositions are quite 

flexible in their connotations. Their meanings are impacted by their usages 

in sentences and by the meanings of accompanying verbs. 

3. Infinitive absolute 
a. The infinitive absolute, like the infinitive construct, cannot be inflected to show 

person, gender, or number. The forms of the infinitive absolute appear in the 

following chart, using the strong verb lvm as a model. The translations suggest 

one option for the meanings of the infinitive absolute in the major stems; other 

connotations are also possible, as discussed below. 
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I n f i n i t i v e   A b s o l u t e  

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 
1lAvm'  lvom.nI or lVom; or loVomu lvem.h;  lvem.h'  lVem;t.hi  

 2lvoM'hi lVem;     
“ruling” “being 

ruled” 
“ruling” “being 

ruled” 
“causing 
to rule” 

“being 
caused to 

rule” 

“ruling 
one’s 
self” 

 

b. Notes concerning the infinitive absolute conjugation     

(1) Two patterns commonly occur with regard to the infinitive absolute in nifal 

and piel. The second option in piel (lVem;) is spelled exactly like the infinitive 

construct and the 2MS imperative in this stem.  

(2) Three other forms of the infinitive absolute are spelled the same as forms in 

other conjugations: one of the infinitive, nifal, absolute forms (lvom.nI) is 

identical to the imperfect, qal, 1CP; the infinitive, hifil, absolute (lvem.h;) is 

the same as the imperative, hifil, 2MS; and the infinitive, hitpael, absolute 

(lVem;t.hi) is the same as hitpael forms in the infinitive construct, the 3MS 

perfect, and the 2MS imperative. (See the chart in section 18A.4a.) 

c. Function of the infinitive absolute3 

(1) The infinitive absolute functions in ways that have little parallel in English 

grammar. It usually serves an adverbial role and as a rule does not take  

prefixed prepositions.  

(2) Most frequently the infinitive absolute appears along with a finite verb (perf, 

impf, or impv) and serves to intensify or complement the verb in some way. It 

usually precedes a cognate verb – that is, a verb of the same root as the 

infinitive. Less frequently the infinitive absolute follows a verb, which may or 

                                                           
1 In some verbs this form is spelled according to the pattern of lvom'. 

 2 Sometimes the spelling of the infinitive, nifal, construct (lveM'hi) is employed as the infinitive, nifal, 
absolute, especially for the sake of assonance (similarity of sound). Such may occur, for example, in a 
situation like lveM'yI lveM'hi. Joüon, §51b. 

3 For the following examples and others see Waltke and O’Connor, §35.2-35.5; and Williams, §201-
212. 
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may not be a cognate.1 When the infinitive absolute intensifies a verb, that 

intensity may be translated in a wide variety of ways, depending upon the 

verb’s meaning and its context. Often it is useful in translation to use such 

terms as “indeed,”  “certainly,” or “really.” To illustrate, in lyvim.y: lvem.h; (= 

“causing to rule, he will cause to rule”) an infinitive, hifil, absolute precedes 

an imperfect, hifil verb. The phrase may be translated “He will certainly cause 

to rule.” In lAvm' lv;m' (= “he ruled, ruling”) an infinitive, qal, absolute 

follows a perfect, qal verb. It may be translated “He indeed ruled.” Biblical 

examples follow. 

 yn:p'l. WkL.h;t.yI ^y2bia' tybeW ^t.yBe yTir>2m;a' rAma' = “Saying (rAma'), I 
said that your house and your father’s house will walk before me,” or 

more idiomatically, “Indeed, I have promised that your house and your 

father’s house will minister before me” (1Sa 2:30). 

An infinitive, qal, absolute (rAma') precedes a cognate perfect, qal 

verb (yTir>2m;a'), intensifying its action. 

 hw"hy> twOc.mi-ta, !Wrm.v.Ti rAmv' = “Keeping (rAmv'), you will keep the 

commandments of the LORD,” or more idiomatically, “You must keep the 

commandments of the LORD” (Dt 6:17). 

Here an infinitive, qal, absolute (rAmv') precedes and intensifies an 

imperfect, qal that is a cognate verb (!Wrm.v.Ti). 
 Wny2biT'-la;w> [;Amv' W[m.vi = “Hear, hearing ([;Amv'), but do not 

comprehend,” or “Hear indeed, but do not understand” (Is 6:9). 

An infinitive, qal, absolute ([;Amv') follows a cognate imperative, piel 

(W[m.vi). The infinitive intensifies the action of the verb. 

 %lev.h;w> bAxs' r=beQ'yI rAmx] tr;Wbq. = “With the burial of a donkey he 

will be buried, dragging off (bAxs') and casting away (%lev.h;w>),” or more 

idiomatically, “He will be buried like a donkey, dragged off and cast 

away” (Jer 22:19). 

                                                           
1 In the past grammarians concluded that when the infinitive absolute follows a finite verb it gives a 

durative or repetitive quality to the verb. More recent grammarians have tended to move away from such a 
view, claiming instead that when the infinitive absolute appears after a verb it does not necessarily convey 
a different nuance than when it occurs before a verb. See Waltke and O’Connor, §35.3.1d. 
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An imperfect, nifal (r=beQ'yI) is followed by two infinitive constructs 

that are not cognates. The infinitives (bAxs' and %lev.h;w>) complement 

the action of the verb. 

(3) An infinitive absolute sometimes serves the role of a finite verb, most 

commonly replacing an imperative. 

 tB'V;h; ~Ay-ta, rAkz" = “Remember (rAkz") the Sabbath day” (Ex 20:8). 

This infinitive, qal, absolute serves the function of an imperative in 

this clause. 

 r=teAhw> lkoa' hw"hy> rm;a' hko = “Thus the LORD says, ‘Eating (lkoa') 
and having some leftover (r=teAhw>),’” or more idiomatically, “Thus the 

LORD says, ‘They will eat and have some leftover’” (2Ki 4:43). 

Two infinitive absolutes – the first qal (lkoa') and the second hifil 

(r=teAhw>) – serve the role of imperfect verbs in this verse.  

(4) Occasionally an infinitive absolute functions like a substantive, such as the 

subject of a clause, a predicate nominative, or a genitive following a construct 

noun. 

 bAj_-al{ tABr>h; vb;D> lkoa' = “Eating (lkoa') too much honey is not 

good” (Pr 25:27). 

This infinitive, qal, absolute is the subject of the clause. 

 lKe_f.h; rs;Wm = “the discipline of being prudent (lKe_f.h;)” (Pr 1:3). 

This infinitive, hifil, absolute functions genitivally in relationship with 

a construct noun. 

4.  Summary of the infinitive construct and absolute 

a. As suggested by the following chart, it is helpful to compare the forms of the 

infinitive construct and absolute with one another and with certain forms of the 

imperative, perfect, and imperfect in order to note similarities and differences. 
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I n f i n i t i v e   C o n s t r u c t  

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

lvom. lveM'hi lVem;  lyvim.h;  lVem;t.hi 
I n f i n i t i v e   A b s o l u t e 

lAvm'  lvom.nI or lVom; or lVomu lvem.h; lvem.h'  lVem;t.hi 
 lvoM'hi lVem;     

I m p e r a t i v e   2 M S  

 lvom.  lveM'hi lVem;  lvem.h;  lVem;t.hi 
P e r f e c t   3 M S 

        lVem;t.hi 
I m p e r f e c t   1 C P 

  lvom.nI       

b. A key to learning the infinitive is mastery of the following clues for recognizing 

their forms and distinguishing them from other conjugations. (These clues appear 

in summary form in Appendix 1.) 

(1) General clues for recognizing the infinitive construct and absolute 

(a) Neither the infinitive construct nor absolute can take the verb suffixes that 

indicate person, gender, and number. Consequently, any imperative form 

that has a verb suffix (y3i, W, or hn") can be easily distinguished from the 

infinitive. All imperative forms except 2MS have such suffixes.  

(b) Infinitive constructs are often connected to independent or prefixed 

prepositions. Perfects, imperatives, and (usually) infinitive absolutes do 

not take prefixed prepositions or stand as the objects of independent 

prepositions. 

(c) Other than these clues, one can distinguish between similar forms of the 

infinitive construct, infinitive absolute, imperative, and perfect by means 

of the context in which the word appears. 

(2) Clues for recognizing the stems of infinitives from strong verb roots 

(a) Qal 

[1] Construct: 33o3.  
[2] Absolute: 3A33'  
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(b) Nifal 

[1] Construct: 33e4'hi  
[2] Absolute: 33o3.nI or 33o4'hi  

(c) Piel 

[1] Construct: 34e3;  
[2] Absolute: 34o3; or 34e3;  

(d) Pual absolute: 34o3u   
(e) Hifil 

[1] Construct: 3y3i3.h;  
[2] Absolute: 33e3.h;  

(f) Hofal absolute: 33e3.h'  
(g) Hitpael   

[1] Construct: 34e3;t.hi 
[2] Absolute: 34e3;t.hi  

18B  PARTICIPLE 
1. Introduction 

a. The participle, like the infinitive, is a non-finite verb form. It lacks the kind of 
verbal inflections that appear in finite verbs (perf, impf, and impv) to indicate 
person, gender, and number.  

b. The participle is a verbal adjective, which means that it has some of the 
characteristics of both verbs and adjectives. In form it is like a verb in that it is 
built on a verb root and appears in verb stems. A participle is like an adjective 
(and also a noun) in that it takes the common endings that indicate gender, 
number, and state for nouns and adjectives. A participle can also appear with the 
definite article and prefixed prepositions. 

2.  Participle conjugation in the major stems 
a. Qal participle 

(1) The qal stem of the participle is unique in that it has both active and passive 

forms, something that occurs in no other conjugation. Outside of qal, the other 

stems of the participle are either active or passive, but not both. In other words 

the piel, hifil, and hitpael participles are active; and the nifal, pual, and hofal 

participles are passive. The passive form of the qal participle, like the nifal, 
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expresses simple action in the passive voice.1 

(2) As stated above, the participles in all stems take the common endings for 

nouns and adjectives. The following paradigm presents the forms of the 

participle, qal, active and passive in all genders, numbers, and states, using the 

strong verb root lvm.  
 

 P a r t i c i p l e ,   Q a l 

 Singular Plural 

 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct 
Translation 

 Active 

M 2lvemo lvemo ~yliv.mo ylev.mo 
tl,2v,mo or tl,2v,mo or tAlv.mo tAlv.mo 

F 
hl'v.mo tl;v.mo    

“ruling/one(s) 
ruling” 

 Passive 

M 3lWvm' lWvm. ~yliWvm. yleWvm. 
F hl'Wvm. tl;Wvm. tAlWvm. tAlWvm. 

“being ruled/ 
one(s) being ruled” 

 

 Two forms appear for the feminine, singular, absolute participle. The most 

common in qal active is t3,, while h3' is typical for qal passive.  

b. Participles in all the major stems 

Participles in every stem can occur with any of the common noun endings that 

are illustrated in the preceding chart. However, for the sake of simplicity, the 

following paradigm presents only the masculine, singular, absolute forms of 

the participle in all of the stems, again using the strong verb root lvm as a 

model. The translations indicate two common options for translating 

participles in various stems. 

                                                           
1 Joüon, §417q, suggests that the participle, qal, passive connotes completed action, while the 

participle, nifal implies action that is in process. 
2 In some verbs this form is spelled according to the pattern of lveAm. 
3 In some verbs this form is spelled according to the pattern of lvum'. 
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P a r t i c i p l e ,   M S ,   A b s o l u t e 

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

Active 

lvemo  lVem;m.  lyvim.m;  lVem;t.mi 
“ruling/ 

one 
ruling” 

 “ruling/ 
one 

ruling” 

 “causing 
to rule/ 

one caus- 
ing to 
rule” 

 “ruling 
himself/ 

one ruling 
himself” 

Passive 

lWvm' lv'm.nI lV'mum. lv'm.m' 
“being 

ruled/one 
being 
ruled” 

“being 
ruled/one 

being 
ruled” 

 
“being 

ruled/one 
being 
ruled” 

 
“being 

caused to  
rule/one be- 
ing caused 

to rule” 
 

c. Notes concerning the participle conjugation  

(1) Five stems of the participle – piel, pual, hifil, hofal, and hitpael – have the 

following: 

(a) A m prefix (or t.mi in the case of hitpael)  

(b) A pointing which resembles the pointing of the imperfect verb. 

(2) All of the passive participle forms in the preceding chart, with the exception 

of the qal passive, have a qames as the vowel for the second root consonant in 

absolute forms.  

(a) This pattern is typically followed in all absolute participles in the non-qal, 

passive stems, as illustrated by the following nifal absolute forms.    
Participle, nifal: MS Ab: lv'm.nI  
 FS Ab: hl'v'm.nI (less often: tl,2v,m.nI) 
 MP Ab: ~yliv'm.nI  
 FP Ab: tAlv'm.nI  

 Note that the vowel under the second root consonant distinguishes 

the participle, nifal, MS, Ab (lv'm.nI) from the perfect, nifal, 3MS 

(lv;m.nI). 
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Pual and hofal absolute participle forms follow the same pattern as the 

preceding nifil forms with regard to the qames under the second root 

consonant. 

(b) The qames under the second root consonant typically reduces in the 

construct participle forms of the non-qal, passive stems, as illustrated with 

the following nifal construct forms. 
Participle, nifal: MS Cs: lv;m.nI  
 FS Cs: tl;v.m.nI (less often: tl,2v,m.nI) 
 MP Cs: ylev.m.nI  
 FP Cs: tAlv.m.nI  

Pual and hofal construct participles usually follow the same pattern with 

regard to the second root consonant.  

d. A key to learning the participle is mastery of the following clues for recognizing 

its forms. (These clues appear in summary form in Appendix 1.) 

(1) General clues for recognizing the participle 

(a) The appearance of the common endings for nouns and adjectives helps to 

distinguish the participle from other verb forms outside of the MS absolute 

and construct (which have no ending). The MS forms can be recognized 

by their unique pointing, as described below. 

(b) The m prefix which appears on the in piel, pual, hifil, hofal, and hitpael 

readily distinguishes these participles from all other verb forms. 

(c) In the absolute forms of the participle in nifal, the qames under the second 

root consonant distinguishes it from other verb forms. 

(2) Clues for recognizing the stems of strong verb participles 

(a) Qal 

[1] Active: 333o  
All forms have the unique feature of a holem with the first root 

consonant.  

[2] Passive: 3W33  

All forms have the unique feature of a shureq after the second root 

consonant. 
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(b) Nifal: 33'3.nI  
In construct forms (MS, MP, FS, and FP) the qames reduces. 

(c) Piel: 343;m.  
(d) Pual: 343um.  
(e) Hifil: 333.m;  
(f) Hofal: 333.m'  
(g) Hitpael: 343;t.mi  

3.  Function of the participle1 
a. A participle often functions in the ways that an adjective functions: attributively, 

predicatively, and substantivally. 

(1) When functioning attributively, a participle (like an adjective) follows the 

noun it modifies and agrees with it in gender, number, and definiteness. It is 

often useful to translate an attributive participle with a relative clause. 

 hl'k.ao vae = “a fire, a consuming (hl'k.ao),” which means “a consuming 

fire” (Dt 4:24). 

 ac'm.NIh; @s,2K,h;-lK' = “all of the money, the being found (ac'm.NIh;),” 

which means “all of the money which was found” (Ge 47:14). 

(2) When a participle functions predicatively it appears in a verbless clause, 

usually with a stated subject. The predicative participle, which does not take 

an article, agrees with the subject it modifies in gender and number (like an 

adjective).   

 r=[ero[] yre[' tAbzU[] = “being abandoned (tAbzU[]) the cities of Aroer,” 

which in its context means “the cities of Aroer will be abandoned” (Is 

17:2). 

(3) A substantival participle stands in the place of a noun, serving such roles as a 

subject, predicate nominative, or the object of a verb or preposition. Like a 

noun, a substantival participle may take the article. Substantival participles 

may be translated in various ways, sometimes by supplying “one(s)” as the 

subject of the participle’s action, by a relative clause, or simply by a noun 

which incorporates the verbal notion of the participle. For example, one might 
                                                           

1 For the examples that follow and others see Horsnell, 78-83; Waltke and O’Connor, §37.1-37.7; and 
Williams, §213-222. 
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translate the participle, qal, active lveMoh; as “the ruling one,” “the one who 

rules,” or “the ruler,” depending upon the context in which the word appears.  

 vyai ~yrIm.Voh; War>YIw: = “And the watching ones (~yrIm.Voh;) saw a man,” 

or more idiomatically, “And those who were watching [the city of Bethel] 

saw a man,” or “And the spies saw a man” (Jdg 1:24). 

The participle, qal, active (~yrIm.Voh;) is the subject of the verb in this 

clause. 

 yl'_ae rBeD;mi tae [m;v.a,w" = “And I heard one speaking (rBeD;mi) to me” 

(Eze 2:2). 

The participle (rBeD;mi) is serving as the object of a verb. Its stem is 

hitpael. The t of the t.mi prefix has been assimilated into the first root 

consonant by means of a dagesh-forte, since the “t” and “d” sounds 

blend together in speech. A full spelling of the form would be 

rBeD;t.mi.  
 At_yrIb. yrem.vol. = “to keeping ones (yrem.vol.) of his covenant,” or more 

idiomatically, “to those who keep his covenant” (Ps 103:18). 

This participle, qal, active (yrem.vol.) is MS construct and is limited by 

the absolute noun that follows it. The participle also serves as the 

object of a preposition.  

b. A participle may also function like a finite verb (perf, impf, or impv). In this role it 

often conveys continuous action in the present or past, or it may suggest imminent 

action.1 The temporal state of the action is implied by the participle’s context. 

When functioning like a finite verb, a participle can take an object or adverbial 

complement of some sort. 

 WN2M,mi ~k,l.k'a] ~AyB. yKi ~yhil{a/ [;deyO yKi = “For God knows ([;deyO) that in 

the day you eat from it” (Ge 3:5). 

 ar's.ysi-ta, @dero qr'b' = “Barak was pursuing (@dero) Sisera” (Jdg 4:22). 

 lWBM;h;-ta, aybime ynIn>hi ynIa]w: = “And I, behold I, will cause to come (aybime) 
the flood,” or more idiomatically, “Behold, I will bring the flood” (Ge 6:17). 

aybime (> awb) is participle, hifil, conveying imminent action. 

                                                           
1 Williams, §213-214 

 When a participle does not have an object or adverbial complement, it may be 
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difficult to distinguish whether it is functioning like a finite verb or a predicate 

adjective. In such cases it makes little difference which classification is chosen.  

18C  ANALYSIS OF INFINITIVES AND PARTICIPLES 

1.  The analysis of infinitives involves identification of the verb root, conjugation (inf), 

stem, state (Cs or Ab), any additional features, and the translation of the infinitive. 

2.  The analysis of participles requires identification of the verb root, conjugation (part), 

stem, gender, number, state, any additional features, and the translation of the 

participle. In the case of a participle, qal, it is also necessary to indicate the voice (act 

or pass). With other stems no indication of voice is necessary, since they can only be 

either active or passive. 
 

Word Root Conju-
gation Stem1 G/N State Additional 

Features Translation

> qzx  inf piel -- Cs + prep l “to harden” qZEx;l. 
(Jos 11:20)     

> lka  inf nif -- Ab  lkoa'he 
(Lv 7:18)   

“being 
eaten” 

> $lh  part MP Ab + art ~ykil.hoh; 
(Ex 10:8)   

qal 
act 

“the ones 
going” 

> rkz  part hif FS Ab  tr,2K,z>m; 
(Nu 5:15)   

“causing to  
remember” 

 

 A summary of the steps involved in analyzing infinitives and participles appears 

in Appendix 2. 

Lesson 18: EXERCISES 
a. Reproduce from memory the following forms for lvm and give a translation for 

each form. 

(1) Participle, qal, active, masculine, singular, absolute 

(2) Participle, qal, passive, masculine, singular, absolute 

(3) Infinitive, qal, construct 

(4) Infinitive, qal, absolute 

 

 
                                                           

1 When a participle is in the qal stem, also indicate in this column whether it is active or passive. 
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b. Without consulting any charts, identify the following symbolic forms in terms of 

conjugation (perf, impf, impv, inf, or part) and stem (qal, nif, piel, etc.). In the 

case of an infinitive also identify whether the form is construct or absolute. In the 

case of a participle, qal, also identify the voice as active or passive. Do not 

assume the occurrence of a dagesh-forte except where indicated. If more than one 

answer is possible, give all options.  

 This exercise is concerned with the general clues for conjugations and stems. 

The clues are intended as indicators for all the forms of a particular 

conjugation and stem, not simply one form (with a few exceptions, as in impv, 

qal where one clue [33o3.] applies to two forms and another [33.3i] to two 

forms).  

 Example: i 33e4'hi ⇒ Answer: inf, nif, Cs     

This example is not identified as the general clue for impv, nif because 

it applies to only one form in that stem and conjugation – only 2MS 

has a sere under the second consonant of the root. Instead, the general 

clue for impv, nif (which applies to all forms of that conjugation and 

stem) is 334'hi. Similarly, while 334'hi is an accurate clue for inf, 

nif, Cs, 33e4'hi is a more precise clue, since it also indicates the vowel 

which always appears under the second root consonant. 
 

(1)  333o  (14) 33o4'hi  (27) 34e3;
(2) 33o3.nI  (15) 33'3.nI  (28) 333.nI
(3) 334'5i  (16) 333.5'  (29) 3y3i3.h;
(4) 333.m;  (17) 343;t.mi  (30) 343; 
(5)  33.3i  (18) 343u  (31) 343;t.5i
(6) 3A33'  (19) 34o3;  (32) 334'hi 
(7) 343i  (20) 3W33  (33) 33e3.h;
(8) 343u5.  (21) 333.hi  (34) 333.5i 
(9) 33e3.h'  (22) 33o3.  (35) 343um.

(10) 343;m.  (23) 34e3;t.hi  (36) 333.h'
(11) 333.5;  (24) 343;5.  (37) 343;t.hi 
(12) 34o3u  (25) 333.m'  (38) 343;5]
(13) 333.5,   (26) 343u5]  (39) 333.h;
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c. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  1rbd  rB,DI (piel): he spoke    Usually piel; in qal   

   (V)  only as inf and part 

(2)  [r;2z<  seed, offspring,   S with PS: y[ir>z:, ^[]r>z:, 
   sowing (NMS)  etc. 

(3)  ~y"   sea (NMS)  P: ~yMiy:  
(4)  %l;m'  he reigned, was/became   

   king (or F: she was/    

   became queen) (V)   

(5)  ~Aqm'   place (NMS)  P: tAmqom.  
(6)  hv,mo  Moses (proper N)   

(7)  dA[   yet, still, again, besides    

   (adv)   

(8)  #[e   tree, trees, wood (NMS)   
(9) vlv', vAlv' (M);  three (N M/F S)  MS Cs: vlv.; FS Cs:  

 hv'lv. (F)    tv,lv.; P: ~yvilv. =  
     “thirty”;2 yviyliv. (M),  
     tyviyliv. (F) = “third” 

d. Analyze the following words without consulting charts or clues. Use the lexicon 

only where necessary for translation. When more than one option for analysis is 

possible, consult the biblical text to determine which is appropriate in context. 

Some weak verbs appear with vowels that vary slightly from the lvm paradigms 

in this lesson; however, the forms of these verbs are similar enough to be easily 

recognized. 

 Example: ~yviB'lum. (1Ki 22:10) ⇒ Answer: > vbl, part, pual, MP, Ab, 

“being clothed”  
 

                                                           
1 This verb’s root serves as its lexical form since the verb never occurs in perf, qal, 3MS. 
2 The plural forms of the numerals from “three” to “nine” make up the numerals from “thirty” to 

“ninety.” 
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(1)  t[;2d;yO (Nu 31:17) (11) ~yaiB.n:t.mi (1Ki 22:10) 

(2)  jQel;l. (Ru 2:15) (12) lyDIg>h;l.W (Am 8:5) 

(3) ar'q.NIh; (Is 43:7) (13) h['Wrz> (Jer 2:2) 

(4)  x;Lev;m. (Ge 43:4) (14) %yrId>hiw> (Is 11:15) 

(5)  [;QeBi (Job 28:10) (15) tr,T_'sum. (Pr 27:5) 

(6) laov.nI (1Sa 20:6) (16)  !teN"hil. (Est 3:14) 

(7) aFen:t.hiB. (Pr 30:32) (17)  dm'[\m' (1Ki 22:35) 

(8)  hDep.h'w> (Lv 19:20) (18) dBek.h;w> (Ex 8:11; Eng 8:15) 

(9) tAbWtK.h; (2Ch 34:24) (19) jLem; (Jer 39:18) 

(10) hl'z>g>nIw> (Pr 4:16) (20)  jQel;m.Ki (Is 17:5) 

e. Read aloud and translate the following texts from the Hebrew Bible with the help 

of a lexicon. Also provide an analysis of all finite verbs (perf, impf, or impv), 

infinitives, and participles. 

(1) Genesis 1:9-13 

Verse 9 

(a) WwQ'yI > II hwq 

(b) The r in ha,r'tew> cannot take the dagesh-forte that would normally appear 

in this stem. To compensate, the preceding vowel (under the prefix) has 

lengthened from hireq to sere. 

Verse 10 

hwEq.mil.W > II hwq Note that this noun, like many others, is formed by 

prefixing a m to a verb root. The resulting form resembles a participle. 

Verse 11 

This verse provides an appropriate place for some introductory observations 

about the Masora and the critical apparatus in BHS.1 

(a) Masora 

[1] As the name suggests, the marginal Masora (or Masora marginalis) 

refers to Masoretic notes in the margins of the Hebrew Bible. One part, 

                                                           
 1 For fuller discussions see Scott; Würthwein; and Reinhard Wonneberger, Understanding BHS: A 
Manual for the Users of Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia, 3d rev. ed., trans. Dwight R. Daniels (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 2001). 
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the Masora parva (Mp) (= “small Masora”), consists of the notes that 

appear in the outside margins of BHS. The other part, the Masora 

magna (Mm) (= “large Masora”), is comprised mostly of concordance-

like lists that originally appeared in the upper and lower margins of the 

MT. The Mm notes themselves do not appear in BHS but are published 

separately. The notations that appear immediately below the Hebrew 

text in BHS make reference to relevant material in the separately 

published Mm. 

[2] It is helpful for beginning students to familiarize themselves with 

certain features of the Mp. The small circles above words in the 

Hebrew text refer to notes in the Mp. A circle spaced between words, 

as between the first two words in verse 11 (~yhil{a/ rm,a2YOw:), indicates 

that a note in the Mp relates to two or more words. Since the circle 

between the first two words in verse 11 is the first one on the line, it 

refers to the first note in the Mp, which appears in the left margin. The 

second superscript circle in verse 11 stands above a single word 

(aved>)T;), indicating that the second Mp note relates to this word. Mp 

notes are separated by periods and are written in abbreviated Aramaic 

and Hebrew. The prolegomena to BHS translates the abbreviations into 

Latin; English translations are also available.1 In the Mp, Hebrew 

letters with dots above them usually refer to numbers. For example, 

the first Mp note relating to verse 11 has the letters k and h with dots 

above them, which stands for the number “25,” indicating how many 

times the phrase ~yhil{a/ rm,a2YOw: occurs elsewhere in the Hebrew 

Bible. The superscript “10” after hk directs the reader to the 

paragraph immediately below the Hebrew text and a reference to 

material in the Mm. The second circle in the verse, above aved>)T;, 
refers to the Mp note of l with a dot above it. It stands for “no other,” 

meaning that this is the only occurrence of this particular word in the 

Hebrew Bible.  

 
                                                           

1 A handy, inexpensive source is Scott’s A Simplified Guide to BHS; see pages 37-51. 
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(b) Critical apparatus 

[1] The critical apparatus in BHS appears in the paragraph at the bottom of 

the page. Superscript English letters in the Hebrew text refer to critical 

notes in the apparatus. A superscript letter immediately after a word 

indicates that the note relates only to that word. For example, the 

superscript “b” after #[e in verse 11 means that note “b” relates to this 

word. When the same superscript letter appears before and after a 

group of words, as the letter “a” occurs before and after bf,2[e av,2D, in 

verse 11, it indicates that the critical note relates to the whole phrase. 

If a letter appears at the beginning of a verse and is not repeated, then 

the critical note deals with the entire verse. In the critical apparatus 

two parallel lines separate notes, and verse numbers appear in a bold 

font. The critical notes themselves employ symbols and abbreviations 

that are interpreted in Latin in the BHS prolegomena; English 

translations are also available.1 

[2] To illustrate a critical note, locate note “b” for verse 11 in the critical 

apparatus (the second note on the last line). It gives a variant reading 

for #[e, which begins “read (‘l’) with (‘c’)” and then lists the external 

evidence for the variant in symbolic form. The evidence is “a few 

(‘pc’) manuscripts of the Hebrew Bible (‘Mss’), the Samaritan 

Pentateuch, the Septuagint, the Syriac version, the Targum Pseudo-

Jonathan, and the Vulgate.” The critical note then gives the variant: 

#[w>, which alters the text by adding a vav conjunction to the word. 

(Only vowels that are different from the text appear with the variant. 

Since the sere under the ayin is not altered, it is not repeated in the 

critical note.) Finally, the note offers some internal textual evidence to 

support the variant: “compare (‘cf’) with verse 12,” where in a parallel 

expression #[e has a vav conjunction.   

Verse 12 

aceATw: > acy In this root, as with most verb roots that begin with a yod, 

the first consonant becomes a holem-vav in the hifil stem. 
                                                           

1 Ibid., 61-87. 
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(2) Psalm 119:9 

(a) hM,B; is the interrogative pronoun hm with a preposition.  

(b) Interpret the notes for this verse in the critical apparatus. 

 Sometimes a variant appears in an abbreviated form, giving only 

enough consonants of a word to make clear what the alteration is. Such 

is the case with the critical notes for this verse. For example, the 

variant for rmov.li appears as vBi, indicating that the only change is 

with regard to the prefixed preposition.   

(3) Numbers 25:5 

(a) Note “b” in the critical apparatus provides a clue to the function of wyv'n"a]  
in the verse. 

(b) rA[+P. l[;2b;li. is a proper noun with a preposition. 

(4) Genesis 37:8 

(a) %l{m'h] begins an interrogative clause, as indicated by the prefix h]. This 

interrogative h, which is discussed later (in Lesson 20), has no translation; 

it simply indicates that the clause should be translated in the form of a 

question.   
(b) ~ai also functions in this verse as an interrogative particle. It requires no 

translation but simply indicates that the following clause is interrogative.   

(c) WpsiAYw: is a hifil verb from the root @sy.    
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Lesson 19 
P R O N O M I N A L   S U F F I X E S   O N   F I N I T E   V E R B S ,   

P R O N O M I N A L   S U F F I X E S   O N                                             
N O N – F I N I T E   V E R B S 

 
19A  PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES ON FINITE VERBS   
 1. Introduction 

a. Pronominal suffixes can appear on verbs, as they do with other parts of speech. 

When pronominal suffixes occur with finite verbs – perfect, imperfect, or 

imperative – they function as the objects of the verbal action. As discussed 

previously, a verb can have an object comprised of the sign of the object with a 

pronominal suffix, as in ~t'ao lv;m' = “He ruled them.” Another way of 

expressing the same thing is to place the pronominal suffix directly on the verb, as 

in ~l'v'm. = “He ruled them.” Pronominal suffixes normally appear on finite verbs 

that are active; therefore, the following discussion will focus on pronominal 

suffixes with verbs in three stems: qal, piel, and hifil.1 

b. The following verbs, with analysis below them, illustrate the usage of pronominal 

suffixes on finite verbs.   

 ^y2Tik.l;m.hi = “I made you king” (2Ch 1:11). 

Perf, hif, 1CS + pronominal suffix 2MS (PS 2MS)  

 WhWa_____c'm.yI = “They will find him” (Job 20:8).  

Impf, qal, 3MP + PS 3MS 

 ynI2ker]B' = “Bless me” (Ge 27:34).  

Impv, piel, 2MS + PS 1CS 

2.  Pronominal suffixes on perfect verbs 
a. The following chart indicates the typical spelling of the pronominal suffixes as 

                                                 
1 It is possible, although rare, for pronominal suffixes to appear in the passive stems of some verbs. For 

example, ~=deb.['n"w> (= “let us be made to serve them” or “let us serve them” [Dt 13:3]) is an imperfect, hofal 
verb with a PS 3MP. 
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they appear on perfect verbs. Two sets of forms are given: one for verbs ending 

with vowels (such as T'l.2v;m') and the other for verbs ending with consonants 

(such as lv;m').1 In the latter case a variety of connecting vowels can appear 

between the consonantal endings of verbs and the consonants of the suffixes. 
 

 Pronominal Suffixes for Perfect Verbs 

 On verbs ending 
with vowels 

On verbs ending 
with consonants2 Translation 

1CS ynI  ynI23;    “me” 

2MS ^ ^3. “you” 

2FS % %3e, %3, “you” 

3MS Wh, w A, Wh23'    “him, it” 

3FS h' H3' “her, it” 

1CP Wn  Wn23'    “us” 

2MP ~k, ~k,3. “you” 

2FP3 !k, !k,3. “you” 

3MP ~  ~3', ~3;   “them” 

3FP ! !3', !3;  “them” 
 

 Most forms of the pronominal suffixes for verbs resemble the suffixes for 

singular nouns. (See Lesson 9A.2a.) One difference is that the 1CS suffix 

for verbs has a nun before the hireq-yod, which does not typically occur 

with nouns. Another difference is that the suffixes for verbs that end with 

consonants  (in the second column of forms) sometimes employ different 

connecting vowels than the suffixes for nouns. Note also that perfect verbs 

have a preference for A-class connecting vowels with the suffixes. (See 

1CS, 3MS, 3FS, 1CP, 3MP, and 3FP in the second column of suffixes 

above.) 

 
                                                 

1 There are a few other rare forms. See Horsnell, 264-65; Kautzsch, §58a; Lambdin, 260; and Seow, 
197. 

2 A silent sheva may also appear before the first consonant of the suffixes in 1CS, 3MS, and 1CP. 
3 PS 2FP for verbs is hypothetical, since it does not occur in the Hebrew Bible. Kautzsch, §58a 
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b. Forms of the perfect verb to which pronominal suffixes are attached1 

(1) When pronominal suffixes are attached to verbs, certain changes occur in 

vowels and accenting. The chart below uses lvm to illustrate the major 

changes that occur in the spelling of strong perfect verbs when pronominal 

suffixes are attached. The second column for each stem presents the vowel 

pointing of the verb to which the suffixes are attached. (The symbol 87 
represents a pronominal suffix at the end of a verb.) The first column under 

each stem gives the normal spelling of perfect verbs without suffixes for the 

sake of comparison. 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal  Piel  Hifil 

P/G/N 
of verb: 

Without 
PS Before PS 

 Without 
PS Before PS 

 Without 
PS Before PS 

3MS lv;m' 87lv'm. lVemi 
87lV.mi or
87lV,mi lyvim.hi 87lyvim.hi 

3FS hl'v.m*' 
87t2l;v'm. or 
87t2l'v'm. hl'V.mi 87t2l;V.mi hl'y2vim.hi 87t2l;yvim.hi

2MS T'l.2v;m'  872Tl.v;m. T'l.2V;mi 872Tl.V;mi T'l.2v;m.hi 872Tl.v;m.hi
2FS T.l.v;m' 87y2Til.v;m. T.l.V;mi 87y2Til.V;mi T.l.v;m.hi 87y2Til.v;m.hi
1CS yTil.2v;m' 87y2Til.v;m. yTil.2V;mi 87y2Til.V;mi yTil.2v;m.hi 87y2Til.v;m.hi
3CP Wlv.m*' 87W2lv'm. WlV.mi 87W2lV.mi Wly2vim.hi 87W2lyvim.hi
2MP ~T,l.v;m. 87W2Tl.v;m. ~T,l.V;mi 87W2Tl.V;mi ~T,l.v;m.hi 87W2Tl.v;m.hi
2FP !T,l.v;m. 87W2Tl.v;m. !T,l.V;mi 87W2Tl.V;mi !T,l.v;m.hi 87W2Tl.v;m.hi
1CP Wnl.2v;m' 87W1nl.v;m. Wnl.1V;mi 87W1nl.V;mi Wnl.1v;m.hi 87W1nl.v;m.hi

 

(2) Notes concerning the forms of the perfect with pronominal suffixes 

(a) When the suffixes are attached to perfect, qal verbs, an initial vowel of 

qames reduces to sheva and the second vowel sometimes lengthens to 

qames.  

(b) The 3FS verb ending h3' changes to t3; or t3' before the pronominal 
                                                 

1 See Horsnell, 267-71; and Seow, 196. 
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suffixes. This is the same sort of change that occurs with FS nouns before 

the suffixes. 

(c) The 2FS verb ending T. becomes yTi before pronominal suffixes, so that it 

has the same spelling as the 1CS verb. 

(d) In 2MP and 2FP the characteristic final consonants (~ and !) are replaced 

by W, so that they both have the same ending of W1T before pronominal 

suffixes. 

(e) In some forms the accent remains where it stands when the verb has no 

pronominal suffix; in others it shifts to the ultimate or penultimate 

syllable. 

c. Examples of the perfect verb with pronominal suffixes, using lvm to illustrate1 

(1) Perfect, qal, 3MS verb with pronominal suffixes 
 

Perfect, qal, 3MS: lv;m'  
PS:  PS:  

1CS ynI1l;v'm. (“he ruled me”) 1CP Wn1l'v'm. (“he ruled us”) 

2MS  ^l.)v'm. (“he ruled you”) 2MP ~k,l.)v'm. (“he ruled you”) 

2FS  %lev'm. (“he ruled you”) 2FP !k,l.)v'm. (“he ruled you”) 

3MS 
Alv'm. or 
Wh1l'v'm. 

(“he ruled him”) 3MP ~l'v'm. (“he ruled them”) 

3FS Hl'v'm. (“he ruled her”) 3FP !l'v'm. (“he ruled them”) 
 

(2) Examples of perfect, qal verbs in other persons, genders, and numbers with 

pronominal suffixes 

 3FS verb hl'v.)m' + selected PS = ynIt.1l;v'm., Wt1l;v'm. or Wht.1l;v'm., ~t;1l'v'm. 
(“she ruled me,” etc.) 

 2MS verb T'l.1v;m' + selected PS = HT'l.v;m., Wn1T'l.v;m., !T'l.v;m. (“you ruled 

her,” etc.) 

 2FS/1CS verbs T.l.v;m'/yTil.1v;m' + selected PS = h'y1Til.v;m., Wny1Til.v;m., 
~yTil.v;m. (“you/I ruled her,” etc.) 

                                                 
1 Some hypothetical forms appear for the sake of illustration. See Horsnell, 267-70; Kelley, 154-56; 

Lambdin, 261-62, 266-67; and Weingreen, 123-27. 
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 3CP verb Wlv.)m' + selected PS = 1ynIW1lv'm., WhW1lv'm., WnW1lv'm. (“they ruled 

me,” etc.) 

(3) Examples of the perfect, piel verb with pronominal suffixes 

 3MS verb lVemi + selected PS = ynI1l;V.mi, ^l.V,mi, ~k,l.V,mi (“he ruled me,” 

etc.) 

 2MS verb T'l.1V;mi + selected PS = ATl.V;mi, HT'l.V;mi, ~T'l.V;mi (“you ruled 

him,” etc.) 

 3CP verb WlV.mi + selected PS = WhW1lV.mi, WnW1lV.mi, !WlV.mi (“they ruled 

him,” etc.) 

(4) Examples of the perfect, hifil verb with pronominal suffixes 

 3MS verb lyvim.hi + selected PS = ynI1l;yvim.hi, %leyvim.hi, !l'yvim.hi (“he 

made me rule,” etc.) 

 1CS verb yTil.1v;m.hi + selected PS = ^y1Til.v;m.hi, wyTil.v;m.hi, ~yTil.v;m.h (“I 

made you rule,” etc.) 

 3CP verb Wly1vim.hi + selected PS = h'W1lyvim.hi, WnW1lyvim.hi, ~k,Wly1vim.hi 
(“they made her rule,” etc.) 

3.  Pronominal suffixes on imperfect and imperative verbs  
a. Since the imperative conjugation is very similar to the imperfect conjugation 

without the imperfect prefixes, the same patterns are followed for attaching 

pronominal suffixes to imperfects and to imperatives. 

b. Forms of the pronominal suffixes for imperfect and imperative verbs 

The following chart presents the pronominal suffixes that usually appear on 

imperfect and imperative verbs. Two sets of forms are given: one for verbs 

ending with vowels (such as Wlv.m.yI or yliv.mi) and the other for verbs ending 

with consonants (such as lvom.Ti or lvom.).2  
 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 When pronominal suffixes are added to a verb ending in W, sometimes the W reduces to a qibbus, as in 

ynI1luv'm. (perf, qal, 3CP + PS 1CS). 
2 See Horsnell, 266; Kelley, 158; Lambdin, 271; and Seow, 248. 
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 Pronominal Suffixes for Imperfect & Imperative Verbs 

 On verbs ending 
with vowels 

On verbs ending 
with consonants Translation 

1CS ynI  ynI13e   “me” 

2MS ^ ^3. “you” 

2FS % %3e “you” 

3MS Wh, w Wh13e  “him, it” 

3FS h' h'13,, H3' “her, it” 

1CP Wn  Wn13e   “us” 

2MP ~k, ~k,3. “you” 

2FP1 !k, !k,3. “you” 

3MP ~  ~3e   “them” 

3FP ! !3e  “them” 

 The suffixes in the first column (for imperfect and imperative verbs ending 

with vowels) are the same suffixes that are used on perfect verbs ending with 

vowels. Note in the second column of suffixes that E-class connecting vowels 

are typically employed with imperfect and imperative verbs ending with 

consonants, in contrast to perfect verbs which prefer A-class connecting 

vowels. 

c. Forms of the imperfect to which pronominal suffixes are attached2 

When pronominal suffixes are attached to imperfect verbs, certain changes 

can occur in vowel pointing and accenting. The changes, however, are much 

less dramatic than those which occur in perfect verbs, with one exception. The 

o3FP and 2FP forms of the imperfect verb before pronominal suffixes are 

spelled the same as the 2MP imperfect. The following chart uses lvm to 

illustrate the changes that occur in the spelling of strong imperfects when 

pronominal suffixes are attached. Under each stem the second column has the 

forms of representative imperfects before the suffixes, while the first column 

has the normal spelling of imperfect verbs without suffixes. 

                                                 
1 PS 2FP for verbs is hypothetical, since it does not occur in the Hebrew Bible. Kautzsch, §58a. 
2 See Horsnell, 272. 
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 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal  Piel  Hifil 

P/G/N 
of verb: 

Without 
PS Before PS1 

 Without 
PS Before PS 

 Without 
PS Before PS 

3MS lvom.yI 87lv.m.yI lVem;y> 87lV.m;y> lyvim.y: 87lyvim.y:
2FS yliv.m.Ti 87yliv.m.Ti yliV.m;T. 87yliV.m;T. yliy1vim.T; 87liyvim.T;
3MP Wlv.m.yI 87Wlv.m.yI WlV.m;y> 87WlV.m;y> Wly1vim.y: 87Wlyvim.y:
3FP hn"l.1vom.Ti 87Wlv.m.Ti hn"l.1Vem;T. 87WlV.m;T. hn"l.1vem.T; 87Wlyvim.T;
2MP Wlv.m.Ti 87Wlv.m.Ti WlV.m;T. 87WlV.m;T. Wly1vim.T; 87Wlyvim.T;
2FP hn"l.1vom.Ti 87Wlv.m.Ti hn"l.1Vem;T. 87WlV.m;T. hn"l.1vem.T; 87Wlyvim.T;

 In 3FP and 2FP, imperfect verbs before pronominal suffixes exchange their 

normal verb suffix of hn" for a W suffix (which also occurs in 2MP), with the 

result that three plural forms are identical: 3FP, 2MP, and 2FP.  

d. Examples of the imperfect verb with pronominal suffixes, using lvm to illustrate2 

(1) Imperfect, qal, 3MS verb with pronominal suffixes 
 

Imperfect, qal, 3MS: lvom.yI  
PS:  PS:  

1CS  ynI1lev.m.yI (“he will rule me”) 1CP Wn1lev.m.yI (“he will rule us”) 

2MS 3^l.v'm.yI (“he will rule you”) 2MP ~k,l.v'm.yI (“he will rule you”) 

2FS %lev.m.yI (“he will rule you”) 2FP !k,l.v'm.yI (“he will rule you”) 

3MS Wh1lev.m.yI (“he will rule him”) 3MP ~lev.m.yI (“he will rule them”) 

3FS 
h'1l,v.m.yI or 
Hl'v.m.yI 

(“he will rule her”) 3FP !lev.m.yI (“he will rule them”) 

 The preceding pattern is also followed with the other imperfects that have no 

verb suffix: 3FS, 2MS, 1CS, and 1CP. 

                                                 
1 With a few pronominal suffixes the vowel under the second root consonant is a qames-hatuf instead 

of a sheva, as illustrated in charts that follow. 
2 See Horsnell, 272-275; Kelley, 156-59; Lambdin, 271-73; and Weingreen, 130-31. 
3 The vowel under the second root consonant is a qames-hatuf in this form and those with 2MP and 

2FP pronominal suffixes. Weingreen, 130. 
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(2) Examples of imperfect, qal verbs in other persons, genders, and numbers with 

pronominal suffixes 

 2FS verb yliv.m.Ti + selected PS = Why1liv.m.Ti, h'y1liv.m.Ti, Wny1liv.m.Ti (“you 

will rule him,” etc.) 

 3MP verb Wlv.m.yI+ selected PS = ynIW1lv.m.yI, ^W1lv.m.yI, ~Wlv.m.yI (“they will 

rule me,” etc.) 

 The pattern of the 3MP verb is followed in the other imperfects that 

end in shureq before the pronominal suffixes: 2MP, 3FP, and 2FP. 

(3) Examples of imperfect, piel and hifil verbs with pronominal suffixes 

 Piel, 3MS verb lVem;y> + selected PS = ynI1leV.m;y>, ^l.V,m;y>, ~leV.m;y> (“he will 

rule me,” etc.)  

 Hif, 3MS verb lyvim.y: + selected PS = Wh1leyvim.y:, h'1l,yvim.y:, ~k,l.yvim.y: (“he 

will make him rule,” etc.) 

e. Forms of the imperative to which pronominal suffixes are attached1 

(1) The following chart uses lvm to illustrate the typical changes that occur in 

the spelling of strong imperatives when pronominal suffixes are attached. The 

imperative without suffixes also appears for the sake of comparison. 
 

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal  Piel  Hifil 

P/G/N 
of verb: 

Without 
PS Before PS 

 Without 
PS Before PS 

 Without 
PS Before PS 

2MS lvom. 87lv.m'  lVem; 87lV.m; lvem.h; 87lyvim.h;
2FS yliv.mi 87yliv.mi  yliV.m; 87yliV.m; yliy1vim.h; 87liyvim.h;
2MP Wlv.mi 87Wlv.mi  WlV.m; 87WlV.m; Wly1vim.h; 87Wlyvim.h;
2FP hn"l.1vom. 87Wlv.mi  hn"l.1vem; 87WlV.m; hn"l.1vem.h; 87Wlyvim.h;

 

(2) Notes concerning the forms of the imperative to which pronominal suffixes 

are attached 

                                                 
1 See Horsnell, 275-79. 
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(a) In qal 2MS the sheva under the first consonant usually lengthens to a 

qames-hatuf, as it does in the long form of the imperative when a h3' 
suffix is attached.  

(b) In hifil 2MS the vowel for the second root consonant lengthens from sere 

to hireq-yod. 

(c) In 2FP the suffix changes from hn" to W in all the stems, as it does in the 

imperfect. The result is that the 2MP and 2FP forms are identical before 

pronominal suffixes.   

f. Examples of the imperative verb with pronominal suffixes1 

(1) Examples of imperative, qal verbs with pronominal suffixes 
 

PS: Impv, qal, 2MS: lvom.    

1CS ynI1lev.m' (“rule me”) 
PS: Impv, qal, 2MP/2FP:       

lv.mi / hn"l.1vom. 

3MS Wh1lev.m' (“rule him”) 1CS ynIW1lv.mi (“rule me”) 

3MS WhW1lv.mi (“rule him”) 
3FS 

h'1l,v.m' or 
Hl'v.m' 

(“rule her”) 
3FP h'W1lv.mi (“rule her”) 

1CP Wn1lev.m' (“rule us”) 1CP WnW1lv.mi (“rule us”) 

3MP ~lev.m' (“rule them”) 3MP ~Wlv.mi (“rule them”) 
 

(2) Examples of imperative, piel and hifil verbs with pronominal suffixes 

 Piel, 2MS verb lVem; + selected PS = Wh1leV.m;, Wn1leV.m;, ~leV.m; (“rule him,” 

etc.”) 

 Hif, 2MS verb lvem.h; + selected PS = ynI1leyvim.h;, h'1l,yvim.h;, ~leyvim.h; 
(“make me rule,” etc.) 

g. Imperfect and imperative pronominal suffixes with an energic nun 

When pronominal suffixes are attached to imperfect and imperative verbs that 

end in a consonant, an additional nun, usually called an energic nun, can 

appear in some pronominal suffix forms. The phenomenon occurs in the 1CS, 

2MS, 3MS, 3FS, and 1CP suffixes. The energic nun undergoes assimilation 

with another consonant of the pronominal suffix by means of a dagesh-forte, 

                                                 
1 See Horsnell, 276-79; and Lambdin, 273. 
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as the following chart indicates.1 The additional nun does not alter the 

meaning of the pronominal suffixes. 
 

 PS with  
energic nun 

Example with impf, qal, 
3MS: lvom.yI  

1CS  yNI13,  yNI1l,v.m.yI (“he will rule me”) 

2MS &'13,  &'1l,v.m.yI (“he will rule you”) 

3MS WN13,  WN1l,v.m.yI (“he will rule him”) 

3FS hN"13,  hN"1l,v.m.yI (“he will rule her”) 

1CP WN13,  WN1l,v.m.yI (“he will rule us”) 

 In 2MS the energic nun is assimilated into the $ with a dagesh-forte. The $ 

still retains its qames. In 3MS the h of the normal suffix Wh is assimilated into 

the nun with a dagesh-forte. The result is that the 3MS and 1CP suffixes are 

identical.  

19B  PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES ON NON-FINITE VERBS 

Pronominal suffixes can also be attached to two non-finite verbs: the infinitive 

construct and the participle. Infinitive absolutes do not take pronominal suffixes. 

Since infinitive constructs are verbal nouns and participles are verbal adjectives, it is 

not surprising that they usually take the same forms of the pronominal suffixes that 

are used with singular nouns and substantival adjectives. (See Lesson 9A.2a.) 

1.  Pronominal suffixes on infinitive constructs 
a. When pronominal suffixes appear on infinitive constructs, they can serve one of 

two functions: either as the subject or the object of the infinitive. One can 

determine which is intended by the context of the infinitive. 

(1) Since an infinitive has no subjective inflection indicating person, gender, and 

number, a pronominal suffix can function as its subject.  

 Alv.m'k. al{w> . . . #x'tew> AtWkl.m; rbeV'Ti Adm.['k.W = “And when he 

arises (or “and as his arising”) (Adm.['k.W) his kingdom will be broken, and 

it will be divided . . . but not according to the way he ruled (or “as his 

ruling”) (Alv.m'k.)” (Da 11:4) 

                                                 
1 See Horsnell, 266, 284; and Kelley, 159. Similar pronominal suffixes with an energic nun appear 

with the preposition  !mi. See Lesson 10A.1b. 
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This verse has two infinitive, qal, constructs with pronominal suffixes 

(Adm.['k.W and Alv.m'k.W). In both cases the pronominal suffixes serve as 

subjects for the infinitives. 

(2) When a pronominal suffix on an infinitive construct is objective, it functions 

in the same manner as a pronominal suffix functions with finite verbs. 

 H=r'm.v'l.W Hd'b.['l. !d1,[e-!g:b. Wh1xeNIY:w: = “And he [God] placed him in the 

garden of Eden to cultivate it (Hd'b.['l.) and to keep it (Hr'm.v'l.W)” (Ge 

2:15)  

This verse also has two infinitive, qal, constructs with pronominal 

suffixes (Hd'b.['l. and Hr'm.v'l.W). In both cases the suffixes serve as 

objects of the infinitives. 
b. Forms of the infinitive construct with pronominal suffixes1 

(1) The following chart illustrates the typical spelling of representative infinitive, 

qal, constructs with pronominal suffixes. Since the suffixes can serve either as 

subjects or objects of infinitive constructs, both options are given for 

translation.  
 

PS: Infinitive, qal, construct: lvom.     
1CS yliv.m' or ynI1lev.m' (“my ruling/ruling me”) 

2MS ^l.v'm. or ^l.v.m' (“your ruling/ruling you”) 

2FS %lev.m'  (“your ruling/ruling you”) 

3MS Alv.m'  (“his ruling/ruling him”) 

3FS Hl'v.m'  (“her ruling/ruling her”) 

1CP Wn1lev.m'  (“our ruling/ruling us”) 

2MP ~k,l.v'm. or ~k,l.v.m' (“your ruling/ruling you”) 

3MP ~l'v.m'  (“their ruling/ruling them”) 

3FP !l'v.m'  (“their ruling/ruling them”) 

 Some forms of the infinitive, qal, construct in the preceding chart 

resemble the imperative, qal, 2MS with pronominal suffixes. (See section 

19A.3f(1).) Both conjugations have a common form of 87lv.m' before the 

                                                 
1 See Horsnell, 279-80; and Kautzsch, §61d. 
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suffixes. The infinitive, qal, construct also has an alternate spelling of 

87lv'm. before some suffixes.  

(2) The following words illustrate the appearance of pronominal suffixes on 

infinitive constructs in other stems than qal. One option for translation is 

provided for each. Since pronominal suffixes can function subjectively with 

infinitive constructs, they may appear on infinitives in nifal, something which 

does not occur with finite verbs.  
 ^l,v.)M'hi =   inf, nif, Cs, + PS 2MS, “you (are) being ruled” 

 Wh1leV.m; =   inf, piel, Cs, + PS 3MS, “ruling him” 

 Wn1leyvim.h; =   inf, hif, Cs, + PS 1CP, “making us rule” 

 ~l'V.m;t.hi =   inf, hit, Cs + PS 3MP, “ruling themselves” 

2.  Pronominal suffixes on participles 
a. A pronominal suffix on a participle can function in several ways. For example, it 

may serve a genitival role as it does with nouns; it may function as the object of 

the participle’s action; or it may qualify the action of the participle in some way. 

The following examples illustrate these functions. 

 lr'Ag WDy: h'y1D,B;k.nI-l[;w> = “And lots were cast over her nobles (or “ones of 

her being honorable”) (h'y1D,B;k.nI)” (Nah 3:10) 

This nifal participle (h'y1D,B;k.nI) has a 3FS pronominal suffix which 

functions genitivally as a possessive pronoun. 

 ~l'ykia]m; ynIn>hi = “Behold, I am feeding them (or “causing them to eat”) 

(~l'ykia]m;)” (Jer 9:14; Eng 9:15) 

The participle is hifil and has a 3MP pronominal suffix that serves as the 

object of the participle.  

 Wtr_eK'yI wyl'L'qum.W #r,a'_ Wvr>y1yI wyk'r'bom. yKi = “For the ones being blessed by 

him (wyk'r'bom.) will inherit the land, but the ones being cursed by him 

(wyl'L'qum.W) will be cut off” (Ps 37:22) 

This verse has two pual participles (wyk'r'bom. and wyl'L'qum.W), each with a 

3MS pronominal suffix that qualifies the action of the participle. 

b. Pronominal suffixes can only be attached to the construct forms of participles, just 

as they are attached to construct nouns. The following forms of lvm illustrate the 

spelling of participles with pronominal suffixes in various stems. 
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 ~k,ylev.mo =   part, qal, act, MP, Cs + PS 2MP, “(ones) ruling you” 

 Wn1levum. =   part, qal, pass, MS, Cs + PS 1CP, “(one) being ruled by us” 

 %tel'v.m.nI =   part, nif, FS, CS + PS 2FS, “(one) being ruled by you” 

 h'y1l,V.m;m.  =   part, piel, MP Cs + PS 3FS,  “(ones) ruling her” 

  Wn1leV'mum. =   part, pual, MP, Cs + PS 1CP, “(ones) being ruled by us” 

 yt;Alyvim.m; =   part, hif, FP, Cs + PS 1CS, “(ones) making me rule” 

 AlV.m;t.mi =   part, hit, MS, Cs + PS 3MS, “(one) ruling himself” 

Lesson 19:  EXERCISES 
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary.  

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  !Ada' lord, master (NMS)  yn"doa] (literally “my lord”)  

    usually means  “Lord”; 

    substitute for hwhy   
(2)  rx;a; after, behind (prep, adv, or  PS on prep: ^y1r,x]a;,  

  conj)  wyr'x]a;, etc. 
(3)  lk;a' he ate (V)   

(4)  @a; anger, nose, nostril (NFS)  S with PS: yPia;, ^P.a;;   
    Du: ~yI1P;a; = “face”; Du 

    with PS: ^y1P,a;, wyP'a;, etc. 
(5) [B;r>a; (M), four (NM/FS)  P: ~y[iB'r>a; = “forty”;  

 h['B'r>a; (F)   y[iybir> (M), ty[iybir> (F)  

    = “fourth” 

(6)  vae fire (NFS)  No P 

(7)  vqb vQeBi (piel): he sought,   Never occurs in qal 

  asked (V)   

(8)  $rb  %r;Be (piel): he blessed (V)  Usually occurs in piel 

(9)  ~D'  blood (NMS)  Cs: ~D; 
(10)  hKo thus (adv)   

(11)  hl'y>1l; night (NMS)  Ab also lyI1l;; Cs: lyle  
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(12)  d[eAm  meeting place, meeting,    

   appointed time (NMS)   

(13)  hT'[;  now (adv)   

(14)  hP,   mouth (NMS)  Cs: yPi; P: tAYPi  

b. Analyze the following words, working without the help of paradigm charts or a 

lexicon so far as possible. When there is more than one option for analysis, 

consult the biblical text to determine which is appropriate in context. 

 Example: %lea]gOw> (Is 54:5) ⇒ Answer: > lag, part, qal, act, MS, Cs, + vav 

conj + PS 2FS, “and one redeeming you” or “and your redeemer” 
 

(1) Hr'k.m'l. (Ex 21:8) (12) As_y[ik.h;l. (Dt 4:25) 

(2) ^y1Tid>q;p.hi (Jer 1:10) (13) Wn1melu[] (Ps 90:8) 

(3) %yI1n:m.ao (Is 49:23) (14) 1WN1v,q.b;n>W (SS 6:1) 

(4) ynIW1vr>DI (Am 5:4) (15) ~l'ykia]m; (Jer 9:14; Eng 9:15) 

(5) ArB.[;t.mi (Pr 20:2) (16) AcM.a;B. (Pr 8:28) 

(6) Hd'M.l;w> (Dt 31:19) (17) ^y=t,Aal.p.nI (Ps 9:2; Eng 9:1) 

(7) %a'r>_)B'hi (Eze 28:15) (18) AvD>qiw> (Lv 16:19) 

(8) H=d'k.l'w> (2Sa 12:28) (19) h'1d,ymi[]h;w> (Eze 24:11) 

(9) &'r,=x'b.YIw: (Is 49:7) (20) ~k,p.Sia;m.W (Is 52:12) 

(10) wyr'V'aum.W (Is 9:15; Eng 9:16) (21) ^W1n[])g:n> (Ge 26:29) 

(11) ~p'J.[;t.hiB. (La 2:12) (22) h'1k,ylim.Y:w: (Est 2:17) 
 

c. Read aloud and translate the following texts from the Hebrew Bible, using a 

lexicon as necessary. Also provide an analysis of all finite verbs (perf, impf, or 

impv) and non-finite verbs (inf and part).  

(1) Genesis 1:14-19 

Verse 14 

(a) troaom. > rwa  The common NFP ending of tA sometimes reduces to t3o, 
as it does in this word. Similarly, in words derived from a verb with a 

                                                 
1 The dagesh-forte which would normally occur in the q does not appear here; the consonant has a 

vocal sheva. 
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middle vowel of A (such as rAa), the A can reduce to a holem, as it does in 

troaom... 
(b) Wyh'w> > hyh  

(c) ttoaol. is a plural noun derived from the root hwa. 

Verse 15 

ryaih'l. > rwa  

Verse 17 

!TeYIw: > ntn   When an imperfect prefix is attached to a verb root beginning 

with nun, the nun is typically assimilated into the second root consonant 

by means of a dagesh-forte, as demonstrated by this verb. 

(2) Genesis 32:27 (Eng 32:26) 

(3) Deuteronomy 28:20 

(a) Interpret the Mp note for tr,1[,g>Mih;.  
(b) Determine what the variant readings are for ^d>y" in the critical apparatus. 

(4) Isaiah 49:19 

yrIc.Te > I rrc   
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Lesson 20 
C O N N O T A T I O N S   O F                                                                   

V E R B   T E N S E S   A N D   S T E M S   
 

20A  CONNOTATIONS OF VERB TENSES AND STEMS 
In order to simplify the process of learning the verb, the discussion thus far has 

focused on one basic meaning for each of the tenses (perfect and imperfect) and stems 

(qal, nifal, etc.). However, verb tenses and stems are actually capable of expressing a 

broad range of connotations, which is the subject of this lesson.  

1.  Connotations of verb tenses 
a. As previously discussed, the perfect and imperfect tenses of the indicative verb do 

not convey the temporal ideas of past, present, or future in the way that English 

tenses do. Instead the Hebrew perfect typically indicates a completed action or 

state, while the imperfect usually indicates an incomplete action or state. The 

following chart elaborates on these basic distinctions.1   
 

Perfect Imperfect 

(1) The perfect implies the 
perspective of an outsider, 
viewing an event or state as a 
unity or whole from beginning 
to end. 

(1) The imperfect implies the 
perspective of an insider, viewing 
an event or state as something that 
is unfolding 

(2) The perfect usually connotes 
an action or state that is 
instantaneous and singular. It 
may view a series of events as 
a unified whole. 

(2) The imperfect connotes an action 
or state that is continuing. It often 
conveys a pluraity of events that 
are repetitive or that extend over a 
period of time. 

                                                 
1 See Joüon, §111c; Kautzsch, §106a, 107a; and Seow, 147. 

b. While Hebrew tenses are not limited to temporal notions of past, present, or 

future, English tenses are. Thus a translator must determine which English tense 

appropriately conveys the notion of a Hebrew verb based upon the context in 
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which the verb appears. Up to this point the student has translated a Hebrew 

perfect (or impf + vav cons) with an English past tense and a Hebrew imperfect 

(or perf + vav cons) with an English future. However, the options for translation 

are much more complex. The following describes some of the more common 

nuances of the Hebrew tenses in terms of the temporal categories of English. 

c. Connotations of the perfect1 

(1) Past time 

(a) Most often the Hebrew perfect conveys the notion of a simple past tense 

verb in English.  

 ![;n"+K.-#r,1a,B. bv;y" ~r'b.a; = “Abram dwelled (bv;y") in the land of 

Canaan” (Ge 13:12). 

(b) Sometimes the Hebrew perfect connotes the ideas of the perfect past or 

pluperfect in English. 

 Wny1[iT' !aCoK; Wn1L'Ku = “All of us like sheep have gone astray (Wny1[iT')” 

(Is 53:6). 

 ~t;b_'n"G> lxer' = “Rachel had stolen them (~t;b_'n"G>)” (Ge 31:32). 

(2) Present time 

(a) Some perfect verbs require a present tense English translation because 

they express an action that is complete or whole but has effects that 

continue into the present. Such is especially true of Hebrew verbs that 

express an attitude, perception, attribute, or experience.  

 !k,ybia]-ta, yTid1>b;[' yxiKo-lk'B. yKi !T,[.d;y> = “You know (!T,[.d;y>) 
that with all my strength I have served your father” (Ge 31:6). 

(b) Hebrew perfect verbs expressing a general or proverbial truth may be 

translated by an English present tense. The action is viewed as a whole but 

also has continuing validity. 

 !n"[' hl'K' = “A cloud vanishes (hl'K')” (Job 7:9). 

(c) Some Hebrew verbs convey an instantaneous occurrence that requires an 

English present tense translation. The action is completed in the moment it 

                                                 
1 For these examples and others see J.C.L. Gibson, Davidson’s Introductory Hebrew Grammar – 

Syntax, 4th ed., (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), §56-59; Joüon, §112c-m; Kautzsch, §106b-p; Waltke and 
O’Connor, §30.5.1-30.5.2; and Williams, §161-66. 
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occurs.   

 ~AYh; yTid1>G:hi = “I declare (yTid1>G:hi) today” (Dt 26:3). 

(3) Future time 

(a) The Hebrew perfect can be used to speak of a future event that is already 

completed in the mind of the speaker. For example, what may be called a 

“prophetic perfect” expresses a future event in the perfect tense because 

the speaker is so certain of its accomplishment. 

 lAdG_" rAa War' %v1,xoB; ~ykil.hoh; ~['h' = “The people who are 

walking in darkness will see (War') a great light” (Is 9:1; Eng 9:2). 

(b) A Hebrew perfect verb can express a future perfect idea that is viewed as 

an accomplished event even though it has not yet happened. 

 tT_ov.li WLKi-~ai d[; ba'v.a, = “I will draw water (for your camels) 

until they will have finished (WLKi) drinking” (Ge 24:19). 

(4) Hypothetical statements can employ the Hebrew perfect to express unreal 

situations in the past or unfulfilled desires. 

 ~y1Ir;c.mi #r1,a,B. Wnt.m;-Wl = “If only we had died (Wnt.m;) in the land of 

Egypt” (Nu 14:2). 

(5) A verb that is imperfect + vav consecutive can have a similar range of 

connotations as those described here for the perfect tense. (See Lesson 16A.3.) 

d. Connotations of the imperfect1  

(1) Future time 

(a) Most often the imperfect can be translated with a simple English future 

tense verb. The future action of the Hebrew imperfect is frequently 

repetitive or continual. 

 #=B'r>yI ydIG>-~[i rmen"w> = “And the leopard will lie down (#=B'r>yI) with 

the kid” (Is 11:6). 

 hZ<h; ~['h' hl,[]y:-~ai = “If this people will continue to go up 

(hl,[]y:)” (1Ki 12:27). 

 yY+"x; ymey>-lK' ynIWpD>r>yI ds1,x,w" bAj %a; = “Surely goodness and 

mercy will follow me (ynIWpD>r>yI) all the days of my life” (Ps 23:6). 
                                                 

1 For these and other examples see Gibson, §63-64; Joüon, §113b-h; Kautzsch, §107; Waltke and 
O’Connor, §31.2-31.6; and Williams, §167-175. 
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(b) The imperfect can also express a future idea from a past perspective.  

 ~x,l_' Wlk.ayO ~v'-yKi W[m.)v' = “They heard that they would eat 

(Wlk.ayO) bread there” (Ge 43:25). 

(c) The imperfect can convey the idea of the English future perfect, something 

that the Hebrew perfect tense can also do. 

 tyrIB.h;-ta, . . . hw"hy> rm;v'w> . . . ~yjiP'v.Mih; tae !W[m.v.Ti bq1,[e = 

“Because you will have kept (!W[m.v.Ti) the ordinances . . . the LORD 

will keep . . . the covenant” (Dt 7:12).  

(2) Present time 

(a) The imperfect can express present tense action that is repetitive or is 

continuing for a period of time, whether brief or lengthy. 

 rm,a_o [;yBiy: ~Ayl. ~Ay = “Day to day they pour forth ([;yBiy:) speech” 

(Ps 19:3; Eng 19:2). 

 #WxB; dmo[]t; hM'1l' = “Why are you standing (dmo[]t;) outside” (Ge 

24:31). 

 hw"hy> rm;ayO ~k,yxeb.zI-bro yLi-hM'1l' = “’What are your many 

sacrifices to me,’ says (rm;ayO) the LORD” (Is 1:11). 

(b) The imperfect can even express action that has technically been 

completed, but continues to be relevant. (The perfect can be used in a 

similar manner. See section 20A.1c(2)(a).) 

 ymiv.li la;v.Ti hZ< hM'1l' = “Why is it that are you are asking (la;v.Ti) 
my name?” (Ge 32:30; Eng 32:29). 

(3) Past time 

(a) The imperfect can convey repeated or continuing action in the past. 

 hn"v'b. hn"v' hf,[]y: !kew> = “And so he used to do (hf,[]y:) year by 

year” (1Sa 1:7). 

 !v_'[' aleM'yI ty1IB;h;w> = “And the house was filling (aleM'yI) with smoke” 

(Is 6:4). 

(b) Occasionally the imperfect is used in an uncharacteristic fashion to convey 

the simple past in a manner like the perfect. This usage mainly occurs in 
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poetic passages.1 

 Art.si %v1,xo tv1,y" = “He made (tv,1y") darkness his covering” (Ps 

18:12; Eng 18:11). 

(4) The imperfect can express a variety of hypothetical or contingent ideas. The 

translation of these ideas may require the use of auxiliary verbs, such as “may, 

might, can, could, would,” or “should.” Often these connotations of the 

imperfect are introduced by certain conjunctions or interrogative words, such 

as ~ai (“if”), yKi (“that”), !P, (“lest”), ymi (“who?”), or hM'1l' (“why?”).2 

 ^v_,d>q' rh;B. !Kov.yI-ymi ^l_,h\a'B. rWgy"-ymi hA'hy> = “LORD, who may 

abide (rWgy") in your tent? Who may dwell (!Kov.yI) on your holy 

mountain?” (Ps 15:1). 

 !Wf_[]T; rv,a] tae ~k,t.a, ytiyreAhw> = “And I will teach you what you 

should do (!Wf_[]T;)” (Ex 4:15). 

 The imperfect verb in the last example (!Wf_[]T;) is 2MP and has an “extra” 

nun on the end, called a paragogic (“extending”) nun. When a paragogic 

nun occurs, it usually appears on an imperfect verb that would otherwise 

end with W. Like the energic nun, the paragogic nun does not affect the 

meaning of a word.3 

(5) A verb that is perfect + vav consecutive can have a similar range of meanings 

to those described here for the imperfect tense. (See Lesson 16A.2.) 

2.  Connotations of verb stems 
a. While learning the verb it has been helpful to concentrate on only one connotation of 

each of the major stems. However, now that the forms of the verb have been discussed, 

it is possible to consider the variety of connotations that the stems can express.  The 

common meanings of the stems that were presented earlier are repeated in this section 

along with additional connotations. The intention is not to describe every possible 

meaning for the stems but rather the ones that occur with some degree of frequency. 

                                                 
1 In this usage the imperfect usually appears in a shortened form, as it does with a vav consecutive. As 

mentioned previously, some grammarians conclude that this form represents a preterite (“past”) 
conjugation distinct from the perfect and imperfect. See Lesson 16A.3a(2)(a). Horsnell, 60. 

2 Ibid. 
3 See Waltke and O’Connor, §31.7. 
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b. Qal 

Qal connotes simple action in the active voice.  

 tr;k' = “He cut down” (Jdg 6:30). 

c. Nifal 

(1) Nifal most commonly expresses the passive of qal, or simple action in the 

passive voice.  

 tr;k.nI = “It is cut off” (Joel 1:5). 

(2) Nifal sometimes serves as the reflexive of qal (in which case the subject is 

acting on itself). 

 Wrm.v.nI = “They kept themselves” (1Sa 21:5; Eng 21:4). 

(3) A special usage of the reflexive with a plural verb is the reciprocal nifal, in 

which case the subjects of the verb perform the action on themselves 

reciprocally. 

 Wmx]l.nI = “They will fight one another” (see Is 19:2).1 

(4) With some verbs nifal functions as the passive or reflexive of other stems than 

qal.2 

 The root dbk in qal = “be honored”; in piel = “make honorable.” In nifal 

= “be made honorable” (see Is 26:15) or “make oneself honorable” (see 

2Sa 6:20). The nifal form of this verb expresses the passive or reflexive of 

piel.  

 rts does not occur in qal, but in hifil = “hide.” In nifal = “be hidden” 

(see Ge 4:14) or “hide oneself” (see Pr 27:12), expressing the passive or 

reflexive of hifil. 

(5) For a few verbs which do not typically occur in the qal stem, nifal serves the 

function of qal, communicating simple action in the active voice. 

 jlm does not occur in qal but does appear commonly in nifal with the 

simple, active meaning “escape” (see Jdg 3:26).3 

                                                 
1 When “see” precedes a scripture reference it indicates that the verse may not have exactly the same 

form or meaning as the example but does illustrate the point of the example. 
2 Joshua Blau, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1976), 51; and Waltke 

and O’Connor, §23.6. 
3 Weingreen, 103. 
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d. Piel 

(1) Piel is the most controversial stem because of the difficulty of generalizing 

about its basic meaning. Beyond saying that piel expresses the active voice, it 

is not possible to identify one basic connotation which underlies all the 

nuances of the stem.1 Traditionally grammarians have categorized piel as an 

intensification of qal. Intensification, especially in the sense of multiplying 

action, is an appropriate description of some verbs in piel, although it is not 

accurate to say that this nuance applies broadly to verbs in the piel stem. In 

spite of this limitation, intensification has served as a useful example of piel 

meaning while introducing the forms of this stem. However, the student 

should recognize that verbs express diverse connotations in piel, and one must 

rely on a lexicon and on a verb’s context when determining meaning. Several 

possible connotations of this stem are described below.  

(2) As discussed previously, some verbs employ piel as an intensification of qal. 

Thus far this Grammar has indicated intensification by the convention of an 

underlined translation, as with lVemi = “he ruled.” However, the intensification 

of piel can be expressed with a variety of nuances. It often involves some sort of 

multiplication of action, in which case it may be called a “frequentative” piel.2 

 rbv in qal = “break”; in piel = “break, shatter, smash” (see Ex 9:25). 

 qvn in qal = “kiss”; in piel = “kiss, kiss earnestly” or “kiss repeatedly” 

(see Ge 45:15). 

 $lh in qal = “walk”; in piel = “walk about” (see Job 30:28). 

(3) A common connotation of piel is causation, in a manner similar to hifil.3 

 dba in qal = “perish”; in piel = “cause to perish” or “destroy” (see 2Ki 

21:3).  

 dml in qal = “learn”; in piel = “cause to learn” or “teach” (see Ecc 12:9). 

 vdq in qal = “be holy”; in piel = “cause to be holy” or “consecrate” (see 

1Ki 8:64).  

                                                 
1 Joüon, §52d. See also Waltke and O’Connor, §24.1. 
2 See Waltke and O’Connor, §24.5. 
3 “Causation” is used here as a broad category encompassing several more technical categories that 

grammarians sometimes use. See for example Waltke and O’Connor, §24.2-24.3. 
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(4) Occasionally piel expresses the notion of deprivation, or the removal of 

something.1 

 ajx in qal = “sin”; in piel = “remove sin” (see Eze 43:22). 

 lqs in qal = “stone”; in piel it can mean “clear of stones” (see Is 5:2).  

(5) For some verbs which do not typically occur in qal, the piel stem serves the 

function of qal, communicating simple action in the active voice. 

 rB,DI = “He spoke” (Ge 12:4). 

 vQeBi = “He sought” (1Sa 13:14). 

e. Pual 

(1) Pual normally serves as the passive of piel. In this role it can have a range of 

meanings corresponding to piel.  

 vdq in piel = “cause to be holy” or “consecrate”; in pual = “be 

consecrated” (see 2Ch 26:18). 

 lqs in piel can mean “clear of stones”; in pual = “be cleared of stones” 

(see 1Ki 21:14). 

 vqb in piel = “seek”; in pual = “be sought” (see Jer 50:20). 

(2) A few pual verbs function as the passive of qal.2 

 xql in qal = “take.” The root does not appear in piel but does occur in 

pual with the meaning “be taken,” which serves as the passive of qal (see 

Ge 3:23).  

 The pual stem infrequently occurs in the Hebrew Bible. 

f. Hifil 

(1) The hifil stem most commonly serves as the causative of qal in the active 

voice.    

 lvm in qal = “rule”; the hifil form ~l'yvim.hi = “he caused them to rule” 

(see Da 11:39). In this example the causative hifil verb is transitive 

(having an object). 

 !qz in qal = “be old,” and in hifil = “grow old” or “cause oneself to be 

                                                 
1 See Joüon, §52d; and Williams, §145. 
2 These pual forms are likely the remnants of an old qal passive form which used to exist in the perfect 

conjugation, but which the Masoretes treated as pual. Likewise, a few imperfect and participle forms of the 
antiquated qal passive probably appear in the MT as hofal. See Waltke and O’Connor, §22.6b. 
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old” (see Job 14:8). In this example the causative hifil is intransative 

(having no object). 

(2) Some hifil verbs convey a simple active meaning, like qal. In most cases these 

verbs do not occur in qal.1 

 These hifil verbs do not occur in qal:  

[;yviAh (> [vy) = “He saves” (Ps 20:7; Eng 20:6). 
ryTis.y: (> rts) = “He will hide” (see 1Sa 20:2). 
dymiv.hi (> dmv) = “He destroyed” (see Dt 2:22). 

 trk = “cut down, cut off” in both qal (see 1Sa 24:6; Eng 24:5) and hifil 

(see 1Sa 28:9). 

g. Hofal 

The hofal stem is the passive of hifil; therefore, it has a range of meanings 

corresponding to hifil. 

 $lm in hifil is causative, as in lWav'-ta, %ylim.hi = “He made Saul king” 

(1Sa 15:35). In hofal this verb is causative and passive: %l;m.h' = “He was 

made king” (Da 9:1). 

 $lv does not occur in qal. In hifil = “cast out” (see Ne 9:11), and in hofal 

= “be cast out” (see Is 14:19). 

 The hofal stem occurs in the Hebrew Bible less frequently than any other 

stem. 

h. Hitpael 

(1) The hitpael stem usually connotes reflexive action. In form it is the reflexive 

of piel (as indicated by the dagesh-forte in both stems), but hitpael may also 

serve as the reflexive of qal and hifil.2 

 vdq in piel and hifil = “make holy, consecrate”; in hitpael = “consecrate 

oneself” (see Ex 19:22). 

 bdn in qal = “incite, impel”; in hitpael = “volunteer” or “incite oneself to 

action” (see 1Ch 29:17). 

 abx in hifil = “hide”; in hitpael = “hide oneself” (see 1Sa 14:11). 

 
                                                 

1 For these and other examples see Kelley, 111-12. 
2 See Horsnell, 108-9; Lambdin, 249; and Waltke and O’Connor, §26.2. 
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(2) A special use of the reflexive with a plural verb is the reciprocal hitpael. 

 har in qal = “look”; in hitpael = “look at one another” (see 2Ki 14:8). 

(3) Occasionally hitpael serves as the passive of another stem. 

 apr in qal = “heal”; in hitpael = “be healed” (see 2Ki 8:29). 

(4) Hitpael also occasionally has an intensive function in the sense of an action 

that is repeated or continued over a period of time. 

 $lh in qal = “walk”; in hitpael = “walk about, wander, roam” (see Ex 

21:19 and 1Sa 30:31). In piel this verb has an intensive meaning that is 

similar to hitpael. (See section 20A.2d(2).)  

(5) Some verbs in hitpael express a simple, active meaning like the qal stem. 

 aBen:t.yI (> abn) = “He prophecies (1Ki 22:8). 

 lLeP;t.hi (> llp) = “He prayed” (2Ch 30:18). 

i. A number of verbs in various stems are classified as “denominative.” The 

classification means that these verbs have been derived from a noun (or other part 

of speech), in contrast to the typical pattern of nouns being derived from verbs. 

Denominative verbs appear in a variety of stems, as the following illustrate.  

 From the noun %l,1m, (“king”) comes the qal verb %l;m' = “he was king” (Jos 

13:10).   

 From the noun [b;1v, (“seven”) comes the nifal verb [B;v.nI = “he swore (“he 

bound himself seven times”) (Ge 24:7).   

 From the noun !heKo (“priest”) comes the piel verb !heKi = “he served as priest” 

(1Ch 5:36; Eng 6:10). 

 From the noun rj'm' (“rain”) comes the hifil verb ryjim.hi = “he caused to 

rain” (Ge 2:5). 

 From the noun @a; (“nose, anger”) comes the hitpael verb @N:a;t.hi = “he was 

angry” or “showed himself angry” (Dt 1:37). 

 BDB usually places denominative verbs after the nouns (or other parts of 

speech) from which they are derived. (By contrast, when a noun is derived 

from a verb, BDB places the noun after the verb root.) 

j. The preceding discussion summarizes a number of basic connotations of the 

major verb stems. Because of the variety of possible meanings, one must rely 

upon a lexicon to discover the range of connotations which any particular verb 
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may have. Then one must select the connotation that is most appropriate for the 

context in which a verb appears. 

Lesson 20:  EXERCISES 
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary.  

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  !roh]a;  Aaron (proper N)   

(2)  by:a'  he was an enemy (V)   

(3)  ~ae  mother (NFS)  S with PS: yMiai, ^1M,ai, etc.  

    P with PS: Wn1teMoai, ~t'Moai, etc. 

(4)  aj'x'  he sinned, missed (V)   

(5)  taJ'x;   sin, sin offering (NFS)  Cs: taJ;x;; P: tAaJ'x;  
(6)  yx;  alive, living (adj MS)  FS: hY"x;; P: ~yYIx;; hY"x; is also 

    NFS = “living thing, animal”; 

    ~yYIx; is also NMP = “life” 

(7) vmex' (M),   five (NM/FS)  P: ~yViym,x] = “fifty”; yviymix] 
 hV'mix] (F)     (M), tyviymix] (F) = “fifth” 

(8)  dl;y"   he brought forth, gave    
  birth (V)   

(9)  bt;K'  he wrote (V)   

(10)  ~x,1l,  bread, food (NMS)  S with PS: ymix.l;, ^m.x.l;,  etc. 

(11)  ~aun>   utterance, oracle   Occurs only in S Cs 
  (NMS Cs)   

(12)  vp,1n<  living being, soul,   P: tAvp'n>, tAvp.n:  
   person, self (NFS)   

(13)  ab'c'   army, host, war, warfare  P: tAab'c.  
   (NMS)   

 
(14)  ~Alv'   wholeness, well-being,  Cs: ~Alv. ; P: ~ymiAlv.  

   prosperity, peace (NMS)   
(15)  hmol{v.   Solomon (proper N)   
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b. Read aloud and translate the following texts from the Hebrew Bible, using a 

lexicon as necessary. Also provide an analysis of all finite verbs (perf, impf, or 

impv) and non-finite verbs (inf and part).  

(1) Genesis 1:20-23 

Verse 20 

@peA[y> (> @w[) is a weak verb with a middle root consonant of vav. Roots with 

a middle vav consonant can have some unique stems that require a doubling of 

the third consonant instead of the second consonant (as occurs with strong 

verbs in piel, pual, and hitpael). @peA[y> has a doubled third consonant and is in 

the polel stem, a stem that is equivalent to piel with strong verbs. 

Verse 22 

WrP. (> hrp) and Wbr>W (> hbr) are imperative weak verbs that have lost 

their final consonants. Another verb form from the root hbr appears later 

in the verse. 

(2) Job 9:20 

(3) Psalm 34:4 (Eng 34:3) 

hm'm.Arn>W (> ~wr) is a weak verb that appears in a stem called polel, which 

is equivalent to piel in its range of meanings. See Lesson 25A.1g. 

(4) Isaiah 1:24 

(5) Isaiah 9:5 (Eng 9:6) 

(a) !T;nI (> !tn)  In this form the first root consonant of n has assimilated into 

the t as a dagesh-forte because of the addition of a n prefix. 

(b) yhiT.w: (> hyh) 

(c) Interpret the significance of note “b” for this verse in the critical 

apparatus. 

(d) Read d[;ybia] as two words:  d[; ybia]. 
(6) Judges 8:19 

~t,yIx]h; (> hyx)   

(7) Numbers 9:18 

(a) W[s.yI (> [sn)  In this form the first root consonant of n has dropped out 

with the addition of a y prefix. 

(b) Wn+x]y: (> hnx) 
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Lesson 21 
S T A T I V E   V E R B S ,                                                                       

I N T R O D U C T I O N   T O   W E A K   V E R B S                                               

 
21A  STATIVE VERBS 

1.  Thus far the verb discussion has concentrated on verbs that express action or motion. 

Such verbs are called “fientive,” which is to say that they describe an activity.1 For 

example, lv;m' = “he ruled” is a fientive verb since it depicts an action performed by 

a subject. A few Hebrew verbs fall into another category called “stative”; they 

describe a state of existence rather than an activity. For example, dbeK' = “he is 

heavy” is a stative verb because it depicts a subject’s state of being.  

2.  One way of classifying stative verbs is according to their meaning. The following 

stative verbs from vocabulary lists illustrate the categories.2 

a. Statives describing an attribute: 
 qz:x' =   “he was strong” dbeK' =   “he was heavy” 

 bj;y" =   “he was good” vd;q' =   “he was holy” 

 lkoy" =   “he was able” !joq' =   “he was small” 

b. Statives describing a circumstance: 
 alem' =   “he was full” 
 %l;m' =   “he was king” 

c.  Statives describing an emotional or psychological state: 
 bhea' =   “he loved” 
 arey" =   “he was afraid” 

3. Vowel classes of stative verbs 

a. Another way to classify stative verbs is according to their vowels. This scheme 

                                                 
1 “Fientive” comes from the Latin word fiens = “acting.” See Waltke and O’Connor, §20.2k. 
2 See Horsnell, 121-22; and Joüon, §41f. 
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identifies statives by the second vowel of their lexical forms (perf, qal, 3MS).1 

The vowel classes for stative verbs (moving from the largest to the smallest class) 

are as follows. 

E-class, as illustrated by bhea', arey", dbeK', and alem' 
A-class, as illustrated by qz:x', bj;y", %l;m', and vd;q'  
O-class, as illustrated by lkoy" and !joq' 

b. Stative verbs of all three vowel classes are generally inflected according to the 

lvm paradigm of strong verbs except in the qal stem. The principle differences in 

qal are illustrated in the following charts using dbk,  vdq, and !jq as models. 

(The charts indicate where statives differ from lvm. See Appendix 3, paradigm 

2, for all qal forms of the three classes of statives.) 

(1) Perfect, qal 

(a)  E-class statives have a second vowel of sere in perfect, qal, 3MS; all other 

forms follow the lvm paradigm. 
 

Perfect, Qal 

 lvm E-class 

3MS lv;m' dbeK'. 

(b)  O-class statives in perfect, qal have a second vowel of either holem or 

qames-hatuf where lvm has a patah.   
  

Perfect, Qal 

 lvm O-class 

3MS lv;m' !joq' 
2MS T'l.1v;m' T'n>1joq'
2FS T.l.v;m' T.n>joq'
1CS yTil.1v;m' yTin>1joq'
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,n>j'q.
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,n>j'q.
1CP Wnl.1v;m' WN1joq'

                                                 
1 See Horsnell, 122–24. 
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 For !jq: in 2MP and 2FP the 3' vowel is a qames-hatuf, and in 

1CP the final nun of the root has assimilated into the nun of the 

verb suffix by means of a dagesh-forte. The assimilation of the nun 

can be observed in other forms of !jq in the charts that follow.  

(c)  A-class statives are conjugated like lvm in perfect, qal. 

(2)  Imperfect and imperative, qal 

In the qal stem of the imperfect and imperative, all three vowel classes 

of statives normally take an A-class vowel for the second root 

consonant where lvm has a holem. 
 

Imperfect, Qal 

 lvm E-class A-class O-class 

3MS lvom.yI dB;k.yI vD;q.yI !j;q.yI 
3FS lvom.Ti dB;k.Ti vD;q.Ti !j;q.Ti 
2MS lvom.Ti dB;k.Ti vD;q.Ti !j;q.Ti 
1CS lvom.a, dB;k.a, vD;q.a, !j;q.a, 
3FP hn"l.1vom.Ti hn"d>1B;k.Ti hn"v.1D;q.Ti hN"1j;q.Ti 
2FP hn"l.1vom.Ti hn"d>1B;k.Ti hn"v.1D;q.Ti hN"1j;q.Ti 
1CP lvom.nI dB;k.nI vD;q.nI !j;q.nI 

 

Imperative, Qal 

 lvm E-class A-class O-class 

2MS lvom. db;k. vd;q. !j;q. 
2FP hn"l.1vom. hn"d>b;k. hn"v.1d;q. hN"1j;q. 

 

4. Stative verbs and adjectives 

a.  Several stative verbs in perfect, qal are spelled the same as their corresponding 

adjectival forms. For example, dbeK' can either be the verb “he was heavy” or the 

MS adjective “heavy,” and !joq' can either be the verb “he was small” or the MS 

adjective “small.” The context in which these words appear is the clue to 

recognizing their form. Because of this similarity, statives are sometimes referred 

to as “conjugated adjectives.”  
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b.  The close connection between stative verbs and adjectives is also reflected in the 

tendency for adjectival forms to serve in the place of stative participles. For 

example, the stative participle of xkv (“forget”) appears in the phrase H;A1la/ 
yxek.vo (“ones forgetting God” [Ps 50:22]), while a parallel phrase uses a related 

adjective instead: ~yhil{a/ yxekev. (“ones forgetting God” [Ps 9:18; Eng 9:17]).1 

5.  Connotations of stative verbs in the perfect and imperfect tenses2 

a.  In the perfect tense stative verbs can convey the meanings of either the past or 

present tense in English. 
WqZ>xi =   “They made strong” (Jdg 9:24). 

yTin>1joq' =   “I am least (small)” (Ge 32:11; Eng 32:10). 

b.  In the imperfect tense statives normally express the idea of the future tense. 

However, other connotations (such as the present or past tense) are also possible 

for statives as they are for fientive verbs. (See Lesson 20A.1d.) 
a=r'yai =   “I will fear” (Ps 27:1). 

Wvy1DIq.y: =   “They consecrate (make holy)” (Lv 22:3). 
dB;k.Ti =   “It was continually heavy (Ps 32:4). 

21B  INTRODUCTION TO WEAK VERBS  
This lesson has already discussed one way to categorize verbs: as fientives or statives. 

Another manner of categorization is to identify verbs as strong or weak. Much of this 

Grammar has focused on describing the fixed patterns of the conjugations of the 

strong verb, as represented by lvm. However, the majority of Hebrew verbs fall into 

the category of weak verbs, meaning that their roots contain particular consonants 

which cause their inflections to vary from those of the strong verb. The easiest way to 

learn the patterns of weak verbs is by noting how their inflections vary from the 

paradigm of the strong verb. This lesson will introduce the classification and general 

characteristics of weak verbs. Succeeding lessons will explore in more detail the 

inflection of various classes of these verbs. 

 

 

                                                 
1 See Joüon, §50b. 
2 See ibid., §113a; and Horsnell, 126–27.  
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1.  Classification of weak verbs 

a. A weak verb is identified by one of two factors. One is the occurrence in a verb 

root of a guttural (a, h, x, or [), a quiescent (a, h, w, or y), nun, or resh (which 

has some characteristics of gutturals). The other factor that indicates a weak verb 

is the appearance of the same consonant in the second and third positions of a 

verb root.  

b. The following chart presents the traditional method of classifying weak verbs. 

This classification method is based upon the verb root l[p, whereby p stands for 

the first consonant of a root, [ for the second, and l for the third. 
 

l 
(3rd root consonant) 

[ 
(2nd root consonant) 

p 
(1st root consonant) 

Guttural  
Guttural  

(including r) 
Guttural  

(including r) 
a w (middle vowel) a 
h y (middle vowel) y 
 1[[ (double-ayin) n 

(1) Notes concerning the chart for classifying weak verbs 

(a) To illustrate the significance of the chart, if a verb root has a guttural in 

the p (first consonant) position, it is called a pe-guttural weak verb. All 

weak verbs of this classification share certain characteristics. Verbs which 

have a r in the p position typically display at least some of the same 

characteristics. 

 dm;[' (“he stood”) is a pe-guttural weak verb since it has the guttural [ 

in the first consonant position. 

(b) If a verb has an a in the p (first consonant) position it is called a pe-alef 

weak verb. Since an a is a guttural, pe-alef weak verbs share cetain 

characteristics with other pe-guttural verbs; however, pe-alef verbs have 

additional features which are unique to themselves. Therefore, if a verb 

has an a in the p position, it is properly called a pe-alef verb, since that is 

a more specific classification, rather than simply a pe-guttural.  
                                                 

1 [[ represents a doubling of any consonant (not necessarily [), so that the consonant that appears in 
the [ (second consonant) position also appears in the l (third consonant) position. 
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 lk;a' (“he ate”) is a pe-alef (abbreviated a′′p) weak verb. 

(c) A verb which has a w or y in the [ (second consonant) position is called an 

ayin-vav or ayin-yod weak verb. These verbs are also termed “middle 

vowel” verbs, since w and y become naturally-long vowels in these verbs. 

 ~Wq (“to rise”) is an ayin-vav (w′′[) weak verb. This form is infinitive, 

qal, construct, which serves as the lexical form for this verb class.   

 ~yfi (“to set”) is an ayin-yod (y′′[) weak verb. This form is infinitive, 

qal, construct, which serves as the lexical form for this verb class.  

(d) The classification of [[ or double-ayin indicates a doubling of whatever 

consonant appears in the [ (second consonant) position. In other words, it 

refers to a verb root that has the same consonant, whatever that consonant 

may be, in the second and third positions. 

 bb;s' (“he surrounded”) is a double-ayin ([[) weak verb since a b 

appears in the second and third consonant positions. 

(e) Some verbs have more than one weakness.  

 ac'y" (“he went out”) is doubly weak, being pe-yod (y′′p) and lamed-

alef (a′′l). 

 arey" (“he was afraid”) is triply weak, being pe-yod (y′′p), ayin-resh 

(r′′[), and lamed-alef (a′′l). 

(2) Grammarians have proposed other schemas for identifying weak verbs than 

the traditional one presented above. For example, some use Roman numerals 

(I, II, and III) to designate the three places of a root consonant, as in I-alef, II-

vav, or III-he. Others designate the root consonants with such terms as 

“initial,” “middle,” and “final,” as is initial-alef, middle-vav, or final-he.1 

2.  Disappearance of consonants 
a. A weak consonant in a verb can disappear in certain forms. The disappearance of 

a consonant may simply amount to the dropping of the weak consonant, or it may 

also involve the assimilation of the weak consonant into a neighboring consonant. 

In some cases of assimilation the neighboring consonant (that is, the one which 

accepts the assimilated consonant) receives a dagesh-forte. This dagesh-forte 

                                                 
1 For example, see Kautzsch, §64, 66; and Seow, 24.  
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serves to compensate for the dropped consonant; it also provides a clue that a root 

consonant has fallen out.  

 The pe-yod verb bvy (“sit”) drops the y when certain verb prefixes are added. 

For example, the imperfect, qal, 1CS form is bveae (“I will sit”). In this case 

no dagesh-forte appears to indicate assimilation. 

 When certain verb prefixes are added to the pe-nun verb afn (“lift”), the n 
assimilates into the second consonant of the root, and that consonant receives 

a compensating dagesh-forte. To illustrate, the imperfect, qal, 3MS form of  

this root is aF'yI (“he will lift”). 

 When certain verb suffixes are added to the double-ayin verb llq (“be 

light”) the second l assimilates into the first l, and the first l receives a 

compensating dagesh-forte. For example, the perfect, qal, 3MP form of this 

root is WLq; (“they were light”). 

b. Classifications of weak verbs that commonly lose a consonant when inflected 

(1) The most challenging aspect of translating a weak verb is identifying a root 

consonant that drops out as the verb is inflected. Future lessons will describe 

the key situations in which various classifications of weak verbs drop or 

assimilate consonants. However, it is helpful at this point to recognize that six 

types of weak verbs very commonly experience the disappearance of a 

consonant at points in their conjugations. They are  
 

Pe-yod 
Pe-nun 

Ayin-vav 
Ayin-yod 

Double-ayin 

Lamed-he 
 

In certain situations other classes of weak verbs may lose a consonant when 

inflected; however, the preceding list represents most situations where a 

consonant disappears.  

(2) In the lessons that follow a number of clues will be presented for identifying 

the roots of weak verbs that have lost a consonant. For now, one method for 
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identifying a root consonant that has disappeared is by using the preceding list 

of six classifications of weak verbs that commonly lose a consonant when 

inflected. 

(a) For example, in order to translate the weak verb WKb.YIw: in Ge 50:3 one 

must identify this verb’s root. The first step is to determine which of the 

consonants are part of the root by removing any prefixes or suffixes. The 

initial vav can be identified as a vav consecutive and the yod as an 

imperfect prefix, based on their pointing. (See Lesson 16A.3.) The shureq 

is a plural verb suffix, which (along with the yod) identifies the verb as 

imperfect, qal, 3MP. Thus when prefixes and suffixes are removed, the 

remaining root consonants are kb. Since nearly all verb roots are 

triconsonantal, one can assume that a root consonant has dropped out in 

this verb. Using the preceding list of six classifications of weak verbs that 

commonly lose a consonant, one can form a list of potential candidates for 

the weak root of this verb:  
 

  Pe-yod: 
  Pe-nun: 

$by
$bn

  Ayin-vav: 
  Ayin-yod: 
  Double-ayin: 

$wb
$yb 
$kb 

 Lamed-he: hkb 
 

The next step is to check a lexicon to determine which of these options are 

extant roots; then which of the extant roots occur in imperfect, qal (the 

form in Ge 50:3); and finally which remaining option best fits the context 

of Ge 50:3. Such a check reveals that only two of these options are verb 

roots that appear in the MT: $wb and hkb. The first can be eliminated 

from consideration for two reasons. The lexicon indicates that $wb only 

occurs in nifal and only in the perfect and participle; therefore, the root 

does not appear in imperfect, qal (the form in Ge 50:3). Moreover, the 

meaning of $wb (“confuse”) does not fit the context of the verse. By this 

process of elimination one arrives at hkb (“weep”) as the root for the 
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verb WKb.YIw: – a root which does occur in imperfect, qal, and which has a 

meaning that fits the context of the verse. Thus the analysis of WKb.YIw: is     

> hkb, impf, qal, 3MP + vav cons = “and they wept.”   

(b) While the preceding process for determining a verb root is lengthy, it can 

be employed effectively with most verbs. Other clues will appear in 

succeeding lessons that will abbreviate the procedure for uncovering a 

consonant that has been dropped from a weak verb. 

Lesson 21:  EXERCISES 
a. From memory list three vowel classes for stative verbs and an example of a verb 

from each class. 

b. Reproduce from memory the chart that gives the classifications of weak verbs (in 

terms of  p, [, and l), as presented in section 21B.1b. 

c. Identify the classification of the following weak verbs; some may fall into more 

than one class. 

 Example: hl'[' (“he went up”) ⇒ Answer: pe-guttural and lamed-he 
(1) db;[' (“he worked”) (11) qz:x' (“he was strong”) 
(2) ~m;D' (“he stood still”) (12) ~mT (“be complete”) 
(3) dr;y" (“he went down”) (13) [d;y" (“he knew”) 
(4) ac'm' (“he found”) (14) bWv (“[to] turn”) 
(5) tyvi (“[to] put”) (15) gr;h' (“he killed”) 
(6) xq;l' (“he took”) (16) x;Wn (“[to] rest”) 
(7) bhea' (“he loved”) (17) @s;a' (“he gathered”) 
(8) !t;n" (“he gave”) (18) lp;n" (“he fell”) 
(9) aAB (“[to] come”) (19) ha'r' (“he saw”) 

(10) hn"B' (“he built”) (20) !yBi (“[to] understand”) 

d. From memory list the six classifications of weak verbs which commonly 

experience the disappearance of a consonant when inflected (as presented in 

section 21B.2b(1)). 

e. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  bhea'  he loved (V)  Also bh;a'  
(2)  lb,B'  Babylon, Babel (proper N)   
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(3) hNEhi  look, behold (particle)  PS: ynIn>hi or ynI1NEhi, ^N>hi, etc.   

(4)  qz:x'  he was strong (V)    
(5)  bj;y"  he was good (V)   

(6)  lkoy"  he was able, prevailed,  Also lAky"; impf, qal, 3MS:  

   endured (V)  lk;Wy  
(7) arey"  he was afraid, feared (V)   

(8)  dbeK'  he was heavy, honored (V)   

(9)  dAbK'  honor, glory (NMS)  Cs: dAbK.; Ab also dboK'  
(10)  daom.  (a) very (adv)   

   (b) power, might (NMS)   

(11)  alem'  he was full, filled (V)   

(12) vd;q'  he was holy (V)   

(13)  !joq'  he was small,    

   insignificant (V)   
(14)  hb'r'  he was great, became   

   numerous (V)   

(15)  vve (M),  six (NM/FS)  FS Cs: tv,1ve; P: ~yVivi =  

 hV'vi (F)    “sixty”; yVivi (M), tyVivi (F) 

     = “sixth” 

f.  Read aloud and translate Genesis 1:24-31 from the Hebrew Bible. Also provide 

an analysis of all verbs (finite and non-finite). If necessary, use the process 

described above in section 21B.2b(2) for help in locating the roots of weak verbs 

that have lost consonants. 

Verse 24 

(1) aceAT (> acy)  One characteristic of some pe-yod verbs is that the yod 

usually becomes a vav in nifal, hifil, and hofal.   

(2) Aty>h; (> hyx) is a NFS Cs with a paragogic A (which may be the remnant 

of an archaic case ending). The A has no significance for translation other 

than emphasizing that the noun is construct.1 
                                                 

1 See Joüon, §93r; and Kautzsch, §90k, o. 
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Verse 26 

Interpret the significance of note “b” for this verse in the critical 

apparatus. 

Verse 29 

yTit;n" (> !tn) has the irregular feature that its final nun in this and other 

forms assimilates into the t of the verb suffix – something which does not 

usually occur with verb roots ending in nun. 
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Lesson 22 
W E A K   V E R B S :   P E - G U T T U R A L ,   P E - A L E F ,                          

A Y I N - G U T T U R A L ,   A N D   L A M E D - G U T T U R A L ;         
P A R T I C L E S   O F   E X I S T E N C E   A N D                                      

N O N E X I S T E N C E     
 

22A WEAK VERBS: PE-GUTTURAL, PE-ALEF, AYIN-GUTTURAL, AND LAMED-
GUTTURAL 

1. Introduction 
a. Each of the classifications of weak verbs has its own characteristics. This and 

succeeding lessons will describe the major characteristics of the weak verb classes 

and provide clues for recognizing their roots and forms.  

b. The present lesson focuses on the way in which the guttural consonants (a, h, x, 

and [) and r affect weak verbs. The unique features of these consonants, which 

were summarized earlier in Lesson 6C, are repeated here for convenience. 

(1) The gutturals (including r) cannot take a dagesh-forte, and as compensation 

for this weakness the vowel before a guttural (or r) may lengthen. 

(2) The gutturals (excluding r) normally take a composite sheva where other 

consonants would have a simple sheva. 

(3) The gutturals (including r) prefer A-class vowels beneath and before them. 

2. Pe-guttural verbs 
a. Pe-guttural verbs have one of the following letters in the first consonant position: 

h, x, [, or r. Examples of some pe-guttural verbs are gr;h' (“he killed”), qz:x' 
(“he was strong”), and dm;[' (“he stood”). Verbs that begin with alef are not 

included in the pe-guttural class because they sometimes have unique 

characteristics. Pe-alef verbs are discussed in the next section.  

b. The unique features of guttural consonants affect pe-guttural verbs in the 

following stems: qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal. Pe-guttural verbs are spelled like 

strong verbs in piel, pual, and hitpael. 
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c. Major characteristics of pe-guttural verbs 

(1) Pe-gutturals (including r) cannot take the dagesh-forte that occurs in some 

nifal forms of the strong verb – namely, in the imperfect, imperative, and 

infinitive construct. As compensation for the fact that pe-guttural verbs reject 

the dagesh-forte, the vowel before the pe-guttural (and under the nifal prefix), 

lengthens from hireq to sere.    

 To summarize in symbolic form: where the strong verb has a nifal pattern 

of 334'5I, a pe-guttural verb follows the pattern of  333'5e.  
The following chart illustrates this characteristic, using dm[ as a model for 

pe-gutturals and giving the relevant forms of lvm for comparison. 
 

Nifal 

lvm dm[ 
Impf, 3MS lveM'yI dme['(yE
Impv, 2MS / Inf Cs lveM'hi dme['he

 While the charts in this section provide selected examples to illustrate 

characteristics of weak verbs, Appendix 3, paradigm 3, gives the full 

conjugation for pe-guttural verbs. 

(2) A number of forms of the strong verb require a simple sheva under the first 

root consonant. In these cases pe-gutturals (excluding r) take a composite 

rather than a simple sheva. The most commonly occurring composite sheva 

for pe-gutturals is hatef-patah, because of the preference of gutturals for A-

class vowels. 

(a) In qal this characteristic (of the pe-guttural taking a composite rather than 

simple sheva) occurs a few times when there is no verb prefix.  

 To summarize: where the pattern for the strong verb is 333., the pe-

guttural pattern is 333], as the following illustrate. 
 

Qal 

lvm dm[ 
Perf, 2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,d>m;[] 
Impv, 2MS / Inf Cs lvom. dmo[]
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(b) Pe-gutturals take composite shevas in several stems that employ verb 

prefixes. In these cases the vowel before the composite sheva (and under 

the prefix) is a short vowel that corresponds to the composite sheva. Thus, 

the patterns that appear in pe-gutturals are 333]5;, 333/5,, and 333\5'. 
The first pattern is most common; the last occurs only in hofal. The 

following charts illustrate these pe-guttural patterns in the perfect, 

imperfect, imperative, infinitive, and participle conjugations.  
 

Perfect Imperfect 
lvm dm[  lvm dm[ 

Nif, 3MS lv;m.nI dm;[/n< Qal, 3MS  lvom.yI 1dmo[]y:
Hif, 3MS lyvim.hi dymi[/h, Qal, 1CS lvom.a, dmo[/a,
Hof, 3MS lv;m.h' dm;[\h' Hif, 3MS lyvim.y: dymi[]y:
 Hof, 3MS lv;m.y" dm;[\y"

 

 Note that the imperfect, qal, 3MS form above (dmo[]y:) has a prefix 

vowel of patah – a prefix vowel that serves as a clue to imperfect, hifil 

in strong verbs. The patah appears in dmo[]y: because this verb is pe-

guttural and therefore prefers A-class vowels before and beneath the 

guttural. The imperfect, hifil, 3MS form dymi[]y: also has a patah prefix 

vowel; however, the hireq-yod marks it as hifil and distinguishes it 

from the qal form. When there is difficulty distinguishing between qal 

and hifil in imperfect pe-gutturals, the student should rely on a lexicon 

and the context in which a verb appears. 
 

Imperative 

lvm dm[ 
Hif, 2MS lvem.h; dme[]h; 

 
 

                                                 
1 Pe-gutturals that begin with x prefer E-class vowels in imperfect, qal, where other guttural 

consonants prefer A-class vowels. For example, where dm[ (“stand”) in impf, qal, 3MS is dmo[]y:, the 
stative verb qzx (“be strong”) is qz:x/y<. See Horsnell, 369. 
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Infinitive  

Construct Absolute  
Participle 

 
lvm dm[ lvm dm[  lvm dm[ 

Nif   lvom.nI dAm[]n: Nif, MS Ab lv'm.nI dm'[/n<
Hif lyvim.h; dymi[]h; lvem.h; dme[]h; Hif, MS Ab lyvim.m; dymi[]m;
Hof   lvem.h' dme[\h' Hof, MS, Ab lv'm.m' dm'[\m'

 

 As a rule, a simple sheva cannot follow a composite sheva. There are a few 

situations in the inflection of pe-guttural verbs where a composite sheva 

would normally appear before a simple sheva. For example, where the strong 

verb is hl'v.m.nI (perf, nif, 3FS), a pe-guttural would be hd'm.[/n<, except for the 

fact that such spelling places a simple sheva after a composite sheva. To 

correct the problem, the composite sheva lengthens to a short vowel, with the 

resulting form of hd'm.[,n< (impf, nif, 3FS). Another example is imperfect, qal, 

3MP, where the pe-guttural pattern is Wdm.[;y: (rather than Wdm.[]y:). Situations 

like these arise in pe-gutturals where there is a verb prefix and a vowel suffix 

(h3', W, or y3i) or a pronominal suffix.  

3.  Pe-alef verbs 
a. Most pe-alef verbs are spelled in a similar fashion to pe-guttural verbs. However, 

some pe-alefs – such as db;a' (“he was lost”), lk;a' (“he ate”), and rm;a' (“he 

said”) – also have certain unique features that do not occur in other pe-guttural 

verbs.  As a result, pe-alefs are placed in a distinct classification.  
b. The unique features that some pe-alef verbs display occur in imperfect, qal, as 

described below.  
(1) Since alef is a quiescent (as well as a guttural), it sometimes loses its capacity 

to support a vowel in imperfect, qal. When such occurs, pe-alef is preceded by 

a holem prefix vowel. 

(2) In imperfect, qal, some pe-alef verbs require a patah for the second root 

consonant where strong verbs take a holem. 

(3) In imperfect, qal, 1CS, the pe-alef consonant drops out as the a verb prefix is 

attached. 
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 To summarize:  

(a) Where the strong verb pattern is 33o3.5i, some pe-alef verbs have 33;a5o 
(b) Where the strong verb pattern is 33o3.a,, some pe-alef verbs have 33;ao.  
The following chart illustrates, using lka as a model.   

 

Imperfect, Qal 

 lvm  lka 
3MS lvom.yI lk;ayO
1CS lvom.a, lk;ao
3FP / 2FP hn"l.2vom.T. hn"l.2k;aTo

 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 4, for the full qal conjugation of pe-alefs. 

c. rm;a' has an irregular feature in infinitive, qal, construct. When this form is 

preceded by the prefixed preposition l, the alef becomes quiescent and the vowel 

under the l lengthens. To illustrate, rmoa/ (inf, qal, Cs) + l prep = rmoale.  
4.  Ayin-guttural verbs 

a. Ayin-guttural verbs have a middle root consonant that is a guttural or r. Examples 

of ayin-gutturals are rx;B' (“he chose”) and $rb (“bless”). Ayin-guttural verbs 

follow patterns that are similar to pe-gutturals. 

b. Major characteristics of ayin-guttural verbs 

(1) Ayin-gutturals (including r) cannot take the dagesh-forte that occurs in strong 

verbs in piel, pual, and hitpael.  

(a) When the ayin-guttural is a, r, and sometimes [, the rejection of the 

dagesh-forte is compensated for by the lengthening of the preceding vowel 

(under the first root consonant). The lengthening follows these patterns: 

Strong verb: 343i ⇒ ayin-guttural: 333e 
Strong verb: 343u ⇒ ayin-guttural: 333o 
Strong verb: 343; ⇒ ayin-guttural: 333' 

(b) When the ayin-guttural is h, x, and sometimes [, the preceding vowel 

(under the first root consonant) is not lengthened. With these ayin-

gutturals the patterns are: 
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Strong verb: 343i ⇒ ayin-guttural: 333i 
Strong verb: 343u ⇒ ayin-guttural: 333u 
Strong verb: 343; ⇒ ayin-guttural: 333; 

(c) The following chart illustrates these patterns using $rb and rxb as 

models.  
  

 lvm 

  

 $rb  
(With compensatory 

lengthening of 
preceding vowel) 

rxb 
(Without compensatory 

lengthening of 
preceding vowel) 

Perf, piel, 3MS lVemi %reBe rx;Bi 
Perf, pual, 3MS lV;mu %r;Bo rx;Bu 
Impf, piel, 3MS lVem;y> %reb'y> rxeb;y> 
Impf, pual, 3MS lV;muy> %r;boy> rx;buy> 
Perf, hit, 3MS / Impv, hit, 
2MS / Inf, hit, Cs 

 

lVem;t.hi
 

%reB't.hi
 

rxeB;t.hi 

Impv, piel, 2MS / Inf,  
piel, Cs & Ab 

 

lVem;
 

%reB'
 

rxeB; 
 

(2) Ayin-gutturals (normally excluding r) take a composite sheva where a simple 

sheva appears in a strong verb. To be more specific, where the strong verb has 

33.3, an ayin-guttural has 33]3. This situation arises in perfect, imperfect, 

and imperative where there is a vowel suffix, as the following chart illustrates.   
 

 lvm  rxb  
Perf, qal, 3FS hl'v.)m' hr'x])B' 
Impf, nif, 2FS yliv.)M'Ti yrIx])B'Ti
Impv, qal, 2MP Wlv.mi Wrx]B;

 

 Note that in the impv, qal, 2MP form Wrx]B; the hatef-patah is preceded by 

the corresponding short vowel of patah, rather than the hireq that appears 

in strong verbs. 

(3) Ayin-gutturals (including r) demonstrate a preference for A-class vowels, as 

the following illustrate. 
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 lvm  rxb 
Perf, qal, 3FS hl'v.)m' hr'x]B' 
Perf, piel, 3MS lVemi rx;Bi 
Impf, qal, 3MS lvom.yI rx;b.yI 
Imv, qal, 2MS lvom. rx;B. 

 

 As noted previously, the first example illustrates the preference of ayin-

gutturals for hatef-patah. The other examples show a preference for patah 

beneath the ayin-guttural when a strong verb has a sere (perf, piel, 3MS) 

or holem (impf, qal, 3MS, and impv, qal, 2MS). 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 8, for the full conjugation of ayin-gutturals. 

5.  Lamed-guttural verbs 
a. Lamed-guttural verbs have a final consonant of  H, x, or [. Verbs ending in r are 

not included because they are inflected like strong verbs, and verbs with a final a 

or h (without mappiq) are excluded because they have unique features that place 

them in separate classes. Examples of lamed-gutturals are Hb;G" (“he was high”), 

xl;v' (“he sent”), and [m;v' (“he heard”). 

b. The major characteristic of lamed-guttural verbs is that they must be preceded by 

an A-class vowel. In some cases this feature requires a furtive patah beneath the 

lamed-guttural. 

(1) Often the vowel before or beneath the lamed-guttural is changed to an A-class 

vowel. The following charts illustrate, using xlv as a model. 
 

Perfect Imperfect 

  lvm  xlv    lvm  xlv 
Qal, 2FS T.l.v;m' T.x;2l;v' Qal, 3MS lvom.yI xl;v.yI
Piel, 3MS lVemi xL;vi Nif, 3MS lveM'yI xl;V'yI
Hit, 3MS lVem;t.hi 1xL;T;v.hi

 

Piel, 3MS lVem;y> xL;v;y>
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
 1 Because v is a sibilant, it changes places with the t of the verb prefix. See Lesson 13A.7c. 
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Imperative  

 lvm xlv  
Impv, qal, 2MS lvom. xl;v. 
Impv, nif, 2MS lveM'hi xl;V'hi
Impv, piel, 2MS lVem; xL;v;

 

(2) When a lamed-guttural appears after a naturally-long vowel and sometimes 

after holem and sere, those vowels do not change and the lamed-guttural 

requires a furtive patah beneath it. 
 

 lvm xlv  
Perf, hif, 3MS lyvim.hi x;yliv.hi 
Inf, qal, Ab lAvm' x;Alv' 
Part, qal, pass, MS, Ab lWvm' x;Wlv' 
Part, qal, act, MS, Ab lvemo x;levo 
Impv, qal, 2MS / Inf, qal, Cs lvom. x;l{v. 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 12, for the full conjugation of lamed-gutturals. 

6. Summary of characteristics of pe-gutturals, pe-alefs, ayin-gutturals, 
and lamed-gutturals 
a. The following is a succinct summary of the major characteristics of verbs with 

guttural weaknesses. 

(1) A guttural or r in a verb root rejects a dagesh-forte and sometimes causes the 

preceding vowel to lengthen. 

(2) A guttural in a verb root takes a composite sheva where a strong consonant 

takes a simple sheva. The consonant preceding a guttural with a composite 

sheva may take the short vowel that corresponds to the composite sheva (as in 

333]5;, 333/5,, or 333\5').  
(3) A guttural or r in a verb root prefers an A-class vowel before it and beneath 

it. 

(4) For some pe-alefs in imperfect, qal:  

(a) The imperfect prefix causes the pe-alef to quiesce and the prefix to take a 

holem (as in 33a5o). 
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(b) The imperfect 1CS prefix (a) causes the pe-alef to drop out (as in 33ao).  
b. The following verbs with analyses illustrate the process of identifying the forms 

of verbs with guttural weaknesses. 

(1) vre_x')te (Mic 3:12) > vrx, impf, nif, 3FS, “it will be plowed”   

The sere under the imperfect prefix (te) and qames under the pe-guttural 

(x') are clues that the verb is imperfect, nifal. The guttural has the qames 

that normally appears in imperfect, nifal; however, it cannot take the 

typical dagesh-forte. To compensate, the vowel before the guttural has 

lengthened from hireq (which appears in strong verbs) to sere. 

(2) Wn2bez>[;y: (1Ki 8:57) > bz[, impf, qal, 3MS + PS 1CP, “he will leave us” 

The imperfect prefix has a patah (y:), which is a clue to imperfect, hifil in 

strong verbs. However, in this case the verb is qal, and the patah appears 

because the pe-guttural prefers A-class vowels. (Besides this fact, the verb 

bz[ never occurs in hifil.) Notice also that the ayin has a patah ([;) instead 

of the expected composite sheva ([]). The patah occurs to prevent a 

composite sheva from appearing before a simple sheva, which would be 

an impossible vocalization. 

(3) Wdb.a2tow> (Ps 2:12) > dba, impf, qal, 2MP + vav conj, “and you will perish” 

The holem prefix vowel and the quiescent pe-alef (ato) are clues that the 

form is imperfect, qal. 

(4) ~lek.aow> (Hos 13:8), > lka, impf, qal, 1CS + vav conj + PS 3MP, “and I will 

devour them” 

The alef with a holem (ao) is a clue that the form is imperfect, qal, 1CS. 

(The pe-alef of the root has dropped out.) The holem and the sheva under 

the second root consonant resemble the vowels of a participle, qal, active 

(when occurring with a suffix). However, the context of the verb requires 

an imperfect instead of a participle. 

 22B  PARTICLES OF EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE 
1.  Hebrew has two particles that serve to express the existence or nonexistence of 

someone or something: vyE (or -vy<) conveys existence; and !yI2a;, or the more common 

construct form !yae, conveys nonexistence.  
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2.  The particles of existence and nonexistence can have a variety of meanings and 

translations. 

a.  Often their translation requires the use of English state-of-being verbs. For 

example, vyE can mean “there is/are” or “there was/were”; and !yI2a; or !yae can have 

such meanings as “there is/are not,” “there was/were not,” “there is no 

one/nothing.” While these translations involve verbs in English, one must 

remember that vyE, !yI2a;, and !yae are particles, not verbs. 

 la_er'f.yIB. aybin" vyE = “There is (vyE) a prophet in Israel” (2Ki 5:8). 

 !y2Ia;-yki ha,r>NIw: = “When we saw that there were none (!y2Ia;)” (1Sa 10:14). 

 tm_e ~v'-!yae rv,a] ty2IB; !yae-yKi = “For there was not (!yae) a house in which 

there was no one (!yae) dead” (Ex 12:30). 

b.  The particles of existence and nonexistence can also express possession. In such a 

situation the particle is followed by the prefixed preposition l. 

 ba' Wnl'-vy< = “There is (-vy<) to us a father,” or more idiomatically, “We have 

a father” (Ge 44:20). 

 dl_'w" Hl' !yae = “There was not (!yae) to her a child,” or more idiomatically, 

“She had no child” (Ge 11:30).  

c.  The particles of existence and nonexistence can also take pronominal suffixes, in 

which case the pronominal suffix is subjective and the translation typically 

requires a state-of-being verb in English.  

 #r,2a'b' Anv.y<-~ai = “If he is (Anv.y<) in the land” (1Sa 23:23). 

 ~l_'A[-d[; %nEyaew> = “And you will be no more (%nEyaew>) forever” (Eze 27:36). 

Lesson 22:  EXERCISES  

a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary.  
 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  db;a'  he was lost, perished (V)   

(2)  Aa  or (conj)   

(3) !yI2a;  there is/are not, there was/  Cs: !yae; PS: ^n>yae, WN1n<yae,  
   were not, there is no one/  etc. 
   nothing (particle)   

(4)  lae  God, god (NMS)   
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(5)  rx;B'  he chose (V)   

(6) 1~i1l;v'Wry>  Jerusalem (proper N)   

(7) vyE  there is/are, there was/  -vy<; with PS: ^v.y<, ~k,v.y<,  
   were (particle)  etc. 

(8)  yliK.  vessel, equipment,    P: ~yliKe  
   implement (NMS)   

(9) ![;1m;l.  (a) with regard to, for the    

   sake of, because of (prep)   

   (b) in order that, so that   

   (conj)   

(10)  aybin"  prophet (NMS)  P: ~yaiybin>  
(11)  db;['  he worked, served (V)   

(12)  rb;['  he passed, went over (V)   

(13)  hl'['  he went up, ascended (V)   

(14) hl'[o  burnt offering (NFS)  Also hl'A[  

(15)  dm;['  he stood, took a stand (V)   

(16)  hn"['  he answered (V)   

(17)  hd,f'  field(s) (NMS)  Cs: hdef.; S with PS: ydIf',  
     ^d>f'*, etc.; P: tAdf', tAdf.  
     or ydef. 

(18) [b;1v, (M),  seven (NM/FS)  P: ~y[ib.vi = “seventy”;  
 h['b.vi (F)     y[iybiv. (M), ty[iybiv. (F) =  
     “seventh” 

 

b. Analyze the following words, working without the help of paradigm charts or a 

lexicon so far as possible. When there is more than one option for analysis, 

consult the biblical text to determine which is appropriate in context. 

                                                 
 1 This spelling is a contraction of  ~yI1l;v'Wry> that is used in the MT. See the discussion of perpetual 
qere below in the translation exercise c(2) for 2Ki 4:2. 
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 Example: ynI1bez>[;Y:w: (1Sa 30:13) ⇒ Answer: > bz[, impf, qal, 3MS + vav cons 

+ PS 1CS, “and he left me” 
(1) HB;g>yI (Pr 18:12) (10) rbe_['yE (Eze 47:5) 

(2) dybi[]h;l. (2Ch 2:17; Eng 2:18) (11) l[;p.yI (Job 33:29) 

(3) ha,r't.nI (2Ki 14:8) (12) hn"d>1b;aTow: (1Sa 9:3) 

(4) hy"x/h, (Jos 6:25) (13) [;deyOw> (Nu 24:16) 

(5) la'gOm. (Mal 1:7) (14) yrI[]n:t.hi (Is 52:2) 

(6) hb,ato (Dt 13:9; Eng 13:8) (15) ajox]l; (Ex 9:34) 

(7) ^[]yBiv.a;w> (Ge 24:3) (16) rm;aow" (Ge 20:13) 

(8) hn<[]m; (Ecc 5:19; Eng 5:20) (17) ynIle_h])b;l. (2Ch 35:21) 

(9) T'r>[;)biW (Dt 13:6; Eng 13:5) (18) Wmc.[;Y:(w: (Ex 1:7) 

c. Read aloud and translate the following texts from the Hebrew Bible. Also provide 

an analysis of all verbs (finite and non-finite).  

(1) Genesis 2:1-6 

Verse 2 

Interpret the significance of note “a” for this verse in the critical apparatus. 

Verse 3 

tAf_[]l; (> hf[)  Lamed-he verbs typically drop the h and add an tA 
suffix in infinitive, qal, construct. 

(2) 2 Kings 4:1-3 

Verse 1 

(a) arey"  This form can be classified either as a perfect or a participle; 

however, the perfect verb option does not fit the context. Another clue that 

the word is a participle is the principle that when a finite verb is followed 

by another verb that has no conjunction (as in the case of arey" hy"h'), the 

second verb is typically non-finite. 

(b) tx;1q;l' (> xql)  This verb adds a t suffix in infinitive, qal, construct. 

Verse 2 

(a) ydIy1GIh;  The dagesh-forte is a clue that the root of this verb is pe-nun, as 

discussed in the next lesson.  

(b) yk.1l'  
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[1] Ketib and qere 

[a] Occasionally the MT indicates in the Mp (the Masoretic notes in 

the margin) an alternate reading to the consonantal text. Since the 

Masoretes were committed to maintaining the consonantal text 

unchanged, they added a marginal note when they thought a 

correction was required. In such cases the reading which appears in 

the consonantal text is called a ketib (bytiK.), which is Aramaic for 

“what is written.” The alternate reading in the Mp is called a qere 

(yreq.), which means “what is read” in the place of what is actually 

written. A ketib maintains the consonants of the text but has the 

vowels that are actually used with the consonants of the related 

qere. In light of this fact, one should never attempt to read a ketib, 

since it is normally not pronounceable, having vowels that belong 

to the qere in the margin. 

[b] In 2 Ki 4:2 an instance of ketib and qere occurs with yk.1l'. The 

circle above this word directs the reader to the left margin where 

the note has a q with a dot above it, which is an abbreviation for 

qere. Then on the line above the q is the qere itself – that is, the 

consonants of the alternate which is to be read in place of the ketib. 

Besides clearly marking a qere with a q and dot, the Mp also 

staggers the lines of a qere one-half space to call attention to it. In 

order to read the marginal qere in verse 2, one employs the 

consonants of the qere in the margin: $l, along with the vowels 

that appear with the ketib in the consonantal text: 33.3'. Thus, the 

alternate reading is %l', which replaces ykl in the text. The qere, 

which is also discussed in the critical apparatus, is read and 

translated instead of the ketib.   

[2] Perpetual qere1 

A few common words in the MT appear as perpetual qere. Every time 

one of these words occurs in the text, its ketib form has the vowels of 

the qere; however, the qere is not specifically indicated in the Mp. In 
                                                 

1 See Horsnell, 219-226; and Scott, 13-14. 
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other words, perpetual qere are so common that the reader is expected 

to recognize them without a marginal note and to pronounce the qere 

instead of the ketib when reading the text. A few examples of 

perpetual qere follow. 
 

Ketib Perpetual qere 
(“What is written” in the text 
with the vowels of the qere) 

(“What is read”  
in place of the ketib) 

hw"hy> yn"doa] (“[the] Lord”) 

hwIhy> ~yhil{a/ (“God”) 

awhi ayhi (“she”) 

 ~i1l;v'Wry> ~yI1l;v'Wry> (“Jerusalem”) 
 

(c) -~ai yKi  Conjunctions are sometimes linked with other conjunctions, 

adverbs, or particles to express idioms. Lexicons typically discuss these 

compound forms under the heading of one or both of the semantically 

linked words. For example, under the heading for yKi in BDB, on page 474, 

is a section concerning the idiom  ~ai yKi.  
(d) %Wsa' is a noun formed by prefixing a to a root. This and other noun 

patterns are discussed in the next lesson. 

Verse 3 

(a) ykil. (> $lh)   This verb root is irregular in that it drops the initial h in 

some forms, following the pattern of pe-yod verbs. (See Lesson 24A.2.) 

The presence of the y3i suffix without a verb prefix is the clue to its form. 

(b) Note the occurrence of ketib and qere in this verse, and reflect only the 

qere in the translation. The critical apparatus also addresses the qere. 
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Lesson 23 
W E A K   V E R B :  P E - N U N ;   N O U N   P A T T E R N S ;         

H E   D I R E C T I V E 
 

23A  WEAK VERB: PE-NUN 
1. As the name indicates, pe-nun verbs have an initial nun consonant. Examples of 

common pe-nuns are vg:n" (“he approached”) and lp;n" (“he fell”). 
2. Major characteristics of pe-nun verbs   

a.  When the addition of a verb prefix would normally require the pe-nun 

consonant to have a sheva, the nun assimilates into the second root consonant 

by means of a dagesh-forte. To say it another way, if  33n + 5 would result 

in 33n>5, then the nun assimilates as  345.1 

(1) In the typical pe-nun verb the nun assimilates in the following: 
Qal: imperfect   Hifil: all conjugations 
Nifal: perfect and participle Hofal: all conjugations 

(2) Pe-nuns are spelled like the strong verb in all conjugations of piel, pual, 

and hitpael. 

                                                 
 1 When a pe-nun verb has a guttural (which cannot take a dagesh-forte) as the second root consonant, 
the nun normally remains in place after a prefix. Two exceptions are the roots ~xn (“be sorry”) and txn 
(“descend”) in which the nun drops out with the addition of a prefix. 

(3) The following charts illustrate the manner in which pe-nuns assimilate the 

initial nun, using lpn and vgn as examples. The strong verb lvm also 

appears for comparison. 
 

Qal Nifal 

lvm lpn  lvm  vgn 
Impf, 3MS lvom.yI lPoyI Perf, 3MS lv;m.nI vG:nI
 

 

Part, MS, Ab lv'm.nI vG"nI
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Hifil Hofal 

 lvm vgn  lvm  vgn 
Perf, 3MS lyvim.hi vyGIhi Perf, 3MS lv;m.h' vG:hu
Impf, 3MS lyvim.y: vyGIy: Impf, 3MS lv;m.y" vG:yU
Impv, 2MS / Inf, Ab lvem.h; vGEh; Inf, Cs [none] vG:hu
Inf, Cs lyvim.h; vyGIh; Inf, Ab lvem.h' vGEhu
Part, MS, Ab lyvim.m; vyGIm;

 

Part, MS, Ab lv'm.m' vG"mu
 

 Note that in hofal the prefix vowel for pe-nuns is qibbus rather than 

qames-hatuf. As a result, these forms reflect a 345u pattern that 

sometimes resembles perfect, pual.  

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 7, for the full conjugation of pe-nun verbs. 

b.  A few pe-nun verbs exhibit additional differences from the strong verb. These 

differences can be illustrated with the verb vg:n". 
(1) Most pe-nun verbs in imperfect, qal have a stem vowel of holem above the 

second root consonant, just like strong verbs do. (See lPoyI [impf, qal, 

3MS] in the preceding qal chart.) However, a few pe-nun verbs have a 

different stem vowel (for the second root consonant) in imperfect, qal. For 

example, vgn takes a stem vowel of patah where the strong verb (as well 

as lpn) has a holem. Thus the imperfect, qal, 3MS form of vgn is vG:yI. 
(2) Most pe-nun verbs in imperative, qal retain the initial nun. However, a few 

pe-nuns like vgn lose the nun in this conjugation. For example, the 

imperative, qal, 2MS of vgn is vG: (which is equivalent to the impf, qal, 

2MS minus the prefix). 
(3) Another characteristic of pe-nuns like vgn is that in infinitive, qal, 

construct, they drop the initial nun and add a t suffix. For example, the 

infinitive, qal, construct of vgn is tv,1G<. (The two segols follow a pattern 

called segolate, which is discussed later in this lesson. [See section 

23B.1]).  
(4) To summarize, the patterns followed by vgn and a few other pe-nuns are 

as follows. 
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 vgn 
Impf, qal, 3MS vG:yI (patah stem vowel) 
Impv, qal, 2MS vG: (n′′p assimilates and patah stem vowel) 

Inf, qal, Cs tv,1G< (n′′p assimilates and t suffix) 
 See Appendix 3, paradigm 7, for more forms of vgn. 

3. Two irregular verbs that occur frequently are related to the paradigm of pe-nuns. 
a.  !t;n" (“he gave”)  

This pe-nun verb is doubly weak in that the final nun assimilates when a 

consonantal suffix is attached. It follows the pattern of vgn in imperative, qal 

and infinitive, qal, construct. The following forms illustrate. 
 

  !tn  
Perf, qal, 2MS T'1t;n" (n′′l assimilates) 
Perf, nif, 2MP ~T,T;nI (n′′p and n′′l assimilate) 

Impv, qal, 2MS !Te (n′′p assimilates) 

Inf, qal, Cs 
tTe 

(or !ton.) 
(n′′p and n′′l assimilate and t suffix) 
 

 Since this verb sometimes loses two root consonants, its identification 

can be challenging. A helpful clue is to remember that when the only 

remaining root consonants is t, the verb is likely !tn. See Appendix 3, 

paradigm 15, for more forms of this verb. 
b.  xq;l' (“he took”)  

In part of its conjugation this lamed-guttural verb behaves as if its root were 

xqn instead of xql. The initial consonant assimilates in imperfect, qal and 

hofal; imperative, qal; and infinitive, qal, construct. A dagesh-forte often 

appears as a clue to assimilation. This verb also follows the pattern of vgn, as 

the following illustrates. 
 xql  

Impf, qal, 3MS xQ;yI (initial l assimilates) 
Impf, hof, 3MS xQ;yU (initial l assimilates) 

Impv, qal, 2MS xq; (initial l assimilates) 

Inf, qal, Cs tx;1q; (initial l assimilates and t suffix) 
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 See Appendix 3, paradigm 15, for more forms of  xql. 

4. Summary of characteristics of pe-nun verbs 

a. The following clues aid in recognizing pe-nuns. 

(1) When the addition of a prefix would normally require the pe-nun to have a 

sheva, the nun assimilates into the second root consonant with a dagesh-

forte (if the second consonant is non-guttural). 

 Thus, if only two consonants of a root remain in a prefixed verb and 

the first consonant has a dagesh-forte, the root may be pe-nun (345). 

(2) A few pe-nuns like vgn also display these characteristics: 

[a] In imperfect, qal: the second root consonant takes a different stem 

vowel than the holem that appears in strong verbs. 

[b] In imperative, qal: the pe-nun assimilates. 

 Thus, when only two root consonants remain and there is no prefix 

or suffix, the form may be the imperative, qal of a pe-nun root.  

(This circumstance can occur with several other weak roots, as 

discussed in succeeding lessons.) 

[c] In infinitive, qal, construct: the pe-nun assimilates and a t suffix is 

added.  

 Thus, t3,13, may suggest a pe-nun root. 

(Other classes of weak roots also display this characteristic, as 

discussed elsewhere.) 

(3) The irregular verb !tn loses the final nun when a consonantal suffix is 

added. In some forms both nuns assimilate. 

(4) The irregular verb xql acts as if its root were xqn in part of its 

conjugation. As a result, in some forms the initial l disappears or 

assimilates into the q with a dagesh-forte. 

b. The following verbs with analyses illustrate the process of identifying pe-nun 

roots. 

(1)  dyGIhi (Ge 3:11) > dgn, perf, hif, 3MS, “he told” 

The he prefix and hireq-yod are clues that the form is perfect, hifil. 

Two root consonants remain, and the dagesh-forte in the first is a clue 

that the root is pe-nun. 
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(2) [G: (Ps 144:5) > [gn, impv, qal, 2MS, “touch” 

When a root consonant has assimilated without a prefix or suffix, the 

verb may be a pe-nun in imperative, qal. Other classes of weak verbs 

can also lose a root consonant when there is no prefix or suffix (as 

discussed later). However, a check of options for the weak root of this 

verb reveals that only [gn has a form spelled [G:. The A-class vowel 

(following the pattern of vgn) appears because of the guttural. 

(3) taef. (Ge 44:1) > afn, inf, qal, Cs, “to lift”  

Since taf is not an extant root, one consonant of this verb must be a 

prefix or suffix. The tav is a suffix and a clue that the verb is an 

infinitive, qal, construct form of a pe-nun root (following the pattern 

of vgn).  
(4) WNT;nI (Ezr 9:7) > !tn, perf, nif, 1CP, “we have been given”    

A hireq under the first consonant of a root and a dagesh-forte in the 

second is a clue for perfect, piel in strong verbs (343i). However, the 

root !tn does not occur in piel. Alternatively, the initial nun could be a 

prefix for perfect, nifal or imperfect, 1CP. WN could be a perfect, 1CP 

verb ending or a 1CP pronominal suffix. The dagesh-forte in the nun 

of the ending suggests a doubled nun, the first of which is likely a final 

root consonant and the second of which is part of a 1CP ending or 

suffix. After removing the prefix and suffix, only one root consonant 

remains (T;); its dagesh-forte suggests an assimilated pe-nun 

consonant. Thus, the two dageshes are clues to assimilated nuns, 

indicating that the root is !tn. The context of the verb requires the 

conclusion that its form is perfect, nifal, 1CP. 

(5)  xQ;NIw: (Dt 3:8) > xql, impf, qal, 1CP + vav cons, “and we took” 

The pointing of the vav indicates that it is a vav consecutive on an 

imperfect verb. The nun prefix indicates imperfect, 1CP. Two root 

consonants remain (xQ;), and the first has a dagesh-forte, which can be 

a clue to a pe-nun root. However, the root is actually xql, which 

behaves as if it were pe-nun in part of its conjugation. (There is no 

extant xqn root.) 
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23B NOUN PATTERNS 
Nouns, like verbs, are normally based on tri-consonantal roots. In fact, verbs and 

nouns often share a common root, as with the verb %l;m' (“he reigned”) and the noun 

%l,1m, (“king”). Nouns have their own patterns of formation from roots, just as verbs 

do. A few of the more important patterns are discussed in this section. 

1. Segolate nouns   
a. A segolate noun is made up of two syllables, the first of which is accented and 

the second of which usually has a segol. The vowel of the first syllable is 

often a segol; however, it may also be a sere or an A-class or O-class vowel.  

b. The following are examples of segolate nouns, appearing with their plural 

forms. 
 

Segolate Nouns 

Singular, Ab Plural, Ab 

#r,1a, (“earth” [F]) tAcr'a]
 rq,1Bo (“morning” [M]) ~yrIq'B.
[r;1z< (“seed” [M]) [none] 

 vd,1xo (“new moon” [M]) ~yvid'x\
 br,1x, (“sword” [F]) tAbr'x]
  tw<1m' (“death” [M]) [none] 

 %l,1m, (“king” [M]) ~ykil'm.
 r[;1n: (“boy” [M]) ~yrI['n>
 rp,1se (“book” [M]) ~yrIp's.
 db,1[, (“servant” [M]) ~ydIb'[]
lg<1r, (“foot” [F]) ~yI1l;g>r; [Du]

 

 Note that a guttural in the second syllable of a segolate requires that syllable 

to have an A-class vowel rather than a segol. 

2. Geminate nouns 
a. A geminate (“doubled”) noun is derived from a double-ayin root, which is to say 

that the root of a geminate has the same letter in the second and third consonant 

positions. Geminates tend to shorten by assimilating the doubled letter, and a 
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dagesh-forte appears where possible (when the doubled letter is not a guttural and 

is followed by an ending or pronominal suffix [643]). 

b. The following are examples of geminate nouns. 
 

 Geminate Nouns 

Root Singular, Ab Plural, Ab 

 ~ma ~ae (“mother” [F]) 1tAMai 
rrh rh; (“mountain” [M]) ~yrIh' 

 qqx hQ'xu (“statute” [F]) tAQxu 
~my ~y" (“sea” [M]) ~yMiy: 
bbl ble (“heart” [M]) tABli 
~m[ ~[; (“people” [M]) ~yMi[; 
[[r h['r' (“evil” [F])  tA[r' 
rrf rf; (“ruler” [M]) ~yrIf' 

3. Noun prefixes and suffixes 
a. Some nouns are formed by attaching certain prefixes or suffixes to a root or to 

another word. Common noun prefixes are m (the most frequently used), T, 

and a. The following nouns illustrate.2 
Root Nouns with Prefixes 

xbz x;Bez>mi (“altar” [M]) 

hf[ hf,[]m; (“deed” [M]) 

hwc hw"c.mi (“commandment” [F]) 

~wq ~Aqm' (“place” [M]) 

jpv 

+ m =

jP'v.mi (“judgment” [M]) 

 awb ha'WbT. (“product” [F]) 

dly 3tAdl.AT (“generations of” [F]) 

 

+ T = 

 

                                                 
 1 The plural of this noun occurs only with pronominal suffixes; this absolute form is hypothetical. 

2 See Seow, 32-4. 
3 The pe-yod consonant of this root (and the next one) becomes a vav when a prefix is added, as 

discussed below in section 23B.4a(2). 
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hry hr'AT (“law” [F]) 

[br + a = 1[B;r>a; (“four” [M]) 

 The student must recognize when a noun has one of these prefixes in order to 

locate the noun under its root in BDB. For example, the noun x;Bez>mi is located 

under the root xbz.  
 The student should also remember that a mem can be prefixed to a root or 

word in two other situations: with a prefixed !mi preposition (which is spelled 

87„9mi or 879me) and in certain stems of the participle (piel, pual, hif, hof, and 

hit). 

b. Some nouns (and adjectives) are formed by adding a noun suffix to another 

word. Frequently occurring noun/adjective suffixes are !, tW, y3i, and ty3i.2 
(The common endings of nouns that indicate gender, number, and state [~y3i, 
h3', tA, etc.] are not included in this category.) 

(1) The suffixes ! and tW can be used to create abstract forms from other 

nouns or adjectives.3 

 rWE[i (“blind”) + ! suffix = !ArW"[i (“blindness” [NMS]) 

 %l,1m, (“king”) + tW suffix = tWkl.m; (“royalty” [NFS]) 

(2) The suffixes y3i (M) and ty3i (F) are used to create the cardinal numbers 

from “second” to “tenth” and gentilic forms (such as “Israelite”). While 

discussed in this section on nouns, these forms are actually adjectival. 

 vve (“six”) + y3i and ty3i suffixes = yVivi (M) and tyVivi (F) (“sixth”) 

 laer'f.yI (“Israel”) + y3i and ty3i suffixes = yliaer>f.yI (M) and 

tyliaer>f.yI (F) (“Israelite”) 

  

4.  Nouns based on weak roots 
a. The formation of nouns is also affected by the presence of a weak consonant in a 

root, just as weak consonants affect the inflection of verbs. A few factors are 

                                                 
1 The a prefix is dropped in the cardinal forms of this number: y[iybir. (M) and ty[iybir. (F) (“fourth”). 

 2 See Kautzsch, §86. 
3 Abstract concepts can also be expressed in other ways. For example, the plural forms of some nouns 

indicate abstraction, as illustrated by ~yYIx; (“life”), ~yriW[n> (“youth”), and tAqd'c. (“righteousness”). 
Ibid., §124d-e.   
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discussed here as an aid to recognizing the patterns of nouns that are derived from 

weak roots.1 

(1) Pe-nun root 

When a noun is formed by adding a prefix to a pe-nun root, the initial nun 

may assimilate into the second root consonant, as it does in pe-nun verbs.  

 lpn + m prefix = tl,1P,m; (“ruin” [NFS])  

In this form the pe-nun consonant assimilates into the pe with a 

dagesh-forte. 

 !tn + m prefix and feminine suffix t = tT;m; (“gift of” [NFS])   

In this form the pe-nun assimilates with a dagesh-forte and the 

final nun drops out because of the suffix. 

(2) Pe-yod root 

Nouns formed on pe-yod roots may drop the pe-yod consonant, or that 

consonant may become a vav when a noun prefix is added. (Similar 

patterns will be discussed in the section on pe-yod verbs [Lesson 24A.2].) 
 

Root Noun 

[dy t[;1D; (“knowledge” [F]) 

bvy bv'Am (“seat” [M]) 
 

(3) Ayin-vav and ayin-yod roots  

(a) In some nouns formed from these roots the vav and yod become 

naturally-long vowels. 
 

Root Noun 

rAa (“light” [F]) 
rwa

rWa (“flame” [M]) 

ryvi (“song” [M]) 
ryv

hr'yvi (“song” [F]) 
 

(b) In some nouns formed from ayin-vav and ayin-yod roots the vav or yod 

drops out because of its reduction to a shorter vowel.  

                                                 
1 See Seow, 25-32. 
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Root Noun 

vwb tv,1Bo (“shame” [F]) 
xwj tAxju (“inward parts” [F]) 
rwg rGE (“sojourner” [M]) 

!yd !D' (“Dan” [M]) 
 

 Note the clues for the missing vav consonant in the first two examples 

above. The holem in tv,1Bo has reduced from A, and the qibbus in tAxju 
has reduced from W. 

 Ayin-vav and ayin-yod patterns will be discussed more fully in 

connection with verbs based on these roots. (See Lesson 25A.1.)  

(4) Double-ayin root 

The manner in which nouns are formed from double-ayin roots was 

discussed earlier in connection with geminate nouns. (See section 23B.2.) 

To summarize, a double-ayin root typically assimilates one of the doubled 

letters, and a dagesh-forte appears where it can. 

(5) Lamed-he root 

(a) Nouns based on lamed-he roots frequently appear with a segol before 

the he in masculine forms (h3,) and a qames before the he in feminine 

forms (h3'). 
 

Root Noun 

hdf hd,f' (“field” [M]) 

hnv hn"v' (“year” [F]) 
hl,[]m; (“ascent” [M]) 

hl[ 
hl'[o (“burnt offering” [F]) 

(b) Lamed-he may become vav or yod in noun forms. The reason for this 

change is that most roots which appear to be lamed-he were originally 

lamed-vav or lamed-yod. In some nouns the original vav or yod 

reappears, as the following examples illustrate. 
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Root Noun 

hrb tyrIB. (“covenant” [F]) 

hlk yliK. (“vessel” [M]) 

wn"[' (“poor” [M]) 
hw"n"[] (“humility” [F]) hn[
ynI[\ (“affliction” [M]) 

(c) In some nouns based on lamed-he roots the final he drops out. 
 

Root Noun 

hba ba' (“father” [M]) 

hxa xa' (“brother” [M]) 

hc[ #[e (“tree” [M]) 

 Note that for the first two examples above, a yod appears in the 

singular, construct forms as a clue that these nouns are derived 

from lamed-he roots that were originally lamed-yod: ybia] (“father 

of”) and yxia] (“brother of”). 

b. Summary of clues for identifying the weak roots of nouns 

(1) Weak root consonants may assimilate in the formation of nouns, as they 

do in weak verbs. The following is a summary of clues for reconstructing 

the root of a noun when a weak consonant has dropped out. 

(a) The weak roots on which nouns are formed, like the weak roots of 

verbs, often assimilate a consonant in these classes: pe-yod, pe-nun, 

ayin-vav, ayin-yod, double-ayin, and lamed-he. When only two root 

consonants remain in a noun, the student can usually discover the root 

by checking for one of these six weaknesses. In addition, the following 

clues can abbreviate the process of identifying the weak root of some 

nouns. 

(b) If two root consonants remain in a noun and the first has a dagesh-

forte (345), then the root may be pe-nun. (This clue is relevant only 

when there is a prefix.)  
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(c) If two root consonants remain and the second has a dagesh-forte 

(643), the root may be double-ayin. (This clue is relevant only when 

there is a noun ending or suffix.) 

(d) If vav (in the form of a consonant or a vowel) appears after a prefix in 

the position of the first root consonant (33w5), the verb may be pe-

yod. 

(e) If a vav or yod appears in the position of a third root consonant (w33 

or y33), the root may be lamed-he. 

(2) The following examples of nouns with analyses illustrate the process of 

identifying a weak root when a consonant is missing. 

(a) hJ,m; (Ex 4:2) > hjn, NMS, Ab, “staff” 

hjm is not an extant root. If one assumes the m is a noun prefix, 

then hJ' are two remaining root consonants. The first has a 

dagesh-forte, which is a clue to a pe-nun root. (hJ,m; can also be a 

part, hif, as it is in Dt 27:19.) 

(b) ~yQif; (Jos 9:4) > qqf, NMP, Ab, “sacks” 

When the MP ending ~y3i is removed, two root consonants 

remain. The dagesh-forte in the second is a clue that the root is 

double-ayin. 

(c) hd'AT (Lv 7:12) > hdy, NFS, Ab, “thanksgiving” 

The holem-vav after the imperfect prefix indicates that the root is 

pe-yod.  
(d) hw"+a]G: (Ps 36:12; Eng 36:11) > hag, NFS, Ab, “pride” 

Removal of the FS ending h3' leaves a final vav consonant, which 

is a clue to a lamed-he root. 

(e) yrIP. (Hos 9:16) > hrp, NMS, Ab, “fruit” 

The final yod is a clue that the root is lamed-he.  

(f) tv,1r, (Ps 57:7; Eng 57:6) > vry, NFS, Ab, “net” 

Since tvr is not an extant root, t3, must be a feminine, singular 

ending. The word provides no particular clue as to its root; 

consequently, a check of the six roots that commonly lose a 

consonant reveals these options: vry, vwr/vyr, and vvr. The 
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lexicon indicates that the noun tv,1r, is derived from the first of 

these roots. 

(g) hm'q' (Jdg 15:5) > ~wq, NFS, Ab, “standing grain” 

There is no root hmq; thus one can assume h3' is a feminine, 

singular ending. A check of the weak roots that commonly lose a 

consonant leads to ~wq. 

(h) [;re (2Sa 13:3) > h[r, NMS, Ab, “friend” 

The lexicon indicates that two roots are bases for nouns with this 

spelling: [wr and h[r. However, the one derived from [wr does 

not fit the context of 2Sa 13:3. BDB lists three different h[r roots, 

and two are the bases of nouns spelled as [;re. Only one of these 

nouns fits the context: [;re (“friend”), derived from the second 

h[r root. 

23C  HE DIRECTIVE  
1.  A few nouns and adverbs can take a unique suffix that indicates direction toward 

something. The suffix is called a he (h) directive and is formed by attaching h3' to 

the end of a word.  

 The he directive is spelled the same as the common feminine, singular, absolute 

ending for nouns (h3'). One can distinguish between the two based on context 

and a knowledge of which words take the common feminine ending. It is also 

helpful to know that the feminine noun ending occurs very frequently, while the 

he directive appears on only a few words. 

2.  When the he directive is suffixed to a word, changes in the spelling of that word may 

occur. The he directive normally is not accented. 

 ry[ih' (“the city”) + he directive = hr'y1[ih' (“to the city” [Ge 44:13]) 

 ~yI1r;c.mi (“Egypt”) + he directive = hm'yI1r;c.mi (“to Egypt” [Ge 12:10]) 

 ~v' (“there”) + he directive = hM'1v' (“to there” [Ge 19:20]) 

Lesson 23:  EXERCISES 
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary.    

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  hM'a;  cubit (NFS)  Du: ~yI1t;M'a;; P: tAMa;  
(2)  bh'z"  gold (NMS)  No P 
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(3)  Vd,1xo  new moon, month (NMS)  S with PS: Avd>x', Hv'd>x',  
     etc.; P: ~yvid'x\, yved>x'  

(4)  xq;l'  he took, seized (V)  Inflects like a pe-nun verb 

     in part of its conjugation 

(5)  rB'd>mi  wilderness, desert (NMS)   
(6)  x;Bez>mi  altar (NMS)  P: tAxB.z>mi  
(7)  hJ,m;  staff, tribe (NMS)  Cs: hJem;; P: tAJm;  
(8)  %a'l.m;  messenger (NMS)  Cs: %a;l.m;  
(9)  hf,[]m;  deed, work (NMS)  Cs: hfe[]m;  

(10) ~yI1r;c.mi  Egypt (proper N)  yrIc.mi (adj MS) =  

     “Egyptian” 
(11)  dgn  dyGIhi (hif): he told, declared;  Usually occurs in hif & 

   dG:hu (hof): he was told (V)   hof 

(12)  vg:n"  he approached, drew near (V)   

(13)  hj'n"  he extended, stretched out,   

   turned, bent (V)   

(14)  hkn  hK'hi (hif): he struck;    Usually occurs in hif & 

   hK'hu (hof): he was struck (V)  hof 

(15)  r[;1n:  boy, youth, servant (NMS)  P: ~yrI['n>  
(16) lp;n"  he fell (V)   

(17)  tv,1l,P.  Philistia (proper N)  yTiv.liP. (adj MS) =  

     “Philistine” 
(18)  lg<1r,  foot, leg (NFS)  Du: ~yI1l;g>r;  
(19)  [;re  friend, companion (NMS)   

b. Analyze the following nouns and verbs. Do as much analysis as possible before 

consulting a lexicon. Also, check the context of the word when necessary to 

determine the most appropriate translation. 

 Example: h=r'J'm;l. (1Sa 20:20) ⇒ Answer: > rjn, NFS, Ab + l prep, “at a mark” 
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 Example: &'n>q,=T.a, (Jer 22:24) ⇒ Answer: > qtn, impf, qal, 1CS + PS 2MS, “I 

would tear you off” 
(1)  rDoTi (Dt 12:17) (14) !aeme (Ex 7:14) 

(2) lAxm.Bi (Jer 31:4) (15) %S;yU (Ex 25:29) 

(3) ylix\me (2Ki 1:2) (16) ~ybiC'nI (Ex 5:20) 

(4) yTim1.x;nI (Ge 6:7) (17) tv,1q,B. (Hos 1:7) 

(5) hJeh; (2Ki 19:16) (18) hJ'mi (2Ki 4:10) 

(6) hL'hiT. (Ne 12:46) (19) ynIT. (Ge 30:14) 

(7) hK,Muh; (Nu 25:14) (20) tAqyVim; (Eze 3:13) 

(8) rcea'y(E (Is 23:18) (21) x;yDIh;l. (Ps 62:5; Eng 62:4) 

(9) ^x_,Q'yI (Dt 30:4) (22) yWIxi)h; (Ge 10:17) 

(10) tl1,x,AT (Pr 13:12) (23) hn"ve (Ps 90:5) 

(11) rGEY:w: (Ps 75:9; Eng 75:8) (24) tx);p;l' (Eze 22:20) 

(12) rTo (Est 2:12) (25) hl'1keaow> (Ge 27:4) 

(13) !Amh' (Is 13:4) (26) jyBihiw> (Nu 21:9) 

c. Read aloud and translate Genesis 2:7-17 from the Hebrew Bible. Also provide an 

analysis of all verbs (finite and non-finite).  

Verse 7 

(1) Verbs of creation may be followed by a double object in which the first object 

is the thing made and the second the material employed in creation. Such a 

construction appears in this verse. 

(2) Much of this lesson has focused on the weakness of pe-nun roots. However, a 

nun in the second or third consonants of a root can also assimilate. Such is the 

case with wyP'a;B.. The dagesh-forte is a clue to an assimilated nun. 

Verse 10 

tAqv.h;l. (> hqv) adds a t suffix in the infinitive construct in a manner 

similar to certain pe-nun verbs.  
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Lesson 24 
W E A K   V E R B :  P E  - Y O D ;                                                           

I N T E R R O G A T I V E   C L A U S E S       
 

24A WEAK VERB: PE-YOD  
There are two major groups of pe-yod verbs. One may be called “true pe-yod.” This 

group retains the initial yod throughout its conjugation. The other major group of pe-

yod verbs sometimes loses the initial yod or exchanges it for a vav. The verbs in this 

second group are actually derived from roots that were originally pe-vav. 

Consequently, this group may be called pe-yod/vav. 

1. True pe-yod verbs 
a. There are only a few verbs which are true pe-yods, and most of them occur 

infrequently, with the exception of the stative verb bj;y" (“he was good”). 

b. Major characteristics of true pe-yod verbs  

(1) These verbs retain the initial yod in all forms. 

(2) True pe-yods only vary from strong verbs in certain qal conjugations (impf 

and impv) and in all hifil conjugations. 

(a) Qal: In imperfect the verb prefix causes the pe-yod consonant to 

become a hireq-yod. Also, in imperfect and imperative the stem vowel 

(above the second root consonant) is patah instead of the holem that 

appears in strong verbs. 
 

Qal 

lvm bjy  
Impf, 3MS lvom.yI bj;yyI 
Impv, 2MS lvom. bj;y> 

 

(b) Hifil: In all conjugations the verb prefix causes the pe-yod consonant 

to become a sere-yod.  
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Hifil 

lvm bjy  
Perf, 3MS lyvim.hi byjiyhe 
Impf, 3MS lyvim.y: byjiyyE 
Imv, 2MS / Inf, Ab lvem.h; bjeyhe 
Inf, Cs lyvim.h; byjiyhe 
Part, MS, Ab lyvim.m; byjiyme 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 5, for the full conjugation of true pe-yods. 

2.  Pe-yod/vav verbs (pe-yod based on pe-vav) 
a. Most pe-yod verbs are not “true pe-yods” – which is to say, the initial yod is 

not retained throughout their conjugations. At points in their inflections the 

yod either disappears or becomes a vav. The later change is due to the fact that 

these pe-yod verbs are actually based on roots that were originally pe-vav. To 

illustrate, the verb bv;y" (“he dwelled”) is a pe-yod verb because it has an 

initial yod in its lexical form (perf, qal, 3MS). However, in certain parts of its 

conjugation where there is a verb prefix, the initial yod is replaced by a vav, as 

in byviAh (perf, hif, 3MS). In such a situation an original pe-vav root (bvw) 
reappears. Because these pe-yod verbs have developed from ancient pe-vav 

roots and because these old roots reappear at times, this Grammar refers to 

them as pe-yod/vav. 

b. Examples of common pe-yod/vav verbs are [d;y" (“he knew”), dl;y" (“he 

brought forth”), ac'y" (“he went out”), dr;y" (“he went down”), and bv;y" (“he 

dwelled”). 

c. Major characteristics of pe-yod/vav verbs1 

(1) Pe-yod/vav verbs vary from the paradigm of the strong verb in four stems: 

qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal. Pe-yod/vav verbs typically follow the pattern of 

the strong verb in piel, pual, and hitpael.2 

 

                                                 
 1 See Horsnell, 400-403; and Kelley, 338-345.  
 2 An exception occurs with some pe-yod/vav verbs in hitpael, where the pe-yod consonant is replaced 
by a vav, as in hD'w:t.hi (> hdy = “confess”). See Joüon, §75a. 
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(2) Qal  

(a) Perfect, infinitive absolute, and participle, qal: Pe-yod/vav verbs 

follow the pattern of the strong verb. Since these qal conjugations 

require no verb prefix, the initial yod remains in place. 

(b) Imperfect, qal: The imperfect prefix causes the pe-yod consonant to 

drop out and the prefix to take a sere. The second root consonant may 

have an E-class stem vowel where the strong verb has a holem.  

 bvy + y (impf, qal, 3MS prefix) = bveyE   
(c) Imperative, qal: The initial yod drops out as it does in imperfect, qal 

(since the imperative, qal is like the imperfect, qal without the prefix).  

 bveTe (impf, qal, 2MS) minus imperfect prefix = bve (impv, qal, 

2MS)  

 This pattern is similar to the imperative, qal of pe-nun verbs like vgn. 
(See Lesson 23A.2b.)  

(d) Infinitive, qal, construct: The initial yod drops out and a tav suffix is 

added. The two remaining root consonants take segols, forming a 

segolate pattern. (See Lesson 23B.1.)  

 bvy minus y and + t prefix = tb,1v, 
 This pattern is similar to the infinitive, qal, construct of pe-nun verbs 

like vgn. (See Lesson 23A.2b.) 

(e) The following chart summarizes the manner in which the pe-yod/vav 

verb differs from the strong verb in qal.  
 

Qal 

lvm  bvy 
Impf, qal, 3MS lvom.yI bveyE 
Impv, qal, 2MS lvom. bve
Inf, qal, Cs lvom. tb,1v,

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 6, for the full conjugation of pe-yod/vav 

verbs. 

(3) Nifal 

In this stem the pe-yod consonant becomes a vav with the addition of the verb 
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prefix. The vav may appear either as a naturally-long vowel or a consonant. 

(a) Perfect and participle, nifal: The initial yod becomes a holem-vav, 

which serves as the prefix vowel (33An).   
(b) Imperfect, imperative, and infinitive, nifal: The yod becomes a vav 

consonant with a dagesh-forte (33W"5i). 
(c) The following chart summarizes the manner in which pe-yod/vav verbs 

differ from the strong verb in nifal. 
 

Nifal 

lvm  bvy 
Perf, 3MS lv;m.nI bv;An 
Impf, 3MS lveM'yI bveW"yI 
Impv, 2MS / Inf Cs  lveM'hi bveW"hi 
Inf Ab lvoM'hi bveW"hi 
Part, MS, Ab  lv'm.nI bv'An 
 

(4) Hifil 

In all conjugations of this stem the pe-yod consonant becomes a holem-

vav, which serves as the prefix vowel (33A5). The following chart 

illustrates the differences from the strong verb. 
 

Hifil 

lvm  bvy 
Perf, 3MS lyvim.hi byviAh 
Impf, 3MS lyvim.y: byviAy 
Impv, 2MS / Inf Ab lvem.h; bveAh 
Inf Cs  lyvim.h; byviAh 
Part, MS, Ab lyvim.m; byviAm 
 

(5) Hofal 

In all conjugations of this stem the pe-yod becomes a shureq, which serves 

as the prefix vowel (33W5). The following chart illustrates the differences 

from the strong verb. 
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Hofal 

lvm  bvy 
Perf, 3MS lv;m.h' bveWh 
Impf, 3MS lv;m.y" bv;Wy
Inf, Ab lvem.h' bv;Wh 
Part, MS, Ab lv'm.m' bv'Wm

 

d. Other notes concerning pe-yod verbs 

(1) A few verbs combine the characteristics of true pe-yods and pe-yod/vavs. 

For example, arey" (“he feared”) and vr;y" (“he possessed”) retain the pe-

yod consonant in imperfect, qal, like true pe-yods; but in some other forms 

the yod drops out or becomes a vav, as with pe-yod/vavs. The following 

forms illustrate, using vry. 
 

lvm  vry 
Impf, qal, 3MS lvom.yI vr;yyI 
Impf, nif, 3MS lveM'yI vreW"yI
Perf, hif, 3MS lyvim.hi vyrIAh
Impf, hif, 3MS lyvim.y: vyrIAy
Impv, qal, 2MS lvom. vre 
Inf, qal, Cs lvom. tv,1r,

 

(2) A few pe-yod verbs that have a sibilant as the second root consonant, like 

qc;y" (“he poured out”), follow the pattern of pe-nun verbs. Sometimes 

when a verb prefix is added, these verbs assimilate the pe-yod and the 

sibilant takes a dagesh-forte as compensation. For example, the imperfect, 

qal, 3MS form of qcy is qCoyI. 
(3) The very common verb $l;h' (“he went”) is irregular. In its lexical form it 

appears as a pe-guttural; however, in part of its conjugation it is inflected 

as if it were a pe-yod/vav verb. $l;h' acts as if its root were $ly in the qal 

stem of the imperfect, imperative, and infinitive construct, and in all 

conjugations of hifil, as the following forms illustrate. 
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Qal 

lvm  $lh 
Impf, 3MS lvom.yI %leyE
Imv, 2MS lvom. %le
Inf, Cs lvom. tk,1l,

Hifil 

Perf, 3MS lyvim.hi %yliAh
Impf, 3MS lyvim.y: %yliAy
Impv, 2MS lvem.h; %leAh
Inf, Cs lyvim.h; %yliAh
Inf, Ab lvem.h; %leAh
Part, MS, Ab lyvim.m; %yliAm

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 15, for more forms of  $lh. 

3.  Summary of characteristics of pe-yods 
a. The following clues aid in recognizing pe-yod verbs. 

(1) True pe-yods 

(a) The pe-yod consonant remains in place in all conjugations. 

(b) The pe-yod becomes a hireq-yod in imperfect, qal, and a sere-yod in 

all hifil conjugations. 

 Thus 33y5i is a clue to a true pe-yod in imperfect, qal; and 33y5e 
is a clue to a true pe-yod in imperfect, hifil. 

(2) Pe-yod/vavs (pe-yod based on pe-vav) 

(a) Qal 

[1] Perfect, infinitive absolute, and participle, qal: the pe-yod remains 

in place. 

[2] Imperfect, qal: the pe-yod drops out and the prefix vowel is sere. 

 Thus 335e is a clue to pe-yod/vav in imperfect, qal.  

(A sere prefix vowel also appears with stative double-ayins in 

imperfect, qal [as discussed in the next lesson] and with pe-

gutturals in nifal. [In the latter case a root consonant does not 

drop out.]) 
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[3] Imperative, qal: the pe-yod drops out. 

 A situation of two root consonants without a prefix or suffix 

may suggest a pe-yod/vav in imperative, qal.  

(This pattern also appears with other weak roots, such as a pe-

nun like vgn.) 
[4] Infinitive, qal, construct: the pe-yod disappears and a tav suffix is 

added with segols for vowels. 

 Thus t3,13, may be a clue to a pe-yod/vav root.  

(This pattern also appears with other weak roots, such as a pe-

nun like vgn.) 
(b) Nifal  

[1] Perfect and participle, nifal: the pe-yod becomes a holem-vav 

(33An).  
[2] Imperfect, imperative, and infinitive, nifal: the pe-yod becomes a 

vav consonant  (33W"5i).  
(c) Hifil (all conjugations): the pe-yod becomes a holem-vav (33A5).  

(d) Hofal (all conjugations): the pe-yod becomes a shureq (33W5).  

 Thus 33A5, 33W"5i, and 33W5 are clues to a pe-yod/vav verb in 

nifal, hifil, and hofal. 

(3) Some pe-yods like vr;y" share characteristics of true pe-yods and of pe-

yod/vavs. 

(4) Some pe-yods with a sibilant for the second root consonant (like qc;y") 
follow the pattern of pe-nuns in that the yod assimilates into the sibilant 

with a dagesh-forte when a prefix is added. 

 Thus 345 may be a clue to a pe-yod root when the consonant with a 

dagesh-forte is a sibilant.  

(This situation may also arise with a pe-nun root.) 

(5) %l;h' is inflected as if its root were $ly in part of its conjugation.  

b. The following verbs with analyses illustrate the process of identifying pe-yod roots. 

(1) #q;yYIw: (Ge 28:16) > #qy, impf, qal, 3MS + vav cons, “and he woke” 

The hireq-yod prefix vowel is a clue that the verb is a true pe-yod in 

imperfect, qal. 
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(2) dq;yE (Is 10:16) > rqy, impf, qal, 3MS, “it will burn” 

The sere suggests the yod is an imperfect prefix; it is also a clue that 

the verb is pe-yod/vav in imperfect, qal. 

(3) bh; (Pr 30:15) > bhy, impv, qal, 2MS, “give” 

When two root consonants remain without a prefix or suffix, the verb 

may be an imperative, qal from a pe-nun root (like vgn) or from a pe-

yod/vav root. (Other options exist, but have not yet been discussed.) In 

this case the verb is pe-yod/vav.  

(4) td,1r,l' (Ge 44:26) > dry, inf,qal, Cs + l prep, “to go down” 

The l preposition and the segolate pattern with a tav suffix suggest 

infinitive, qal, construct. This pattern occurs in pe-nuns (like vgn) and 

in pe-yod/vavs. In this case the root is pe-yod/vav. 

(5) hl'x]An (Eze 19:5) > lxy, perf, nif, 3FS, “she waited”  

The holem-vav in the position of the first root consonant in a clue to 

pe-yod/vav in nifal (perf and part) and in hifil (all conjugations). The 

nun prefix indicates this form is nifal. 

(6) d[eW"ai (Ex 29:42) > d[y, impf, nif, 1CS, “I will meet” 

The vav with a dagesh-forte and qames is a clue to pe-yod/vav in 

imperfect, nifal. 

(7) lb;WT (Ps 45:15; Eng 45:14) > lby, impf, hof, 3FS, “she is led” 

The shureq is a clue to pe-yod/vav in hofal. 

(8) [;yCiy: (Is 58:5) > [cy, impf, hif, 3MS, “he will spread out” 

The pattern of a dagesh-forte in the first of two remaining root 

consonants suggests either a pe-nun root or a pe-yod/vav root in which 

the second consonant is a sibilant. The later is the correct option for 

this word. 

(9) hn"k.1l;te (Ru 1:11) > $lh, impf, qal, 2FP, “you will go” 

The sere prefix vowel suggests a pe-yod/vav root; however, the root is 

actually $lh, which acts like a pe-yod/vav in part of its conjugation.  

24B  INTERROGATIVE CLAUSES  
1. Introduction 

a. Interrogative clauses (that is, clauses which ask a question) can be expressed 
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in several ways. Occasionally they employ no special grammatical feature, 

and their interrogative nature is simply determined by their context. For 

example, the following question has no linguistic element to indicate it is 

interrogative other than its context: 

hwEn>ynI-l[; sWxa' al{ ynIa])w: = “Shall I not have pity on Ninevah?” (Jon 4:11).1 

b. While some questions are determined by context alone, it is more often the 

case that interrogative clauses employ one of three grammatical clues: a he 

(h) interrogative, an interrogative pronoun, or an interrogative adverb. 

2. He interrogative  
a. Simple questions are usually expressed with a he interrogative. This 

interrogative is formed by prefixing the particle he (h) to the first word of an 

interrogative clause. Such a clause normally expects a simple “yes” or “no” 

answer. For example, the following is an indicative clause:  

 xa' ~k,l' vyE = “You have a brother.”  

If the he interrogative is prefixed to the first word, it becomes an interrogative 

clause:  

xa' ~k,l' vyEh] = “Do you have a brother?” (Ge 43:7). 

b. Pointing of the he interrogative  

(1) The he interrogative is pointed as follows. 

(a) In most cases the he interrogative is h]. 
 bAYai yDIb.[;-la, ^B.li T'm.1f;h] = “Have you considered my 

servant Job?” (Job 2:3). 

(b) Before a consonant with a sheva and before most gutturals, the he 

interrogative is h;. 
 ^l.-awhi tx;a; hk'r'b.)h; = “Have you only one blessing?” (Ge 27:38). 

 hw"hyl; aybin" hPo !yaeh; = “Is there no prophet of the LORD 

here?” (1Ki 22:7). 

(c) Before a guttural with a qames or hatef-qames, the he interrogative is h,.  
 hy<h.yI ~k'x')h, = “Is he wise?” (Ecc 2:19). 

 yTil.1d;x\h, = “Shall I stop? (Jdg 9:9). 
                                                 
 1 For the examples of he interrogatives in this section and for other examples, see Joüon, §102l-o; and 
Kautzsch, §150a. 
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(2) The following clues help to distinguish the he interrogative from the 

definite article. 

(a) Most of the time the he interrogative is pointed with a hatef-patah, a 

vowel which never occurs with the article. 

(b) A dagesh-forte does not typically follow the he interrogative, while it 

does normally follow the article.1 

(c) In those few situations where the pointing is the same for the he 

interrogative and the article, the context determines which form is 

intended. 

3.  Interrogative pronouns 
a. Another way of forming an interrogative clause is by using one of two 

interrogative pronouns. Neither of these pronouns can be declined to show 

gender or number. 

b. ymi is the personal interrogative pronoun. It typically refers to persons and may 

be translated in such ways as “who?, whom?, whose?” or “whoever?” Its 

spelling does not vary and it can occur with a prefixed preposition or a 

maqqef.  

 ynI+B. hT'a; ymi = “Who are you, my son?” (Ge 27:18). 

 ytiA1Cr; ymi-ta, = “Whom have I oppressed?” (1Sa 12:3). 

 T.a; ymi-tB; = “Whose daughter are you?” (Ge 24:23). 

 arey"-ymi = “Whoever is afraid?” (Jdg 7:3). 

 hT'a;-ymil. = “To whom do you belong?” (Ge 32:18; Eng 32:17). 

c. hm' is the impersonal interrogative pronoun. It typically refers to things and is 

usually translated as “what?” or “how?” hm' is often followed by a maqqef.  

(1) Unlike ymi, the pointing of the impersonal interrogative pronoun does vary, 

depending upon its context. Its pointing is similar to that of the definite 

article. 

(a) In most cases the pointing is -hm; followed by a dagesh-forte (placed 

in the following consonant). 

                                                 
 1 On rare occasions a dagesh-forte does follow the he interrogative, as in Eze 20:30: 
   ~yai_m.j.nI ~T,a; ~k,yteA)ba] %r,1d,B.h; = “In the manner of your ancestors will you defile 
yourselves?” 
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 yLi_ t'yfi[' taZO-hm; = “What is this you have done to me?” (Ge 

12:18). 

 In the preceding example the dagesh-forte in yLi is commonly 

called a “euphonic” or “conjunctive” dagesh-forte. As the terms 

suggest, it appears for the sake of euphony (ease of pronunciation) 

or to emphasize a link with the preceding word. It serves no other 

grammatical purpose.1  

(b) Before the gutturals and r (which cannot take a dagesh-forte) the 

pointing is hm', hm;, or hm, with or without a maqqef.2  

 ~=k,l' taZOh; hd'bo[]h' hm' = “What does this service mean to 

you?” (Ex 12:26) 

 awhi_-hm; ^n>y)beW ynIyBe = “What is that between me and you?” (Ge 

23:15) 

 t'y1fi['-h)m, = “What have you done?” (Ge 20:9). 

(2) hm' can also take prefixed prepositions.  

 hM'B; = “in what?, by what?, how?” 

 hM'K; = “like what?, how many/much/often/long?” 

 hM'1l' =  “why?, to what purpose?, for what reason?” 

d. The interrogative pronouns ymi and hm' can also be used to express an indirect 

question, as the following illustrate.3 

 hZ<_h; rb'D'h;-ta, hf'[' ymi yTi[.1d;y" al{ = “I do not know who has done 

this thing” (Ge 21:26). 

 bAJ_-hm; ~d'a' ^l. dyGIhi = “He has revealed to you, O mortal, what is 

good” (Mic 6:8). 

4.  Interrogative adverbs 

                                                 
 1 See Kelley, 147; and Weingreen, 16. 
 2 Since hm' is rather inconsistent in its pointing before gutturals, this general rule is adequate for 
recognizing the impersonal interrogative pronoun. For further discussion of its pointing see Horsnell, 205-
206. 
 3 For these and other examples, see Gibson, §8.   

Interrogative clauses may also be introduced by an interrogative adverb. The 

preceding forms of hm' with prefixed prepositions can serve this purpose (hM'B;, 
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hM'K;, and hM'1l'). In addition, the following are some of the more frequently used 

interrogative adverbs. 
hYEa; =   “where?” hn"1a' or !a' =   “where?, to where?” 

yae =   “where?” !yI1a;me =   “from where?” 

%yae =   “how?” [;WDm; =   “why?” 

 
Lesson 24:  EXERCISES 

a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary.    

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  !b,1a,  stone (NFS)  P: ~ynIb'a]  
(2)  ~h'r'b.a;  Abraham (proper N)   

(3)  hn"B'  he built (V)   

(4)  rf'B'  flesh (NMS)  Cs: rf;B.; P: ~yrIf'B.  
(5) dwID'  David (proper N)   

(6)  879h]  (he interrogative)  Also h; or h,; prefixed at  
     the beginning of an  

     interrogative clause 

(7) %l;h'  he went, came, walked (V)  Inflects like a pe-yod/vav 

     verb in part of its  

     conjugation 

(8)  ds,1x,  steadfast love, kindness,  S with PS: yDIs.x;, ^D>s.x;,   

   loyalty (NMS)  etc.; P: ~ydIs'x], ydes.x;  
(9) [;WvAhy>  Joshua (proper N)   

(10) @seAy  Joseph (proper N)   

(11) @s;y"  he added, increased (V)   

(12) ac'y"  he went out (V)   

(13) dr;y"  he went down, descended (V)   

(14) vr;y"  he took possession of,    

   inherited, displaced (V)   
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(15) [vy  [v;An (nif): he was saved;  Only occurs in nif & hif 

   [;yviAh (hif): he saved,    

   delivered (V)   

(16)  hm'  what? how? (pron)  Also: hm; or hm,; followed  

     by dagesh-forte where  

     possible 

(17) ymi  who?, whom?, whose?,    

   whoever? (pron)   

(18)  hm'x'l.mi  battle, war (NFS)  Cs: tm,1x,l.mi  
(19) h[or>P;  Pharaoh (NMS)   

b. Analyze the following verbs, doing as much of the work as possible before 

consulting a lexicon. Also, check the context of the word when necessary to 

determine the most appropriate translation. 

 Example: ~d's.W"hiB. (Ps 31:14; Eng 31:13) ⇒ Answer: > dsy, inf, hif, Cs + b 
prep + PS 3MP, “in their conspiring” 

(1) T'd>r;Ahw> (1Ki 2:9) (9) hn"1miyaew> (Ge 13:9) 

(2) td,1l, (Zep 2:2) (10) ar'An (Ex 15:11) 

(3) rteAh (Ps 79:11) (11) AkyliAhw> (Pr 16:29) 

(4) ~beh]ao (Hos 14:5; Eng 14:4) (12) tAac'Wm (Jer 38:22)  

(5) W[v.W"hiw> (Is 45:22) (13) W[s.W (Nu 14:25) 

(6) Wps. (Is 29:1) (14) ~=[ed'yE(w> (Hos 14:10; Eng 14:9) 

(7) Wly1liyhew> (Am 8:3) (15) hn"[.1B;T; (Ps 119:171) 

(8) t[;1j;l' (Ecc 3:2) (16) ~yci[]Ay (Job 12:17) 

c. Read aloud and translate the following texts from the Hebrew Bible. Also provide 

an analysis of all verbs (finite and non-finite). 

(1) Genesis 2:18-25 

Verse 18 

(a) tAyh/  In lamed-he verbs, as with pe-yod/vavs and some pe-nuns, a t 
suffix is added in infinitive, qal, construct. The vav before the t in this 

word is a clue that the root is lamed-he. 
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(b) AL-Hf,[/)a,  Interpret [1] the significance of note “a” in the critical 

apparatus relating to this verb, and [2] the reason for the dagesh-forte in 

the lamed. 

Verse 25 

Wvv'_))Bot.yI (> vwb)  The so-called “intensive” stems of ayin-vav verbs 

usually double the third root consonant rather than the second, as 

discussed in the next lesson.  The  stem  of this word is  hitpolel,  which  is 

equivalent in meaning to hitpael. 

(2) 2Samuel 7:5 

(3) Isaiah 6:8 

(4) Exodus 18:14 
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Lesson 25 
W E A K   V E R B S :   A Y I N - V A V ,   A Y I N - Y O D ,                   

A N D   D O U B L E - A Y I N ;   N U M B E R S     
 

25A WEAK VERBS: AYIN-VAV, AYIN-YOD, AND DOUBLE-AYIN 
1.  Ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs 

a. Ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs are treated together in this section because they 

follow very similar patterns. These verbs have either a vav or yod as the middle 

root consonant, as in ~wq (“rise”) and ~yf (“set”). The middle vav or yod 

typically disappears or becomes a naturally-long vowel as they are inflected. 

Consequently, these weak verbs are also called “middle vowel” or “hollow” 

verbs. 

b. The lexical form of ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs is the infinitive, qal, construct, 

because this form retains the middle vav or yod. Other verbs employ perfect, qal, 

3MS as the lexical form; however, this form in ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs 

typically loses the middle consonant. For example, the lexical form for the root 

~wq is the infinitive, qal, construct: ~Wq, rather than the perfect, qal, 3MS, which 

is ~q'. 
c. Some verbs have both an ayin-vav and an ayin-yod root, as with the verb ~yfi, 

~Wf (“[to] set”). 

d. Most ayin-vav verbs follow the pattern of the very common verb ~Wq (“[to] rise” 

or “stand”). Some exceptions do occur, as with two common ayin-vav stative 

verbs: vAB (“[to] be ashamed”) and tWm (“[to] die”). 

e. Ayin-yod verbs also follow the pattern of ~wq in all conjugations and stems except 

in the qal stem in imperfect, imperative, and infinitive construct. 

f. Major characteristics of ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs in qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal 

(1) Disappearance of the middle vav or yod 

(a) Qal in perfect and active participle 

[1] The middle vav or yod typically disappears in perfect, qal, and in 
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participle, qal, active. When the middle vav or yod disappears in these 

forms, the first root consonant normally takes an A-class vowel (either 

qames or patah). The following charts illustrate, using ~wq and ~yf as 

models. 
 

Perfect, Qal Participle, Qal, Active 

3MS  ~q' ~f' MS, Ab ~q' ~f' 
3FS hm'2q' hm'2f' FS, Ab hm'q' hm'f' 
2MP ~T,m.q; ~T,m.f; MP, Ab ~ymiq' ~ymif' 
1CP Wnm.2q; Wnm.2f;

 

FP, Ab tAmq' tAmf' 
 

 Note the similar forms: 

 Perf, qal, 3MS and part, qal, act, MS, Ab are identical.  

 Perf, qal, 3FS and part, qal, act, FS, Ab differ only in the 

accent. 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 9, for the full conjugation of ~wq, and 

paradigm 10 for the qal conjugation of other ayin-vav/ayin-yod 

verbs. 

[2] Ayin-vav and ayin-yod stative verbs may take different vowels for the 

first consonant than the A-class vowels that appear with ~wq.   

 vAB (inf, qal, Cs) is also vAB in perf, qal, 3MS, and in part, 

qal, act, MS, Ab (in contrast with ~q'). 
 tWm (inf, qal, Cs) is tme in perf, qal, 3MS, and in part, qal, act, 

MS, Ab (in contrast with ~q').  
 See Appendix 3, paradigm 10, for the full qal conjugation of 

these stative verbs. 

(b) Hifil and hofal in all conjugations 

The middle consonant of ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs also disappears in 

all conjugations of hifil and hofal. The following chart illustrates, using 

~wq. 
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Perfect 

 Hifil Hofal   Hifil Hofal 

3MS ~yqihe  ~q;Wh 
3FS hm'y2qihe hm'q.Wh

3CP Wmy2qihe Wmq.Wh 

2MS t'A2myqih] T'm.2q;Wh 2MP ~t,Amyqih] ~T,m.q;Wh 
2FS tAmyqih] T.m.q;Wh 2FP !t,Amyqih] !T,m.q;Wh 
1CS ytiA2myqih] yTim.2q;Wh 1CP WnA2myqih] Wnm.2q;Wh 

 

 Note that in perfect, hifil a holem-vav appears as a connecting vowel 

before verb endings that begin with a consonant. 
 
 

Imperfect  Imperative 

 Hifil Hofal   Hifil 

3MS  ~yqiy" ~q;Wy 2MS ~qeh' 
3MP Wmy2qiy" Wmq.Wy 2MP Wmy2qih'
3FP/2FP hn"m.2qeT' hn"m.2q;WT 2FP hn"m.2qeh'

 
 
 
 

Infinitive  Participle 

 Hifil Hofal   Hifil Hofal 

Cs  ~yqih' ~q;Wh MS, Ab ~yqime ~q'Wm 
Ab ~qeh'  ~qeWh MP, Ab ~ymiyqim. ~ymiq'Wm 

 
 

(2) Sometimes the middle vav or yod becomes a naturally-long vowel, namely 

holem-vav, shureq, or hireq-yod. This shift to a naturally-long vowel occurs in 

the nifal stem in all conjugations and the qal stem in imperfect, imperative, 

and infinitive. The following charts illustrate, using ~wq as a model. ~yf also 

appears as a model at points where ayin-yod verbs differ from ayin-vav verbs. 
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Perfect, Nifal 

3MS ~Aqn"
3FS hm'A2qn"

3CP WmA2qn" 

2MS t'A2mWqn> 2MP ~t,Amqon> 
2FS tAmWqn> 2FP !t,Amqon> 
1CS ytiA2mWqn> 1CP WnA2mWqn> 

 Note that in perfect, nifal (as in perfect, hifil) a holem-vav appears as a 

connecting vowel before verb endings that begin with a consonant. 
 

Imperfect 

 Qal Nifal Qal 

3MS ~Wqy" ~AQyI ~yfiy" 
3MP WmW2qy" WmA2QyI Wmy2fiy" 
3FP/2FP hn"y2m,WqT. hn"m.A2QTi 

 

hn"y2m,yfiT. 
 

 Note that in imperfect, qal, 3FP/2FP, segol yod (y3,) appears before a 

consonantal verb ending. 
 

Imperative 
 Qal Nifal Qal 

2MS ~Wq ~AQhi ~yfi 
2MP WmW2q WmA2Qhi

 

Wmy2fi 
Infinitive 

 Qal Nifal Qal 

Cs ~Wq ~AQhi ~yfi 
Ab ~Aq ~AQhi

 

~Af 
Participle, Nifal 

MS, Ab ~Aqn" 
MP, Ab ~ymiAqn>

   
(3) The vowel employed with verb prefixes can be a clue to the stem of ayin-vavs 

and ayin-yods in qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal, as indicated in the following chart. 
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Verb Prefix Vowels 

Qal in impf 1 

Nifal in perf & part 
5' (qames) 

(reducing to 5. in 
some forms) Hifil in impf, impv & inf 

5e (sere) 
(reducing to 5. or 5]) 

Hifil in perf & part 

5i(hireq) or 5, (segol) Nifal in impf, impv & inf 

W5 (shureq) Hofal in all conjugations 
 

g. Major characteristics of ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs in the “intensive” stems 

(1) Ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs usually form the so-called “intensive” stems in a 

different manner than the strong verb does. Whereas the “intensive” stems of 

the strong verb require a doubling of the second root consonant (in piel, pual, 

and hitpael), ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs typically double the final root 

consonant, creating stems that are called polel, polal, and hitpolel. In meaning 

polel = piel; polal = pual; and hitpolel = hitpael. The following chart 

illustrates the forms. 
 

 Polel Polal Hitpolel 

Perf, 3MS ~meAq ~m;Aq ~meAqt.hi 
Impf, 3MS ~meAqy> ~m;Aqy> ~meAqt.yI 
Impv, 2MS ~meAq [none] ~meAqt.hi 
Inf, Cs/Ab ~meAq ~m;Aq ~meAqt.hi 
Part, MS, Ab ~meAqm. ~m'Aqm. ~meAqt.mi 

 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 9, for the full conjugation of these stems. 

(2) A few ayin-vav verbs employ another rare “intensive” stem pattern in which 

both the first and the third root consonants are doubled, creating stems known 

as pilpel, polpal (or pulpal), and hitpalpel. For example, the root lwk 

(“contain”) hypothetically can appear in these stems in perfect, 3MS: lKel.Ki is 

pilpel (= piel); lK;l.K' is polpal (= pual); and lKel.K;t.hi is hitpalpel (= hitpael). 

                                                 
 1 The stative verb vwb takes a sere prefix vowel in impf, qal, as in vAbyE (3MS). 
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(3) Occasionally ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs also have “intensive” forms which 

follow the pattern of piel, pual, and hitpael in the strong verb.  

h. Some ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs that have a guttural for the third consonant 

retain the middle vav or yod as a consonant throughout their conjugations. 

Common verbs in this category are hy"h' (“he was”), hy"x' (“he lived”), and hwc 

(“command”).1 These verbs behave like other lamed-he verbs, which are 

discussed in the next lesson. 

2.  Double-ayin verbs 
a. Double-ayin verbs are ones in which the second and third consonants of the root 

are the same, as with the roots bbs (“surround”) and llq (“be light”). Double-

ayin verbs are also called “geminates.” 

b. Major characteristics of double-ayin verbs in qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal 

(1) In qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal, the final (doubled) consonant tends to assimilate. 

However, some double-ayins inflect like the strong verb, retaining the doubled 

consonant in all or part of these stems. A few double-ayins have two sets of forms: 

one in which the doubled consonant is retained and another in which it assimilates. 

(2) When the doubled root consonant assimilates, the patterns are as follows. 

(a) The assimilation of the doubled consonant requires a dagesh-forte where 

possible – that is, when the last root consonant is followed by an ending or 

suffix. For example, bbs becomes bs; (perf, qal, 3MS) where there is no 

ending. With an ending it becomes hB'2s; (perf, qal, 3FS). 

(b) When the doubled root consonant assimilates, the first root consonant 

tends to take the vowel that would normally appear with the second root 

consonant in the strong verb. For example, where the strong verb would 

have lv;m', a double-ayin has bs; (perf, qal, 3MS).  

 An exception to this tendency occurs in hifil, where the first root 

consonant takes a sere. For example, where the strong verb in hifil has 

lyvim.hi (perf) or lyvim.y: (impf), a double-ayin has bsehe (perf, hif, 

3MS) or bsey" (impf, hif, 3MS). 

(c) The following charts illustrate the patterns of most double-ayin verbs 

                                                 
 1 See Horsnell, 409. 
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when assimilation occurs, using bbs as a model. Stative double-ayins 

exhibit some distinctive features, as illustrated in the charts by llq. 
 

Perfect 

 Qal1 Nifal Hifil Hofal 

3MS bs; bs;n" bsehe bs;Wh
3FS hB'2s; hB'2s;n" hB'2sehe hB'2s;Wh
2MS t'A2Bs; t'A2Bs;n> t'A2Bsih] t'AB2s;Wh
3CP WB2s; WB2s;n" WB2sehe WB2s;Wh
1CP WnA2Bs; WnA2Bs;n> WnA2Bsih] WnA2Bs;Wh

 Note that in the perfect a holem-vav appears before a consonantal 

suffix and that vowel suffixes are not accented. The rejection of the 

accent with a vowel suffix also occurs in imperfect and imperative. 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 11, for the full conjugation of double-ayin 

verbs. 
Imperfect 

 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal Qal 

3MS  bsoy" bS;yI bsey" bs;Wy  lq;yE 
3MP WB2soy" WB2S;yI WB2sey" WB2s;Wy WL2q;yE 
3FP/2FP hn"y2B,suT. hn"y2B,S;Ti hn"y2B,siT. hn"y2B,s;WT

 

hn"y2L,q;T. 
 

Imperative 

 Qal Nifal Hifil 

2MS  bso bS;hi bseh' 
2MP WB2so WB2S;hi WB2seh'
2FP hn"y2B,su hn"y2B,S;hi hn"y2B,sih]

 

 Note that in the imperfect and imperative segol yod (y3,) appears 

before the consonantal suffix in feminine plural forms and that the 

vowel suffixes reject the accent. 
                                                 
 1 bbs has some alternate forms that retain the doubled consonant: bb;s' (3MS), hb'b.)s' (3FS), and 
Wbb.)s' (3CP). 
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Infinitive 

 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal 

Cs  bso bSehi bseh' bs;Wh
Ab bAbs' bAShi bseh' bseWh

 

Participle 

 Qal, Act Nifal Hifil Hofal Qal 

MS, Ab bbeso bs'n" bseme bs'Wm  lq; 
MP, Ab ~ybib.so ~yBis;n> ~yBisim. ~ybis'Wm

 

~yLiq; 
 

(3) The vowel employed with verb prefixes can be a clue to the stem for double-

ayin verbs in qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal. These prefix vowels parallel those 

used with most ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs. 
 
 

 
(4) Sometimes double-ayin verbs form the imperfect, qal like pe-nun verbs, 

which is to say that one of the doubled consonants assimilates with a dagesh-

forte into the first root consonant, rather than the last consonant. For example, 

the root bbs can be inflected in imperfect, qal according to the pattern of bSoyI 
(3MS), bSoTi (3FS/2MS), ybi2SoTi (2FS), etc.  

(5) Stative verbs may take alternate vowels to the pattern of bbs given in the 

preceding charts. For example, the stative llq (“be light”) in imperfect, qal 

takes an E-class prefix vowel where bbs has an A-class. For example, the 

imperfect, qal, 3MS form of llq is lq;yE (in contrast with bsoy"). Also, the 

Verb Prefix Vowels 

Qal in impf 

Nifal in perf & part 
5' (qames) 

(reducing to 5. or 5]in 
some forms) Hifil in impf, impv & inf 

5e (sere) 
(reducing to 5. or 5]) 

Hifil in perf & part 

 5i(hireq) or 5, (segol)  Nifal in impf, impv & inf 

W5 (shureq) Hofal in all conjugations 
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participle, qal, active form of llq is lq; (MS, Ab) (in contrast with bbeso).  
c. Major characteristics of double-ayin verbs in “intensive” stems 

(1) In the so-called “intensive” stems double-ayin verbs usually follow the pattern 

of the strong verb in forming piel, pual, and hitpael conjugations. 

Occasionally, double-ayins instead follow a pattern similar to ayin-vavs and 

ayin-yods in forming the “intensives” as poel (= piel), poal (= pual), and 

hitpoel (= hitpael).  
 Poel Poal Hitpoel 

Perf, 3MS bbeAs bb;As bbeATs.hi 
Impf, 3MS bbeAsy> bb;Asy> bbeATs.yI 
Impv, 2MS bbeAs [none] bbeATs.hi 
Inf, Cs/Ab bbeAs bb;As bbeATs.hi 
Part, MS, Ab bbeAsm. bb'Asm. bbeATs.mi 

 Note that the sibilant consonant samek exchanges places with the pe in 

hitpoel, as is common with sibilants in hitpael. 

(2) Double-ayin verbs in rare instances imitate the pattern of ayin-vavs and ayin-

yods in forming pilpel and hitpalpel stems. For example, the root llg (“roll”) 

hypothetically can appear in these stems in perfect, 3MS: lGEl.GI is pilpel (= 

piel) and lGEl.G:t.hi is hitpalpel (= hitpael). 

3. Summary of characteristics of ayin-vavs, ayin-yods, and double-ayins 
a. The following is a succinct summary of the major characteristics of these ayin 

weakness verbs  

(1) Ayin-vavs and ayin-yods in qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal 

(a) The lexical form is infinitive, qal, construct. 

(b) The vav or yod may disappear. 

[1] Such occurs in the  qal  stem in  perfect  and  active participle. In these 

two conjugations the first root consonant is usually A-class (33' or 

633;). 
 Thus, when only two root consonants remain, the verb may be 

double-ayin in perfect, qal or participle, qal, active.  

(33 or 633 [with various vowels] also occurs with pe-nuns [like 

vgn] and pe-yod/vavs in imperative, qal, as discussed previously.) 
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[2]  The vav or yod also disappears in all conjugations of hifil and hofal. 

(c) The vav or yod may become a naturally-long vowel: holem-vav, shureq, or 

hireq-yod. 

 Thus, 3A3, 3W3, or 3y3i (with or without prefixes and suffixes) may 

indicate an ayin-vav or ayin-yod root. 

(3y3i5 can also occur with other weak verbs in hifil.) 

(2) Double-ayins in qal, nifal, hifil, and hofal 

(a) Double-ayins may inflect like the strong verb. 

(b) They may also assimilate the last (doubled) consonant, in which case a 

dagesh-forte appears in the second root consonant where possible. 

 Thus, when only two root consonants remain and the second has a 

dagesh-forte, the root may be double-ayin. This clue is relevant only 

when there is an ending or suffix: 643. 

(c) Occasionally the first of the doubled consonants may assimilate into the 

first root consonant with a dagesh-forte (following the pattern of pe-nuns). 

 Thus, when only two root consonants remain and the first has a 

dagesh-forte, the root may be double-ayin. This clue is relevant only 

when there is a prefix: 345. 

(This situation commonly occurs with a pe-nun root.) 

(3) The prefix vowels for ayin-vavs, ayin-yods, and double-ayins provide clues to 

the conjugations and stems (in qal, nif, hif, and hof). 
 

Verb Prefix Vowels 

Qal in impf 1 

Nifal in perf & part 
5' (qames) 

(reducing to 5. or 5]) 
Hifil in impf, impv & inf 

5e (sere) 
(reducing to 5. or 5]) 

Hifil in perf & part 

 5i(hireq) or 5, (segol) Nifal in impf, impv & inf 

W5 (shureq) Hofal in all conjugations 

                                                 
 1 Stative verbs with ayin weaknesses may take a sere prefix vowel in imperfect, qal. 
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(4) Ayin-vavs, ayin-yods, and double-ayins in “intensive” stems 

(a) Verbs with ayin weaknesses may follow the pattern of the strong verb in 

piel, pual, and hitpael. 

(b) They may also form “intensives” in the patterns of polel/poel, polal/poal, 

and hitpolel/hitpoel; or pilpel, polpal (pulpal), and hitpalpel. 

b. The following verbs with analyses illustrate the process of identifying the forms 

of verbs with ayin-vav, ayin-yod, and double-ayin weaknesses. 

(1) ~Wr (Dt 17:20) > ~wr, inf, qal, Cs, “exalting” 

The naturally-long vowel in the place of the second root consonant 

suggests an ayin-vav or ayin-yod verb. The absence of a prefix and suffix 

suggests infinitive or imperative in qal; the context calls for an infinitive. 

(2) ha'2B' (Ge 15:17) > awb, perf, qal, 3FS, “it went” 

This word cannot be from a root hab, since no such root exists. (Also, the 

accent indicates that the form cannot be perfect, qal, 3MS from such a 

root.) The h3' is a perfect, qal, 3FS verb ending. The presence of only two 

root consonants and an A-class vowel for the first suggests an ayin-vav or 

ayin-yod root. 

(3) br'w" (Is 19:20) > byr, part, qal, act, MS, Ab + vav, “and a defender” 

The two root consonants with an A-class vowel suggests an ayin-vav or 

ayin-yod root in perfect, qal or participle, qal, active. The context requires 

the latter.  

(4) [;ANyI (Am 9:9) > [wn, impf, nif, 3MS, “it is shaken” 

The hireq prefix vowel and dagesh-forte in the first root consonant 

suggest imperfect, nifal. The naturally-long vowel in the place of the 

middle consonant suggests an ayin-vav or ayin-yod verb. 

(5)  synIhe (Ex 9:20) > swn, perf, hif, 3MS, “he caused to flee” 

The he prefix and hireq-yod suggest perfect, hifil. The sere prefix vowel 

suggests a hifil form of an ayin weakness.  

(6) WD2moY"w: (Ex 16:18) > ddm, impf, qal, 3MP + vav cons, “and they measured” 

The dagesh-forte in the second root consonant suggests a double-ayin root. 

(7) dV;WT (Is 33:1) > ddv, impf, hof, 2MS, “you will be destroyed” 

The shureq prefix vowel suggests hofal in either pe-yod, ayin-vav, ayin-
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yod, or double-ayin. The dagesh-forte in the first of two remaining root 

consonants can be a clue to pe-nun, pe-yod (when the consonant is a 

sibilant), or double-ayin. The shureq rules out pe-nun; there is no extant 

dvy root. Thus, the root is double-ayin. 

(8) rreAGt.mi (1Ki 17:20) > rwg, part, hitpolel, MS, Ab, “staying” 

The prefix together with a root that has doubled consonants and “o-e” 

vowels suggest a hitpolel form of an ayin weakness. The lexicon indicates 

that the form in ayin-vav. 

25B  NUMBERS 1 

1. Numbers from “one/first” to “ten/tenth” 

a. Hebrew numbers, like those in English, appear in the forms of both ordinals (“one,” 

“two,” “three,” etc.) and cardinals (“first,” “second,” “third,” etc.). Both sets of 

forms occur in masculine and feminine, and the ordinals appear in absolute and 

construct states. The following charts illustrate. 
Ordinal Numbers  Cardinal Numbers 

Masculine Feminine  
 

Ab Cs Ab Cs  
 Masculine Feminine 

One  dx'a, dx;a; tx;a; tx;a;  First !AvarI hn"AvarI
Two ~yI1n:v. ynEv. ~yI1T;v. yTev.  Second ynIve tynIve
Three vAlv' vlv. hv'lv. tv,1lv.  Third yviyliv. tyviyliv.
Four [B;r>a; [B;r>a; h['B'r>a; t[;1B;r>a;  Fourth y[iybir> ty[iybir>
Five vmex' vmex] hV'mix] tv,1mex]  Fifth yviymix] tyviymix]
Six vve vve hV'vi tv,1ve  Sixth yVivi tyVivi
Seven [b;1v, [b;v. h['b.vi t[;b.vi  Seventh y[iybiv. ty[iybiv.
Eight hn<mov. hn<mov. hn"mov. tn:mov.  Eighth ynIymiv. tynIymiv.
Nine [v;1Te [v;T. h['v.Ti t[;v.Ti  Ninth y[iyviT. ty[iyviT.
Ten rf,1[, rf,1[, hr'f'[] tr,1f,[]  Tenth yrIyfi[] tyrIyfi[]

 

                                                 
 1 See Horsnell, 227-31; Kelley, 96-100; Seow, 268-72; and Christo H.J. van der Merwe, Jackie A. 
Naudé, and Jan H. Kroeze, A Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar (Sheffield, Eng: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 2000), 263-70. 
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b. Notes concerning the ordinals from “one” to “ten” 

(1) The number for “one” – dx'a, (M), tx;a; (F) – is an adjective that follows the 

noun it modifies and agrees with it in gender and number. 

 dx'a, ~Ay = “one day” (Ge 27:45) 

(2) The numbers from “two” to “ten” are nouns. 

(a) The  absolute  forms  may  appear  before  or  after  the  related  noun;  the 

construct forms (which have the same meaning as the absolute) can only 

appear before the noun. 

 ~ynIv' vmex' = “five years” (Ge 5:6)  

 h['B'r>a; ~h,ynEd>a;w> = “and their four bases” (Ex 27:16) 

 ~ymiy"-tv,ve = “six days” (Ex 20:11) 

(b) The number “two” – ~yI1n:v. (M), ~yI1T;v. (F) – agrees in gender with the 

noun to which it relates. 

 ~yvid'x\ ~yI1n:v. = “two months” (Jdg 11:37) 

 tAkr'[])m; ~yI1T;v. = “two rows” (Lv 24:6) 

(c) The numbers from “three” to “ten” appear in the opposite gender of the 

nouns to which they relate. In other words, a masculine noun takes the 

feminine form of these numbers, while a feminine noun takes the 

masculine numbers. 

 ~ynIb' hv'l{v. = “three sons” (Ge 6:10) 

 tfob'K. [b;1v, = “seven ewe lambs” (Ge 21:29) 

(3) The numbers can take pronominal suffixes. 

 ~T'_v.l'v. = “three of them” (Nu 12:4) 

c. Notes concerning the cardinals from “first” to “tenth” 

(1) The cardinal “first” (!AvarI [M], hn"AvarI [F]) is derived from the noun varo 
(“head”). The cardinals from “second” to “tenth” are formed by placing the 

endings y3i (M) or ty3i (F) on the ordinals. 

(2) The cardinals function as adjectives; they follow nouns and agree with them in 

gender. 

 !AvarIh' rP'h; = “the first bull” (Lv 4:21). 

2.  Ordinals from “eleven” to “nineteen” 

a.  The ordinal numbers from “eleven” to “nineteen” are formed by the numbers for 
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“one” to “nine” followed by the number “ten,” which is spelled as rf'[' (M) or  

href.[, (F). The following chart illustrates. 
 

 
Masculine 
(Used with 

masculine nouns) 

Feminine 
(Used with 

feminine nouns) 

Eleven 1rf'[' dx;a; href.[, tx;a; 
Twelve 2rf'[' ~ynEv. href.[, ~yTev. 
Thirteen rf'[' hv'lv. href.[, vlv. 
Fourteen, etc. rf'[' h['B'r>a; href.[, [B;r>a; 

 

b.  The two words that form the numbers “eleven” and “twelve” agree in gender with 

one another and with nouns to which they relate. 

 wy=d'l'y> rf'[' dx;a; = “his eleven children” (Ge 32:23; Eng 32:22) 

 hn"v' href.[, ~yTev. = “twelve years” (Ge 14:4) 

For the numbers from “thirteen” to “nineteen,” the number designation “ten” 

(rf'[' [M] or href.[, [F]) agrees in gender with the noun to which it relates. 

However, the accompanying number designation for the unit (from “three” to 

“nine”) appears in the opposite gender from rf'[' or  href.[, and also the 

opposite gender from the related noun. 

 ~liyae rf'[' hv'l{v. = “thirteen young bulls” (Nu 29:13) 

 h=ref.[, [B;r>a; ~yvin" = “fourteen wives” (2Ch 13:21) 

3. Ordinals for “twenty” and above 

a. Multiples of “ten” are formed with the masculine, plural ending. 

(1)  The number “twenty” is the plural of the number “ten”: ~yrIf.[,. 
(2)  Multiples of “ten” beginning with “thirty” are created by adding the plural 

ending to the numbers from “three” to “nine.”   
~yvilv. =   “thirty” 

~y[iB'r>a; =   “forty” 
~yFim.x] =   “fifty,” etc. 

                                                 
 1 Alternate forms for “eleven” are rf'[' yTev.[; (M), href.[, yTev.[; (F). 

 2 Alternate forms for “twelve” are rf'[' ynEv. (M), href.[, ytev. (F). 
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b. Units beginning with “one” may be added to the multiples of ten, using a vav 

conjunction. The units may appear before or after the other numbers. 
dx;a,w> ~yrIf.[, =   “twenty-one” (M) 
~yvilv.W ~yI1T;v. =   “thirty-two” (F), etc. 

c. “100” and the multiples of “100” employ the feminine noun ha'me according to the 

following pattern. 
ha'me =   “100” 

~yI1t;am' =   “200” (Du) 

tAame vlv. =   “300,” etc.1 

d. “1000” and the multiples of “1000” employ the masculine noun @l,1a, according to 

the following pattern. 
@l,1a, =  “1000” 

~yI1P;l.a;  =  “2000” (Du) 

~ypil'a] tv,1lv. =  “3000,” etc.2 

Lesson 25:  EXERCISES 
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  @l,1a,  thousand (NMS)  Du: ~yI1P;l.a;  = “2000”; P:  

     ~ypil'a], ypel.a; = “thousands” 

(2) aAB  (to) come, go, enter (V)  Appears in Lesson 5 vocab- 

     ulary as aB' (perf, qal, 3MS) 

(3) vAB  (to) be ashamed (V)   

(4)  ~G:  also, likewise, again (adv)  

(5)  hd'Why>  Judah (proper N)  ydIWhy> ( adj MS) = “Jewish, Jew"  

(6) !wk  !Akn" (nif): he was fixed,  Does not occur in qal 

   firm, established;   

   !ykihe (hif): he made    

   firm, established (V)   

                                                 
 1 Note the pattern of the feminine noun tAame requiring a coordinate masculine noun vlv.. 
 2 Note the pattern of the masculine noun ~ypil'a] requiring a coordinate feminine noun tv,1lv.. 
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(7)  @s,1K,  silver (NMS)  No P 

(8) ha'me  hundred (NFS)  Cs: ta;m.; Du: ~yI1t;am' =  

     “200”; P: tAame = “hundreds” 

(9) tWm  (to) die (V)   

(10)  hx'n>mi  gift, offering (NFS)   

(11) bb;s'1  he surrounded, went   

   around, turned around (V)  

(12) rWs  (to) turn aside (V)   

(13) rf,1[, (M),  ten (NM/FS)  P: ~yrIf.[, = “twenty”; yrIyfi[]  
 hr'f'[] (F)    (M), tyrIyfi[] (F) = “tenth”; 

     spelled rf'[' (M) and href.[, 
     (F) when combined with units 

     to form numbers “11” to “19” 

(14)  dq;P'  he took care of, sought,    

   missed, appointed (V)   

(15)  ~Wq  (to) rise, stand (V)   

(16) 2llq  lq; (qal): he was light,   

   despised (V)   

(17) ~yfi  (to) set, place (V)  Root also spelled as ~wf   

(18) bWv  (to) turn, return (V)   

(19) hn<mov. (M),  eight (NM/FS)  P: ~ynImov. = “eighty”; ynIymiv.   
  hn"mov. (F)    (M), tynIymiv. (F) = “eighth” 

(20) [v;1Te (M),  nine (NM/FS)  P: ~y[iv.Ti: “ninety”; y[iyviT. 
 h['v.Ti (F)    (M), ty[iyviT. (F) = “ninth” 

 

 

                                                 
 1 For this verb perf, qal, 3MS may also be spelled as bs;, as indicated earlier in this lesson.  
 2 The root is employed as the lexical form for this word since the perf, qal, 3MS form (lq;) loses a root 
consonant. 
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b. Analyze the following verbs, doing as much of the work as possible before 

consulting a lexicon. Also, check the context of the word when necessary to 

determine the most appropriate translation. 

 Example: ~B'ruK. (Hos 4:7) ⇒ Answer: > bbr, inf, qal, Cs + K prep + PS 

3MP, “as they were increasing” 
(1) @W[l' (Pr 26:2) (14) vybi_me (Pr 10:5) 

(2) ra'_Wy (Nu 22:6) (15) WTx;w> (Is 20:5) 

(3) yTil.g:w> (Is 65:19) (16) ~To (Lv 25:29) 

(4) Wry1siy" (Is 5:23) (17) hn"y1b,vuT. (Eze 16:55) 

(5) rWE[i (2Ki 25:7) (18) W[y1rIh' (Jos 6:10) 

(6) !ydIy" (Ge 49:16) (19) ~NE_x't. (Dt 7:2) 

(7) ddemot.YIw: (1Ki 17:21) (20) dD;yUw> (Job 20:8) 

(8) rAc (Is 8:16) (21) ht'1me (Ge 35:18) 

(9) y[id>W"hi (Jer 31:19) (22) !Abn" (Ge 41:33) 

(10) ~yrIv' (2Sa 19:36; Eng 19:35) (23) tb,1v, (1Sa 7:2) 

(11) lq;l.qi (Eze 21:26; Eng 21:21) (24) t'A1Mvih] (Job 16:7) 

(12) !nEAky> (Is 62:7) (25) ~DoTi (La 2:18) 

(13) x;ynIh'l. (Eze 44:30) (26) ymi1fi (Jer 31:21) 

c. Read aloud and translate the following texts from the Hebrew Bible. Also provide 

an analysis of all verbs (finite and non-finite). 

(1) Genesis 3:1-12 

Verse 9 

hK'Y<+a; has a PS 2MS with a long spelling that adds a final he. 

(2) Numbers 1:27 

(3) Leviticus 23:39 
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Lesson 26 
W E A K   V E R B S :   L A M E D - A L E F                                            

A N D   L A M E D - H E ;                                                            
I D E N T I F I C A T I O N   O F   W E A K   V E R B   R O O T S    

 
26A WEAK VERBS: LAMED-ALEF AND LAMED-HE  

As discussed previously, verb roots that end in alef or he are not included in the 

classification of lamed-gutturals, since they display certain unique characteristics. 

This section considers the particular features of lamed-alef and lamed-he verbs. 

1.  Lamed-alef verbs  

a. Lamed-alef verbs have a final alef, as in the verb ac'm' (“he found”). The 

inflection of lamed-alefs is affected by the fact that they end with a consonant that 

is both a guttural and a quiescent. 

b. Major characteristics of lamed-alef verbs 

(1) The lamed-alef quiesces in certain situations. 

(a) When the lamed-alef ends a syllable, it quiesces in the sense of losing its 

consonantal capacity to close a syllable, meaning that it must be preceded 

by a long vowel. The result is that a lamed-alef at the end of a word is 

preceded by a qames where the strong verb has a patah. In other words, 

where the strong verb has 33;3, a lamed-alef has a3'3. The following 

chart illustrates, using acm as a model. 
 

Perfect 

 lvm acm
Qal, 3MS lv;m' ac'm'
Nif, 3MS lv;m.nI ac'm.nI
Pual, 3MS lV;mu aC'mu
Hof, 3MS lv;m.h' ac'm.hu

 

(b) Before a consonantal verb ending, the lamed-alef quiesces in the sense of 
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losing its consonantal capacity to support a vowel, as illustrated by these 

perfect, qal forms: t'a1c'm' (2MS), tac'm' (2FS), ytia1c'm' (1CS), etc. 

(2) The lamed-alef requires certain other vowel alterations. One is mentioned 

here: lamed-alef is preceded by qames where the strong verb has a holem in 

imperfect and imperative, qal. 
 

 lvm acm
Impf, qal, 3MS lvom.yI ac'm.yI
Impv, qal, 2MS lvom. ac'm.

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 13, for other vowel changes from the strong 

verb and for the full lamed-alef conjugation. 

(3) Several lamed-alefs are E-class stative verbs, such as arey" (“he was afraid”) 

and alem' (“he was full”). As their lexical forms indicate, they require a sere 

before the alef in perfect, qal, where other lamed-alefs have a qames (as 

illustrated by comparing arey" and alem' with ac'm'). In participle, qal, active, 

stative lamed-alefs follow the pattern of alem' (MS), ha'lem. (FS), etc. 

2.  Lamed-he verbs 
a. Lamed-he verbs have a final he, like the verb hl'G" (“he uncovered”). At one time 

Hebrew had some roots that were lamed-vav (w33) and lamed-yod (y33); 

however, they all evolved into lamed-he roots. At certain points in the conjugation 

of lamed-hes, the original lamed-vav or lamed-yod reappears.   

b. Major characteristics of lamed-he verbs 

(1) When a lamed-he verb has no ending, the vowel before the final he is a clue to 

its conjugation and stem. 
 

Vowel before Final Lamed-He  

h3' Perf in all stems 

Impf in all stems 
h3,

Part, MS, Ab in all stems except qal, pass 

Impv in all stems 
h3e

Inf, Ab in piel (sometimes), hif, & hof 

h3o Inf, Ab in qal, nif, piel (sometimes),  pual, & hit 
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(2) The lamed-he sometimes drops out and sometimes becomes a yod or tav with 

the addition of verb endings. 

(a) When vowel endings are added: 

[1] The lamed-he becomes tav with the perfect, 3FS ending (h3'). 
  

 lvm hlg 
Perf, qal, 3FS hl'v.)m' ht'l.1)G" 

[2] The lamed-he drops out with other vowel endings. 
 

 lvm hlg 
Perf, qal, 3CP Wlv.)m' WlG" 
Impf, qal, 2FS yliv.m.Ti ylig>Ti 

(b) When consonantal endings are added, the lamed-he becomes a yod in the 

form of y3i (hireq-yod), y3e (sere-yod), or y3, (segol yod). 
 

 lvm hlg 
Perf, qal, 2MS  T'l.1v;M' t'y1liG" 
Perf, nif, 2FS T.l.v;m.nI tyleg>nI 
Impf, piel, 3FP hn"l.1Vem;T. hn"y1L,g:T. 

(3) In all infinitive, construct forms the lamed-he is replaced with tA. 
 

 lvm hlg 
Inf, qal, Cs lvom. tAlG> 
Inf, nif, Cs lveM'hi tAlG"hi 
Inf, piel, Cs lVem; tALG: 

(4) In participle, qal, passive, the lamed-he becomes a yod. 
 

 lvm hlg 
Part, qal, pass, MS, Ab lWvm' yWlG" 
Part, qal, pass, MP, Ab ~yliWvm. ~yyIWlG> 

 

 See Appendix 3, paradigm 14, for the full lamed-he conjugation. For the 

qal conjugation of the irregular lamed-he verb hy"h', see Appendix 3, 

paradigm 15. 
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(5) Lamed-he verbs employ a shortened imperfect form in all stems in the jussive 

and when there is a vav consecutive. This shortened form involves dropping 

the lamed-he. Examples are given for three lamed-he verbs, two of which 

have more than one weak consonant. 
 
 lvm hlg hyh har 
Impf, qal, 3MS, jussive lvom.yI lg<1yI yhiy>  ar,1yE 
Impf, hif, 3MS, jussive lvem.y: lg<1y< [none] [none] 

Impf, qal, 3MS + vav cons lvom.YIw: lg<1YIw: yhiy>w: ar>Y:w: 
Impf, hif, 3MS + vav cons lvem.Y:w: lg<1Y<w: [none] ar>Y:w: 
 

3.  Summary of characteristics of lamed-alefs and lamed-hes 
a. The following is a succinct summary of the major characteristics of lamed-alef 

and lamed-he verbs. 

(1) Lamed-alef verbs typically do not lose the alef; however, that consonant 

sometimes quiesces and sometimes requires certain changes in vowels from 

the strong verb. Two of those vowel changes are as follows. 

(a) Where the strong verb has a patah stem vowel (33;3), a lamed-alef has a 

qames (33'3). 

(b) Where the strong verb has a holem stem vowel in imperfect and 

imperative (33o3), a lamed-alef has a qames (33'3). 

(2) Lamed-he verbs 

(a) The stem vowel (before the final he) is a clue to the conjugation and stem. 
 

Vowel before Final Lamed-He  

h3' Perf in all stems 

Impf in all stems 
h3, 

Part, MS, Ab in all stems except qal, pass 

Impv in all stems 
h3e 

Inf, Ab in piel (sometimes), hif, & hof 

h3o Inf, Ab in qal, nif, piel (sometimes), pual, & hit 
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(b) The lamed-he may drop out or become a yod or tav. 

[1] Lamed-he drops out before some vowel verb endings (W33, y3i35, 

and W335) and in two imperfect forms without an ending: jussive and 

vav consecutive (335 and 335w). 
[2] Lamed-he becomes yod before a consonantal verb ending (t'y33, 

ty33, and hn"y33) and in participle, qal, passive (yW33). 

[3] Lamed-he becomes tav before a h3' ending (ht'33). 

(c) In infinitive, construct the lamed-he is replaced with an tA ending 

(tA33). 

(A tav suffix also appears in infinitive, construct in some pe-nuns [like 

vgn] and pe-yod/vavs.) 

b. The following verbs with analyses illustrate the process of identifying the forms 

of verbs with lamed-alef and lamed-he weaknesses. 

(1) hn<[]n: (Is 53:7) > hn[, part, nif, MS, Ab, “being afflicted” 

The segol before the he is a clue to a lamed-he verb in imperfect or 

participle. The context calls for a participle, nifal, rather than an imperfect 

in 1CP. 

(2) htev. (Ge 24:14) > htv, impv, qal, 2MS, “drink” 

The sere before the he is a clue to a lamed-he verb in imperative or certain 

stems of infinitive, absolute. The sheva under the first consonant is also a 

clue that the verb is imperative, qal. 

(3) WKb.yI (Nu 11:13) > hkb, impf, qal, 3MP, “they will weep” 

When the imperfect prefix and suffix are removed, two root consonants 

remain. Several options for the missing consonant can be eliminated. If it 

were pe-nun, there would likely be a dagesh-forte in the first remaining 

root consonant. If it were double-ayin, the second remaining root 

consonant would probably have a dagesh-forte. (The kaf has a dagesh-

lene, not a dagesh-forte.) When a consonant is lost in an ayin weaknesses, 

the imperfect, qal prefix vowel is normally qames, instead of the hireq 

which appears. There is only one other classification of weak verb which 

commonly loses a consonant: lamed-he. 

(4) ytiyLekiw> (Eze 6:12) > hlk, perf, piel, 1CS + vav cons, “I will accomplish” 
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Lamed-he becomes a yod with a consonantal verb suffix. 

(5) tADp.li (2Sa 7:23) > hdp, inf, qal, Cs + l prep, “to redeem” 

The ending tA can be a feminine, plural ending on a participle; however, 

the rest of the spelling is inconsistent with a participle. This ending also 

occurs with lamed-he verbs in infinitive, construct. The prefixed 

preposition is also a common feature with infinitive constructs. 

(6) !p,1YIw: (Ex 2:12) > hnp, impf, qal, 3MS + vav cons, “and he turned” 

The root is likely not a pe-nun, since no dagesh-forte appears in the first 

remaining root consonant. It is unlikely that the root is pe-yod, since that 

weak verb class usually takes a sere prefix vowel in imperfect, qal. 

Similarly, when ayin weaknesses have lost a consonant, they usually take 

a qames prefix vowel. By process of elimination, the root is lamed-he, 

which loses its final he in jussive and vav consecutive forms.  

26B  IDENTIFICATION OF WEAK VERB ROOTS 
1.  In the lessons on weak verbs several clues have been provided for identifying a verb’s 

root when it has lost a weak root consonant. This section summaries some of those 

clues in a succinct format. 

2. Clues to identification of weak verb roots  

a. Six classifications of weak verbs commonly lose a root consonant in the course of 

inflection: pe-yod/vav, pe-nun, ayin-vav, ayin-yod, double-ayin, and lamed-he. 

b. Clues with regard to the presence of a dagesh-forte (which is not required by a 

particular stem) 

(1) When two root consonants remain in a prefixed verb and the first has a 

dagesh-forte, it is likely pe-nun (345). 

 However, 345 also occurs in a pe-yod/vav with a sibilant for its 

second root consonant and occasionally in a double-ayin. 

(2) When two root consonants remain in a suffixed verb and the second has a 

dagesh-forte, it is likely double-ayin (643). 

c. When two root consonants remain without any prefix or suffix, the verb may be 

one of the following: 

(1) Pe-yod/vav or pe-nun in imperative, qal 
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(2) Ayin-vav, ayin-yod, or double-ayin in perfect, qal or in participle, qal, 

active. (In this situation the first root consonant usually has an A-class 

vowel.) 

d.  When two root consonants remain with a naturally-long vowel between them 

(3y3i, 3A3, 3W3 with or without a prefix or suffix), the root may be ayin-

vav, ayin-yod, or double-ayin. 

 However, 3y3i5 occurs in some other weak verbs in hifil.   

e.  A yod or tav in the third root consonant position followed by a suffix (6y33 

or ht'33) is a clue to a lamed-he root.   

f.  Clues with regard to prefix vowels 

(1) When a root consonant has dropped out in imperfect, qal, the prefix vowel 

can be a clue to the weak verb root. 
 

Prefix Vowel 
in Impf, Qal Options for Weak Verb  

 5' (qames) Ayin-vav, ayin-yod, double-ayin 

 5e (sere)  Pe-yod/vav, double-ayin1  

 5i (hireq) Pe-nun, lamed-he, double-ayin  

(2) When a root consonant has dropped out and a holem-vav or shureq appears 

as a prefix vowel, it can be a clue to the root and stem. 
 

Prefix Vowel Options for Weak Verb 

In nif (perf and part) 
A5 (holem-vav) Pe-yod/vav 

In hif (all conjugations) 

Pe-yod/vav 
W5 (shureq) 

Ayin-vav, ayin-yod, double-ayin 
In hof (all conjugations) 

 

g.  Clues regarding a tav suffix in infinitive, construct:

                                                 
 1 Qames is the typical prefix vowel for double-ayins in imperfect, qal. However, stative double-ayins 
can take a sere, and some double-ayins (that have forms following the pe-nun pattern) can take hireq. 

(1) When two root consonants remain with a tav suffix, the form may be 

infinitive, qal, construct in pe-yod/vav, pe-nun, or lamed-he. 

 In pe-yod/vav and pe-nun the infinitive, qal, construct may become a 
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segolate form (t3,13,). 
(2) In lamed-he the infinitive, construct ends with tA in all stems. 

3. The final lessons of this Grammar have focused on the major classes of weak 

verbs. Some verbs fall into more than one class and are therefore doubly or even 

triply weak; therefore, they may incorporate patterns of inflection from more than 

one class or inflect in a unique manner. Still other verbs are irregular in their 

conjugations. The student should consult a lexicon for help in their analysis. 

Lesson 26: EXERCISES  
a. Learn to recognize, pronounce, and translate the following vocabulary. 

 Word  Translation  Notes 

(1)  !Ara]  ark, chest (NMS)  With art: !Ara'h'  
(2) dg<1B,  garment, cloth (NMS)  P: ~ydIg"B., ydeg>Bi  
(3)  lWbG>  border, boundary, territory   

   (NMS)   

(4)  %r,1D,  way, road, path, journey,  P: ~ykir'D>, yker>D;  
   manner (NMS)   

(5)  lyI1x;  strength, wealth, army   Cs: lyxe; P: ~yliy"x]  
   (NMS)   

(6)  bqo[]y:  Jacob (proper N)   

(7)  hl'K'  he completed, finished (V)   

(8)  ywIle  (a) Levi (proper N)  P: ~YIwIl. = “Levites” 

   (b) Levite (adj  MS)   

(9)  ac'm'  he found, met (V)   

(10)  hx'P'v.mi  clan (NFS)   

(11)  hl'x]n:  inheritance, heritage,   P: tAlx'n>  
   possession (NFS)   

(12)  !A['  sin, guilt, punishment   Cs: !A[]; S also !Aw[', !Aw[];    

   (NMS)  P: tAnA[] or tnOA[]  
(13)   t[e  time (NM/FS)  Cs: t[e, -t[,; S with PS:  

     AT[i, HT'[i, etc.; P: ~yTi[i  
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(14)  !aco  small cattle, sheep, goats,   

   flock(s) (NFS)   

(15)  br,1q,  inward part, midst (NMS)  S with PS: yBir>qi, ^B.r>qi,  
     etc.; P with PS: yb;r'q.  

(16)  [v'r'  guilty, wicked (adj  MS)  FS: h['v'r>; MP: ~y[iv'r>,  
     y[ev.r>  

(17)  lWav'  Saul (proper N)   

(18)  ~v'  there (adv)   

(19)  r[;1v;  gate (NMS)  P: ~yrI['v., yre[]v;  
(20)  ht'v'  he drank (V)  Pual and hif for this verb  

     use the root hqv (“drink,  

     water”) 

b. Analyze the following verbs, doing as much of the work as possible before 

consulting a lexicon. Also, check the context of the word when necessary to 

determine the most appropriate translation. 

 Example: ~t,aPerI (Eze 34:4) ⇒ Answer: > apr, perf, piel, 2MP, “you 

healed ” 
(1) t'y=nIq' (Ex 15:16) (13) ~ybiao (Eze 3:7) 

(2) hl,[o (Ge 38:13) (14) tv,1g<l' (Jdg 20:23) 

(3) aj'x/y< (Lv 4:3) (15) xk;Whw> (Job 33:19) 

(4) lm' (Jos 5:4) (16) tanOf. (Pr 8:13) 

(5) lBoTi (Ex 18:18) (17) ht'y>x'w> (Ge 12:13) 

(6) tA=nB'hil. (Hag 1:2) (18) yWsK. (Ps 32:1) 

(7) ace (Ge 8:16) (19) ~=k,l.l,AxT. (Is 51:2) 

(8) ^1c,r>yI (2Sa 24:23) (20) WL1GO (Jos 10:18) 

(9) [;Te[.t;m.Ki (Ge 27:12) (21) ytiy1Ber>hi (Hos 2:10; Eng 2:8) 

(10) #ypihew> (Dt 4:27) (22) hn"d>1l;tew> (Jer 29:6) 

(11) hrox' (1Sa 20:7) (23) ~ynIB'mi (Jer 49:7) 

(12) hP,c;T. (Ex 26:29) (24) qd'Wy (Is 28:28) 
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(25) y[ir>W (SS 1:8) (30) af' (Ge 13:14) 

(26) bv'1Y"w: (Ge 26:18) (31) bSoYIw: (Ge 42:24) 

(27) T'l.1a;Ah (1Ch 17:27) (32) ytia1BenIw> (Eze 37:7) 

(28) yxit.W (Ge 19:20) (33) hn"y1p,a'Te (Lv 23:17) 

(29) hnEz>h; (Hos 4:18) (34) W)lk.yI (Is 1:28) 

c. Read aloud and translate Genesis 3:13-24 from the Hebrew Bible. Also provide 

an analysis of all verbs (finite and non-finite). 
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Appendix 1  
G R A M M A T I C A L   S U M M A R Y 

 
1. CONSONANTS 

a. Consonantal chart  
 

Name Pronunciation 
English Hebrew 

Hebrew
Form 

Trans-
literation Modern Traditional 

  

Alef [Aleph] @l,2a'  a ' {silent}  

Bet tyBe  B 
b 

B 
b [bh, v] 

b as in boy 
v as in vine 

 

Gimel lm,1GI G 
g 

G 
g [gh] g as in girl g as in girl 

g as in leg 

Dalet tl,1D' D 
d 

D 
d [dh] d as in door d as in door 

th as in thin 
He ahe h h h as in hat  

Vav [Waw] ww" w j [w] v as in vine w as in well 
Zayin !yI1z: z z z as in zeal  
Het tyxe x x [ch] ch as in Bach  
Tet tyje j X t as in time t as in cut 
Yod dAy y y y as in yes  

Kaf [Kaph] @K; K 
k $ 

JK 
k [kh] 

k as in king 
ch as in Bach  

Lamed dm,1l' l l l as in let  
Mem ~me m ~ m m as in met  
Nun !Wn n ! n n as in net  

Samek %m,1s' s s s as in set  
Ayin !yI1[; [ v {silent}  

Pe aPe P 
p @ 

P 
p [ph, f] 

p as in pet 
f as in fun  

Sade yde1c' c # c ts as in nets  
Qof [Qoph] @Aq q q [ki] k as in king k as in bark 

Resh vyre r r r as in rich  
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Sin !yfi f W s as in set  
Shin !yvi v H [sh] sh as in shoe  

Tav [Taw] wT' T 
t 

T 
t [th] t as in time t as in time 

th as in thin 
 

b. Consonantal groups 

(1) Final forms: $, ~, !, @, and #. These forms appear at the end of a word. 

(2) Begadkefats: B, G, D, K, P, and T. These consonants can take a dagesh-lene. 

(3) Gutturals: a, h, x, and [ 

(a) These consonants: 

[1] Prefer composite shevas, which are always vocal 

[2] Prefer A class vowels before and after them 

[3] Cannot take a dagesh-forte. 

(b) In some situations r behaves like a guttural. 

(4) Labials: B, m, and P. These consonants take a vav conjunction pointed as W.  
(5) Quiescents: a, h, w, and y 

(a) These consonants may lose consonantal properties, such as the capacity to 

support a vowel or close a syllable. (A mappiq strengthens a final h [as H], so 

that it retains its full consonantal character.) 

(b) w and y may become naturally-long vowels. 

(6) Sibilants: z, s, c, f, and v 

These consonants exchange positions with the t of the Hitpael prefix t.hi. 
 

2. VOWELS 
a. Vowel chart 

(1) Full Vowels 

(a) Short 
 

Name Pronunciation 
English Hebrew Form Trans-

literation Modern Traditional 
 

Patah xt;P;    3; a a as in father a as in had 

Segol lAgs,   3, e e as in bed  

Hireq qr,yhi    3i i i as in machine i as in hit 
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Qames-hatuf @Wjx' #m,q'   3' o o as in row o as in top 

Qibbus #WBqi   3u u u as in rule u as in nut 
  

  (b) Long 
 

Qames #m,q'     3' A a as in father  
Sere yrece   3e E e as in bed e as in they 

Holem ~l,Ax   3o IO o as in row  
   
  (c) Naturally-long 

 

Sere-yod dAy yrece  y3e   e as in they  

Hireq-yod dAy qr,yhi y3i Ó i as in machine  
Holem-vav  

 [-waw] ww" ~l,Ax A3 Ù o as in row  

Shureq qr,Wv W3 ˚ u as in rule  
 

(2) Half vowels 

  (a) Simple sheva 
 

Sheva 
[Shewa] aw"v. 3. e 1 e as in below 

(or silent) 
 

 
  (b) Composite shevas 
 

Hatef-patah xt;P; @jex'  3] · a as in father a as in had 

Hatef-segol lAgs, @jex'  3/ flÈ e as in bed  

Hatef-qames #m,q' @jex'  3\ Û o as in row o as in top 
 

b. The characteristics of the furtive patah, qames-hatuf, and half vowels are described in 

section 4 of this Appendix. 

 

3. ACCENTING 
a. Most words are accented on the final syllable, but may be accented on the next to the 

last (penultimate) syllable. 

b. A meteg is a secondary accent which causes one to pause in pronunciation. 

c. The MT has numerous disjunctive and conjunctive accents. Two key disjunctive 
                                                 

1 The transliteration for each of the half vowels is a superscript letter. 
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accents are silluq (3*), which appears at the end of a verse, and atnah (3+), which 

marks the mid-point of a verse. Words with these accents are pausal (or “in pause”), 

and syllables with these accents may have lengthened vowels. 

 

4. SYLLABLES AND TRANSLITERATION 
The following points are general guidelines for recognizing and transliterating syllables. 

Some exceptions do occur; however, these guidelines are valuable for the transliteration 

exercises in this Grammar.  

a. Syllable 

(1) A syllable always begins with a consonant, not a vowel.2 

(2) A syllable always has one, and only one, full vowel (except in the case of a furtive 

patah). 

(3) A consonant with a half vowel cannot form a syllable. 

b. Open syllable 

(1) An open syllable ends with a full vowel [CV]. 

(2) An open syllable usually has a long vowel, unless accented, in which case the 

vowel may be short. 

 Exceptions can occur. For example, a short vowel may appear in an 

unaccented, open syllable before a composite sheva. (In 3]3;, 3/3,, or 3\3' the 

composite shevas are preceded by corresponding short vowels in open, 

unaccented syllables).3 

(3) An open syllable may begin with two consonants, the first of which has a half 

vowel [CCV]. 

(4) A meteg creates an open syllable, whose vowel may be long or short. 

(5) a cannot close a syllable, leaving it open [CV']. 

(6) h cannot close a final syllable (that is, the last syllable in a word), leaving it open 

[CVh]   

 
                                                 

2 An exception occurs when the prefixed vav conjunction appears as a shureq (W). See Lesson 
6B.2b(2). 

3 See Lesson 6A.2b(4) and 6B.2b(4). These exceptions do not occur in the transliteration exercises of 
this Grammar. 
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c. Closed syllables 

(1) A closed syllable ends with a consonant [CVC]. 

(2) A closed syllable has a short vowel, unless accented, in which case the vowel may 

be long. 

(3) A closed syllable may begin with two consonants, the first of which has a half 

vowel [CCVC]. 

(4) A closed syllable may also have a quiescent a after the vowel [CV'C]. 

d. A furtive patah may occur under h, x, or [ at the end of a word, in which case the 

patah is transliterated and pronounced before the final consonant.  

e. A composite sheva is always vocal, appearing only with the gutturals at the beginning 

of a syllable. 

f. Simple sheva 

(1) A simple sheva is vocal when it occurs at the beginning of a syllable. 

(2) A simple sheva is silent at the end (under the final consonant) of a closed syllable. 

A silent sheva occurs after a short vowel and serves as a syllable divider. 

(3) In the case of two simple shevas (under successive consonants) in the middle of a 

word, the first is silent and the second is vocal. 

(4) A simple sheva after an open syllable (or after a long vowel) is vocal. 

g. Qames-hatuf    

(1) A qames-hatuf occurs in a closed and unaccented syllable. 

 An exception is that a qames-hatuf appears in an open syllable before a hatef-

qames. (In 3\3'or 3\)3' the first vowel is qames-hatuf.)4   

(2) If an unaccented 3' is followed by a silent sheva, it is a qames-hatuf. If 3' is 

followed by a vocal sheva, it is a qames.  

 In this Grammar a meteg helps to make this distinction. 3.3' indicates a 

qames-hatuf followed by a silent sheva, while 3.)3' is a qames followed by a 

vocal sheva. 

(3) The vowel 3' is a qames when it is accented, when it forms an open syllable, or 

when it stands beside a meteg (noting the exception above regarding a qames-

hatuf preceding a hatef-qames).  
                                                 

4 See Lesson 6A.2b(4) and 6B.2b(4). 
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h. See the next section for a description of how dageshes impact syllabification and 

transliteration. 

 

5. DAGESHES 
a. A dagesh-lene, which theoretically strengthens the pronunciation of a consonant, can 

only appear in the begadkefat consonants (B, G, D, K, P, T) when they begin a 

syllable that is not preceded by a full vowel. A dagesh-lene may not occur at the 

beginning of a word if the preceding word ends with a full vowel or with a full vowel 

followed by a or h. 

b. A dagesh-forte, which doubles a letter, can appear in any consonant except the 

gutturals (a, h, x, [) and r. It cannot occur in the first letter of a word and is always 

preceded by a full vowel. 

c. The following guidelines help distinguish between dagesh-lene and dagesh-forte. 

(1) A dagesh which appears in the interior of a word in any consonant other than a 

begadkefat consonant is a dagesh-forte.  

(2) A dagesh in a begadkefat consonant which is not preceded by a full vowel is a 

dagesh-lene. 

(3) A dagesh in a begadkefat consonant which is preceded by a full vowel is a 

dagesh-forte.  

 

6. DEFINITE ARTICLE 
a.  The definite article is a prefixed h which is pointed as follows: 

(1) Before any consonant except the gutturals and r = 87„9h; 
(2) Before h and x = 879h; 
(3) Before a, [, and r = 879h' 
(4) Before an accented h' or [' = 879h' 
(5) Before every x' and before an unaccented h' or [' = 879h, 
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7. PREFIXED PREPOSITIONS 
a. The rules for pointing the prefixed prepositions B, K, and l (using B as an example): 

(1) In most situations = 879B. 
(2) Before 879.i = 879.Bi 
(3) Before 87y> = 87yBi 
(4) Before a guttural with a composite sheva it takes the corresponding short vowel 

(879}B;, 879?B,, 879|B'). 
 Special cases where a with a composite sheva loses its vowel (using l as an 

example):  

 Before yn"doa] = yn"doal; (“to [the] Lord”) 

 Before ~yhil{a/ = ~yhil{alee (“to God”) 

 Before rmoa/ = rmoale (“to say”) 

(5) Before hw"hy> = hw"hyB; (“to [the] LORD”) 

(6) Before 8719 frequently = 8719B' 
(7) Before a definite article the h drops out and the preposition takes the pointing of 

the article (as in 87„9h; + B = 87„9B;). 
b. The rules for pointing the prefixed !mi: 

(1) In most situations = 87„9mi 
(2) Before a guttural or r = 879me 
(3) Before y> = 87ymi 
(4) Before a definite article the h remains in place (87„9h; + !mi = 87„9h;me). 

 

8. VAV CONJUNCTION 
a. In most situations = 879w> 
b. Before 879. and before the labials (B, m, P) = 879W (that is, 879.W, 87bW, 87mW, 87pW) 
c. Before y> = 879ywI 
d. Before a guttural with a composite sheva it takes the corresponding short vowel 

(879}w:, 879?w<, 879|w"). 
 Special cases where a with a composite sheva loses its vowel:  

 Before yn"doa] = yn"doaw: (“and [the] Lord”) 

 Before ~yhil{a/ = ~yhil{awE (“and God”) 
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e. Before hw"hy> = hw"hyw: (“and [the] LORD”) 

f. Before 8719 frequently = 8719w" 
g. When attached to a definite article or a prefixed preposition, the article or preposition 

remains intact and unchanged by w.  
 

9. NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES 
a. The common endings for nouns and adjectives: 

  
SINGULAR PLURAL 

 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct 

M [none] [none]  ~y3i   y3e  
F  h3'   t3;   tA   tA  

b. The dual endings for nouns: 
 

DUAL 
 Absolute Construct 

M or F  ~yI13;   y3e  

c. Common nouns that are irregular: 
 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
Ab Cs Ab Cs  

 ba'  ybia] tAba' tAba] (“father” [M]) 

 xa'  yxia] ~yxia; yxea] (“brother” [M]) 

 vyai   vyai   ~yvin"a]  yven>a; (“man” [M]) 

 hV'ai   tv,1ae   ~yvin"  yven> (“woman” [F]) 

 tyI1B; tyBe ~yTi))B' yTe)B' (“house” [M]) 

!Be   !Be -!B,   ~ynIB'  ynEB. (“son” [M]) 

 tB;   tB;   tAnB'  tAnB. (“daughter” [F]) 

 ~Ay  ~Ay  ~ymiy" ymey> (“day” [M]) 

 yliK. yliK. ~yliKe yleK. (“vessel” [M]) 

 hP, yPi   tAYPi 
tAyPe

— (“mouth” [M]) 

 varo   varo   ~yviar'  yvear' (“head” [M]) 
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d. Function of nouns 

(1) Nouns usually function substantively (for example, as the subject or object of a 

verb, as a predicate nominative, or as the object of a preposition).  

(2) However, nouns may also function adjectivally in a construct relationship, in 

which case the absolute noun modifies the construct noun. 

e. Function of adjectives 

(1) An attributive adjective describes an attribute of a noun. It normally follows the 

noun it modifies, and it agrees with the noun in gender, number, and definiteness.  

(2) A predicate adjective appears in a verbless sentence. It usually occurs before the 

noun it modifies and agrees with that noun in gender and number. A predicate 

adjective cannot take a definite article. 

(3) A substantival adjective functions like a noun; it may or may not have an article. 

f. Adjectives expressing degrees of comparison 

(1) The comparative degree can be expressed by the adjective followed by !mi 
(usually prefixed), in which case !mi means “than.”  

(2) The superlative degree can be expressed by: 

(a) An articular adjective, often followed by the prefixed preposition B 

(b) A construct adjective, often followed by a definite noun. 

 

10. PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES 
a. Pronominal suffixes may be placed on nouns, substantival adjectives, finite verbs 

(perf, impf, and impv), infinitive constructs, participles, prepositions, adverbs, and 

particles. 

b. Pronominal suffixes for singular nouns. (Also used on adjectives, infinitive 

constructs, participles, prepositions, adverbs, and particles.) 
 

1CS y3i  1CP Wn13e 
2MS ^3.  2MP ~k,3. 
2FS %3e  2FP !k,3. 
3MS A [Wh, w]  3MP ~3' [~h,] 
3FS H3' [h']  3FP !3' [!h,] 

c. Pronominal suffixes for plural nouns. (Also used with adjectives, participles, and 
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prepositions.) 
 

1CS y3;  1CP Wny13e 
2MS ^y13,  2MP ~k,y3e 
2FS %yI13;  2FP !k,y3e 
3MS wy3'  3MP ~h,y3e [~3'] 
3FS h'y13,  3FP !h,y3e [!3'] 

 Clues for recognizing pronominal suffixes on plural nouns: 

(1) The 1CS pronominal suffix on plural nouns is y3;. 
(2) The other pronominal suffixes for plural nouns also have a yod (^y13,, %yI13;, 

wy3', h'y13,, Wny13e, ~k,y3e, !k,y3e, ~h,y3e, and !h,y3e).    
(3) An exception can occur with nouns that have the plural ending of tA or t3o. 

Such nouns may take the pronominal suffixes of ~3' (3MP) and !3' (3FP), in 

which case the suffixes have no yod (as in ~t'Amv. or !t'Amv. = “their names”). 

d. Pronominal suffixes for finite verbs (perfect, imperfect, and imperative): 
 

 On finite verbs ending with consonants 

 

On finite verbs 
ending with 

vowels Perfects verbs5 Imperfect and 
imperative verbs 

1CS ynI6 ynI13;    ynI13e, yNI13,   
2MS ^ ^3. ^3., &'13, 
2FS % %3e, %3, %3e 
3MS Wh, w A, Wh13'    Wh13e, WN13, 
3FS h' H3' h'13,, H3', hN"13, 
1CP Wn  Wn13'    Wn13e, WN13,  
2MP ~k, ~k,3. ~k,3. 
2FP !k, !k,3. !k,3. 
3MP ~  ~3', ~3;   ~3e   
3FP ! !3', !3;  !3e  

 
                                                 

5 A silent sheva may also appear before the first consonant of the suffixes in 1CS, 3MS, and 1CP. 
6 While infinitive constructs and participles usually take the pronominal suffixes for nouns, they 

occasionally employ this form which is typically used with finite verbs. 
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e. Function of pronominal suffixes: 

(1) Pronominal suffixes can function subjectively with some infinitive constructs, 

particles, and adverbs. 

(2) Pronominal suffixes function genitivally with nouns and substantival adjectives, 

usually serving the role of possessive pronouns in English. Substantival 

participles can also have pronominal suffixes that are genitival. 

(3) Pronominal suffixes have an accusative or objective function with finite verbs and 

prepositions, and with some infinitive constructs, participles, particles, and 

adverbs. 

(4) Pronominal suffixes do not occur with infinitive absolutes. 

f. The pronominal suffixes on the sign of the object function like objective personal 

pronouns in English: 
 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS ytiao “me”  1CP Wn1t'ao “us” 

2MS ^t.ao “you”  2MP ~k,t.a, “you” 

2FS %t'ao “you”  2FP !k,t.a, “you” 

3MS Atao “him, it”  3MP ~t'ao or ~h,t.a, “them” 

3FS Ht'ao “her, it”  3FP !t'ao or !h,t.a, “them” 

 

11. PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
a. The personal pronouns express subjective pronominal ideas: 

 

 Form Translation   Form Translation 

1CS ynIa] or ykinOa' “I”  1CP Wnx.1n:a] “we” 

2MS hT'a; “you”  2MP ~T,a; “you” 

2FS T.a; “you”  2FP hn"1Tea; or !Tea; “you” 

3MS aWh “he, it”  3MP hM'1he or ~he “they” 

3FS ayhi “she, it”  3FP hN"1he “they” 
 

b. Function of personal pronouns 

(1) They can function like nouns in the nominative case, most often serving as 
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subjects in verbless clauses. 

(2) They can appear with a verb in order to emphasize the pronominal aspect of a 

verb.  

 

12. DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES 
a. The demonstrative adjectives are classified as near and remote. 

 

 NEAR DEMONSTRATIVES REMOTE DEMONSTRATIVES 

 Form Translation Form Translation 

MS hz< “this” aWh “that” 

FS tazO “this” ayhi “that” 

MP hL,1ae “these” hM'1he or ~he “those” 

FP hL,1ae “these” hN"1he “those” 
 

b. The demonstrative adjectives can function like other adjectives in an attributive, 

predicative, or substantival manner. 

 

13. VERBS IN GENERAL 
a. Verbs may be generally categorized in the following ways. 

(1) Strong and weak verbs 

Strong verbs follow fixed, regular patterns of inflection; weak verbs inflect 

irregularly due to the appearance or a weak consonant or a doubled consonant in 

the verb root. (See Appendix 3 for paradigms of strong and weak verbs.) 

(2) Finite and non-finite verbs  

Perfect, imperfect, and imperative verbs are finite because they are limited by 

their inflections to particular persons, genders, and numbers. Infinitives and 

participles are non-finite verbs since they lack the inflectional limitations 

characteristic of finite verbs. 

(3) Fientive and stative verbs 

Fientive verbs express action or motion; stative verbs describe a state of existence 

rather than an activity. (See Appendix 3 for paradigms of feintive and stative 

verbs.) 
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(4) Volitional verbs 

Volition (or the will of someone) may be expressed in the following manners: 

(a) The imperative expresses direct, positive commands. A prohibition is usually 

expressed by the imperfect with al{ or by the jussive with la;. 
(b) The jussive is a form of the imperfect that expresses such ideas as desire, 

wish, request, etc. It usually occurs in the third person, singular or plural, and 

typically is spelled the same as a non-jussive, although it sometimes employs 

a shortened form, especially with weak roots. A jussive verb can often be 

translated with the help of auxiliary verbs like “let” or “may.” 

(c) The cohortative is a form of the imperfect that expresses such ideas as desire, 

intention, request, etc. It occurs only in the first person, singular or plural, and 

requires the addition of a h3' suffix. A cohortative verb can often be 

translated with the help of auxiliary verbs like “let” or “may.” 

b. Tenses 

(1) The indicative mood in Hebrew appears in the perfect and imperfect tenses of 

finite verbs.  

(2) The perfect conveys an action or state that is completed in the past, present or 

future (although it most often expresses the notion of a simple past tense verb in 

English). The imperfect conveys an action or state that is incomplete in the past, 

present, or future (although it most often expresses the idea of a simple English 

future tense verb). 

c. Stems 

Some of the connotations of the major verb stems are as follows. 

(1) Qal: simple action in the active voice 

(2) Nifal 

(a) Passive or reflexive of qal  

(b) With a few verbs: 

[1] Reciprocal action   

[2] Passive or reflexive of non-qal stems    

[3] Simple action in the active voice  

(3) Piel 

(a) Intensification of qal in the active voice 
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(b) Causation in the active voice 

(c) With a few verbs:  

[1] Notion of deprivation in the active voice  

[2] Simple action in the active voice 

(4) Pual 

(a) Passive of  piel 

(b) With a few verbs: passive of qal 

(5) Hifil 

(a) Causative of qal in the active voice 

(b) With some verbs: simple action in the active voice 

(6) Hofal: passive of hifil 

(7) Hitpael 

(a) Reflexive of qal, piel, or hifil 

(b) With a few verbs: 

[1] Reciprocal action 

[2] Passive of an active stem 

[3] Intensified action 

[4] Simple action in the active voice 

 

14. CLUES FOR STRONG VERBS  
The following clues are helpful for identifying the forms of strong verbs. Some clues in 

the various conjugations are identical. In these cases the context of a verb or verbal is the 

clue for recognizing its conjugation. 

 
PERFECT CONJUGATION 

  
a. Clues for recognizing the person, gender, and number of any perfect stem:    
 

3MS 333  

3FS h3'33  
3CP W333

2MS T'333  2MP ~T,333
2FS T.333  2FP !T,333
1CS yTi333  1CP Wn333
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b. Clues for recognizing the stems of the perfect:  
 

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 
7333' 333.nI 343i 343u 333.hi 333.h' 343;t.hi 

 

c. The vav consecutive on the perfect is spelled the same as the vav conjunction. 

 
IMPERFECT CONJUGATION 

 
a. Clues for recognizing the person, gender, and number of any imperfect stem:  
 

3MS 333y  3MP W333y
3FS 333T  3FP hn"333T
2MS 333T  2MP W333T
2FS y3i33T  2FP hn"333T
1CS 333a  1CP 333n

 
b. Clues for recognizing the stems of the imperfect:  
 

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

333.5i 334'5i 343;5. 343u5. 333.5; 333.5' 343;t.5i 
or or or or   or 

333.5, 334'5, 343;5] 343u5]   343;t.5, 
 

c. The vav consecutive on the imperfect is typically spelled as 87„9w:, 879a', or 87y>w:, and 

may cause the imperfect to shorten and its accent to move to the penultimate. 

 
IMPERATIVE CONJUGATION 

 
a. Clues for recognizing the person, gender, and number of any imperative stem:    
 

2MS 333  2MP W333
2FS y3i33  2FP hn"333

                                                 
7 A qames does not appear in every form (in particular, not in 2MP or 2FP). Another clue for the 

recognition of the perfect, qal is the absence of the clues for the other stems. 
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b. Clues for recognizing the stems of the imperative:  
 

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

33o3. 334'hi 343;  333.h;  343;t.hi 
or       

833.3i       

 

c. The 2MS imperative sometimes appears in a longer form that employs a h3' suffix. 

 
INFINITIVE CONJUGATION 

 
 Clues for recognizing the stems of the infinitive:   
 

Construct  

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

33o3. 33e4'hi 34e3;  3y3i3.h;  34e3;t.hi 
Absolute 

3A33' 33o3.nI 34o3; 34o3u 33e3.h; 33e3.h' 34e3;t.hi 
 or or     

 33o4'hi 34e3;     
 

 
PARTICIPLE CONJUGATION 

 
a. Clues for recognizing gender and number in any participle stem: 

 

Singular Plural 
 Absolute Construct Absolute Construct

M 333  333  ~y3i33  y3e33 

t3,33 t3,33  tA333  tA333 

   or     or   F 

h3'33   t3;33   
 

                                                 
 8 The first form is relevant for 2MS and 2FP, the second for 2FS and 2MP. 
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b. Clues for recognizing the stems of the participle: 
 

Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

Active 

333o  343;m.  333.m;  343;t.mi 
Passive 

3W33 933'3.nI  343um.  333.m' 

 

15. WEAK VERBS  
 
a. The following chart lists the classifications of weak verbs – for example, pe-guttural, 

pe-alef, pe-yod, pe-nun, ayin-guttural, etc. 

l 
(3rd root consonant 

position) 

[ 
(2nd root consonant 

position) 

p 
(1st root consonant 

position) 

Guttural  
Guttural  

(including r) 
Guttural  

(including r) 
a w (middle vowel) a 
h y (middle vowel) y 
 10[[ (double-ayin) n 

 
b. For summaries of the characteristics of weak verb classes see Lesson 22A.6 (pe-

gutturals, pe-alefs, ayin-gutturals, and lamed-gutturals); Lesson 23A.4 (pe-nuns); 

Lesson 24A.3 (pe-yods); Lesson 25A.3 (ayin-vavs, ayin-yods, and double-ayins); and 

Lesson 26A.3 (lamed-alefs and lamed-hes). 

c. Six classifications of weak verbs commonly lose a root consonant in the course of 

inflection: pe-yod/vav, pe-nun, ayin-vav, ayin-yod, double-ayin, and lamed-he. Other 

clues for identifying weak roots appear in Lesson 26B and the Lessons mentioned in 

the preceding paragraph. 

                                                 
 9 When the construct endings are added, the qames reduces. 

10 [[ represents a doubling of any consonant (not necessarily [), so that the consonant that appears in 
the [ (second consonant) position also appears in the l (third consonant) position. 
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Appendix 2  
A N A L Y S I S   O F    W O R D S 

 
Any word can be analyzed (“parsed” or “located”) in terms of its grammatical status. 

This appendix provides a scheme for the analysis of the major words in a sentence. 

 

1. ANALYSIS OF FINITE VERBS 
a. The elements in analyzing finite verbs (perfects, imperfects, or imperatives) are as 

follows: 

(1) Root (triconsonantal root of a verb) 

(2) Conjugation (perf, impf, or impv) 

(3) Stem (qal, nif, piel, etc.) 

(4) Person (1, 2, or 3), gender (M or F), and number (S or P) 

(5) Additional features (such as a prefixed conj or PS) 

(6) Translation (of the verb form, not the root) 

b. The chart below illustrates the analysis of finite verbs. 
 

Word Root Conju-
gation Stem P/G/N Additional 

Features Translation 

> rmv  perf nif 3MS  “he was guarded” r=m'v.nI 
(Hos 12:14; 
Eng 12:13)       

> lvm impf qal 3MP + vav cons “and they ruled” Wlv.m.YIw:( 
(Ps 106:41)   

> [mv  perf hif 1CS + vav conj yTi[.2m;v.hiw> 
(Is 43:12)   

“and I caused to  
hear” 

> $rb  impv piel 2MS + PS 1CS “bless me”  ynI2ker]B'  
(Ge 27:34)   
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2. ANALYSIS OF NON-FINITE VERBS 
a. The elements in analyzing non-finite verbs (infinitives or participles) are as follows: 

(1) Root (triconsonantal root of a verb) 

(2) Conjugation (inf or part) 

(3) Stem (qal, nif, piel, etc.) 

(4) In the case of a participle, qal also indicate voice (act or pass) 

(5) In the case of any participle indicate gender (M or F) and number (S or P) – not 

applicable to infintives 

(6) State (Ab or Cs) 

(7) Additional features (such as a prefixed prep or PS) 

(8) Translation (of the verb form, not the root) 

b.   The chart below illustrates the analysis of non-finite verbs. 
 

Word Root Conju-
gation Stem1 G/N State Additional 

Features Translation

> qzx  inf piel -- Cs + prep l “to harden” qZEx;l. 
(Jos 11:20)        

> dqp   inf nif -- Ab  dqeP'hi 
(1Ki 20:39)  

“being 
missed” 

> $lh  part MP Ab + art ~ykil.hoh; 
(Ex 10:8)  

qal 
act 

“the ones 
going” 

 ~l'ykia]m;  > lka  part hif MS Cs + PS 3MP 
 (Jer 9:14; 

Eng 9:15)  

“one caus-  
ing them 
to eat” 

 

3. ANALYSIS OF NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES 
a. The elements in analyzing nouns and adjectives are as follows: 

(1) Root (not the lexical form, but the triconsonantal root from which a noun or 

adjective is derived, if one can be determined) 

(2) Part of speech (N or adj) 

(3) Gender (M or F) and number (S, P, or Du) 
                                                 

1 When a participle is in the qal stem, also indicate in this column whether it is active or passive. 
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(4) State (Ab or Cs) 

(5) Any additional features (such as an art or PS)  

(6) Translation of the word (not the lexical form) 

b. The chart below illustrates the analysis of nouns and adjectives. 
 

Word Root Part of 
Speech G/N State Additional 

Features Translation 

> ~kx adj FP Cs  “wise women of” tAmk.x; 
(Jdg 5:29)   

     –  2 N FDu Ab  “hands” ~yI2d;y" 
(Jos 8:20)   

> bwj adj FS Ab + art “the good” hb'AJh; 
(Dt 1:35)   

> vdq  N MS Cs “and from ” yviD'q.MimiW 
(Eze 9:6)     my sanctuary” 

  

+ prep !mi,  
vav conj, & 
PS 1CS 

   

4. ANALYSIS CHART 
The chart on the next page provides a model for use by the student in analyzing words. 

The student has permission to duplicate the page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
 2 Sometimes no triconsonantal root can be identified for a noun.     
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Word Root Identification3 Additional 
Features Translation 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 
                                                 

3 The elements required in the “Identification” section are as follows:  
For finite verbs: conjugation (perf, impf, or impv), stem (qal, nif, etc.), and P/G/N 
For non-finite verbs: conjugation (inf or part), stem (for part, qal also give voice [act or pass]), G/N for 
part only, and state (Ab or Cs) 
For nouns and adjectives: part of speech (N or adj), G/N, and state. 
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Appendix 3 
S T R O N G   A N D   W E A K   V E R B   P A R A D I G M S 

 
This appendix contains paradigms for regular and weak verbs, as indicated in the 

following list. Some hypothetical forms (that is, forms that are not extant in the Hebrew 

Bible) appear for the sake of illustration. The verb roots that are employed in the 

paradigms appear in parentheses. 

1. Strong Verb (lv;m') 
2. Strong Stative Verb (dbeK', vd;q', !joq') 
3. Weak Verb: Pe-Guttural (dm;[', qz:x') 
4. Weak Verb: Pe-Alef (lk;a') 
5. Weak Verb: True Pe-Yod (bj;y") 
6. Weak Verb: Pe-Yod/Vav (Pe-Yod based on Pe-Vav) (bj;y", vr;y") 
7. Weak Verb: Pe-Nun (lp;n", vg:n") 
8. Weak Verb: Ayin-Guttural (rx;B', $rb) 

9. Weak Verb: Ayin-Vav (~Wq) 

10. Weak Verb: Ayin-Vav and Ayin-Yod (aAB, ~yfi, fAB, tWm) 

11. Weak Verb: Double-Ayin (bbs) 

12. Weak Verb: Lamed-Guttural (xl;v') 
13. Weak Verb: Lamed-Alef (ac'm') 
14. Weak Verb: Lamed-He (hl'G") 
15. Weak Verb: Irregular (!t;n", xq;l', %l;h', hy"h') 
16. Practice Chart for Strong Verb (lvm)1 

                                                 
 1 The practice chart provides a structure for the student to practice the forms of the strong verb using  
lvm as a model. The student has the author's permission to reproduce the chart. 
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     1. STRONG VERB PARADIGM (lv;m') 
   

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS lv;m' lv;m.nI lVemi lV;mu lyvim.hi lv;m.h' lVem;t.hi
3FS hl'v.m*'  hl'v.m.nI  hl'V.mi hl'V.mu hl'y2vim.hi hl'v.m.h' hl'V.m;t.hi
2MS T'l.2v;m' T'l.2v;m.nI T'l.2V;mi T'l.2V;mu T'l.2v;m.hi T'l.2v;m.h' T'l.2V;m;t.hi
2FS T.l.v;m' T.l.v;m.nI T.l.V;mi T.l.V;mu T.l.v;m.hi T.l.v;m.h' T.l.V;m;t.hi
1CS yTil.2v;m' yTil.2v;m.nI yTil.2V;mi yTil.2V;mu yTil.2v;m.hi yTil.2v;m.h' yTil.2V;m;t.hi
3CP Wlv.m*' Wlv.m.nI WlV.mi WlV.mu Wly2vim.hi Wlv.m.h' WlV.m;t.hi
2MP ~T,l.v;m. ~T,l.v;m.nI ~T,l.V;mi ~T,l.V;mu ~T,l.v;m.hi ~T,l.v;m.h' ~T,l.V;m;t.hi
2FP !T,l.v;m. !T,l.v;m.nI !T,l.V;mi !T,l.V;mu !T,l.v;m.hi !T,l.v;m.h' !T,l.V;m;t.hi
1CP Wnl.2v;m' Wnl.2v;m.nI Wnl.2V;mi Wnl.2V;mu Wnl.2v;m.hi Wnl.2v;m.h' Wnl.2V;m;t.hi

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS lvom.yI lveM'yI lVem;y> lV;muy> lyvim.y: lv;m.y" lVem;t.yI 
3FS lvom.Ti lveM'Ti lVem;T. lV;muT. lyvim.T; lv;m.T' lVem;t.Ti
2MS lvom.Ti lveM'Ti lVem;T. lV;muT. lyvim.T; lv;m.T' lVem;t.Ti
2FS yliv.m.Ti yliv.)M'Ti yliV.m;T. yliV.muT. yliy2vim.T; yliv.m.T' yliV.m;t.Ti
1CS lvom.a, lveM'a, lVem;a] lV;mua] lyvim.a; lv;m.a' lVem;t.a,
3MP Wlv.m.yI  Wlv.)M'yI  WlV.m;y> WlV.muy> Wly2vim.y: Wlv.m.y" WlV.m;t.yI
3FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2v;M'Ti hn"l.2Vem;T. hn"l.2V;muT. hn"l.2vem.T; hn"l.2v;m.T' hn"l.2V;m;t.Ti
2MP Wlv.m.Ti  Wlv.)M'Ti WlV.m;T. WlV.muT. Wly2vim.T; Wlv.m.T' WlV.m;t.Ti
2FP hn"l.2vom.Ti hn"l.2v;M'Ti hn"l.2Vem;T. hn"l.2V;muT. hn"l.2vem.T; hn"l.2v;m.T' hn"l.2V;m;t.Ti
1CP lvom.nI lveM'nI lVem;n> lV;mun> lyvim.n: lv;m.n" lVem;t.nI
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 1. STRONG VERB PARADIGM (lv;m') 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Piel  Hifil  Hitpael 

2MS 2 lvom. lveM'hi lVem; lvem.h;  lVem;t.hi 
2FS yliv.mi yliv.)M'hi yliV.m; yliy2vim.h;  yliV.m;t.hi 
2MP Wlv.mi Wlv.)M'hi WlV.m; Wly2vim.h;  WlV.m;t.hi
2FP hn"l.2vom. hn"l.2v;M'hi hn"l.2Vem; hn"l.2vem.h;  hn"l.2V;m;t.hi

 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 
 lvom. lveM'hi lVem;  lyvim.h;  lVem;t.hi 
 Absolute 

 lAvm' lvom.nI or  lVom; or  lVomu lvem.h; lvem.h' lVem;t.hi 
  lvoM'hi lVem;     
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

MS, Ab3  lvemo  lVem;m. lyvim.m;  lVem;t.mi 
FS, Ab tl,2v,mo or  hl'V.m;m. hl'y2vim.m;  hl'V.m;t.mi 
 hl'v.mo   
MP, Ab ~yliv.mo ~yliV.m;m. ~yliyvim.m;  ~yliV.m;t.mi 
FP, Ab tAlv.mo tAlV.m;m. tAlyvim.m;  tAlV.m;t.mi 
 Passive 

MS, Ab lWvm' lv'm.nI lV'mum. lv'm.m' 
FS, Ab hl'Wvm. hl'v'm.nI hl'V'mum. hl'v'm.m' 
MP, Ab ~yliWvm. ~yliv'm.nI ~yliV'mum. ~yliv'm.m' 
FP, Ab tAlWvm. tAlv'm.nI tAlV'mum. tAlv'm.m' 

                                                 
2 2MS impv can appear in a long form, as in hl'v.m' (impv, qal, 2MS + h suffix).  See Lesson 17B.3. 
3 Participles can also appear in construct, as in ylev;m. (qal, act, MP, Cs).  
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2. STRONG STATIVE VERB PARADIGM (dbeK', vd;q', !joq') 
 
 

 P e r f e c t ,   Q a l 

 E-class A-class O-class 

3MS dbeK'  vd;q'  !joq' 
3FS hd'b.)K' hv'd>q') hn"j.q') 
2MS T'd>2b;K' T'v.2d;q' T'n>2joq' 
2FS T.d>b;K' T.v.d;q' T.n>joq' 
1CS yTid>2b;K' yTiv.2d;q' yTin>2joq' 
3CP Wdb.)K' Wvd>q') Wnj.q') 
2MP ~T,d>b;K. ~T,v.d;q. ~T,n>j'q. 
2FP !T,d>b;K. !T,v.d;q. !T,n>j'q. 
1CP Wnd>2b;K' Wnv.2d;q' 4WN2joq' 

 
 I m p e r f e c t ,   Q a l 

 E-class A-class O-class 

3MS  dB;k.yI   vD;q.yI  !j;q.yI 
3FS dB;k.Ti vD;q.Ti !j;q.Ti 
2MS dB;k.Ti vD;q.Ti !j;q.Ti 
2FS ydIB.k.Ti  yviD>q.Ti  ynIj.q.Ti 
1CS dB;k.a, vD;q.a, !j;q.a, 
3MP WdB.k.yI WvD>q.yI Wnj.q.yI 
3FP hn"d>2B;k.Ti hn"v.2D;q.Ti hN"2j;q.Ti 
2MP WdB.k.Ti  WvD>q.Ti Wnj.q.Ti 
2FP hn"d>2B;k.Ti hn"v.2D;q.Ti hN"2j;q.Ti 
1CP dB;k.nI vD;q.nI !j;q.nI 

                                                 
 4 The final nun of the verb root has assimilated into the nun of the verb suffix by means of a dagesh-
forte. The same situation occurs at other places in the conjugations of this verb. 
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2. STRONG STATIVE VERB PARADIGM (dbeK', vd;q', !joq') 
 
 
 

  I m p e r a t i v e ,   Q a l 
  E-class A-class O-class 
 2MS db;K.   vd;q.  !j;q. 
 2FS ydIb.Ki yvid>qi ynIj.qi 
 2MP Wdb.Ki Wvd>qi Wnj.qi 
 2FP hn"d>2b;K. hn"v.2d;q. hN"2j;q. 

 

 

I n f i n i t i v e ,   Q a l 

E-class A-class O-class 
Construct 

db;K.  vdoq.   !joq.  
Absolute 

dAbK'  vAdq'    !Ajq'   

 

 

 P a r t i c i p l e ,   Q a l ,   A c t i v e 

 E-class A-class O-class 

MS, Ab dbeK'  vdeqo !joq' 
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3. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: PE-GUTTURAL (dm;[', qz:x'5) 
 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal  Qal 

3MS dm;[' dm;[/n< dymi[/h, dm;[\h' qz:x' 
3FS  hd'm.)['  hd'm.[,n< hd'y2mi[/h, hd'm.['h' hq'z>)x' 
2MS T'd>2m;[' T'd>2m;[/n< T'd>m;[/h, T'd>2m;[\h' T'q.1z:x' 
2FS T.d>m;[' T.d>m;[/n< T.d>m;[/h, T.d>m;[\h' T.q.z:x' 
1CS yTid>1m;[' yTid>1m;[/n< yTid>1m;[/h, yTid>1m;[\h' yTiq.1z:x' 
3CP Wdm.)[' Wdm.[,n< Wdy1mi[/h, Wdm.['h' Wqz>)x' 
2MP ~T,d>m;[] ~T,d>m;[/n< ~T,d>m;[/h, ~T,d>m;[\h' ~T,q.z:x] 
2FP !T,d>m;[] !T,d>m;[/n< !T,d>m;[/h, !T,d>m;[\h' !T,q.z:x] 
1CP Wnd>1m;[' Wnd>1m;[/n< Wnd>1m;[/h, Wnd>1m;[\h' Wnq.1z:x' 

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal  Qal 

3MS dmo[]y: dme['yE dymi[]y: dm;[\y" qz:x/y< 
3FS dmo[]T; dme['Te dymi[]T; dm;[\T' qz:x/T, 
2MS dmo[]T; dme['Te dymi[]T; dm;[\T' qz:x/T, 
2FS ydIm.[;T; ydIm.)['Te ydIy1mi[]T; ydIm.['T' yqiz>x,T, 
1CS dmo[/a, dme['ae dymi[]a; dm;[\a' qz:x/a, 
3MP Wdm.[;y: Wdm.)['yE Wdy1mi[]y: Wdm.['y" Wqz>x,y< 
3FP hn"d>1mo[]T; hn"d>1m;['Te hn"d>1me[]T; hn"d>1m;[\T' hn"x.1z:x/T, 
2MP Wdm.[;T; Wdm.)['Te Wdy1mi[]T; Wdm.['T' Wqz>x,T, 
2FP hn"d>1mo[]T; hn"d>1m;['Te hn"d>1me[]T; hn"d>1m;[\T' hn"x.1z:x/T, 
1CP dmo[]n: dme['nE dymi[]n: dm;[\n" qz:x/n< 

 
 

 

                                                 
5 qz:x' is a stative verb.  
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3. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: PE-GUTTURAL (dm;[', qz:x') 
 
 

 I m p e r a t i v e  

 Qal Nifal Hifil  Qal 

2MS dmo[] dme['he dme[]h;  qz:x] 
2FS ydIm.[i ydIm.)['he ydIy1mi[]h;  yqiz>xi 
2MP Wdm.[i Wdm.)['he Wdy1mi[]h;  Wqz>xi 
2FP hn"d>1mo[] hn"d>1m;['he hn"d>1me[]h;  hn"q.1z:x] 

 
 

 I n f i n i t i v e 
 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal 

 dmo[] dme['he dymi[]h;  
 Absolute 

  dAm[' dAm[]n: dme[]h; dme[\h' 
 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 
 Active 
 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal 

MS, Ab  dme[o dymi[]m;  
FS, Ab td,1m,[o hd'ymi[]m;  
MP, Ab ~ydIm.[o ~ydIymi[]m;  
FP, Ab tAdm.[o tAdymi[]m;  
 Passive 

MS, Ab dWm[' dm'[/n< dm'[\m' 
FS, Ab hd'Wm[] hd'm'[/n< hd'm'[\m' 
MP, Ab ~ydIWm[] ~ydIm'[/n< ~ydIm'[\m' 
FP, Ab tAdWm[] tAdm'[/n< tAdm'[\m' 
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4. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: PE-ALEF (lk;a') 
 
 

 P e r f e c t 
Q a l   I m p e r f e c t 

Q a l  
3MS  lk;a'  3MS lk;ayO
3FS hl'k.)a'  3FS lk;aTo
2MS T'l.1k;a'  2MS lk;aTo
2FS T.l.k;a'  2FS ylik.aTo
1CS yTil.1k;a'  1CS lk;ao
3CP Wlk.)a'  3MP Wlk.ayO

  3FP hn"l.1k;aTo
2MP ~T,l.k;a]  2MP Wlk.aTo
2FP !T,l.k;a]  2FP hn"l.1k;aTo
1CP Wnl.1k;a'  1CP lk;anO

 
 

 I m p e r a t i v e  
Q a l   I n f i n i t i v e  

Q a l  

2MS  lkoa/   Construct 

2FS ylik.ai   lkoa/
2MP Wlk.ai   Absolute 

2FP hn"l.1koa/   lAka'
 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 
Q a l 

 Active Passive 

MS, Ab  lkeao lWka'  

FS, Ab hl'k.ao hl'Wka]
MP, Ab ~ylik.ao ~yliWka]  

FP, Ab tAlk.ao

 

tAlWka]
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5. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: TRUE PE-YOD (bj;y") 
 
 

 P e r f e c t   I m p e r f e c t 
 Qal Hifil   Qal Hifil 

3MS  bj;y" byjiyhe  3MS bj;yyI byjiyyE 
3FS hb'j.)y" hb'y1jiyhe  3FS bj;yTi byjiyTe 
2MS T'b.1j;y" T'b.1j;yhe  2MS bj;yTi byjiyTe 
2FS T.b.j;y" T.b.j;yhe  2FS ybij.yTi ybiy1jiyTe 
1CS yTib.1j;y" yTib.1j;yhe  1CS bj;yai byjiyae 
3CP Wbj.)y" Wb1jiyhe  3MP Wbj.yyI Wby1jiyyE 

  3FP hn"b.1j;yTi hn"b.1j;yTe 
2MP ~T,b.j;y> ~T,b.j;yhe  2MP Wbj.yTi Wby1jiyTe 
2FP !T,b.j;y> !T,b.j;yhe  2FP hn"b.1j;yTi hn"b.1j;yTe 
1CP Wnb.1j;y" Wnb.1j;yhe  1CP bj;ynI byjiynE 

 
 

 I m p e r a t i v e  I n f i n i t i v e 

 Qal Hifil  Qal Hifil 

2MS  bj;y> bjeyhe  Construct 

2FS ybij.yI ybiy1jiyhe  bjoy> byjiyhe 
2MP Wbj.yI Wby1jiyhe  Absolute 

2FP hn"b.1j;y> hn"b.1jeyhe  bAjy" bjeyhe 
 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Hifil 

MS, Ab  bjeyO byjiyme 
FS, Ab hb'j.yO hb'yjiyme 
MP, Ab ~ybij.yO ~ybiyjiyme 
FP, Ab tAbj.yO tAbyjiyme 
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6. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: PE-YOD/VAV (PE-YOD BASED ON PE-VAV) 
 (bv;y",, vr;y") 

   
 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal  Qal 

3MS bv;y" bv;An byviAh bv;Wh 6vr;y" 
3FS hb'v.)y" hb'v.An hb'y1viAh hb'v.Wh hv'r>)y" 
2MS T'b.1v;y" T'b.1v;An T'b.1v;Ah T'b.1v;Wh T'v.1r;y" 
2FS T.b.v;y" T.b.v;An T.b.v;Ah T.b.v;Wh  T.v.r;y" 
1CS yTib.1v;y" yTib.1v;An yTib.1v;Ah yTib.v;Wh yTiv.1r;y" 
3CP Wbv.)y" Wbv.An Wby1viAh Wbv.Wh Wvr>)y" 
2MP ~T,b.v;y> ~T,b.v;An ~T,b.v;Ah ~T,b.v;Wh ~T,v.r;y> 
2FP !T,b.v;y> !T,b.v;An !T,b.v;Ah !T,b.v;Wh !T,v.r;y> 
1CP Wnb.1v;y" Wnb.1v;An Wnb.1v;Ah Wnb.1v;Wh  Wnv.1r;y" 

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal  Qal 

3MS bveyE bveW"yI byviAy bv;Wy vr;yyI 
3FS bveTe bveW"Ti byviAT bv;WT vr;yTi 
2MS bveTe bveW"Ti byviAT bv;WT vr;yTi 
2FS ybiv.Te ybiv.)W"Ti ybiy1viAT ybiv.WT yvir>yTi 
1CS bveae bveW"a, byviAa bv;Wa vr;yai 
3MP Wbv.yE Wbv.)W"yI Wby1viAy Wbv.Wy Wvr>yyI 
3FP hn"b.1v;Te hn"b.1v;W"Ti hn"b.1veAT hn"b.1v;WT hn"v.1r;yTi 
2MP Wbv.Te Wbv.)W"Ti Wby1viAT Wbv.WT Wvr>yTi 
2FP hn"b.1v;Te hn"b.1v;W"Ti hn"b.1veAT hn"b.1v;WT hn"v.1r;yTi 
1CP bvenE bveW"nI byviAn bv;Wn vr;ynI 

 

                                                 
 6 vr;y" and a few other verbs like it combine characteristics of true pe-yod and pe-yod/vav verbs. 
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6. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: PE-YOD/VAV (PE-YOD BASED ON PE-VAV) 
 (bv;y", vr;y") 

   
 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Hifil   Qal 

2MS bve bveW"hi bveAh  vr;
2FS ybiv. ybiv.)W"hi ybiy1viAh  yvir>
2MP Wbv. Wbv.)W"hi Wby1viAh  Wvr>
2FP hn"b.1ve hn"b.1v;W"hi hn"b.1veAh  hn"v.1r;

 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal  Qal 
  tb,1v,  bveW"hi byviAh bv;Wh  tv,1r, 
 Absolute 

  bAvy"  bveW"hi bveAh bveWh   vAry" 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal  Qal 

MS, Ab bveyO byviAm  vreAy
FS, Ab hb'v.yO hb'yviAm   hv'r>yO 
MP, Ab ~ybiv.yO ~ybiyviAm  ~yvir>yO
FP, Ab tAbv.yO tAbyviAm  tAvr>yO
 Passive 

MS, Ab  bv'An bv'Wm  
FS, Ab  hb'v'An hb'v'Wm  
MP, Ab  ~ybiv'An ~ybiv'Wm  
FP, Ab  tAbv'An tAbv'Wm  
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7. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: PE-NUN (lp;n", vg:n") 
   

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal  Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal 

3MS lp;n"  vg:n" vG:nI vyGIhi vG:hu 
3FS hl'p.)n"  hv'g>)n" hv'G>nI hv'y1GIhi hv'G>hu 
2MS T'l.1p;n"  T'v.1g:n" T'v.1G:nI T'v.1G:hi T'v.1G:hu 
2FS T.l.p;n"  T.v.g:n" T.v.G:nI T.v.G:hi T.v.G:hu 
1CS yTil.1p;n"  yTiv.1G:n" yTiv.1G:nI yTiv.1G:hi yTiv.1G:hu 
3CP Wlp.)n"  Wvg>)n" WvG>nI Wvy1GIhi WvG>hu 
2MP ~T,l.p;n>  ~T,v.g:n> ~T,v.G:nI ~T,v.G:hi ~T,v.G:hu 
2FP !T,l.p;n>  !T,v.g:n> !T,v.G:nI !T,v.G:hi !T,v.G:hu 
1CP Wnl.1p;n"  Wnv.1g:n" Wnv.1G:nI Wnv.1G:hi Wnv.1G:hu 

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal  Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal 

3MS lPoyI  vG:yI vgEN"yI vyGIy: vG:yU 
3FS lPoTi  vG:Ti vgEN"Ti vyGIT; vG:Tu 
2MS lPoTi  vG:Ti vgEN"Ti vyGIT; vG:Tu 
2FS yliP.Ti  yviG>Ti yvig>)N"Ti yviy1GIT; yviG>Tu 
1CS lPoa,  vG:a, vgEN"a, vyGIa; vG:au 
3MP WlP.yI  WvG>yI Wvg>)N"yI Wvy1GIy: WvG>yU 
3FP hn"l.1PoTi  hn"v.1G:Ti hn"v.1g:N"Ti hn"v.1GET; hn"v.1g:Tu 
2MP WlP.Ti  WvG>Ti Wvg>)N"Ti Wvy1GIT; WvG>Tu 
2FP hn"l.1PoTi  hn"v.1G:Ti hn"v.1g:N"Ti hn"v.1GET; hn"v.1G:Tu 
1CP lPonI  vG:nI vgEN"nI vyGIn: vG:NU 
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7. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: PE-NUN (lp;n", vg:n") 
 
 

  I m p e r a t i v e  
  Qal  Qal Nifal Hifil  

 2MS lpon> vG: vgEN"hi vGEh; 
 2FS ylip.nI yviG> yvig>)N"hi yviy1GIh; 
 2MP Wlp.nI WvG> Wvg>)N"hi Wvy1GIh; 
 2FP hn"l.1pon> hn"v.1G: hn"v.1g:N"hi hn"v.1GEh; 

 
 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal  Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal 
 lpon>  tv,1G< vgEN"hi vyGIh; vG:hu 
 Absolute 

 lApn"  vAgn" vgEN"hi vGEh; vGEhu 
 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal  Qal Nifal Hifil Hofal 

MS, Ab lpenO vgEnO vyGIm; 
FS, Ab tl,1p,nO hv'g>nO hv'yGIm; 
MP, Ab ~ylip.nO ~yvig>nO ~yviyGIm; 
FP, Ab tAlp.nO tAvg>nO tAvyGIm; 
 Passive 

MS, Ab  vWgn" vG"nI  vG"mu
FS, Ab  hv'Wgn> hv'G"nI  hv'G"mu
MP, Ab  ~yviWgn> ~yviG"nI  ~yviG"mu
FP, Ab  tAvWgn> tAvG"nI  tAvG"mu
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8. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: AYIN-GUTTURAL (rx;B', $rb) 

 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal  Piel Pual Hitpael 

3MS  rx;B' rx;b.nI %reBe %r;Bo %reB't.hi 
3FS hr'x]B' hr'x]b.nI hk'r>Be hk'r>Bo hk'r>)B't.hi 
2MS T'r>1x;B' T'r>1x;b.nI T'k.1r;Be T'k.1r;Bo T'k.1r;B't.hi 
2FS T.r>x;B' T.r>x;b.nI T.k.r;be T.k.r;Bo T.k.r;B't.hi 
1CS yTir>1x;B' yTir>1x;b.nI yTik.1r;Be yTik.1r;Bo yTik.1r;B't.hi 
3CP Wrx]B' Wrx]b.nI Wkr>Be Wkr>Bo Wkr>)B't.hi 
2MP ~T,r>x;B. ~T,r>x;b.nI ~T,k.r;Be ~T,k.r;Bo ~T,k.r;B't.hi 
2FP !T,r>x;B. !T,r>x;b.nI !T,k.r;Be !T,k.r;Bo !T,k.r;B't.hi 
1CP Wnr>1x;B' Wnr>1x;b.nI Wnk.1r;Be Wnk.1r;Bo Wnk.1r;B't.hi 

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal  Piel Pual Hitpael 

3MS rx;b.yI rxeB'yI %reB'y> %r;boy> %reB't.yI 
3FS rx;b.Ti rxeB'Ti %reB'T. %r;boT. %reB't.Ti 
2MS rx;b.Ti rxeB'Ti %reb'T. %r;boT. %reB't.Ti 
2FS yrIx]b.Ti yrIh]B'Ti ykir>)b'T. ykir>boT. ykir>)B't.Ti 
1CS rx;b.a, rxeB'a, %reb'a] %r;boa] %reB't.a, 
3MP Wrx]b.yI Wrx]B'yI Wkr>)b'y> Wkr>boy> Wkr>)B't.yI 
3FP hn"r>1x;b.Ti hn"r>1x;B'Ti hn"k.1reb'T. hn"k.1r;boT. hn"k.1reB't.Ti 
2MP Wrx]b.Ti Wrx]B'Ti Wkr>)b'T. Wkr>boT. Wkr>)B't.Ti 
2FP hn"r>1x;b.Ti hn"r>1x;B'Ti hn"k.1reb'T. hn"k.1r;boT. hn"k.1reB't.Ti 
1CP rx;b.nI rxeB'nI %reb'n> %r;bon> %reB't.nI 
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8. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: AYIN-GUTTURAL (rx;B', $rb) 

 
 

  I m p e r a t i v e 
  Qal Nifal  Piel  Hitpael 
 2MS rx;B. rxeB'hi %reB'  %reB't.hi
 2FS yrIx]B; yrIx]B'hi ykir>)B'  ykir>)B't.hi
 2MP Wrx]B; Wrx]B'hi Wkr>)B'  Wkr>)B't.hi
 2FP hn"r>1x;B. hn"r>1x;B'hi hn"k.1reB'  hn"k.1reB't.hi

 
 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal  Piel Pual Hitpael 
 rxoB. rxeB'hi   %reB'  %r;Bo %reB't.hi 
 Absolute 

 rAxB' rxob.nI   %reB'   %reb't.hi 
 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal  Piel Pual Hitpael 

MS, Ab  rxeBo   %reb'm.  %reB't.mi
FS, Ab hr'x]Bo   hk'r>)b'm.  hk'r>)B't.mi
MP, Ab ~yrIx]Bo   ~ykir>)b'm.  ~ykir>)B't.mi
FP, Ab tArx]Bo   tAkr>)b'm.  tAkr>)B't.mi
 Passive 

MS, Ab rWxB' rx'b.nI %r'bom. 
FS, Ab hr'WxB. hr'x'b.nI hk'r'bom. 
MP, Ab ~yrIWxB. ~yrIx'b.nI ~ykir'bom. 
FP, Ab tArWxB. tArx'b.nI tAkr'bom. 
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9. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: AYIN-VAV (~Wq) 
 
 

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Polel Polal Hifil Hofal Hitpolel 

3MS ~q' ~Aqn" ~meAq ~m;Aq ~yqihe ~q;Wh ~meAqt.hi
3FS hm'1q' hm'A1qn" hm'm.Aq hm'm.Aq hm'y1qihe hm'q.Wh hm'm.Aqt.hi
2MS T'm.1q; t'A1mWqn> T'm.1m;Aq T'm.1m;Aq t'A1myqih] T'm.1q;Wh T'm.1m;Aqt.hi
2FS T.m.q; tAmWqn> T.m.m;Aq T.m.m;Aq tAmyqih] T.m.q;Wh T.m.m;Aqt.hi
1CS yTim.1q; ytiA1mWqn> yTim.1m;Aq yTim.1m;Aq ytiA1myqih] yTim.1q;Wh yTim.1m;Aqt.hi
3CP Wm1q' WmA1qn" Wmm.Aq Wmm.Aq Wmy1qihe Wmq.Wh Wmm.Aqt.hi
2MP ~T,m.q; ~t,Amqon> ~T,m.m;Aq ~T,m.m;Aq ~t,Amyqih] ~T,m.q;Wh ~T,m.m;Aqt.hi
2FP !T,m.q; !t,Amqon> !T,m.m;Aq !T,m.m;Aq !t,Amyqih] !T,m.q;Wh !T,m.m;Aqt.hi
1CP Wnm.1q; WnA1mWqn> Wnm.1m;Aq Wnm.1m;Aq WnA1myqih] Wnm.1q;Wh Wnm.1m;Aqt.hi

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Polel Polal Hifil Hofal Hitpolel 

3MS ~Wqy" ~AQyI ~meAqy> ~m;Aqy> ~yqiy" ~q;Wy ~meAqt.yI
3FS ~WqT' ~AQTi ~meAqT. ~m;AqT. ~yqiT' ~q;WT ~meAqt.Ti
2MS ~WqT' ~AQTi ~meAqT. ~m;AqT. ~yqiT' ~q;WT ~meAqt.Ti
2FS ymiW1qT' ymiA1QTi ymim.AqT. ymim.AqT. ymiy1qiT' ymiq.WT ymim.Aqt.Ti
1CS ~Wqa' ~AQa, ~meAqa] ~m;Aqa] ~yqia' ~q;Wa ~meAqt.a,
3MP WmW1qy" WmA1QyI Wmm.Aqy> Wmm.Aqy> Wmy1qiy" Wmq.Wy Wmm.Aqt.yI
3FP hn"y1m,WqT. hn"m.A1QTi hn"m.1meAqT. hn"m.1m;AqT. hn"m.1qeT' hn"m.1q;WT hn"m.1meAqt.Ti
2MP WmW1qT' WmA1QTi Wmm.AqT. Wmm.AqT. Wmy1qiT' Wmq.WT Wmm.Aqt.Ti
2FP hn"y1m,WqT. hn"m.A1QTi hn"m.1meAqT. hn"m.1m;AqT. hn"m.1qeT' hn"m.1q;WT hn"m.1meAqt.Ti
1CP ~Wqn" ~AQnI ~meAqn> ~m;Aqn> ~yqin" ~q;Wn ~meAqt.nI
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9. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: AYIN-VAV (~Wq) 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Polel  Hifil  Hitpolel 

2MS ~Wq ~AQhi ~meAq ~qeh'  ~meAqt.hi
2FS ymiW1q ymiA1Qhi ymim.Aq ymiy1qih'  ymim.Aqt.hi
2MP WmW1q WmA1Qhi Wmm.Aq Wmy1qih'  Wmm.Aqt.hi
2FP hn"m.1qo hn"m.A1Qhi hn"m.1meAq hn"m.1qeh'  hn"m.1meAqt.hi

 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Polel Hifil Hofal Hitpolel 
 ~Wq ~AQhi ~meAq

 
~yqih' ~q;Wh ~meAqt.hi

 Absolute 

 ~Aq ~AQhi ~qeh' ~qeWh ~meAqt.hi
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal Polel Polal Hifil Hofal Hitpolel 

MS, Ab ~q'  ~meAqm. ~yqime  ~meAqt.mi
FS, Ab hm'q'  hm'm.Aqm. hm'yqim.  hm'm.Aqt.mi
MP, Ab ~ymiq'  ~ymim.Aqm. ~ymiyqim.  ~ymim.Aqt.mi
FP, Ab tAmq'  tAmm.Aqm. tAmyqim.  tAmm.Aqt.mi
 Passive 

MS, Ab ~Aqn" ~m'Aqm. ~q'Wm 
FS, Ab hm'Aqn> hm'm'Aqm. hm'q'Wm 
MP, Ab ~ymiAqn> ~ymim'Aqm. ~ymiq'Wm 
FP, Ab tAmAqn> tAmm'Aqm. tAmq'Wm 
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10. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: AYIN-VAV AND  AYIN-YOD  

(aAB, ~yfi, vAB, tWm7) 
 

 P e r f e c t 
 aAB  ~yfi  vAB tWm 
 Qal Qal Qal Qal 

3MS aB' ~f' vAB tme 
3FS ha'1B' hm'1f' hv'A1B ht'1me 
2MS t'a1B' T'm.1f; T'v.1Bo hT'1m; 
2FS taB' T.m.f; T.v.Bo T.M; 
1CS ytia1B' yTim.1f; yTiv.1Bo yTi1m; 
3CP Wa1B' Wm1f' WvA1B Wt1me 
2MP ~t,aB' ~T,m.f; ~T,v.B' ~T,m; 
2FP !t,aB' !T,m.f; !T,v.B' !T,m; 
1CP Wna1B' 

 

Wnm.1f;

 

Wnv.1Bo

 

Wnt.1m; 
 

 I m p e r f e c t 
 aAB  ~yfi vAB tWm 
 Qal Qal Qal Qal 

3MS  aAby" ~yfiy" vAbyE tWmy" 
3FS aAbT' ~yfiT' vAbTe tWmT' 
2MS aAbT' ~yfiT' vAbTe tWmT' 
2FS yaiA1bT' ymiy1fiT' yviA1bTe ytiW1mT' 
1CS aAba' ~yfia' vAbae tWma' 
3MP WaA1by" Wmy1fiy" WvA1byE WtW1my" 
3FP hn"aA1bT' hn"y1m,yfiT. hn"v.A1bTe hn"y1t,WmT. 
2MP WaA1bT' Wmy1fiT' WvA1bTe WtWmT' 
2FP hn"aA1bT' hn"y1m,yfiT. hn"v.A1bTe hn"y1t,WmT. 
1CP aAbn" 

 

~yfin"

 

vAbnE

 

tWmn" 

 
                                                 
 7 vAB and tWm are stative verbs. 
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10. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: AYIN-VAV AND AYIN-YOD  

(aAB, ~yfi, vAB, tWm) 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 aAB  ~yfi  vAB tWm 
 Qal Qal Qal Qal 

2MS  aAB ~yfi vAB tWm 
2FS yaiA1B ymiy1fi yviA1B ytiW1m 
2MP WaA1B Wmy1fi WvAB WtW1m 
2FP hn"aA1B

 

hn"m.1fe

 

hn"v.A1B

 

hn"t.1mo 
 
 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Qal Qal Qal 

 aAB 
 

~yfi 
 

vAB 
 

tWm 
 Absolute 

 aAB  ~Af  vAB  tAm 
 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Qal Qal Qal 

MS, Ab aB' ~f' vAB tme 
FS, Ab ha'B' hm'f' hv'AB ht'me 
MP, Ab ~yaiB' ~ymif' ~yviAB ~ytime 
FP, Ab tAaB'

 

tAmf'

 

tAvAB

 

tAtme 
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11. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: DOUBLE-AYIN (bbs) 
   

 P e r f e c t 
 Qal Nifal Poel 8 Poal Hifil Hofal Hitpoel 
3MS  9bs; bs;n" bbeAs bb;As bsehe bs;Wh bbeATs.hi
3FS hB'1s; hB'1s;n" hb'b.As hb'b.As hB'1sehe hB'1s;Wh hb'b.ATs.hi
2MS t'A1Bs; t'A1Bs;n> T'b.1b;As T'b.1b;As t'A1Bsih] t'A1Bs;Wh T'b.1b;ATs.hi
2FS tABs; tABs;n> T.b.b;As T.b.b;As tABsih] tABs;Wh T.b.b;ATs.hi
1CS ytiA1Bs; ytiA1Bs;n> yTib.1b;As yTib.1b;As ytiA1Bsih] ytiA1Bs;Wh yTib.1b;ATs.hi
3CP WB1s; WB1s;n" Wbb.As Wbb.As WB1sehe WB1s;Wh Wbb.ATs.hi
2MP ~t,ABs; ~t,ABs;n> ~T,b.b;As ~T,b.b;As ~t,ABsih] ~t,ABs;Wh ~T,b.b;ATs.hi
2FP !t,ABs; !t,ABs;n> !T,b.b;As !T,b.b;As !t,ABsih] !t,ABs;Wh !T,b.b;ATs.hi
1CP WnA1Bs; WnA1Bs;n> Wnb.1b;As Wnb.1b;As WnA1Bsih] WnA1Bs;Wh Wnb.1b;ATs.hi

 

 I m p e r f e c t 
 Qal10 Nifal Poel Poal Hifil Hofal Hitpoel 
3MS  bsoy" bS;yI bbeAsy> bb;Asy> bsey" bs;Wy bbeATs.yI
3FS bsoT' bS;Ti bbeAsT. bb;AsT. bseT' bs;WT bbeATs.Ti
2MS bsoT' bS;Ti bbeAsT. bb;AsT. bseT' bs;WT bbeATs.Ti
2FS yBi1soT' ybi1S;Ti ybib.AsT. ybib.AsT. yBi1seT' yBi1s;WT ybib.ATs.Ti
1CS bsoa' bS;a, bbeAsa] bb;Asa] bsea' bs;Wa bbeATs.a,
3MP WB1soy" WB1S;yI Wbb.Asy> Wbb.Asy> WB1sey" WB1s;Wy Wbb.ATs.yI
3FP hn"y1B,suT. hn"y1B,S;Ti hn"b.1beAsT. hn"b.1b;AsT. hn"y1B,siT. hn"y1B,s;WT hn"b.1beATs.Ti
2MP WB1soT' WB1S;Ti Wbb.AsT. Wbb.AsT. WB1seT' WB1s;WT Wbb.ATs.Ti
2FP hn"y1B,suT. hn"y1B,S;Ti hn"b.1beAsT. hn"b.1b;AsT. hn"y1B,siT. hn"y1B,s;WT hn"b.1beATs.Ti
1CP bson" bS;nI bbeAsn> bb;Asn> bsen" bs;WT bbeAts.nI

                                                 
 8 Double-ayin verbs usually follow the strong verb pattern in piel, pual, and hitpael; however, they 
may also use the alternate forms of poel, poal, and hitpoel, as illustrated in this chart. In hitpoel the sibilant 
consonant of  bbs changes places with the t of the prefix. (See Lesson 13A.7c and Lesson 15A.7c.) 
 9 In perf, qal, bbs has these alternate forms: 3MS: bb;s'; 3FS: hb'b.)s'; and 3CP: Wbb.)s'.  
 10 Some double-ayins display variations from this paradigm in the prefix vowel for impf, qal. For 
example, bbs can also be inflected as bSoyI, bSoTi, bSoTi, ybi1SoTi, etc.; and the stative verb llq in impf, qal 
follows the pattern of  lq;yE, lq;Te, lq;Te, yLi1q;Te, etc. 
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11. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: DOUBLE-AYIN (bbs) 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 
 Qal Nifal Poel  Hifil  Hitpoel 
2MS  bso bS;hi bbeAs bseh'  bbeATs.hi 
2FS yBi1so yBi1S;hi ybib.As yBi1seh'  ybib.ATs.hi
2MP WB1so WB1S;hi Wbb.As WB1seh'  Wbb.ATs.hi
2FP hn"y1B,su hn"y1B,S;hi hn"b.1beAs hn"y1B,sih]  hn"b.1beATs.hi

 
 

 I n f i n i t i v e 
 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Poel Poal Hifil Hofal Hitpoel 
 bso bSehi bbeAs bb;As bseh' bs;Wh bbeATs.hi 
 Absolute 
 bAbs' bAShi bbeAs bb;As bseh' bseWh bbeATs.hi 
 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 
 Active 
 Qal 11 Nifal Poel Poal Hifil Hofal Hitpoel 
MS, Ab bbeso  bbeAsm. bseme  bbeATs.mi
FS, Ab hb'b.so  hb'b.Asm. hB'sim.  hb'b.ATs.mi
MP, Ab ~ybib.so  ~ybib.Asm. ~yBisim.  ~ybib.ATs.mi
FP, Ab tAbb.so  tAbb.Asm. tABsim.  tAbb.ATs.mi
 Passive 

MS, Ab  bs'n" bb'Asm. bs'Wm 
FS, Ab  hB's;n> hb'b'Asm. hb's'Wm 
MP, Ab  ~yBis;n> ~ybib'Asm. ~ybis'Wm 
FP, Ab  tABs;n> tAbb'Asm. tAbs'Wm 

                                                 
 11 The stative verb llq in part, qal, act is inflected as lq;, hL'q;, ~yLiq;, and tALq;.   
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12. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: LAMED-GUTTURAL (xl;v') 
   

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS  xl;v' xl;v.nI xL;vi xL;vu x;yliv.hi xl;v.h' 12xL;T;v.hi
3FS hx'l.)v' hx'l.v.nI hx'L.vi hx'L.vu hx'y1liv.hi hx'l.v.h' hx'L.T;v.hi
2MS T'x.1l;v' T'x.1l;v.nI T'x.1L;vi T'x.1L;vu T'x.1l;v.hi T'x.1l;v.h' T'x.1L;T;v.hi
2FS T.x;1l;v' T.x;1l;v.nI T.x;1L;vi T.x;1L;vu T.x;1l;v.hi T.x;1l;v.h' T.x;1L;T;v.hi
1CS yTix.l;v' yTix.1l;v.nI yTix.1L;vi yTix.1L;vu yTix.1l;v.hi yTix.1l;v.h' yTix.1L;T;v.hi
3CP Wxl.)f' Wxl.v.nI WxL.vi WxL.vu Wxy1liv.hi Wxl.v.h' WxL.T;v.hi
2MP ~T,x.l;v. ~T,x.l;v.nI ~T,x.L;vi ~T,x.L;vu ~T,x.l;v.hi ~T,x.l;v.h' ~T,x.L;T;v.hi
2FP !T,x.l;v. !T,x.l;v.nI !T,x.L;vi !T,x.L;vu !T,x.l;v.hi !T,x.l;v.h' !T,x.L;T;v.hi
1CP Wnx.1l;v' Wnx.1l;v.nI Wnx.1L;vi Wnx.1L;vu Wnx.1l;v.hi Wnx.1l;v.h' Wnx.1L;T;v.hi

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS  xl;v.yI xl;V'yI xL;v;y> xL;vuy> x;yliv.y: xl;v.y" xL;T;v.yI
3FS xl;v.Ti xl;V'Ti xL;v;T. xL;vuT. x;yliv.T; xl;v.T' xL;T;v.Ti
2MS xl;v.Ti xl;V'Ti xL;v;T. xL;vuT. x;yliv.T; xl;v.T' xL;T;v.Ti
2FS yxil.v.Ti yxil.)V'Ti yxiL.v;T. yxiL.vuT. yxiy1liv.T; yxil.v.T' yxiL.T;v.Ti
1CS xl;v.a, xl;V'a, xL;v;a] xL;vua] x;yliv.a; xl;v.a' xL;T;v.a,
3MP Wxl.v.yI Wxl.)V'yI WxL.v;y> WxL.vuy> Wxy1liv.y: Wxl.v.y" WxL.T;v.yI
3FP hn"x.1l;v.Ti hn"x.1l;V'Ti hn"x.1L;v;T. hn"x.1L;vuT. hn"x.1l;v.T; hn"x.1l;v.T' hn"x.1L;T;v.Ti
2MP Wxl.v.Ti Wxl.)V'Ti WxL.v;T. WxL.vuT. Wxy1liv.T; Wxl.v.T' WxL.T;v.Ti
2FP hn"x.1l;v.Ti hn"x.1l;V'Ti hn"x.1L;v;T. hn"x.1L;vuT. hn"x.1l;v.T; hn"x.1l;v.T' hn"x.1L;T;v.Ti
1CP xl;v.nI xl;V'nI xL;v;n> xL;vun> x;yliv.n: xl;v.n" xL;T;v.nI

 

                                                 
 12 In hitpael the sibilant consonant of  xlv changes places with the t of the prefix. (See Lesson 
13A.7c and Lesson 15A.7c.) 
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12. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: LAMED-GUTTURAL (xl;v') 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Piel  Hifil  Hitpael 

2MS xl;v. xl;V'hi xL;v; xl;v.h;  xL;T;v.hi
2FS yxil.vi yxil.)V'hi yxiL.v; yxiy1liv.h;  yxiL.T;v.hi
2MP Wxl.vi Wxl.)V'hi WxL.v; Wxy1liv.h;  WxL.T;v.hi
2FP hn"x.1l;v. hn"x.1l;V'hi hn"x.1L;v; hn"x.1l;v.h;  hn"x.1L;T;v.hi

 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Piel  Hifil Hofal Hitpael 
  x;l{v.  xl;V'hi xL;v;  x;yliv.h;  xL;T;v.hi 
 Absolute 

 x;Alv' x;Alv.nI or x;Lev;  x;lev.h; x;lev.h'  
  x;leV'hi      
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

MS, Ab x;levo x;Lev;m. x;yliv.m;  x;LeT;v.mi
FS, Ab hx'l.vo hx'L.v;m. hx'yliv.m;  hx'L.T;v.mi
MP, Ab ~yxil.vo ~yxiL.v;m. ~yxiyliv.m;  ~yxiL.T;v.mi
FP, Ab tAxl.vo tAxL.v;m. tAxyliv.m;  tAxL.T;v.mi
 Passive 

MS, Ab x;Wlv' xl'v.nI xL'vum. xl'v.m' 
FS, Ab hx'Wlv. hx'l'v.nI hx'L'vum. hx'l'v.m' 
MP, Ab ~yxiWlv. ~yxil'v.nI ~yxiL'vum. ~yxil'v.m' 
FP, Ab tAxWlv. tAxl'v.nI tAxL'vum. tAxl'v.m' 
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13. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: LAMED-ALEF (ac'm') 
   

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal 13 Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS  ac'm' ac'm.nI aCemi aC'mu aycim.hi ac'm.hu aCem;t.hi
3FS ha'c.)m' ha'c.m.nI ha'C.mi ha'C.mu ha'y1cim.hi ha'c.m.hu ha'C.m;t.hi
2MS t'a1c'm' t''a1cem.nI t'a1Cemi t'a1Cemu t'a1cem.hi t'a1cem.hu t''a1Cem;t.hi
2FS tac'm' tacem.nI taCemi taCemu tacem.hi tacem.hu taCem;t.hi
1CS ytia1c'm' ytia1cem.nI ytia1Cemi ytia1Cemu ytia1cem.hi ytia1cem.hu ytia1Cem;t.hi
3CP Wac.)m' Wac.m.nI WaC.mi WaC.mu Way1cim.hi Wac.m.hu WaC.m;t.hi
2MP ~t,ac'm. ~t,acem.nI ~t,aCemi ~t,aCemu ~t,acem.hi ~t,acem.hu ~t,aCem;t.hi
2FP !t,ac'm. !t,acem.nI !t,aCemi !t,aCemu !t,acem.hi !t,acem.hu !t,aCem;t.hi
1CP Wna1c'm' Wna1cem.nI Wna1Cemi Wna1Cemu Wna1cem.hi Wna1cem.hu Wna1Cem;t.hi

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS ac'm.yI aceM'yI aCem;y> aC'muy> aycim.y: ac'm.yU aCem;t.yI
3FS ac'm.Ti aceM'Ti aCem;T. aC'muT. aycim.T; ac'm.Tu aCem;t.Ti
2MS ac'm.Ti aceM'Ti aCem;T. aC'muT. aycim.T; ac'm.Tu aCem;t.Ti
2FS yaic.m.Ti yaic.)M'Ti yaiC.m;T. yaiC.muT. yaiy1cim.T; yaic.m.Tu yaiC.m;t.Ti
1CS ac'm.a, aceM'a, aCem;a] aC'mua] aycim.a; ac'm.au aCem;t.a,
3MP Wac.m.yI Wac.)M'yI WaC.m;y> WaC.muy> Way1cim.y: Wac.m.yU WaC.m;t.yI
3FP hn"a1c,m.Ti hn"a1c,M'Ti hn"a1C,m;T. hn"a1C,muT. hn"a1c,m.T; hn"a1c,m.Tu hn"a1C,m;t.Ti
2MP Wac.m.Ti Wac.)M'Ti WaC.m;T. WaC.muT. Way1cim.T; Wac.m.Tu WaC.m;t.Ti
2FP hn"a1c,m.Ti hn"a1c,M'Ti hn"a1C,m;T. hn"aC,muT. hn"a1c,m.T; hn"a1c,m.Tu hn"a1C,m;t.Ti
1CP ac'm.nI aceM'nI aCem;n> aC'mun> aycim.n: ac'm.nU aCem;t.nI

 

                                                 
 13 Stative lamed-alefs follow a variant pattern of inflection in perf, qal, as illustrated by alem', ha'l.)m', 
t'a1lem',  ta1'lem', ytia1lem', etc.    
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13. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: LAMED-ALEF (ac'm') 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Piel  Hifil  Hitpael 

2MS ac'm. aceM'hi aCem; acem.h;  aCem;t.Hi
2FS yaic.mi yaic.)M'hi yaiC.m; yaiy1cim.h;  yaiC.m;t.hi
2MP Wac.mi Wac.)M'hi WaC.m; Way1cim.h;  WaC.m;t.hi
2FP hn"a1c,m. hn"a1c,M'hi hn"a1C,m; hn"a1c,m.h;  hn"a1C,m;t.hi

 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 
 acom. aceM'hi aCem; aC'mu  aycim.h; hc'm.hu aCem;t.hi 
 Absolute 

 aAcm' acom.nI aCom; aComu acem.h; acem.hu aCem;t.hi 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal 14 Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

MS, Ab acemo aCem;m. aycim.m;  aCem;t.mi
FS, Ab tacemo ha'C.m;m. ha'ycim.m;  ha'C.m;t.mi
MP, Ab ~yaic.mo ~yaiC.m;m. ~yaiycim.m;  ~yaiC.m;t.mi
FP, Ab tAac.mo tAaC.m;m. tAaycim.m;  tAaC.m;t.mi
 Passive 

MS, Ab aWcm' ac'm.n> aC'mum. ac'm.mu 
FS, Ab ha'Wcm. ha'c'm.nI ha'C'mum. ha'c'm.mu 
MP, Ab ~yaiWcm. ~yaic'm.nI ~yaiC'mum. ~yaic'm.mu 
FP, Ab tAaWcm. tAac'm.nI tAaC'mum. tAac'm.mu 

                                                 
 14 Stative lamed-alefs follow a variant pattern of inflection in part, qal, act, as illustrated by alem',  
ha'.lem., ~yailem., tAalem..  
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14. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: LAMED-HE (hl'G") 
   

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS hl'G" hl'g>nI hL'GI hL'GU hl'g>hi hl'g>h' hL'G:t.hi
3FS ht'l.)G" ht'l.g>nI ht'L.GI ht'L.GU ht'l.g>hi ht'l.g>h' ht'l.G:t.hi
2MS t'y1liG" t'y1leg>nI t'y1LiGI t'y1LeGU t'y1lig>hi t'y1leg>h' t'y1LiG:t.hi
2FS tyliG"  tyleg>nI tyLiGI tyLeGU tylig>hi tyleg>h' tyLiG:t.hi
1CS ytiy1liG" ytiy1leg>nI ytiy1LiGI ytiy1LeGU ytiylig>hi ytiy1leg>h' ytiy1LiG:t.hi
3CP WlG" Wlg>nI WLGI WLGU Wlg>hi Wlg>h' WLG:t.hi
2MP ~t,yliG> ~t,yleg>nI ~t,yLiGI ~t,yLeGU ~t,ylig>hi ~t,yleg>h' ~t,yLiG:t.hi
2FP !t,yliG> !t,yleg>nI !t,yLiGI !t,yLeGU !t,ylig>hi !t,yleg>h' !t,yLiG:t.hi
1CP Wny1liG" Wny1leg>nI Wny1LiGI Wny1LeGU Wny1lig>hi Wny1leg>h' Wny1LiG:t.hi

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS hl,g>yI hl,G"yI hL,g"y> hL,gUy> hl,g>y: hl,g>y" hL,G:t.yI
3FS hl,g>Ti hl,G"Ti hL,g:T. hL,gUT. hl,g>T; hl,g>T' hL,G:t.Ti
2MS hl,g>Ti hl,G"Ti hL,g:T. hL,gUT. hl,g>T; hl,g>T' hL,G:t.Ti
2FS ylig>Ti yliG"Ti yLig:T. yLigUT. ylig>T; ylig>T' yLiG:t.Ti
1CS hl,g>a, hl,G"a, hL,g:a] hL,gUa] hl,g>a; hl,g>a' hL,G:t.a,
3MP Wlg>yI WlG"yI WLg:y> WLgUy> Wlg>y: Wlg>y" WLG:t.yI
3FP hn"y1l,g>Ti hn"y1l,G"Ti hn"y1L,g:T. hn"y1L,gUT. hn"y1l,g>T; hn"y1l,g>T' hn"y1L,G:t.Ti
2MP Wlg>Ti WlG"Ti WLg:T. WLgUT. Wlg>T; Wlg>T' WLG:t.Ti
2FP hn"y1l,g>Ti hn"y1l,G"Ti hn"y1L,g:T. hn"y1L,gUT. hn"y1l,g>T; hn"y1l,g>T' hn"y1L,G:t.Ti
1CP hl,g>nI hl,G"NI hL,g:n> hL,gUn> hl,g>n: hl,g>n" hL,G:t.nI
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14. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: LAMED-HE (hl'G") 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Piel  Hifil  Hitpael 

2MS hleG> hleG"hi hLeG: hleg>h;  hLeG:t.hi
2FS yliG> yliG"hi yLiG: ylig>h;  yLiG:t.hi
2MP WlG> WlG"hi WLG: Wlg>h;  WLG:t.hi
2FP hn"y1l,G> hn"y1l,G"hi hn"y1L,G: hn"y1l,g>h;  hn"y1L,G:t.hi

 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 
 tAlG> tAlG"hi tALG: tALGU tAlg>h; tAlg>h' tALG:t.hi 
 Absolute 

 hl{G" hl{g>nI hL{G: hL{GU hleg>h; hleg>h' hLeG:t.hi 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

MS, Ab hl,GO hL,g:m. hl,g>m;  hL,G:t.mi
FS, Ab hl'GO hL'g:m. hl'g>m;  hL'G:t.mi
MP, Ab ~yliGO ~yLig:m. ~ylig>m;  ~yLiG:t.mi
FP, Ab tAlGO tALg:m. tAlg>m;  tALG:t.mi
 Passive 

MS, Ab yWlG" hl,g>nI hL,gUm. hl,g>m' 
FS, Ab hy"WlG> hl'g>nI hL'gUm. hl'g>m' 
MP, Ab ~yyIWlG> ~ylig>nI ~yLigUm. ~ylig>m' 
FP, Ab tAyWlG> tAlg>nI tALgUm. tAlg>m' 
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15. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: IRREGULAR VERBS (!t;n", 15xq;l', 16%l;h', hy"h') 
   

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal  Qal Nifal  Qal Hifil  Qal 

3MS !t;n" !T;nI  xq;l' xq;l.nI %l;h' %yliAh  hy"h'
3FS hn"t.)n" hn"T.nI  hx'q.)l' hx'q'l.nI hk'l.)h'   ht'y>)h'
2MS 17T'1t;N" T'1T;nI  T'x.1q;l' T'k.1l;h'   t'y1yIh'
2FS  T.t;n"   T.x;1q;l' T.k.l;h'   tyyIh'
1CS yTi1t;n"    yTix.1q;l' yTk.1l;h' yTi1.l;Ah  ytiy1yIh'
3CP Wnt.)n"   Wxq.)l' Wkl.)h'   Wyh'
2MP ~T,t;n> ~T,T;nI  ~T,x.q;l. ~T,k.l;h]   ~t,yyIh/
2FP !T,t;n>   !T,x.q;l. !T,k.l;h]   !t,yyIh/
1CP WN1t;n" WN1T;nI  Wnx.1q;l' Wnk.1l;h'   Wny1yIh'

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal  Qal Nifal  Qal Hifil  Qal 

3MS !TeyI !teN"yI  xQ;yI xq;L'yI %leyE %yliAy  hy<h.yI
3FS !TeTi !teN"Ti  xQ;Ti xq;L'Ti %leTe   hy<h.Ti
2MS !TeTi !teN"Ti  xQ;Ti %leTe   hy<h.Ti
2FS ynIT.Ti   yxiQ.Ti ykil.Te   yhiT.
1CS !Tea,   xQ;a, xq;L'a, %leae %yliAa  hy<h.a,
3MP WnT.yI Wnt.)N"yI   WxQ.yI Wkl.yE Wky1liAy  Wyh.yI
3FP hN"1TeTi   hn"x.1Q;Ti hn"k.1l;Te   hn"y1y<h.Ti
2MP WnT.Ti   Wxq.Ti Wkl.Te   Wyh.Ti
2FP hN"1TeTi   hn"x.1Q;Ti hn"k.1l;Te   hn"y1y<h.Ti
1CP !TenI   xQ;nI %lenE   hy<h.nI

                                                 
15 xq;l' is inflected as if its root were pe-nun in part of its conjugation – namely, in imperfect, qal and  

hofal; imperative, qal; and infinitive, qal, construct. 
 16 %l;h' is inflected as if its root were pe-yod/vav in part of its conjugation – namely, in the qal stem of 
the imperfect, imperative, and infinitive, construct; and in all conjugations of hifil. 

17 In some forms of !t;n" the final nun assimilates into the first consonant of the suffix. 
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15. WEAK VERB PARADIGM: IRREGULAR VERBS (!t;n", xq;l', %l;h', hy"h') 

   
 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal  Qal Nifal Qal Hifil  Qal 

2MS !Te   xq; %le %leAh hyEh/ 
2FS ynIT.   yxiq. ykil. ykiy1liyhe yyIh]
2MP WnT.   Wxq. Wkl. Wky1liho Wyh/
2FP    

 

hn"k.1le  
 

 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Qal Nifal Qal Hifil Qal 
 !ton> !teN"hi 

 
tx;1q; xQ;L'hi 

 
tk,1l, %yliAh 

 
tAyh/ 

 or tTe            
 Absolute 

 !Atn" !toN"hi  x;Aql'   %l{h'   hyOh' 
 

 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal  Qal Nifal  Qal Hifil Qal 

MS, Ab !tenO   x;qel{ %leho %yliAm hy"Ah
FS, Ab    tk,1l,ho  
MP, Ab ~ynIt.nO   ~yxiq.l{ ~ykil.ho  
FP, Ab    tAkl.ho tAkliAm 

 

 Passive 

MS, Ab !Wtn" !T'nI  hq'l.nI  
FS, Ab     
MP, Ab ~ynItun>   ~yxiqul.  
FP, Ab tAntun>    
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16. PRACTICE CHART FOR STRONG VERB (lvm) 
   

 P e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

3FS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2MS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2FS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

1CS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

3CP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2MP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2FP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

1CP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

 

 I m p e r f e c t 

 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

3MS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

3FS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2MS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2FS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

1CS lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

3MP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

3FP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2MP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2FP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

1CP lvm  lvm  lvm lvm lvm lvm  lvm 
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16. PRACTICE CHART FOR STRONG VERB (lvm) 
   

 I m p e r a t i v e 

 Qal Nifal Piel  Hifil  Hitpael 

2MS  lvm  lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2FS  lvm  lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2MP  lvm  lvm lvm lvm  lvm 

2FP  lvm  lvm lvm lvm  lvm 
 I n f i n i t i v e 

 Construct 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

  lvm   lvm lvm  lvm   lvm  
 Absolute 

  lvm  lvm or lvm or lvm lvm   lvm lvm  

    lvm lvm       
 P a r t i c i p l e 

 Active 
 Qal Nifal Piel Pual Hifil Hofal Hitpael 

MS, Ab  lvm   lvm lvm  lvm 

FS, Ab  lvm or  lvm lvm  lvm 

  lvm   lvm lvm  lvm 

MP, Ab  lvm   lvm lvm  lvm 

FP, Ab  lvm   lvm lvm  lvm 
 Passive 

MS, Ab  lvm   lvm lvm    lvm 

FS, Ab  lvm   lvm lvm    lvm 

MP, Ab  lvm   lvm lvm    lvm 

FP, Ab  Lvm   lvm lvm    lvm 
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Appendix 4 
V O C A B U L A R Y 

 
The following is an alphabetical list of the words which appear 200 or more times in the 

Hebrew Bible.1 These words also appear in the vocabulary lists of the lessons in this 

Grammar. The lesson number in which a vocabulary word was introduced appears in 

brackets after the word.  A few words that occur less than 200 times are included in this 

vocabulary because of their grammatical importance or their use in paradigms; they are 

marked with an asterisk. Mastering this list will give beginning students a good working 

vocabulary for reading biblical Hebrew. 
 Word  Translation  Notes2 

 A L E F    a 

  ba'  [14] father (NMS)  Cs: ybia], ba;; S with PS: ybia', 
     ^ybia', etc.; P: tAba', tAba];3 
     P with PS: yt;Aba] or yt;boa],   
     ~t'Aba] or ~h,yteAba], etc.  
*  4db;a' [22] he was lost, perished (V)   
  !b,2a, [24] stone (NFS)  P: ~ynIb'a]  
 ~h'r'b.a; [24] Abraham (proper N)   
  !Ada' [19] lord, master (NMS)  yn"doa] (literally “my lord”)  
     usually means  “Lord”; 
     substitute for hwhy   
 ~d'a' [6] man, mortal, humankind (NMS)   
                                                 
 1 In the case of some words that have similar noun and adjective forms, it is difficult to distinguish 
between the frequency of usage as noun and as adjective. Two such words are yx; and h['r'. The former is 
listed in this vocabulary in its adjective form and the latter in its noun form. 

2 Forms that are irregular, unique, or may otherwise be difficult for the student are given in the Notes. 
3 When two forms follow P (plural) or Du (dual), the first is absolute and the second is construct. 
4 Verbs appear in their lexical forms; that form is usually perf, qal, 3MS, as with this verb. 
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 Word  Translation  Notes 

 hm'd'a] [16] land, ground, earth (NFS)  Cs: tm;d>a;  
  bhea' [21] he loved (V)  Also bh;a'  
 lh,2ao [16] tent (NMS)  P: ~ylih'ao  
  !roh]a; [20] Aaron (proper N)   
  Aa [22] or (conj)   
 xa' [13] brother (NMS)  Cs: yxia]; S with PS: yxia', ^y2xia',  
     etc.; P: ~yxia;, yxea]; P with PS: 
     yx;a;, ^y2x,a;, etc. 
 dx'a, [12] one (adj. MS)  Cs: dx;a;; FS, Ab & Cs: tx;a; 
  rx;a; [19] after, behind (prep, adv,  PS on prep: ^y2r,x]a;, wyr'x]a;, etc. 
   or conj)   
  by:a' [20] he was an enemy (V)   
 !yI2a; [22] there is/are not, there was/  Cs: !yae; PS: ^n>yae, WN1n<yae, etc. 
   were not, there is no    
   one/nothing (particle)   
 vyai  [7] man, husband (NMS)  P: ~yvin"a], yven>a; 
  lk;a' [19] he ate (V)   
 la; [17] no, not (particle)   
  lae [22] God, god (NMS)   
 la,  [5] to, into, toward (prep)   PS: yl;ae, ^y1l,ae, etc.  
 hL,1ae [11] these (dem adj M/FP)   
 ~yhil{a/  [5] God, gods (NMP)   
  @l,1a, [25] thousand (NMS)  Du: ~yI1P;l.a;  = “2000”; P:  
     ~ypil'a], ypel.a; = “thousands” 
  ~ae [20] mother (NFS)  S with PS: yMiai, ^1M,ai, etc.; P with  
     PS: Wn1teMoai, ~t'Moai, etc. 
  ~ai  [15] if (particle)   
  hM'a; [23] cubit (NFS)  Du: ~yI1t;M'a;; P: tAMa;  
 rm;a'  [14] he said (V)   
* Wnx.1n:a] [11] we (pron 1CP)   
 ynIa], ykinOa' [11] I (pron 1CS)   
 @s;a' [16] he gathered, removed (V)   
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 Word  Translation  Notes 

  @a; [19] anger, nose, nostril (NFS)  S with PS: yPia;, ^P.a;, etc.; Du:    
     ~yI1P;a; = “face”; Du with PS: 
     ^y1P,a;, wyP'a;, etc.   
 [B;r>a; (M), [19] four (N M/F S)  P: ~y[iB'r>a; = “forty”; y[iybir> 
 h['B'r>a; (F)5    (M), ty[iybir> (F) = “fourth” 
  !Ara] [26] ark, chest (NMS)  With art: !Ara'h'  
 #r,1a,  [5] earth, land (NFS)   With art: #r,1a'h'; P: tAcr'a],  
     tAcr>a; 
  vae [19] fire (NFS)  No P 
 hV'ai  [7] woman, wife (NFS)  Cs: tv,1ae; S with PS: yTiv.ai,  
     ^T.v.ai, etc.; P: ~yvin", yven> 
 rv,a] [11] who, whom, whose, which,  rv,a]K; functions as conj = “as” 
   where, when (particle)   
 tae  [8] (a) [sign of the object – no    Cs: tae, -ta,; PS: ytiao, ^t.ao, etc.  
   translation] (particle)   
  [10] (b) with (prep)  Cs: tae -ta,; PS: yTiai, ^T.ai, etc. 
* T.a; [11] you (pron 2FS)   
 hT'a; [11] you (pron 2MS)   
* ~T,a; [11] you (pron 2MP)   
* hn"1Tea;, !Tea; [11] you (pron 2FP)   

 B E T    B 
 879B [6] in, by, with (prep)  Prefixed; PS: yBi, ^B., etc.  
 aB' [5] [See aAB]   
  lb,B' [21] Babylon, Babel (proper N)   
 dg<1B, [26] garment, cloth (NMS)  P: ~ydIg"B., ydeg>Bi  
 6aAB [25] (to) come, go, enter (V)  Appears in Lesson 5 vocabulary 
     as aB' (perf, qal 3MS) 
* vAB [25] (to) be ashamed (V)   

 
                                                 

5 The numbers from two to ten appear as nouns with both M and F forms. 
6 Ayin-vav and ayin-yod verbs typically employ the inf, qal, Cs as the lexical form, as with this word. 
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 Word  Translation  Notes 

*  rx;B' [22] he chose (V)   
 !yBe [13] between (prep)  PS: ynIyBe, ^n>yBe, etc.; or Wny1nEyBe, 
     ~k,ynEyBe, etc. 
 tyI1B;  [14] house (NMS)  Cs: tyBe; P: ~yTiB', yTeB'  
  !Be  [7] son, child (NMS)  Cs: -!B,, -!Bi; S with PS: ynIB.,  
     ^n>Bi, etc.; P: ~ynIB', ynEB.; P with 
     PS: yn:B', ^y1n<B', etc.  
  hn"B' [24] he built (V)   
 rq,1Bo  [16] morning (NMS)  P: ~yrIq'B.  
 7vqb [19] vQeBi (piel): he sought, asked (V)  Never occurs in qal 
 tyrIB. [16] covenant (NFS)   
*  $rb  [19] %r;Be (piel): he blessed (V)  Usually occurs in piel 
  rf'B' [24] flesh (NMS)  Cs: rf;B.; P: ~yrIf'B.  
  tB;  [7] daughter (NFS)  S with PS: yTiBi, ^T.Bi, etc.; P:  
     tAnB', tAnB.; P with PS: yt;AnB.,  
     ^y1t,AnB., etc.   

 G I M E L    G 
  lWbG> [26] border, boundary, territory (NMS)   
 lAdG"  [8] great (adj MS)  MS Cs: lAdG>; MP: ~yliAdG>, 
     yledoG>; FS: hl'AdG>; FP: tAldoG> 
 yAG  [5] nation (NMS)  P: ~yIAG, yyEAG or yEAG 
*  hl'G"  [17] he uncovered, revealed, went into   
   exile (V)   
  ~G: [25] also, likewise, again (adv)   

 D A L E T    D 
 rb'D' [9] word, speech, thing (NMS)  Cs: rb;D>; P: ~yrIb'D>, yreb.DI 
  rbd [18] rB,DI (piel): he spoke  (V)  Usually piel; in qal only as inf  
     and part 
                                                 

7 A verb’s root (without vowel pointing) appears as its lexical form in the case of a verb that does not 
occur in perf, qal, 3MS (as with this verb), and in some cases where a verb’s perf, qal, 3MS form omits a 
root consonant. 
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 dwID' [24] David (proper N)   
  ~D'  [19] blood (NMS)  Cs: ~D; 
  %r,1D, [26] way, road, path, journey,   P: ~ykir'D>, yker>D;  
   manner (NMS)   

 H E    h 
 879h;  [5] the (art)  Also: h' or h,; prefixed and  
     followed by dagesh-forte where 
     possible 
  879h] [24] (he interrogative)  Also h; or h,; prefixed at the 
     beginning of an interrogative 
     clause 
 aWh [11] (a) he (pron 3MS)   

   (b) that (dem adj MS)   
 ayhi [11] (a) she (pron 3FS),   Sometimes awhi in MT 

   (b) that (dem adj FS)   
 hy"h'  [8] he was, became, existed (V)  With an impersonal subject =  
     “it/there was, happened, occurred” 
 %l;h' [24] he went, came, walked (V)  Inflects like a pe-yod/vav verb in 
     part of its conjugation 
 hM'1he, ~he [11] (a) they (pron 3MP)   
   (b) those (dem adj MP)   
* hN"1he [11] (a) they (pron 3FP),    
   (b) those (dem adj FP)   
 hNEhi [21] look, behold (particle)  PS: ynIn>hi or ynI1NEhi, ^N>hi, etc.   
 rh;  [5] mountain (NMS)  With art: rh'h'; P: ~yrIh' 

 V A V    w 
 879w [6] and (conj)8  Prefixed; may link words, phrases, 
     or clauses 
 
                                                 

88 The vav conjunction can convey a number of other meanings, depending upon its context, such as, 
“or, but, also, then, when, since, therefore.” 
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 Z A Y I N    z 
 tazO [11] this (dem adj FS)   
 hz< [11] this (dem adj MS)   
  bh'z" [23] gold (NMS)  No P 
 rk;z"  [16] he remembered (V)   
  [r;1z< [18] seed, offspring, sowing  (NMS)  S with PS: y[ir>z:, ^[]r>z:, etc. 

 H E T    x 
  vd,1xo [23] new moon, month (NMS)  S with PS: Avd>x', Hv'd>x', etc.; 
     P: ~yvid'x\, yved>x'  
*  qz:x' [21] he was strong (V)   
  aj'x' [20] he sinned, missed (V)   
  taJ'x;  [20] sin, sin offering (NFS)  Cs: taJ;x;; P: tAaJ'x;  
  yx; [20] alive, living (adj MS)  FS: hY"x;; P: ~yYIx;; hY"x; is also 
     NFS = “living thing, animal”; 
     ~yYIx; is also NMP = “life” 
  hy"x' [17] he lived, revived (V)   
  lyI1x; [26] strength, wealth, army (NMS)  Cs: lyxe; P: ~yliy"x]  
 vmex' (M),  [20] five (NM/FS)  P: ~yViymix] = “fifty”; yviymix]  
 hV'mix] (F)     (M), tyviymix] (F) = “fifth” 
  ds,1x, [24] steadfast love, kindness,  S with PS: yDIs.x;, ^D>s.x;, etc.;   
   loyalty (NMS)  P: ~ydIs'x], ydes.x;  
 br,1x,  [14] sword, dagger (NFS)  P: tAbr'x], tAbr>x;  

 T E T    j 
 bAj  [8] good (adj MS)   

 Y O D    y
  dy"  [7] hand (NFS)  Cs: dy:; Du: ~yI1d;y", ydey>; 
     P: tAdy", tAdy> 
 [d;y"  [8] he knew (V)   
  hd'Why> [25] Judah (proper N)  ydIWhy> (adj MS) = “Jewish, Jew” 
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 hw"hy> [6] LORD, the LORD (proper N)  Pointing of hw"hy> indicates the 
     word is to be read as yn"doa];  
     sometimes pointed as hwIhy> and  
     read as ~yhil{a/  
 [;WvAhy> [24] Joshua (proper N)   
      
 ~Ay  [7] day (NMS)  Du: ~yI1m;Ay; P: ~ymiy", ymey>  
 @seAy [24] Joseph (proper N)   
*  bj;y" [21] he was good (V)   
  lkoy" [21] he was able, prevailed,  Also lAky"; impf, qal, 3MS: lk;Wy 
   endured (V)   
  dl;y"  [20] he brought forth, gave birth (V)   
  ~y"  [18] sea (NMS)  P: ~yMiy:  
 @s;y" [24] he added, increased (V)   
  bqo[]y: [26] Jacob (proper N)   
 ac'y" [24] he went out (V)   
 arey" [21] he was afraid, feared (V)   
 dr;y" [24] he went down, descended (V)   
 ~i1l;v'Wry> [22] Jerusalem (proper N)  This MT spelling is a contraction 
     of  ~yI1l;v'Wry> 
 vr;y" [24] he took possession of,    
   inherited, displaced (V)   
 laer'f.yI  [5] Israel (proper N)  ylaer>f.yI (adj MS) = “Israelite” 
* vyE [22] there is/are, there was/were  -vy<; with PS: ^v.y<, ~k,v.y<, etc. 
   (particle)   
 bv;y" [6] he dwelled, sat (V)   
 [vy [24] [v;An (nif): he was saved;  Only occurs in nif & hif 
   [;yviAh (hif): he saved,    
   delivered (V)   

 K A F    K 
 879K [6] like, as (prep)  Prefixed; PS: ynIA1mK', ^A1mK', etc., 
     & ~k,K', ~heK', etc. 
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* dbeK' [21] he was heavy, honored (V)   

 dAbK' [21] honor, glory (NMS)  Cs: dAbK.; Ab also dboK'  
  hKo [19] thus (adv)   
 !heKo [6] priest (NMS)   
 !wk [25] !Akn" (nif): he was fixed, firm,   Does not occur in qal 
   established; !ykihe (hif): he made   
   firm, established (V)   
 yKi [6] that, for, when, because (conj)  Introduces a subordinate clause 
 lKo [10] all, every (NMS)  Cs: lKo, -lK', PS: ALKu,  HL'Ku, etc. 
 hl'K' [26] he completed, finished (V)   
  yliK. [22] vessel, equipment, implement  P: ~yliKe  
   (NMS)   
 !Ke [15] thus, so (adv)  With l prep: !kel' = “therefore” 
 @s,1K, [25] silver (NMS)  No P 

 tr;K'  [16] he cut off, cut down (V)   
 bt;K' [20] he wrote (V)   

 L A M E D    l 
 879l [6] to, for, according to (prep)  Prefixed; PS: yli, ^l., etc.    
 aOl [13] no, not (particle)  Also spelled aAl  
 ble  [8] heart, will, mind (NMS)  Cs: ble, -bl,; S with PS: yBili,  
     ^B.li, etc.; P: tABli; NMS also 
     bb'le (Cs: bb;l.; P: tAbb'l.) 
  ywIle [26] (a) Levi (proper N)   

   (b) Levite (adj MS)  P: ~YIwIl. = “Levites” 
 ~x,1l, [20] bread, food (NMS)  S with PS: ymix.l;, ^m.x.l;,  etc. 
 hl'y>1l; [19] night (NMS)  Ab also lyI1l;; Cs: lyle  
 ![;1m;l. [22] (a) with regard to, for the sake of,   
   because of (prep)   
   (b) in order that, so that (conj)   
 xq;l' [23] he took, seized (V)  Inflects like a pe-nun verb in part 
     of its conjugation 
* jq;l' [12] he picked up, gathered (V)   
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 M E M    m 
  daom. [21] (a) very (adv)   
   (b) power, might (NMS)   
 ha'me [25] hundred (NFS)  Cs: ta;m.; Du: ~yI1t;am' = “200”; 
     P: tAame = “hundreds” 
 rB'd>mi [23] wilderness, desert (NMS)   
  hm' [24] what? how? (pron)  Also: hm; or hm,; followed by dagesh- 
     forte where possible 
  d[eAm [19] meeting place, meeting,    
   appointed time (NMS)   
 tWm [25] (to) die (V)   
  x;Bez>mi [23] altar (NMS)  P: tAxB.z>mi  
 hn<x]m;  [16] camp, army (NM/FS)  Cs: hnEx]m;; MP: ~ynIx]m;; FP: tAnx]m; 
  hJ,m; [23] staff, tribe (NMS)  Cs: hjem;; P: tAJm;  
 ymi [24] who?, whom?, whose?,    
   whoever? (pron)   
 ~yI1m; [16] water, waters (NMDu)  Occurs only in Du 
  alem' [21] he was full, filled (V)   
 %a'l.m; [23] messenger (NMS)  Cs: %a;l.m;  
 hm'x'l.mi [24] battle, war (NFS)  Cs: tm,1x,l.mi  
  %l;m' [18] he reigned, was/became    
   king (or F: she was/    
   became queen) (V)   
 %l,1m,  [5] king (NMS)   
 !mi [6] from, out of (prep)  May stand independently or be prefixed; 
     with comparative adj = “than”; PS: 
     yNI1m,mi, ^M.mi, etc., & ~K,mi, ~h,me, etc. 
  hx'n>mi [25] gift, offering (NFS)   
  hf,[]m; [23] deed, work (NMS)  Cs: hfe[]m;  
  ac'm' [26] he found, met (V)   
 ~yI1r;c.mi [23] Egypt (proper N)  yrIc.mi (adj MS) = “Egyptian” 
  ~Aqm'  [18] place (NMS)  P: tAmqom.  
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  hv,mo [18] Moses (proper N)   
* lv;m' [12] he ruled, reigned (V)  When followed by B prep,  
      B =  “over” 
 hx'P'v.mi [26] clan (NFS)   
 jP'v.mi [10] judgment, justice (NMS)  Cs: jP;v.mi  

 N U N    n 
  an"  [17] please, now, I pray (particle)  Usually employed with  
     cohort, juss, or impv 
  ~aun>  [20] utterance, oracle (NMS Cs)  Occurs only in S Cs 
 aybin" [22] prophet (NMS)  P: ~yaiybin>  
  dgn [23] dyGIhi (hif): he told, declared;  Usually occurs in hif & hof 
   dG:hu (hof): he was told (V)    

*  vg:n" [23] he approached, drew near (V)   
 hl'x]n: [26] inheritance, heritage, possession  P: tAlx'n>  
   (NFS)   
  hj'n" [23] he extended, stretched out,    
   turned, bent (V)   
  hkn [23] hK'hi (hif): he struck;    Usually occurs in hif & hof 
   hK'hu (hof): he was struck (V)    

  r[;1n: [23] boy, youth, servant (NMS)  P: ~yrI['n>  
 lp;n" [23] he fell (V)   

  vp,1n< [20] living being, soul, person, self   P: tAvp'n>, tAvp.n:  
   (NFS)   
 af'n" [9] he lifted, lifted up, carried (V)   
 !t;n" [10] he gave, put, set (V)   

 S A M E K    s 
* bb;s' [25] he surrounded, went around,    
   turned around (V)   
 bybis'  [16] (a) around, all around (adv or   Cs: bybis.; MP: ~ybiybis.; FP:  
   prep)  tAbybis.; P with PS: h'y1b,ybis.,  
   (b) circuit, neighborhood (NM/FS)  yt;Abybis., etc. 
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 rWs [25] (to) turn aside (V)   

 A Y I N    [ 
  db;[' [22] he worked, served (V)   
  db,1[, [17] servant, slave (NMS)  PS: yDIb.[;, ^D>b.[;, etc.;  
     P: ~ydIb'[], ydeb.[; 
  rb;[' [22] he passed, went over (V)   
 d[; [13] (a) until (prep)  Prep with PS: yd;[', ^y1d,[', etc. 
   (b) perpetuity (NMS)   

  dA[  [18] yet, still, again, besides (adv)   
 ~l'A[  [15] eternity, antiquity, forever,    
   a long time (NMS)   
  !A[' [26] sin, guilt, punishment (NMS)  Cs: !A[]; S also !Aw[', !Aw[];    
     P: tAnA[] or tnOA[]   
  !yI1[;  [17] eye (NFS)  Du: ~yI1n:y[e  
 ry[i [9] city, town (NFS)  P: ~yrI[', yre['  
 l[; [10] on, upon, over (prep)  PS: yl;[', ^y1l,[', etc.  
  hl'[' [22] he went up, ascended (V)   
 hl'[o [22] burnt offering (NFS)  Also hl'A[  
 ~[;  [5] people (NMS)  With art: ~['h'; PS: yMi[;, ^M.[;,  
     etc.; P: ~yMi[;  
 ~[i [10] with (prep)  PS: yMi[ii or ydIM'[i, ^M.[i, etc. 
  dm;[' [22] he stood, took a stand (V)   
  hn"[' [22] he answered (V)   
  #[e  [18] tree, trees, wood (NMS)   
 hf'[' [10] he did, made (V)   
 rf,1[, (M), [25] ten (NM/FS)  P: ~yrIf.[, = “twenty”; yrIyfi[](M), 
 hr'f'[] (F)    tyrIyfi[] (F) = “tenth”; spelled 
     rf'[' (M) and href.[, (F) when 
     combined with units to form 
     numbers “11” to “19” 
   t[e [26] time (NM/FS)  Cs: t[e, -t[,; S with PS: AT[I,  
     HT'[i, etc.; P: ~yTi[i  
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  hT'[; [19] now (adv)   

 P E    P 
  hP,  [19] mouth (NMS)  Cs: yPi; P: tAYPi  
 tv,1l,P. [23] Philistia (proper N)  yTiv.liP. (adj MS) = “Philistine” 
 ~ynIP'  [15] face, faces, presence (NMP)  No S; P can mean “face”; with  
     l prep: ynEp.li = “before” 
  dq;P' [25] he took care of, sought, missed,   
   appointed (V)   
 h[or>P; [24] Pharaoh (NMS)   

 S A D E    c 
  !aco [26] small cattle, sheep, goats, flock(s)   
   (NFS)   
  ab'c'  [20] army, host, war, warfare (NMS)  P: tAab'c.  
 qyDIc;  [16] righteous, just (adj MS)   
  hwc  [17] hW"ci (piel): he commanded, ordered  Only occurs in piel and pual 
   (V)   

 Q O F    q 
* vd;q' [21] he was holy (V)   
 vd,1qo  [7] holiness (NMS)  P: ~yvid'q', yved>q'  
 lAq [9] voice, sound (NMS)  P: tAlqo or tl{qo  
  ~Wq [25] (to) rise, stand (V)   
* lj;q' [12] he killed (V)   
*  !joq' [21] he was small, insignificant (V)   
* llq [25] lq; (qal): he was light, despised (V)   
 ar'q' [9] he called, met (V)   
  br,1q, [26] inward part, midst (NMS)  S with PS: yBir>qi, ^B.r>qi, etc.;  
     P with PS: yb;r'q.  

 R E S H    r 
 ha'r'  [5] he saw (V)   
 varo  [5] head, top (NMS)  P: ~yviar', yvear'  
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 br;  [8] many, much, great (adj MS)  MP: ~yBir;, yBer;; FS: hB'r;, tB;r;; 
     FP: tABr; 
  hb'r' [21] he was great, became   
   numerous (V)   
  lg<1r, [23] foot, leg (NFS)  Du: ~yI1l;g>r;  
 x;Wr  [7] spirit, breath, wind (NFS)   
  [;re [23] friend, companion (NMS)   
 h['r' [10] evil (NFS)   
  [v'r' [26] guilty, wicked (adj MS)  FS: h['v'r>; MP: ~y[iv'r>,  
  

   y[ev.r>  

 S I N   f 
  hd,f' [22] field(s) (NMS)  Cs: hdef.; S with PS: ydIf', ^d>)f', 
     etc.; P: tAdf', tAdf. or ydef.  
 ~yfi [25] (to) set, place (V)  Root also spelled as ~wf   
 rf; [13] ruler, prince, official (NMS)  P: ~yrif' 

 S H I N    v 
  lWav' [26] Saul (proper N)   
 [b;1v, (M), [22] seven (NM/FS)  P: ~y[ib.vi = “seventy”; y[iybiv. 
 h['b.vi (F)     (M), ty[iybiv. (F) = “seventh” 
 bWv [25] (to) turn, return (V)   
  ~Alv'  [20] wholeness, well-being,  Cs: ~Alv. ; P: ~ymiAlv.  
   prosperity, peace (NMS)   
 xl;v' [10] he sent (V)   
  hmol{v.  [20] Solomon (proper N)   
 vlv' or [18] three (NM/FS)  MS Cs: vlv.; FS Cs: tv,lv.; 
 vAlv' (M),    P: ~yvilv. = “thirty”; yviyliv. (M),
 hv'lv. (F)    tyviyliv. (F) = “third” 
  ~v' [26] there (adv)   
 ~ve  [8] name (NMS)  Cs: ~ve, -~v,; P: tAmve; tAmv. 
 ~yI1m;v'  [14] heavens, sky (NMDu)  Occurs only in dual 
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* hn<mov. (M), [25] eight (NM/FS)  P: ~ynImov. = “eighty”; ynIymiv. (M), 
  hn"mov. (F)    tynIymiv. (F) = “eighth” 
 [m;v' [10] he heard, listened (V)  When followed by l or B (as in 
     lAql. [m;v' or lAqB. [m;v'), can 
     have the sense of “he listened to” 
     or “he obeyed.” 
 rm;v' [12] he kept, watched, guarded    
   (V)   
 hn"v'  [7] year (NFS)  Du: ~yI1t;n"v.; MP: ~ynIv', ynEv.; 
     FP: tAnv. 
 ~yI1n:v. (M),  [17] two (NM/FDu)  Occurs only in Du; Cs: ynEv. (M),  
 ~yI1T;v. (F)     yTev. (F); ynIve (M), tynIve (F) = 
      “second” 
  r[;1v; [26] gate (NMS)  P: ~yrI['v., yre[]v;  
  vve (M), [21] six (NM/FS)  FS Cs: tv,1ve; P: ~yVivi = “sixty”; 
 hV'vi (F)    yVivi (M), tyVivi (F) = “sixth” 
  ht'v' [26] he drank (V)  Pual and hif for this verb use the 
     root hqv (“drink, water”) 

 T A V    T 
  %w<1T'  [17] midst, middle (NMS)  Cs: %AT  
  hr'AT  [16] instruction, direction, law   
   (NFS)   
 tx;1T;  [15] beneath, under, instead of  PS: yT;x.T;, ^y1T,x.T;, etc.  
   (prep)   
* [v;1Te (M), [25] nine (NM/FS)  P: ~y[iv.Ti = “ninety”; y[iyviT.  
 h['v.Ti (F)    (M), ty[iyviT. (F) = “ninth” 
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on Prepositions 93-96, 323-
24 

with Sign of the object 101-4, 325 
Pronouns  

Interrogative 283-845 
Personal 100-1, 103, 

325-26 
Q  

Qames-hatuf 27-29 
Qere 257-58 

Perpetual 257-58 
Quiescents 3-4, 55-56, 

316 
R  

Relative clauses 107 
S  

Segolates. See Nouns,  
   Segolates 

 

Sentences 42-43 
Sibilants 4, 129, 152, 

316 
Sign of the object 76 

with Pronominal 
   suffixes 

 
101-4, 325 

Stative verbs. See Verbs,  
   Stative 

 

Stems. See Verbs, Stems  
Suffixes. See Pronominal 
   suffixes; Nouns,  
   Prefixes and suffixes;  
   Verbs, Prefixes and  
   suffixes 

 

Syllables 22-26,  
318-19 

Closed 25-26, 319 
Open 23-25, 318 

T  
Transliteration 4-5, 17-18, 

29-30, 36-37, 
318-20 

Consonants 4-5 
Vowels 17-18 

V  
Vav  

Conjunction 53-54, 160, 
321-22 

Consecutive 160-65, 329 
With perfect verbs 160-62, 329 
With imperfect verbs 162-65, 329 

Verbs 41-42, 112-
16, 326-31 

Analysis 140-42, 165, 
182, 200, 
253, 262-63, 
280-81, 298-
299, 309-10,  
332-33 

Clues  
for Strong verbs 130-32, 153-

55, 180, 193-
95, 197-98, 
328-31 

for Weak verbs 310-12, 331 
Cohortative 176-77, 327 

Analysis 182 
Conjugation  

Imperative 177-81, 329-
30 

Clues 180, 329-30 
Long form 180-81 
Regular form 178-80 

Imperfect 136-40, 146-
55, 329 

Clues 130-32, 329 
Connotations 136, 222-26, 

327 
Summary 152-55 
with Vav 
   consecutive 

 
162-65, 329 

Infinitive 186-94, 330 
Analysis 200, 333 
Absolute 189-94 
Clues 193-94, 330 
Construct 186-89 
Summary 192-94 

Participle 194-200, 
330-31 

Analysis 200, 333 
Clues 197-98, 330-

31 
Function 198-200 

Perfect 116-19, 122-
32, 328-29 
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Verb, Conjugation, 
Perfect con’d 

 

Clues 130-32, 328-
29 

Connotations 116, 222-24, 
327 

Summary  129-32 
with Vav  
   consecutive 

 
160-62, 329 

Connotations of verbs 222-32 
Stems 113-16, 226-

32, 327-28 
Tenses 222-26, 327 

Denominative verbs 231 
Jussive 174-76, 327 

Analysis 182 
Mood 112 

Imperative 177, 327 
Indicative 112-13 

Paradigms for verbs 337-67 
Strong verb 338-41 
Weak verbs 342-65 

Prefixes and suffixes 116-17, 136-
38 

Prohibitive verbs 182 
Practice chart for verbs 366-67 
Stative verbs 234-37 
Stems of verbs 113, 226 

Connotations 113-16, 226-
32, 327-28 

Hifil 115, 126-27, 
149-50, 179, 
187, 190, 
196, 229-30, 
329-31 

Hitpael 
 

115-16, 128-
29, 151-52, 
179, 187, 
190, 196-97, 
230-31, 329-
31 

Hofal 115-16, 127-
28, 150-51, 
178, 190, 
196-97, 230, 
329-31 

  

Nifal 114, 122-23, 
146-47, 178-
79, 187, 190, 
196-97, 227, 
329-31 

Piel 114, 123-24, 
147-48, 178, 
187, 190, 
196, 228-29, 
329-31 

Pual 115, 125, 
148-49, 178, 
190, 196-97, 
229, 329-31 

Qal 113-14, 117-
19, 138-40, 
178-79, 187, 
190, 194-95, 
227, 329-31 

Strong verbs 112 
Clues 130-32, 154-

55, 180, 193-
94, 197-98, 
328-31 

Paradigms 338-41 
Volitional verbs 174-82, 327 
Weak verbs 112, 237-42, 

310-12, 331 
Ayin-guttural 249-51, 252-

53, 350-51 
Ayin-vav 288-93, 296-

99, 352-55 
Ayin-yod 288-93, 296-

99, 354-55 
Classification 238-39, 331 
Disappearance of 
   consonants in weak 
   roots 

 
 
239-42, 310-
12 

Double-ayin 293-99, 356-
57 

Identification of weak 
   verb roots 

 
310-12 

Introduction to weak 
   verbs 

 
237-42 

Irregular 364-65 
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Verbs, Weak Verbs  
Lamed-alef 305-6, 308-

10, 360-61 
Lamed-guttural 251-53, 358-

59 
Lamed-he 306-10, 362-

63 
Paradigms 342-65 
Pe-alef 248-49, 252-

53, 344 
Pe-guttural 245-48, 252-

53, 342-43 
Pe-nun 259-63, 348-

49 
Pe-yod 274-81, 344-

47 
Vowels 9-17,  

316-17 
Alteration of vowels 37-39 
Chart 10, 316-17 
Classes of vowels 15-16 
Full 11 
Half 12 
Pronunciation 15-17 
Qames-hatuf 27-29 
Transliteration 17-18 

W  
Weak consonants. See   
   Consonants, Weak 

 

Weak nouns. See Nouns, 
   Weak roots 

 

Weak verbs. See Verbs, 
   Weak 
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